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ROME, CAESAR, AND THE 
HISTORICAL SETTING 

OF 1 PETER 

by 
Timothy Miller1 

A persistent debate in the study of 1 Peter has been the nature of 
persecution described in the letter. Two approaches have dominated 
the topic. One classic approach suggests that the persecution was wide-
spread, persistent, and official (i.e., persecution by a governmental enti-
ty).2 The recent consensus is that the persecution was local, sporadic, 
and unofficial (i.e., persecution deriving from the social community).3 

The present article argues for a median approach, which suggests 
the persecution was widespread, sporadic, and socio-political (i.e., accu-
sations by the populace could lead to official persecution).4 There are 
both exegetical and historical reasons to maintain each of these points. 
We will look first to the historical reasons by examining the back-
ground of Anatolia and then the background of the recipients. It will 
be argued that the religious milieu in which the Anatolian residents 
found themselves provides sufficient explanation for the type of perse-
cution found in the text. An exegetical analysis of some of the key pas-
sages will then corroborate that this historical analysis is consistent with 
the experience of the readers. 

Historical Background of Anatolia 
Peter’s readers were scattered throughout Anatolia (1:1). Though 

the five regions Peter was writing to were diverse in many ways, they all 

1Dr. Miller is Associate Professor of New Testament at Detroit Baptist Theologi-
cal Seminary. 

2For a detailed list of past proponents as well as an explanation for their views, see 
Travis B. Williams, “Suffering from a Critical Oversight: The Persecutions of 1 Peter 
within Modern Scholarship,” Currents in Biblical Research 10 (2012): 277–82. 

3Dubis, in an article researching trends in scholarship on 1 Peter, notes this ex-
plicitly: there is a “consensus that the persecution of 1 Peter is local, sporadic and 
unofficial, stemming from the antagonism and discrimination of the general populace” 
(Mark Dubis, “Research on 1 Peter: A Survey of Scholarly Literature since 1985,” 
Currents in Biblical Research 4 [February 2006]: 203). 

4A similar approach has been suggested recently by Williams, “Suffering from a 
Critical Oversight.” This article complements Williams’s work by grounding this ap-
proach in the social setting of the recipients, particularly regarding their relationship 
to the Imperial Cult. Further, this essay broadens the question of persecution, address-
ing aspects of the nature of the persecution (e.g., its consistency and extent). 
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shared the experience of being under Roman rule. The various locales 
either peacefully surrendered to Rome or were annexed militarily.5 For 
generations, the region had politically switched hands (from the Per-
sians to the Greeks and then to the Romans). A definitive shift took 
place with the rule of Augustus, the first Roman emperor (27 B.C.–
14 A.D.). During his reign, Anatolia was divided into various provinc-
es, with Roman governors stationed in each.6 

Wherever Rome went, it brought the Imperial Cult with it.7 In-
deed as Garnsey and Sailer say, “Rome’s main export to the empire was 
the cult of the emperors.”8 This is especially the case in Anatolia, where 
the Imperial Cult was established early and took deep roots.9 However, 
before considering the role of the Imperial Cult in the letter of 1 Peter, 
it is necessary to consider the religious milieu of the Anatolian readers. 

Gods, kingdoms, and ethnicities were not separable in the ancient 
world. One did not determine his gods; his birth determined them. In 
the words of Hurtado, “What we call ‘religious identity’ was simply a 
component of ethnic identity.”10 The Romans understood this, and 
they generally made allowances for the local customs of the people they 
conquered. 

Anatolians thought not of the God but the gods, accepting the ex-
istence and power of the gods of other peoples. Further, it was generally 
understood that the gods of the people who conquered were demon-
strably stronger than the gods of the people who had been conquered. 
Thus, many who had been conquered would change their allegiance to 
the gods that had conquered theirs. Other times, the conquered peoples 
would continue to worship their own gods, yet add the worship of the 
conquering gods as well. 

After the annexing of Anatolia, the Imperial Cult came in great 
force. Initially, the Imperial Cult focused on Roma, a feminine 
personification of the god of Rome. And while the worship of Roma 
never officially fell away, attention in the age of Augustus and following 

5For a detailed description of the expansion of Rome in Anatolia, see David 
Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1950). 

6Simon Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 1–2. 

7It has become popular to argue that the Imperial Cult did not exist; rather, Im-
perial Cults existed (Mary Beard, John North, and Simon Price, Religions of Rome: A 
History, vol. 1 [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998], 348). Clearly, there 
was a diversity of ways in which the cult was practiced and presented. Nevertheless, 
there was also a broad unity that lay behind the diversity. Accordingly, the idea that 
there was an Imperial Cult should not be lightly discarded. It was a unified system 
with diverse practice and application. 

8Peter Garnsey and Richard Saller, The Roman Empire: Economy, Society and Cul-
ture (Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 2015), 188. 

9Price, Rituals and Power, 20. 
10Larry W. Hurtado, Destroyer of the Gods: Early Christian Distinctiveness in the 

Roman World (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2017), 79. 
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was progressively towards the emperor who ruled the Roman empire. 
The transition was an easy one to make. The emperor, the one chosen 
by the gods to rule, was progressively himself considered a god. Debate 
continues concerning whether people genuinely believed the emperor to 
be a god;11 the discussion need not sideline us here, for whether he was 
“really considered” a god or whether he was only considered a deified 
human, the result was the worship of Caesar. 

That the Imperial Cult was active in Anatolia is evidenced archaeo-
logically. Ten temples or sanctuaries were built in the region by 50 
A.D. and seven more were added before the end of the century.12 Price, 
wanting to write on the Imperial Cult, decided to write on its presence 
in Anatolia because “the evidence for this area is far richer than for any 
other part of the empire.”13 In a detailed map, he shows 177 places in 
Anatolia where archaeological digs have shown evidence of Imperial 
Cult activity.14 

If one asks why the Imperial Cult followed wherever Rome went, 
the answer is that religion and politics were not separate in the ancient 
world. Though modern Westerners take for granted the separation of 
church and state, such a distinction is a product of the Christian 
worldview.15 After being conquered by the Romans, Anatolians natu-
rally took to the gods of the Romans, first Roma and then the emper-
ors. 

Debate exists concerning whether the growth of the Imperial Cult 
was a result of Eastern ruler cults or the impressive increase in Roman 
power.16 The answer is likely both. Some of the people already accus-
tomed to ruler cults would have taken quite naturally to the Roman 
emperor’s divinity. On the other hand, the change in political structure 
led to a change in religious and social structures. 

Harland reminds us that in Roman times, the “social, religious, 
economic and political were intricately inter-connected and often 

11For example, Williams thinks that 1 Peter presents a straw man interpretation 
of the Imperial Cult by taking the divinity of the Caesar seriously (Travis B. Williams, 
“The Divinity and Humanity of Caesar in 1 Peter 2,3: Early Christian Resistance to 
the Emperor and His Cult,” Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die 
Kunde der älteren Kirche 105 [2014]: 147). On the whole, Williams appears to have 
embraced the historical error of thinking that “the Romans, allegedly so like ourselves, 
could not really have taken the imperial cult seriously” (Price, Rituals and Power, 17). 
Cf. G. Alföldy, “Subject and Ruler, Subjects and Methods: An Attempt at a Conclu-
sion,” in Subject and Ruler: The Cult of the Ruling Power in Classical Antiquity, ed. 
Alastair M. Small, Journal of Roman Archaeology (Ann Arbor, MI: Journal of Roman 
Archaeology, 1996), 255. 

12Bruce W. Winter, Divine Honours for the Caesars: The First Christians’ Responses 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2015), 59. 

13Price, Rituals and Power, 20. 
14Ibid., xxv. 
15Ibid., 18–19. 
16Ibid., 23–52. 
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inseparable.”17 Accordingly, Feldmeier can say that during the New 
Testament era, “The State itself was interpreted religiously; indeed, it 
was a sacred institution.”18 The intricate way the Anatolian believer’s 
social experience of religion and politics weave together defy Western 
categories.19 

Perhaps the most important aspect of the Imperial Cult for Anato-
lian residents was its ability to forge a united social identity.20 The em-
pire would not survive without a social bond, and the Imperial Cult 
was the glue of that bond.21 The Imperial Cult provided a shared vision 
of life across the far reaches of the empire. Though the people had vast-
ly different backgrounds and interests, they shared a religious-political 
vision cast for them through the Imperial Cult. Without this, the em-
pire could not have been sustained. 

There are two aspects of the Imperial Cult that provided social 
structure. First, as Mitchell notes, the Imperial Cult was successful in 
uniting the empire by creating and perpetuating “new traditions and 
patterns of civic life.”22 He adds, “Without the imperial cult there 
might have been little substance to civic life over much of the em-
pire.”23 

These new patterns of civic life dominated the calendar. Indeed, 
they entirely modified the calendar. The beginning of the year was 
changed to Julius Caesar’s birthday, and all the major holidays and 
festivals were related to the emperor.24 The athletic games were saturated 
with sacrifices and honors given to the Caesar.25 The newly minted 

17Philip A. Harland, “Imperial Cults within Local Cultural Life: Associations in 
Roman Asia,” Ancient History Bulletin 17 (2003): 88. 

18Translated from Reinhard Feldmeier, “Die Außenseiter Als Avant-Garde Ge-
sellschaftliche Ausgrenzung Als Missionarische Chance Nach Dem 1. Petrusbrief,” in 
Persuasion and Dissuasion in Early Christianity, Ancient Judaism, and Hellenism, ed. 
Pieter Willem van der Horst, Contributions to Biblical Exegesis & Theology, vol. 33 
(Leuven: Peeters, 2003), 165, emphasis original. 

19As Price argues, “The cults of the Roman emperor performed by the Greek cit-
ies of Asia Minor during the first three centuries A.D….confound our expectations 
about the relationship between religion, politics and power” (Rituals and Power, 1). 

20Gwynaeth McIntyre, Imperial Cult, Ancient History (Leiden: Brill, 2019), 74–
75. 

21Crossan and Reed use this very analogy: “The pervasiveness of Roman imperial 
theology’s emperor cult across the Mediterranean was one of the key features of Paul’s 
world. It consolidated the various parts of the empire together into a single whole and 
was the glue that held the oikoumene, or civilized world, together” (John Dominic 
Crossan and Jonathan L. Reed, In Search of Paul: How Jesus’ Apostle Opposed Rome’s 
Empire with God’s Kingdom [New York: HarperCollins, 2004], 142). 

22Stephen Mitchell, Anatolia: Land, Men, and Gods in Asia Minor, vol. 1 (Ox-
ford: Clarendon, 1995), 117. 

23Ibid. 
24Perrin, “The Imperial Cult,” 32. 
25Winter, Divine Honours for the Caesars, 5. 
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coins perpetually reminded the populace of the lofty and divine nature 
of their supreme ruler.26 The trade guilds organized around Caesar and 
paid him tribute and honor.27 In the words of Perrin, “When the writ-
ings of the New Testament were produced, the Imperial Cult had al-
ready infiltrated every aspect of Roman life.”28 

Second, the Imperial Cult provided a “formula for the fundamental 
structure of the social system.”29 That formula showed each social class 
where they stood in rank, and it revealed how one could improve or 
lower in rank. On the very top stood the god, the emperor. The closer 
one was to the emperor, the more social position one maintained. This 
was true at both the individual and communal levels. The priests were 
closer to the emperor, and so the positions were socially prestigious. 
Communities that honored the emperor most were also socially favored. 

The emperors encouraged this system, providing prodigious bene-
fits to those cities that showed great honors. Accordingly, Anatolian 
cities sought the title of being a “Temple Warden,” a place where an 
Imperial Temple was built.30 And these temples would be placed in the 
most prominent place in the city, showing honor to the emperor and 
consequently receiving rewards for loyalty. 

The effect of the social system was predictable: “There were intense 
social pressures brought to bear…to reciprocate with appropriate divine 
honours to and for emperors in their temples because of the enormous 
benefits and other blessings brought by the pax romana socially, eco-
nomically and politically.”31 

The social pressure did not merely exist in the marketplace and 
public spaces; it existed in its most powerful forms within the family 
unit. The wives, children, and servants were expected to serve the gods 
of the paterfamilias. Insubordination at this level would be shameful 
and likely result in severe retribution. 

Historical Background of 1 Peter’s Readers 
Having provided the broad background of the Anatolian region, 

26Thomas Scott Caulley, “The Title Christianos and Roman Imperial Cult,” Res-
toration Quarterly 53 (2011): 201; Williams, “The Divinity and Humanity of Caesar 
in 1 Peter 2,3,” 136. 

27Harland, “Imperial Cults within Local Cultural Life,” 107. 
28Perrin, “The Imperial Cult,” 32. 
29Hans-Josef Klauck, The Religious Context of Early Christianity: A Guide to Grae-

co-Roman Religions, Studies of the New Testament and Its World (Edinburgh: T&T 
Clark, 2000), 327. 

30Carter notes the existence of 35 temple wardens in Anatolia by the end of the 
first century (Warren Carter, The Roman Empire and the New Testament: An Essential 
Guide [Nashville: Abingdon, 2006], 77). Additionally, Pate highlights one Anatolian 
city and its pride for being a Temple Warden (C. Marvin Pate, “Revelation 2–19 and 
the Roman Imperial Cult,” Criswell Theological Review 17 [2019]: 69–70). 

31Winter, Divine Honours for the Caesars, 2. 
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we can now turn to a specific background of Peter’s readers. They were 
Gentile converts from Hellenistic paganism who lived in the latter por-
tion of Nero’s reign. Two factors suggest a primarily Gentile audience. 
First, the list of vices from which the readers were redeemed includes 
things not normally indicative of a Jewish lifestyle (e.g., orgies, drink-
ing parties, lawless idolatry; 4:3).32 Second, and more importantly, Pe-
ter notes that the readers were “saved from the empty ways inherited 
from [their] forefathers” (1:18). It is unlikely that Peter would have 
described the past life of Jews as empty without further clarification. 
When these two arguments are combined with the geographical density 
of Gentiles in the region of Anatolia, it is clear why the modern con-
sensus is that the readers were Gentiles. 

That they were Gentiles is significant, for Jews had certain religious 
exemptions by Rome. Such exemptions, though not always popular, 
followed the policy of allowing people to continue their own traditions. 
In the case of the Jews, whom the Romans considered strange and athe-
istic,33 sacrifices to the emperor were not required because there was a 
daily sacrifice to God on behalf of the emperor.34 Josephus indicates 
that the start of the Jewish-Roman war coincided with the choice of the 
Jewish leaders to forego making the sacrifice on behalf of the emperor.35 

In Anatolia, the exceptions for the Jews would not have been given 
to the Gentile converts to Christ. First, these Gentiles were not ethni-
cally Jewish, and therefore they did not qualify under Rome’s ethnic 
policy. Second, by the writing of 1 Peter, Rome knew that there was a 
distinction between Judaism and Christianity, as the name “Christian” 
(4:16) clearly suggests.36 Third, Christianity proved itself to be distinc-
tive from Judaism by its evangelistic fervor. The Romans were generally 
accepting of ethnic Jews who desired to continue in their odd ways, but 
they were not receptive to Gentiles converting to what they deemed 
irrational ways.37 

Following the explicit notation of the text that Peter was its author 
(1:1),38 the date of the letter must be prior to Peter’s death, which 

32Of course, it is possible that individual Jews were involved in each of these 
things; nevertheless, the question here concerns whether such vices would have been 
indicative of the overall lives of Jews. 

33Caulley, “The Title Christianos and Roman Imperial Cult,” 197–98. 
34Winter, Divine Honours for the Caesars, 110–17. 
35Josephus Wars 2.17.2 
36D. G. Horrell, “Between Conformity and Resistance: Beyond the Balch-Elliott 

Debate Towards a Postcolonial Reading of First Peter,” in Reading 1 Peter with New 
Eyes, ed. Robert Webb and Duane Watson (Great Britain: T&T Clark, 2007), 142. 

37Hurtado, Destroyer of the Gods, 54. 
38Though controversial today, the authorship of the letter by the apostle Peter is 

the unequivocal tradition of the early church. For a recent defense of genuine Petrine 
authorship see Craig S. Keener, 1 Peter: A Commentary (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2021). 
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church history records as occurring in 67 or 68 A.D.39 The letter was 
likely not much earlier than that, however, and most interpreters who 
maintain Petrine authorship assign it a date in the mid to late 60s, dur-
ing the later and most terrifying years of Nero’s reign.40 

In sum, Peter’s readers were Gentiles who lived in the latter portion 
of Nero’s reign. They were once heavily involved in the worship of 
their ethnic gods, as well as the worship of Caesar by means of the Im-
perial Cult. Some of them may have been freemen, but, based on the 
directives given in 1 Peter, it appears that at least some of them were 
slaves (3:18–24) and others were wives with unbelieving husbands 
(3:1–2). 

A Case for a Widespread, Sporadic, 
Socio-Political Persecution 

Having developed the historical background of Anatolia and the 
historical background of 1 Peter’s readers, we can turn to a considera-
tion of the suffering in 1 Peter. It will be argued that this context helps 
us make sense of the persecution the readers of 1 Peter were facing. 
More specifically, it will reveal that the persecution they were facing 
was likely widespread, sporadic, and semi-official. 

That the readers were suffering is evident to all who read 1 Peter 
(cf. 1:6; 2:12, 19–21; 4:13–19; 5:9–10). The most significant contro-
versy, however, concerns the identity of those doing the persecuting. As 
noted in the introduction, there are interpreters who have claimed an 
official form of persecution by means of the Roman government. Usu-
ally this view connects the persecution to one of the Roman emperors 
known for their persecution of Christians (e.g., Nero, Domitian, Tra-
jan). And while we have argued for the letter being written during Ne-
ro’s reign, there is no evidence that the persecution of Christians was 
organized and carried out beyond the city of Rome under Nero’s reign. 

Partly for this reason, the view that the persecution was more social 
and communal has become the dominant strand in modern scholar-
ship.41 On this reading, the Roman government is not involved at all. 
Instead, Christians who had abandoned their former way of life were 
being ridiculed by those they abandoned when they became Christians. 
Such an interpretation helpfully explains why Peter refers so often to 
verbal assaults (2:12; 3:9, 16; 4:14). The danger was not the govern-
ment; it was the general populace. And the cost was not life or posses-
sions; it was social position and honor. 

39Eusebius Church History 2.25.5. 
40Thomas R. Schreiner, 1, 2 Peter, Jude, New American Commentary (Nashville: 

B&H, 2003), 36; Peter H. Davids, The First Epistle of Peter, 2nd ed., New Interna-
tional Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990), 10; 
Wayne A. Grudem, The First Epistle of Peter, Tyndale New Testament Commentaries 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), 37–38. 

41Dubis, “Research on 1 Peter,” 203. 
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The background detailed above provides another possibility: the 
persecution was socio-political, meaning it began as social tension but 
had the possibility of rising to governmental attention. Though the 
Imperial Cult was always active throughout the New Testament era, 
during Nero’s reign the “divine” identity seems to have been taken 
more seriously than during the reign of many other emperors. For in-
stance, though it was not common for current coinage to present the 
living emperor as a god (usually this was reserved for deceased emper-
ors), Nero was the major exception. This is because Nero encouraged 
his own worship.42 Further, though the term “the Lord” was sometimes 
used of other emperors, it was used especially for Nero.43 

The persecutions of Nero against Christians are famously attested, 
being documented by the Roman historian Tacitus.44 The persecution 
detailed there related to Nero’s desire to distract from the rumors that 
he had personally burned Rome in 64 A.D. However, Nero’s reign 
made a definitive shift in 62, when he was influenced in an “extreme 
monarchist” direction.45 His own sense of identity combined with a 
growing sense of paranoia concerning his position would have set him 
in opposition to any who showed the least sense of disloyalty. 

Because the cult involved idol worship, Christians in Rome could 
not take part.46 This lack of engagement would have been perceived as 

42Michael Amandry, Andrew Burnett, and Pere Pau Ripolles, Roman Provincial 
Coinage, vol. 1 (London: British Museum Press, 2005), 47. 

43Joseph D. Fantin, Lord of the Entire World: Lord Jesus, a Challenge to Lord Cae-
sar? (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix Press, 2011), 201–2. 

44In 2015 Brent Shaw argued that Tacitus was expressing the modern distaste for 
Christians back into the first century (“The Myth of the Neronian Persecution,” The 
Journal of Roman Studies 105 [2015]: 73–100). Defenses of Tacitus have been raised 
(Christopher Prestige Jones, “The Historicity of the Neronian Persecution: A Re-
sponse to Brent Shaw,” New Testament Studies 63 [2017]: 146–52; Pierluigi Leone 
Gatti, “Much Ado about Nothing: An Answer to B. D. Shaw’s The Myth of the Ne-
ronian Persecution,” Augustinianum 59 [2019]: 201–15), and counter defenses offered 
(e.g., Brent D. Shaw, “Response to Christopher Jones: The Historicity of the Neroni-
an Persecution,” New Testament Studies 64 [April 2018]: 231–42.). It is beyond the 
purview of this article to address this issue; nevertheless, if 1 Peter was written during 
Nero’s reign it gives evidence both that Christians were identifiable in that period and 
potentially that Nero was actively against Christians. 

45Annals 15.44; Encyclopedia of Ancient Christianity, s.v. “Nero,” by Leandro Na-
varra, 906. 

46Of course, there were likely some who rationalized doing so, but the commands 
throughout the New Testament concerning idol worship certainly applied to the Im-
perial Cult. For the most significant defense of the idea that Christians could partake 
of the Imperial Cult and yet remain “in their heart” committed to Christ, see, Warren 
Carter, “Going All the Way? Honoring the Emperor and Sacrificing Wives and 
Slaves,” in A Feminist Companion to the Catholic Epistles and Hebrews (London: T&T 
Clark, 2004), 14–33. For a defense of the historic view that Christians could not take 
part in the Imperial Cult without committing idolatry see, Sean du Toit, “Practising 
Idolatry in 1 Peter,” Journal for the Study of the New Testament 43 (March 2021): 
411–30. 
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a lack of loyalty. As Tacitus records, the real reason Nero was willing to 
persecute Christians was because they were “hated by all men” on ac-
count of their “infamous abominations.”47 Such “abominations” were 
likely, at least in part, misunderstandings of Christian practices. But 
how were they so misunderstood? Likely Christians were misunder-
stood because they distanced themselves socially from Imperial Cult 
activities, which were the social fabric of society. 

There is no evidence that Nero pursued a program of persecution 
towards Christians outside Rome. Nevertheless, Tacitus indicates that 
Nero rounded up a “vast multitude” of Christians.48 Could such acts 
remain in Rome alone? Is it not more likely that news of the emperor’s 
attitude towards Christians spread throughout the empire? 

Anatolian residents, having heard of the formal persecutions of 
Christians by the emperor, would have taken note of the activity of 
Christians in their midst. As noted before, throughout the Roman 
world, “religion was not a private matter. Rather, its observance was 
explicitly public, very communal, and quite political.”49 Christians 
could not secretly avoid the Imperial Cult. And their refusal to engage 
was viewed as disloyalty to Rome.50 

Anatolians had observed some within their own community con-
vert to Christianity, stop attending the festivals, and stop offering sacri-
fices. These Christians were meeting together weekly and had formed 
incredibly strong bonds of fellowship. Word had come from Rome that 
Nero, their great benefactor, was systematically strengthening his reign 
by removing those who were disloyal. One problematic group was the 
Christians. With such imperial confirmation, the Anatolian’s concern 
about their Christian neighbors turned to conviction against them. 

Though the Roman governor was not ordered to seek out and per-
secute Christians, he would have taken seriously any accusation pre-
sented against them. For one thing, they were guilty of what was 
considered anti-social behavior, which threatened the social fabric.51 
Further, as Perrin notes, “any challenge to the religious supremacy of 
the emperor could be perceived as an act of political subversion.”52 
What governor would not have taken seriously accusations of political 
disloyalty? Any hint that a governor allowed disloyalty would end a 
governor’s career, if not his life. 

47Annals 15.44; cf. Justin, 1 Apol. 26.7; 2 Apol. 12; Tatian, Or. 25; Tertullian, 
Apol. 4; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 5.1.14. 

48Annals 15.44. 
49Carter, The Roman Empire and the New Testament, 82. 
50“Performing cultic acts before statues of living emperors…was considered the 

only appropriate expression of loyalty” (Winter, Divine Honours for the Caesars, 2). 
51The believer’s actions, Hurtado claims, “would have seemed to the general pub-

lic a kind of religious and social apostasy, an anti-social stance” (Hurtado, Destroyer of 
the Gods, 54). 

52Perrin, “The Imperial Cult,” 127. 
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In sum, on this reading, Rome was not officially seeking to elimi-
nate Christians; nevertheless, Christians were viewed as a dangerous, 
anti-social, and potentially anti-imperial sect. Word of Nero’s actions 
against Christians had likely reached Anatolia, increasing the fear of 
Peter’s readers and providing sufficient grounds for formal complaints 
to be lodged against Christians.53 Peter’s readers would likely have been 
unsettled by hearing of the fate of their brothers in Rome, and they 
were likely filled with anxiety over whether their fellow countrymen 
might bring formal complaints against them.54 

The Exegetical Case 

The above analysis has sought to understand the historical back-
ground of the Roman Empire and Anatolia in particular. Further, it 
has sought to apply what is found in this background to the Christian 
converts in Peter’s audience. This analysis has resulted in a reasonable 
conjecture concerning the nature of the persecution that existed when 
1 Peter was written. In this section, we will summarize the main points 
of the historical background and seek to ground each of the three asser-
tions in the text of 1 Peter. 

That the persecution was widespread is suggested by the fact that 
Peter considers himself and the church in Rome in the same setting as 
the Anatolian believers. That they were enduring the same sorts of per-
secutions is suggested by the way he identifies himself and them in sim-
ilar terms. The Anatolian believers are “elect-exiles” (1:1), and those in 
Babylon (i.e., exile) are “likewise chosen” (i.e., elect; 5:13). The pur-
pose of identifying the readers as elect-exiles is to help them form a new 
identity in light of the social loss they have experienced by rejecting 
their former gods, and especially the Imperial Cult. That the persecu-
tion was widespread is further suggested by Peter’s comment that the 
reader’s brotherhood is experiencing the same sort of persecutions 
throughout the world (5:9). 

That the persecution was sporadic and not persistent is suggested 
by the lack of any evidence that Nero commanded persecution outside 
of Rome. It is further confirmed by the text of 1 Peter, which does not 

53This same potential series of events was suggested by an early twentieth-century 
interpreter of 1 Peter. Knopf suggested that “the State did not organize the persecu-
tion”; instead, “from the hatred and suspicion of the populace itself accusations arise, 
which are brought before the authority. This authority is consequently forced to act 
against the Christians” (Rudolph Knopf, Die Briefe Petri and Judä, KEK [Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1912], 23, as trans. by Travis B. Williams, Persecution in 
1 Peter: Differentiating and Contextualizing Early Christian Suffering [Boston: Brill, 
2012], 11n22). Three modern interpreters have also recently been suggesting this 
interpretation: Paul A. Holloway, Coping with Prejudice: 1 Peter in Social-Psychological 
Perspective (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2009); Horrell, “Between Conformity and Re-
sistance”; Williams, “Suffering from a Critical Oversight.” 

54Holloway, envisioning a scenario very much like the one discussed above, high-
lights the psychological pressure on Peter’s readers as they were stigmatized by their 
neighbors (Coping with Prejudice, 35). 
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approach persecution as something certain, but as a potential that 
could break out at any time. For instance, the trials of purification are 
to be endured “if necessary” (1:6). Though this phrase primarily high-
lights the divine granting of such trials, it also indicates that such trials 
are not permanent, and they cannot be anticipated. In addition, inter-
preters have long discussed Peter’s use of a fourth-class conditional in 
3:13, where he asks, “Who will harm you if you are zealous for good 
works?” Normally, the fourth-class conditional indicates a remotely 
possible future event.55 Nevertheless, here, as Achtemeier argues, it is 
likely used “to express the fact that while Christians are not undergoing 
continuous suffering, they do live in an environment charged with sus-
picion and hostility, which has erupted and can erupt into violence and 
persecution at any time.”56 

Finally, that the persecution was socio-political is the most likely 
option considering the historical background. Indeed, that the persecu-
tion arose primarily from the Christians’ lack of engagement with the 
Imperial Cult is, in the words of Caulley, “the simplest explanation.”57 
Though 1 Peter never explicitly draws attention to Rome or explicitly 
notes the emperor as the problem, it does this in covert ways. First, the 
reference to Babylon is coded language, clearly referring to Rome.58 
Second, Peter furtively denies the divinity of the emperor. The state-
ment that the readers are to obey all “created beings”59 is followed im-
mediately by “whether the emperor,” clearly implying that the emperor, 
since created by God, is not God.60 Further, Peter uses a chiasm in 
2:17 that parallels “honor the emperor” with “honor everyone” (imply-
ing the humanity of the emperor). Further, he distinguishes honoring 
the emperor from the duty to “fear God.” Taken together, these suggest 
that the emperor was a problem, and the clearest manifestation of the 
emperor in Anatolia was the Imperial Cult. 

First Peter also appears to refer to formal legal proceedings. Wil-
liams, in his monograph on suffering in 1 Peter, powerfully defended 

55Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1996), 699. 

56Paul J. Achtemeier, 1 Peter, Hermeneia (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), 230–31. 
57Caulley, “The Title Christianos and Roman Imperial Cult,” 204–5. 
58“There is virtually unanimous agreement among modern interpreters that the 

referent of ‘Babylon’ is actually Rome” (Karen H. Jobes, 1 Peter, Baker Exegetical 
Commentaries [Grand Rapids: Baker, 2005], 322). 

59Though most English versions translate this clause as “human institutions” or 
something equivalent, Williams has made a convincing case that the translation should 
be “created beings” (Williams, “The Divinity and Humanity of Caesar in 1 Peter 2,3,” 
133–35). 

60Achtemeier agrees that this passage denies divinity to the Caesar in light of the 
Imperial Cult: “The specific qualification of the emperor as a human being almost 
surely points to an increasing tendency, particularly evident in Asia Minor, to regard 
the emperor as divine, and thus gives a polemic edge to this verse” (Achtemeier, 
1 Peter, 182–83). 
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the presence of legal proceeding language in three passages of 1 Peter: 
2:11–17; 3:14b–16; 4:12–19.61 We will only focus on 3:14b–16. 
Though Peter could be referring to social conflicts outside the court, 
“when read against a first-century Anatolian backdrop, an implicit ref-
erence to judicial proceedings is difficult to dispute.”62 Further, if Peter 
refers to a legal proceeding, then the accusation of slander makes per-
fect sense. The readers are not being slandered in a general fashion; 
instead, they are being accused of evil by their peers before Roman offi-
cials. 

Such an interpretation solves two exegetical challenges with which 
those who deny a judicial setting must grapple. First, the reference to 
being put to shame has been a point of debate. Does Peter refer to es-
chatological shame (leading to condemnation) or temporal shame 
(leading to salvation)? On this reading, Peter was referring to neither; 
instead, he was referring to the possibility that by graciously responding 
to the accusations made against them, Christians would overcome their 
accusers and be found innocent. Consequently, those who accused 
them would be shamed. The second exegetical challenge is related. On 
the non-judicial reading, verse 17 is a mere platitude: “It is better to 
suffer for doing good than for doing evil.” But if a judicial setting is 
envisioned, Peter is saying something significant. It is better to respond 
graciously and be found guilty for good behavior than to respond sin-
fully and have that sinful response be the reason one is condemned. 

Conclusion 

This article has shown that a proper understanding of the historical 
background of 1 Peter is helpful in understanding the type of persecu-
tion spoken of in the book. Understanding the pervasiveness, purpose, 
and power of the Imperial Cult suggests that the type of persecution 
Peter’s readers feared was neither state-sponsored, nor merely social; it 
was socio-political. Such persecution likely originated from the believ-
ers’ peers, yet it did not remain there. Instead, formal accusations were 
lodged against believers, and various governors and rulers were forced 
to act to demonstrate their own loyalty to the emperor. Because all 
roads led to Rome (and back!), word of the emperor’s view of Chris-
tians likely spread, allowing for widespread persecution endangering 
Christians in even the far reaches of the empire. Finally, the persecu-
tion was sporadic. Since Nero did not command Christians to be pur-
sued, they were only brought to court when formal charges were made 
against them. 

In sum, the historical background and exegesis of 1 Peter strongly 
indicate that the suffering endured by Peter’s readers was widespread, 
sporadic, and socio-political. 

61Williams, Persecution in 1 Peter, 303–16. 
62Ibid., 309. 
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REFINING DISPENSATIONAL DISCOURSE: 
RECONSIDERING FOUR COMMON 

EXPRESSIONS 

by 
Mark A. Snoeberger1 

Fifteen years ago, my late mentor Rolland McCune passed me a 
baton, namely, his class on dispensational theology. Dr. McCune rou-
tinely taught that dispensationalism was still a good century away from 
status as a settled system, and encouraged us “young bucks,” as he 
called us, to be a part of the ongoing development. It is with this en-
couragement that I write this article. 

My goal is not to move the dispensational system substantially 
away from what it historically has been. This occurred, I believe, in the 
development of progressive dispensationalism in the 1990s. I say this 
not to open up a skirmish line with those who embrace that approach, 
but simply to assure my present readers that I have not abandoned, in 
my suggestions below, what Charles Ryrie has labeled normative dis-
pensationalism, or what has become known more broadly as traditional 
dispensationalism.2 I do believe, however, that traditional dispensation-
alism can finesse some of its stock expressions so that the approach is 
more carefully expressed and more accurately understood—by its pro-
ponents and its detractors alike. That is the goal of the present article. 

Revisiting the Definition…Again 
Much ink has been spilt attempting to define the concept of a dis-

pensation. Two definitions, arguably, have proven the most resilient in 
the history of dispensationalism. The first was offered by C. I. Scofield 
and stood as the reigning definition from the release of his “old” study 
Bible (1909, rev. 1917) until the release of the “new” study Bible bear-
ing his name (1967): “A dispensation is a period of time during which 
man is tested in respect of obedience to some specific revelation of the 
will of God.”3 The second, which emerged the winner from the glut of 

1Dr. Snoeberger is Professor of Systematic Theology and Apologetics at Detroit 
Baptist Theological Seminary. 

2I resist the pressure to call Ryrie’s dispensationalism “revised” dispensationalism, 
as some have. The refinements proposed in the 1960s were, in my estimation, more of 
a standardization than a revision. Progressive Dispensationalism, on the other hand, 
revised substantially. 

3Scofield Reference Bible (New York: Oxford University Press, 1917), 5. 
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definitions proposed in the 1960s and 1970s belongs to Charles Ryrie: 
“A dispensation is a distinguishable economy in the outworking of 
God’s program.”4 

Ryrie’s definition improves on Scofield’s in observing that the op-
erative idea is not time, but what was occurring within time—a series 
of economies. The term economy is a fine word in its own right, and 
etymologically connected to the Greek οἰκονοµία (a connection that in 
retrospect is probably not that important); however, it is in two ways 
deficient. Firstly, the English term economy has evolved into a primarily 
fiscal idea, and for this reason alone is confusing to most. More signifi-
cantly, and secondly, we note that Reformed and others have long used 
the idea of economies to identify chapters of the unfolding pactum sa-
lutis. By using this term, the dispensationalist invites a confusion that 
has long dogged the movement, namely, that dispensationalism offers 
multiple, “distinguishable” approaches to the doctrine of salvation—
approaches that segregate the elect of God by as many redemptive 
methods as there are dispensations. 

But if dispensationalists are not attempting to distinguish “ways of 
salvation” or “groups of redeemed people,” what are they distinguish-
ing? The answer is clear in neither Scofield’s nor Ryrie’s definitions. 
Scofield suggests that we have dispensations of time, revelation, respon-
sibility, and/or God’s will; Ryrie favors dispensations of God’s program. 
In criticizing these five terms, I am not suggesting that any of them is 
incorrect, per se, only that they all lack precision and comprehensive-
ness. Every one, I would argue, falls short of plainly identifying the 
dispensations as chapters of the government of God. That is to say, they 
identify sequential administrations of God’s sovereign oversight not 
only of the redemptive/cultic sphere, but also and especially of the civil 
and political spheres of world jurisdiction. Or, if I may, they detail the 
intricacies of evolving interrelationship between God’s two swords 
(Boniface), two laws (Aquinas), two kingdoms (Luther), and two gov-
ernments (Calvin). 

Clarifying this point, I would argue, is key to dispelling the persis-
tent misunderstanding that dispensationalists advocate for multiple 
ways of salvation. I contend that dispensationalists are neither more nor 
less guilty than any of the four ecclesiastical stalwarts above, of advocat-
ing for “two ways of salvation” and “two peoples of God.” The distinc-
tions are not of people groups severally redeemed, but of people groups 
severally governed.5 

4Charles C. Ryrie, Dispensationalism (Chicago: Moody Press, 1995), 28. This 
definition is unchanged from his earlier work Dispensationalism Today (1966). 

5That some dispensationalists freely speak of Israel and the Church as distinct 
“peoples” of God is conceded. But saying that Israel and the Church are disparate 
peoples of God is not the same as saying they are disparately redeemed; rather, the 
dispensationalist argues that they are severally governed. The divine election of Israel is 
of a privileged ethnic/civil community that can exist (though not ideally so) irrespec-
tive of faith—even the faithless are called “citizens” (Luke 19:14); the election of the 
Christian Church is of an exclusively regenerate community, united by a common 
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Dispensationalists, as we shall develop further below, have routine-
ly pushed back against the Protestant scholastic consensus of biblical 
history as a history, principally, of divine redemption, preferring to see a 
history of the whole divine government. The nodal points of the biblical 
storyline in dispensational theology are not (or at a minimum, not 
merely) saving acts of God as Redeemer but rather ruling acts of a God 
as King. Nor are the “peoples” that feature in these windows of history 
distinct groups of redeemed people (though some are), but organized 
echelons of God’s citizenry. This distinction, I argue, must be pressed 
relentlessly in the face of persistent misrepresentation of the dispensa-
tional approach. 

My first proposal, then, is that dispensationalists might benefit by 
reworking Ryrie’s definition of dispensation as “a distinguishable ad-
ministration in the outworking of the whole government of God.” 

Revisiting the Sine Qua Non…Again 
Just about every available course on traditional dispensational the-

ology begins with a review of Charles Ryrie’s sine qua non of dispensa-
tionalism. Unfortunately, students (as they are wont to do) have 
reduced unmercifully its three elements for the sake of mnemonics: 

• A distinction between Israel and the Church 
• A literal hermeneutic 
• A doxological center of the Bible’s message 

John Feinberg and Michael Vlach have developed alternative lists, 
each with six elements, and while these lists have also been subjected to 
reduction, their sheer number has made their coverage more compre-
hensive.6 Both, however, push back at Ryrie’s third point. Vlach con-
cedes that dispensationalists do a better job than others in seating 
human redemption within “God’s broader kingdom purposes,” but 
suggests that Ryrie’s wording was “not the best” and “did not bring 
clarity,” concluding: “I personally do not bring up the glory of God as 

faith, that thrives irrespective of ethnic or civic disparities. To say that these “peoples” 
are distinct is no more objectionable than saying that apples and oranges are distinct. 
Indeed, the dispensational concern is that the Reformed, by identifying Israel with the 
Church, unnaturally identify apples as oranges, forcing continuity where it cannot be 
observed. 

Incidentally, there is an “Israel of God” (Gal 6:16)—a subset of ethnic Israelites 
who are also believers (Rom 9:6)—who populate one of Christ’s several “sheepfolds” 
(John 10:16). In this passage Christ himself “divides” into separate pens his “one 
flock” (the redeemed of every age), but never in an absolute sense—every elect sheep 
in every fold looks to a common shepherd. 

6John S. Feinberg, “Systems of Continuity,” in Continuity and Discontinuity: 
Perspectives on the Relationship Between the Old and New Testaments, ed. John S. Fein-
berg (Wheaton: Crossway, 1988), 67–85; Michael J. Vlach, Dispensationalism: Essen-
tial Beliefs and Common Myths, rev. and upd. ed. (Los Angeles: Theological Studies 
Press, 2017), 30–50. 
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a distinguishing characteristic of dispensational theology.”7 Feinberg 
flatly states that he “disagrees” with crucial details of Ryrie’s doxologi-
cal center, but preserves Ryrie’s concern for a broader philosophy of 
history that exceeds the narrower, spiritual/redemptive focus observable 
in other theological systems.8 Other dispensationalists have been less 
kind, some expressing consternation and even embarrassment over 
Ryrie’s third point.9 

In keeping with the foregoing section, however, I am convinced 
that Ryrie was on to something extremely important—so much so that 
I would elevate his third point, carefully qualified, to the place of prin-
cipal distinction between dispensational and Reformed theologies. The 
argument is not (nor did Ryrie suggest as much) that dispensationalists 
are uniquely concerned with God’s glory or that dispensationalists are 
alone in discovering glory for God generally within the whole flow of 
history. Such suggestions are ludicrous in view of the crushing weight 
of Reformed literature to the contrary. 

Instead, the Copernican distinction between dispensational and 
Reformed is that the former do not see redemption (much less a cove-
nant of redemption) as the central organizing motif in ordering the 
Christian Scriptures. Treating biblical history principally as a history of 
redemption, dispensationalists have argued, is an idea too narrow, too 
anthropocentric, and too contrived to be an adequate one for the whole 
Bible.10 The unifying center, it would seem, must be something 

7Dispensationalism: Essential Beliefs and Common Myths, 25. 
8“Systems of Discontinuity,” 84–85. 
9See, e.g., Craig A. Blaising, “Dispensationalism: The Search for Definition,” in 

Dispensationalism, Israel, and the Church, ed. Craig A. Blaising and Darrell L. Bock 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1992), 27. 

10By “narrow,” I mean that while God surely receives glory by his redeeming acts 
within history, he received glory by substantively other means before the Fall and will 
continue to receive glory after God’s redemptive work is complete. He also receives 
glory from those he does not redeem (i.e., the non-elect, who by all appearances great-
ly outnumber the elect) and from those that cannot be redeemed (e.g., angels). Fur-
ther, he receives glory, apart from redemption, from the dominion, industry, 
creativity, and beauty wrought by fallen man in the common sphere (note esp. the 
contributions by Erich Sauer, discussed below). 

That a redemptive mitte is “anthropocentric” (or to use Ryrie’s word, “man-
centered” [Dispensationalism, 40]) might be disputed, because the whole created realm 
benefits in some sense from the redemption of the sons of God (Rom 8:19–21). Still, 
it seems a bit provincial to suggest that all God is doing in his universe centers on 
salvation of mankind—indeed, this seems the very epitome of anthropocentrism. 

By “contrived” I am a bit more assertive. By this term I mean that the idea of a 
covenant of redemption survives at some level on the basis of speculation. The label 
covenant of redemption does not derive expressly from biblical usage, and while there 
surely is an eternally ordered arrangement of thought in the divine mind and a simi-
larly ordered assignment of responsibility to primitive man, the features and vocabu-
lary essential to ANE covenants are wanting in Scripture. Further, the biblical 
covenants that are identified in Scripture, save the Noahic, belong uniquely to Israel, 
and not to the whole race of men (Rom 9:4). Expanding Israel’s covenants to account 
for the whole structuring of history seems, as such, contrived. 
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additional to or even other than redemption. 
Where Ryrie fell short, I would suggest, is in successfully identify-

ing an alternative governing center for understanding biblical history. 
Ryrie suggested God’s glory as a unifying goal (a marvelous concept, to 
be sure), but one that failed to set the dispensational system apart from 
any other biblical theological approach. As McCune has incisively ob-
served, a goal without a carefully defined “plan of achievement” or 
“means of attaining it” is inadequate to grounding one’s biblical theol-
ogy.11 Instead, McCune proposed that the dispensational program it-
self, with its iterative stewardships of responsibility, supplies the 
framework for the biblical storyline. Reduced to a single word, he ar-
gued that dispensationalists should identify God’s kingdom (not re-
demption) as the mitte that best captures the whole flow of biblical 
history: the biblical storyline is less a history of redemption and more a 
history of the rule of God. God’s plan of redemption does, of course, 
unfold within the developing divine government, but redemption is 
subsidiary to something greater than itself. 

McCune was not a pioneer in this approach; he was following the 
lead of his mentor at Grace Theological Seminary, Alva J. McClain 
(1888–1968), whose Greatness of the Kingdom laid out this proposal is 
great detail.12 McClain, in turn, leaned heavily on works by premillen-
nial stalwarts such as Erich Sauer (1898–1959)13 and George N. H. 
Peters (1825–1909).14 For all of these, the idea of divine kingship 
played a pivotal role in establishing the biblical storyline. 

In summary, then, my second recommendation is to finesse the 
third element of Ryrie’s sine qua non to identify not merely a goal 
(doxology), but to specifically seat the principal venue for rendering 
God glory in his manifold government, and most especially his king-
dom program. 

11Rolland D. McCune, A Systematic Theology of Biblical Christianity, 3 vols. (Al-
len Park, MI: Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary, 2008–2010), 1:137. 

12Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1959; copyright renewed in 1974 by BMH. 
13Sauer, raised in a loosely organized free church Brüderbewegung with Darbyite 

provenance, plainly saw the Bible as a history of redemption (his Dawn of World Re-
demption and Triumph of the Crucified [both published in German in 1937; in Eng-
lish by Eerdmans in 1951 and 1952 respectively] amply testify to this theme). In his 
later writings, however, Sauer spent much time developing a second theme, viz., king-
dom, and especially the notion that God was not finished, in the wake of the Fall, with 
the balance of his creation, and most especially was not finished with unredeemed 
humanity (see the second half of his From Eternity to Eternity: An Outline of the Di-
vine Purposes [1950], trans. G. H. Lang [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1954] and espe-
cially his King of the Earth. A Testimony to the Nobility of Man According to the Bible 
and Natural Science [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1959]). 

14Peters, a conservative evangelical Lutheran, released in 1884 his three-volume 
magum opus, The Theocratic Kingdom of Our Lord Jesus, the Christ, as Covenanted in 
the Old Testament and Presented in the New Testament (New York: Funk & Wagnalls). 
This work contains the seeds (and much of the outline) for McClain’s later study. 
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Revisiting “Literalism”…Again 
The second piece of Ryrie’s sine qua non, noted above, is his “lit-

eral” hermeneutic. This adjective has proven to be less than ideal, regu-
larly earning snickers from critics as connoting wooden interpretation 
that ignores figures of speech—and, to be honest, some dispensational-
ists have given credence to this criticism by being slow to admit to ob-
vious figures in the Bible. Other dispensationalists have abused the 
principle of literalism variously by seeking meaning chiefly in etymolo-
gy or strict dictionary definitions, by developing rogue hermeneutical 
principles (e.g., the “law of first mention”) or by being overly skeptical 
about the evolutionary nature of language.15 

Because of these abuses, dispensationalists have for decades sought 
diligently for a better label for their hermeneutical approach, but a bet-
ter one has proven elusive. Some have added adjectives (a consistently 
literal approach); others have offered alternatives such as “normal,” 
“plain,” or “ordinary,” but these beg the question, and often pejorative-
ly. Others have opted for the more broadly accepted “grammatical-
historical” rubric, but since a vastly diverse field of scholars uses this 
rubric, value of this phrase for identifying a distinctively dispensational 
approach is limited. 

Others still have conceded the elusiveness of a trim label and have 
instead offered a series of descriptive principles that clarify what “literal-
ism” means for them. The aforementioned works by Feinberg and 
Vlach are exemplary in this regard: Both argue that (1) the OT must 
be permitted to speak on its own terms without reinterpretation by the 
NT; that (2) promises made to ethnic Israel must be fulfilled by ethnic 
Israel (and no amount of typologism can alter this fact); that (3) while 
there exist multiple senses of key terms such as “seed” and “Israel,” no 
one sense swallows up the others; etc. Rolland McCune has offered, 
more abstractly, a series of four “received laws of language” that he de-
fends transcendentally in defining what he means by literalism: 

• The Univocal Nature of Language Meaning 
• The Jurisdiction of Authorial Intent 
• The Unitary Authorship of Scripture 
• The Textually Based Locus of Meaning16 

15During my first year of seminary, one of my professors, himself a dispensation-
alist, encouraged me to read Vern Poythress’s Understanding Dispensationalists, 2nd 
ed. (Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian & Reformed, 1994). Nestled among some of 
Poythress’s less-than-fully-convincing criticisms of dispensationalism, my professor 
told me, were some valid criticisms of hermeneutical fallacies sometimes committed by 
dispensationalists under the banner of “literalism.” This volume, together with D. A. 
Carson’s iconic Exegetical Fallacies (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1984), supplied me with 
helpful correctives that refined my conception of literalism away from some of its his-
torical abuses. 

16Rolland D. McCune, “The Hermeneutics of Dispensationalism, or, What Is 
Literal Interpretation?” presentation at the Mid-America Conference on Preaching 
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Each of these helps to clarify the idea of literalism and allays at least 
some misunderstanding; still, one longs for a nimbler label to precisely 
capture the traditional dispensational approach to hermeneutics. Most 
competing biblical theologies sport concise hermeneutical labels (labels 
like mythological, anagogical, typological, Christological (or Christotelic) 
complementary, and sensus plenior come to mind), but traditional dis-
pensationalists have been stymied in this regard. 

Thankfully, the discipline of secular jurisprudence has recently 
come through with a more carefully defined and more publicly accept-
ed term that is positioned to compete for the elusive label that dispen-
sationalists are seeking, namely, originalism. 

Literalism as Originalism 
Saying that originalism is a better-defined and more publicly ac-

cepted idea than literalism may be a case of faint praise. Originalism 
(and the subsidiary idea of textualism) have been widely misunderstood 
in modern literature and in the court of public opinion. Their newness, 
too, renders a settled definition elusive. While the idea of originalism is 
ancient, the modern label appeared for the first time in 1980, pejora-
tively, in Paul Brest’s critique of the conservative impulse then threat-
ening the long-standing liberal control of the Supreme Court.17 

Self-styled originalists argue simply (1) that a text’s meaning is 
fixed, and (2) that the locus of that fixed meaning is in the “original 
public meaning” of that text. The principal sparring partner of original-
ism is purposivism, the idea that interpreters should seek the “purpose,” 
“spirit,” and “intention” of a given text, then extrapolate from these to 
an updated understanding consistent with the original author’s trajec-
tory of thought, offering suggestions about what the original author 
might say today had he survived to see the world as it has become.18 As 
time has passed, however, purposivism has proved fleeting—a clever 
stepping stone for progressive interpreters to achieve their real goal: 
opting, by any means possible, for “whatever they currently think it 
desirable for [the text] to mean.”19 

Scalia’s concern about this sort of manipulation of meaning is 
shared by dispensationalists, who object to hermeneutical bids (faithful 
or faithless) to impose on the plain meaning of the text certain cultural 
norms, assured results of science, later revelation, and hermeneutical 
devices unknown to the original readers. 

held at Inter-City Baptist Church, Allen Park, MI (March 11, 1994), 39–44. 
17Paul Brest, “The Misconceived Quest for the Original Understanding,” Boston 

University Law Review 60 (1980): 204–38. 
18Amy Coney Barrett, “Assorted Canards of Contemporary Legal Analysis: Re-

dux,” Case Western Reserve Law Review 70 (2020): 856–57. 
19Antonin Scalia, “Originalism: The Lesser Evil,” address delivered at the Wil-

liam Howard Taft Constitutional Law Lecture, Cincinnati, OH (September 16, 
1988). 
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Despite a rosy initial comparison of constitutional originalism and 
biblical literalism, however, synonymy is difficult to maintain. Three 
major objections have mustered. Firstly, both Barrett and Scalia reject a 
favorable comparison of constitutional originalism and biblical literal-
ism based on their understanding that biblical literalism is an approach 
to interpretation that “strips language of its context” and understands 
language by “mechanistically consulting dictionary definitions” apart 
from shared figures of speech and all the lively nuance that make up 
the social construct of linguistic communication.20 Since, however, 
these are precisely the fallacies I am trying to avoid, this objection loses 
its force for the current study—their objection actually proves my point 
that dispensationalists need to abandon the term literalism in favor of a 
term that is more broadly understood. 

More incisive, secondly, are the observations raised by Peter J. 
Smith and Robert W. Tuttle, whose article “Biblical Literalism and 
Constitutional Originalism” is the most comprehensive comparison by 
far of these two ideas.21 After documenting four key similarities be-
tween biblical literalism and Constitutional originalism (“commitment 
to the text,” reading as “restoration,” a “populist impulse” [the idea 
that ordinary people can understand ancient texts], and the “idea of a 
faithful interpreter”),22 they point out two key differences, viz., “the 
scope of and jurisdiction of the text” and “the duty of the interpret-
er.”23 Unlike Constitutional originalists, they observe, biblical literalists 
read the Bible as an act of faith in a God with universal jurisdiction—
God must be obeyed as a matter of absolute moral ought because he is 
always good, true, and right. Constitutional originalists, no matter how 
assertive, have never gone so far as this. 

More crucial still, and thirdly, is the observation that Constitu-
tional originalism and “authorial intent” are increasingly at odds 
among Constitutional originalists. While some early expressions of 
Constitutional originalism spoke favorably of authorial intent (or au-
thorial purpose), proponents now reject the idea in favor of “original 
public meaning”: the meaning that the words would have meant to an 
ordinary reader at the time of their writing. Contemporary Constitu-
tional originalists believe the quest for authorial intent is both unneces-
sary (we have no window into intent apart from the author’s words), 
and also irrelevant (an author’s intentions may have been fleeting, 

20Barrett, “Assorted Canards,” 857; cf. Scalia, A Matter of Interpretation: Federal 
Courts and the Law, ed. Amy Guttmann (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1997), 24. Their concern is also reflected in Elizabeth-Jane McGuire and Steven F. 
McQuire, “Originalism Isn’t the Judicial Version of Biblical Fundamentalism,” 
Church Life Journal (12 October 2020), available at https://churchlifejournal.nd.edu/ 
articles/originalism-isnt-the-judicial-version-of-biblical-fundamentalism/. 

21Notre Dame Law Review 86 (2011): 693–763; cf. also Frank S. Ravitch, “Inter-
preting Scripture/Interpreting Law,” Michigan State Law Review (2009): 377–85. 

22Ibid., 721–50. 
23Ibid., 750–54. 
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conflicted, or even contradictory—what matters in legal documents is 
the author’s actual words, whether or not he intended them). In bibli-
cal originalism, on the other hand, the miracle of inspiration renders 
authorial intent and original meaning synonymous.24 In inspiration, 
God supernaturally renders the human writer’s intention identical with 
His own, absolutely inerrant and inalterable, and, most salient to our 
discussion, perfectly consistent with everything else ever written under 
1500 years of inspiration. This means that biblical originalists have at 
their disposal robust access to the analogia scriptura, whereby one may 
compare Scripture with Scripture to discover additional clues to origi-
nal meaning. This is something that the Constitutional originalist can-
not affirm about his governing document. 

These differences of literature notwithstanding, however, I believe 
that the methods employed both by Constitutional Originalists and by 
dispensationalist literalists have remarkable continuity. The comparison 
is less than perfect, to be sure, but the label originalism certainly brings 
us much closer to an accurately descriptive label for the dispensational 
hermeneutic than any other label has managed to do. 

The Question of Textualism 
It is commonly believed that textualism is a rogue extrapolation 

from originalism, or even that the two ideas are incompatible. This is 
not the case. The term originalism is instead a broad category of which 
textualism is a part. Originalism is an approach to hermeneutics that 
can accommodate successfully any genre, figure of speech, rhetorical 
device, etc. What matters in originalism is the original public meaning 
that intelligent readers would have deduced by means of commonly 
shared linguistic devices. Textualism, more narrowly, reflects the appli-
cation of originalist principles to statutory law—a literature type that is 
extremely precise and legally binding, and which allows almost no wig-
gle-room in interpretation.25 

24To use John Frame’s excellent definition, Inspiration assures us that “there is an 
identity between [the authors’] words and [God’s]” (Systematic Theology: An Introduc-
tion to Christian Belief [Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R, 2013], 562). 

25In the run-up to the Neil Gorsuch confirmation, an example of the textualist 
approach circulated widely. In the case TransAm Trucking v. Administrative Review 
Board, for which Gorsuch wrote a minority dissent, a trucker, Alphonse Maddin, lost 
the function both of his cabin heat and of his trailer brakes (though not the brakes on 
his cab) on a bitterly cold night. Bound by contract to stay with his load, he called his 
supervisor and requested assistance, but the response was slow. After additional calls 
and fearing for his life, Maddin unhitched the trailer, abandoned his cargo, and drove 
his cab to safety—an offense for which he was fired. A majority of judges ruled in 
favor of Maddin, arguing that he had obeyed the “spirit” of his contract (though not 
the letter), and that he had assumed reasonably and in good faith that his employer 
would view his circumstances as extraordinary, releasing him from the stringent de-
mands of their contract. Gorsuch demurred, arguing that contracts, being precise legal 
instruments, are to be read exactly—the trucker had violated his contract and could be 
fired. Gorsuch’s concern was precedent: if one trucker was free to impose his own 
personal ethical standards on, and invent exceptions in the discharge of a contract, 
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Since little of the Bible falls under the category of statutory law 
(and most of what does is not a matter of serious hermeneutical de-
bate), one might reasonably conclude that textualism has little to do 
with biblical hermeneutics. However, there is one important exception 
to this conclusion: biblical covenants. The covenants are precise legal 
contracts to which parties are bound by oath, and which countenance 
no changes to their terms or beneficiaries apart from formal emenda-
tion (or even a total replacement), complete with new certifications. 
Unlike a casual promise to which changes and additions might be 
made, a covenant is extremely rigid—much like a marriage covenant or 
“last will and testament” today.26 This rigidity is established in the lit-
erature,27 and is a critical consideration in the dispensational approach. 

then any party to any contract might potentially do the same, eventually destroying 
the very concept of a legal contract entirely (for further detail, see “TransAm Truck-
ing, Inc. v. Administrative Review Board, United States Department of Labor,” case 
15-9504, 10th Circuit Court of Appeals, filed 8 August 2016, available at 
https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/ca10/15-9504/15-9504-2016-07-
15-0.html). 

26In a course I teach on the topic I argue, were I to make a casual agreement, be-
fore the fact, to watch a ballgame on TV with my older son, that I could later include 
my younger son and make it a family event. I could even improve the plan by buying 
tickets and taking both sons to the game. Neither son would complain that I had 
violated any hermeneutical standards. The genre is a relaxed one that renders its out-
working somewhat malleable (though, to be sure, there are limits: no appeal to genre 
will let me take my younger son to the game and leave my older son home). 

But if the genre was a “last will and covenant,” things would be different. If I 
leave everything to my older son in a duly signed and notarized will, a judge cannot 
decide after my death to include another “referent” based on what he believes, because 
of his personal acquaintance with me, might have been my unstated intention. The 
only way he could make such a determination legally is by discovering either a formal 
amendment to or a dissolution of the old covenant, replaced by a new legal instru-
ment, duly signed and notarized. Even more seriously, if I sign a marriage contract of 
exclusive fidelity to one woman “until death us to part,” I cannot later add another 
“referent.” To do so would not be viewed as a matter of magnanimity or valid sensus 
plenior, but a terrible miscarriage of justice and a crime (not to mention an act of evil). 

Traditional dispensationalists argue that God’s exclusive covenants with ethnic Is-
rael operate the same way—and, furthermore, that there is no legal provision in the 
divine legal system ever to amend these covenants, because the original terms of the 
covenants include language of eternal and inalterable impact. 

27As Beacham notes, “Only the stated, contracting parties partook directly of the 
covenant responsibilities and benefits. To be named in the legal instrument as an en-
acting party to the instrument was to incur, legally, its responsibilities, advantages, 
and/or penalties. By nature and design, covenants were exclusive: they established an 
absolute and unique relationship of fealty between the contracting parties” (Roy 
Beacham, “The Church Has No Legal Relationship to or Participation in the New 
Covenant,” update of paper presented at the Council on Dispensational Hermeneu-
tics, Baptist Bible Seminary, Clarks Summit, PA [23 September 2009], available at 
https://dispensationalcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/09_Roy_Beacham_ANE-
Covenants-and-NC.pdf 11). Moshe Weinfeld draws further attention to the marital 
language incorporated into the new covenant as uniquely designed to emphasize exclu-
sivity. Both parties (the Suzerain and his vassals) are narrowly and deliberately named 
so as to prohibit expansion and emendation (TDOT, s.v. “ תיִרְּב , berîth,” 2:278). 
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To conclude, my third recommendation is that traditional dis-
pensationalists consider the merits of originalism and textualism, as 
defined in contemporary jurisprudence, for updating the much-
maligned terminology of literalism to describe more accurately their 
hermeneutical theory. 

Revisiting the “Dispensation of Grace” 
Of all the recommendations in this article, my concern to abandon 

the language of a “dispensation of grace” is most urgent. Not only does 
the label derive from poorly exegeted texts of Scripture, it also lends 
credence to the widespread criticism that dispensationalists advocate for 
two (or more) ways of salvation. The latter criticism, however, is not all 
of a kind: some dispensationalists make incautious claims that might be 
interpreted as two ways of justification; many more call for two ways of 
sanctification. Both ideas, I would suggest, are equally objectionable. 
Finally, building on an earlier argument in this essay, I argue that the 
label grace does little to identify the new administrative vehicle that 
now exists within the whole government of God (viz., the church). 

The Faulty Exegetical Basis of the “Dispensation of Grace” 
Two key Pauline passages undergird the selection of dispensational-

ism of grace as a label for the present dispensation: Romans 6:14 and 
Ephesians 3:2. Neither passage supports this label. 

Romans 6:14—You are not under the law but under grace. Many dis-
pensationalists note the obsolescence of the Law here described and 
suggest that Paul is supplying a name for the new dispensation—the 
dispensation of grace. The context suggests, rather, that Paul is describ-
ing the anthropology of the converted man. Replying to the question 
whether the positional change wrought in justification might encour-
age believers to “continue in sin that grace may abound” (v. 1), Paul 
responds that the believer’s union with Christ does more than merely 
change his status; it changes his very nature. Some 14 times in as many 
verses, Paul then uses the metaphor of death to describe the believer’s 
newness as an eminently experimental concept. In effect, Paul is detail-
ing the duplex beneficium of union with Christ: there is a forensic bene-
fit (primarily justification [chaps. 4–5], but also adoption and 
placement into Christ’s “other sheep pen,” viz., the multi-ethnic body 
of Christ) and there is an experimental benefit (primarily regeneration, 
but also sanctification, perseverance, assurance, etc.). In Romans 6 Paul 
transitions to the second of these benefit classes and explains that the 
latter cannot accrue to the believer without the latter. It is for this rea-
son that we are forbidden to “continue in sin that grace may abound.” 

The first 14 verses of Romans 6, then, are not a description of the 
new dispensation, per se, but a new experience enjoyed by believers in 
every age when they are definitively sanctified. The “law” in view, as 
such, while impossible to extract entirely from Mosaic imagery, is not 
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reducible to the body of Mosaic stipulations;28 instead it is the “power 
realm” of “sin and death” (cf. 8:2) by which unbelievers in every age 
are bound by a common and total depravity. To be “no longer under 
law,” then, is to experience “emancipation” from “our helpless en-
slavement in the service of sin.”29 Doug Moo teases out the implica-
tions of Murray’s understanding in denominating the dispensations: 

A neat transfer into straightforward temporal categories is impos-
sible. People before the coming of Christ, while still “bound” to the 
law, could nevertheless escape its condemning power (e.g., Abraham, 
David—chap. 4). Moreover, people after the coming of Christ can 
still be subject to its rule. While, then, it is fair to speak of all of Israel 
between Moses and Christ as being “under the law” (cf. especially Gal. 
3–4)—insofar as it was the ruling authority of that dispensation—we 
must at the same time recognize that people during that time could 
escape the condemnatory rule of that law by faith in the God who had 
made promises to Abraham.30 

I conclude that it is imprudent to cite Romans 6:14 as offering new 
nomenclature for the current dispensation; indeed, it is dubious that it 
speaks at all to the dawn of a new dispensation. 

28So John Murray: “That [law] is not to be understood in the sense of the Mosaic 
Law appears plainly from the fact that many who were under the Mosaic economy 
were the recipients of grace and in that regard were under grace, and also from the fact 
that relief from the Mosaic law as an economy does not of itself place persons in the 
category of being under grace” (Murray, Romans, New International Commentary on 
the New Testament [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1959, 1965], 1:228). 

29Idem, Principles of Conduct (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1957), 204. 
30The Epistle to the Romans, 2nd ed., New International Commentary on the 

New Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2018), 413. Moo allows for more redemp-
tive-historical progression in this chapter than Murray does; still, he cannot reduce the 
passage to information about a new dispensation: whatever appeal Paul makes to the 
Law of Moses in this chapter is representative in scope. So also Tom Schreiner: 

This does not mean that there was no grace in the Mosaic era, nor does it imply that all 
Israelites lived under the power of sin. Paul was well aware of the OT remnant that in-
cluded prophets and godly people such as Abraham, Moses, Joseph, David, and Dan-
iel…. Moreover, because Paul is speaking in a redemptive-historical fashion, it would be 
an error to conclude that believers need not obey any commands since they are under 
grace…. [but rather] now that believers are under the power of grace they are enabled 
to keep the moral norms of the law by the power of the Holy Spirit (Romans, Baker Ex-
egetical Commentary on the New Testament [Grand Rapids: Baker, 1998], 326–27). 

Refreshingly, many dispensationalists agree with the assessment that Paul’s “law” in 
Rom 6:14 cannot be reduced to the instrument of the Mosaic administration. Lewis 
Sperry Chafer notes that the reference to “law” in Rom 6:14 is “not limited to the law 
of Moses” (He That Is Spiritual, rev. ed. [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1927], 127). Alva 
J. McClain concurs, noting, “Today, in this Age of Grace, there is still law for those 
who will not come to Christ for freedom. And if when men believe, they are ‘made 
dead to the law’ (Rom 7:4) in order that they might be joined to Christ, then this 
dominion of the law must be a very genuine and present reality” (Law and Grace 
[Chicago: Moody Press, 1954], 36). 
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Ephesians 3:2 (NKJV)—You have heard of the dispensation of the 
grace of God which was given to me for you. Again, a simple look at 
the words in view could suggest that Paul is offering the name of the 
current dispensation: the “dispensation of the grace of God.” But con-
text suggests that Paul’s “stewardship” (οἰκονοµίαν) is not the personal 
administratorship of a new chapter in the history of the whole govern-
ment of God, but something much more modest, namely, the gracious 
revelation of the mystery of an ethnically homogenous people of God 
(the NT Church) that had been entrusted to him. As such, to cite 
Harold Hoehner, 

Dispensationalists could construe that Paul is speaking of the ad-
ministration of grace in contrast to the dispensation of the law, thus 
negating that there was grace in the OT. However, most dispensation-
alists deem that God’s grace was abundantly exhibited in the OT…. 
This “special” grace is the revelation of the mystery regarding the 
church, which is composed of believing Jews and Gentiles united into 
one body. Hence, rather than call it a dispensation of grace, a better 
designation would be the dispensation or administration of the 
church.31 

I concur with Hoehner. As in Romans 6, the presence of historical-
developmental themes in this passage may initially confuse, but with 
more scrutiny, it is clear that the phrase “dispensation of grace” is not 
offering us a name for the present dispensation. 

The Specter of Two Ways of Salvation 
It is an unfortunate reality that some historical dispensationalists 

have erred by suggesting two ways of salvation.32 It really will do us no 

31Ephesians: An Exegetical Commentary (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2002), 424. 
32The most regularly cited instance of this problem is C. I. Scofield’s infamous 

statement: “The point of testing is no longer legal obedience as the condition of salva-
tion, but acceptance or rejection of Christ” (Scofield Reference Bible, 1115). Many have 
observed inconsistency in Scofield’s position—on other occasions he disavows obedi-
ence to the law as a “condition of salvation.” Still, his words as they stand are quite 
damning—and have confused many. 

Lewis S. Chafer might also be charged with advocating for two ways of salvation, 
suggesting (amazingly) that justification may have occurred in the OT apart from 
regeneration (Systematic Theology, 8 vols. [Dallas: Dallas Seminary Press, 1948], 6:73; 
idem, Salvation [repr., Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1991], 72). By denying that total inabil-
ity existed in the OT (ibid., 3:213) and by viewing faith as theologically independent 
of regeneration, Chafer is able to salvage justification by faith; still, one can make a 
substantial case from this cornucopia of errors that Chafer promoted two ways of sal-
vation—after all, “salvation” cannot be reduced to mere justification by faith! 

In my own ministerial preparation, I learned that God’s requirement for justifi-
cation in the Mosaic administration was to both believe and bring a sacrifice. The root 
of this teaching was Hobart Freeman’s rather confusing view of OT sacrifices neither 
as principally symbolic (i.e., following the Reformed understanding that the function 
of the sacrifices is typical/prospective, not expiatory) nor principally theocratic (i.e., 
following a dispensational view championed esp. by John Whitcomb that the function 
of the sacrifices was to expiate guilt in the civil sphere only, thus restoring fellowship 
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good to dismiss these as mere slips or careless wording—we need to 
acknowledge the historical missteps of our forebears, then condemn 
and correct them. And one of the most important ways to escape the 
longstanding charge of “two ways of salvation” is to abandon language 
that suggests that dispensationalists still harbor this error. 

By contrasting the Mosaic and NT administrations as dispensa-
tions of law and grace, respectively, it is almost impossible to prevent 
people from hearing that the present dispensation is marked by greater 
and/or more abundant special grace, that is, that salvation is easier now 
than it was previously, or even that faith has replaced obedience as the 
means to salvation. We may stand on our heads and deny these ideas, 
but the very nomenclature we use works against us. And since we have 
demonstrated that it is Paul’s intent in neither passage to “name” the 
dispensations, it behooves us to discover a better label. 

The (Lesser?) Error of Two Ways of Sanctification 
While preparing my Ph.D. dissertation (on initial sanctification, 

including a chapter on Rom 6:1–14), a reader chided me for using OT 
texts in my discussion of NT sanctification. Believers, he informed me, 
grew in holiness differently in the OT and NT eras, respectively—there 
are two ways of sanctification. Specifically, he argued that OT saints 
were freighted with numerous and oppressive rules, which they obeyed 
in fear and with minimal assistance from the Spirit, resulting in much 
failure; NT saints, contrarily, are liberated from obeying rules to enjoy 
the delights of “grace living,” restricted in their moral choices only by 
the promptings of a gracious, indwelling Spirit. This, he told me, was 
Paul’s primary point in Romans 6:1–14. 

This understanding is, in my experience, somewhat common with-
in dispensational life, and likely has long roots in Keswick Theology, a 
movement with which dispensationalism grew up, but to which has no 
necessary theological connection.33 Its highwater mark is likely to be 

within the Israelite community [“Christ’s Atonement and the Animal Sacrifices in 
Israel,” Grace Theological Journal 6 (Fall, 1985): 201–17]), but as “redemptively expia-
tory” (Hobart E. Freeman, “The Doctrine of Substitution in the Old Testament,” 
Ph.D. dissertation, Grace Theological Seminary, 1961, 335–58). I have spent much 
time poring over Freeman’s dissertation dearly wanting to salvage his orthodoxy on 
this point, but have concluded with chagrin that his approach reflects serious error. 

More contemporary is the hyper-dispensational teaching of Cornelius Stam, 
popular radio personality of the 1970s and 1980s and founder of the Berean Bible 
Society, which continues to perpetuate Stam’s ideas. For Stam, the notion of justifica-
tion by faith alone exists only in a narrow slice of redemptive history. In the Mosaic 
administration, believers were also obliged to pass a “test” of faith (bringing a sacri-
fice); in the opening half of the book of Acts, believers were also obliged to pass a 
different “test” of faith (submitting to baptism); in the Tribulation, believers will also 
be obliged to pass yet another “test” of faith (enduring to the end) (Acts Dispensation-
ally Considered, 4 vols. [Germantown, WI: Berean Bible Society, 1954], 1:108–12). 
This approach is still propagated by some today (e.g., Ricky Kurth, “Secure or Not 
Secure,” Berean Searchlight 65 [March 2004]: 15–22). 

33The Keswick approach views NT sanctification as a work wholly of grace in 
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found in The Grace Awakening, by Charles Swindoll (a dispensational-
ist),34 but is not universal among dispensationalists, or even limited to 
dispensational scholarship.35 Still, if dispensationalists seek to avoid the 
“two ways of sanctification” criticism (and sanctification is, after all 
part of salvation), part of that quest should include the abandonment, I 
would argue, of the confusing label “dispensation of grace.” 

The Failure of a “Dispensation of Grace” to Identify the 
New Administrative Instrument of the Present Chapter 

of the Divine Government 
If, as I have argued above, the dispensations are administrations of 

the whole government of God, it follows that the labels we use to iden-
tify them should highlight the instrument of the divine government 
that is “new” to that era. This is the case with the dispensations of hu-
man government, conscience, law, and kingdom, and to a lesser degree 
promise.36 The very obvious name for the present dispensation, as sug-
gested above by Hoehner, is the dispensation of the church. 

In sum, then, the fourth suggestion I would like to make for im-
proving the stock of traditional dispensational theology in the mar-
ketplace of ideas is to replace the confusing label dispensation of grace 
with the more accurately descriptive dispensation of the church. 

which the believer participates, ironically, by not participating (he functions instead as 
a “channel,” passively “letting go and letting God” perform his sanctifying work). This 
infusion of sanctifying grace is not immediate, but usually occurs after a period of 
futile “striving” to obey God’s many laws, deliverance from which occurs when the 
believer “consecrates” himself to God. The contrast here is not between OT sanctifica-
tion and NT sanctification, but between the strivings of the “carnal man” and the suc-
cesses of “he that is spiritual.” Still, it is likely that Keswick influence at least colored the 
approach championed by my dissertation reader. 

Incidentally, despite Ryrie’s fondness for Keswick/Victorious Life principles and 
acceptance of the much-abused language of “grace living,” he insisted that “living 
under grace is not license,” and noted that the Law of Moses has today been replaced 
with “hundreds of commandments” (numbering more, incidentally, than can be 
found in the OT), found chiefly in the NT Epistles. Glad obedience to these, Ryrie 
maintained, is essential to Christian sanctification (“The End of the Law,” Bibliotheca 
Sacra 124 [July–September 1967]: 239–47; Balancing the Christian Life [Chicago: 
Moody Press, 1969], 151–62). 

34Dallas: Word, 1990. 
35Tullian Tchividjian, for instance, in his little book Jesus + Nothing = Everything 

(Wheaton: Crossway, 2011), argues similarly from a quasi-Lutheran perspective. What 
ties together advocacy for this approach to sanctification is not, it would seem, dispen-
sational theology; rather, the unifying factor is to be an unrelenting aversion to 
rules—an aversion that flourishes by redefining and weaponizing the notion of legal-
ism, much as modern society has weaponized the notion of racism. One wonders, 
having read materials like Tchividjian’s, whether this might be the very sort of con-
cern that Jude had when he warned of those who “turn the grace of God into lascivi-
ousness.” 

36Really, the only dispensational label that does not highlight its administrative 
instrument is the dispensation of innocence, which I would dearly like to see re-
named—but that is a subject for another day. 
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Conclusion 
The preceding has been an attempt to dispel confusion and add 

clarity to a theological system I hold dear—normative or “traditional” 
dispensationalism. By (1) more accurately defining dispensation as a 
distinguishable administration in the whole government of God; 
(2) more precisely identifying the distinctive arena for doxology pro-
posed in dispensational theology (the manifold government of God); 
(3) carefully defining the dispensational hermeneutic away from the 
confusing concept of literalism and replacing it with the clearer concept 
of originalism; and (4) relabeling the current dispensation as the dispen-
sation of the Church, I would like to think that we might achieve 
greater understanding within dispensationalism, and with understand-
ing, greater respect from dispensationalism’s detractors. 
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THE WOMAN WHO IS A SNARE: 
THE IDENTITY AND NATURE 
OF THE FEMALE FIGURE IN 

ECCLESIASTES 7:25–29 

by 
Kyle C. Dunham1 

In what may be the most highly contested passage of Ecclesiastes, 
the writer Qohelet2 has been judged a misogynist3 who finds women 
irrational,4 condemns them indiscriminately as seductresses,5 and lashes 
out at them with vitriol.6 Despite these protestations, the discourse of 
the passage suggests a different understanding: through intertextual 
links to the warnings about the strange woman in Proverbs and to Sol-
omon’s demise through intermarriage with foreign women in 1 Kings 
11, Qohelet advises self-discipline in the efforts to apply wisdom lest 
the reader fall prey to the allurement of illicit sexual relations—a danger 

1Dr. Dunham is the Associate Professor of Old Testament at Detroit Baptist 
Theological Seminary. 

2Given that the author of Ecclesiastes does not identify himself outside the nom 
de plume Qohelet (Heb. תֶלֶֹהק ), I will use this nomenclature to designate him. For a 
discussion of the meaning of Qohelet as “assembler” or “convener,” an argument for 
single authorship of Ecclesiastes, and a defense of Solomon as the author, see Robert 
V. McCabe, “Pondering the Authorship of Ecclesiastes,” Detroit Baptist Seminary 
Journal 20 (2015): 3–20. 

3Leonard Swidler, Biblical Affirmations of Women (Philadelphia: Westminster, 
1979), 128; Tikva Frymer-Kensky, In the Wake of Goddesses: Women, Culture, and the 
Biblical Transformative Pagan Myth (New York: Free Press, 1992), 205; Athalya 
Brenner, “Figurations of Woman in Wisdom Literature,” in A Feminist Companion to 
Wisdom Literature, ed. A. Brenner, 50–66 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 
60; Carole R. Fontaine, “‘Many Devices’ (Qoheleth 7.23–8.1): Qoheleth, Misogyny 
and the Malleus Maleficarum,” in Wisdom and Psalms: A Feminist Companion to the 
Bible, ed. A. Brenner and C. R. Fontaine, 137–68 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 1998), 142; Mark Sneed, “(Dis)closure in Qohelet: Qohelet Deconstructed,” 
Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 27 (2002): 122–23; Jennifer L. Koosed, 
(Per)mutations of Qohelet: Reading the Body in the Book (New York: T & T Clark, 
2006), 77–78; idem, “Qoheleth in Love and Trouble,” in Approaching Yehud: New 
Approaches to the Study of the Persian Period, ed. J. L. Berquist, 183–93 (Atlanta: Soci-
ety of Biblical Literature, 2007), 184–85. 

4Sneed, “(Dis)closure in Qohelet,” 122. 
5Hans-Friedemann Richter, “Kohelets Urteil über die Frauen: Zu Koh 7,26.28 

und 9,9 in ihrem Kontext,” Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 108 
(1996): 589, 593; Koosed, (Per)mutations of Qohelet, 77. 

6Swidler, Biblical Affirmations of Women, 128. 
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that the text hints Qohelet himself has experienced. 

The Literary Boundaries of Ecclesiastes 7:25–29 
The passage of Ecclesiastes 7:25–29 carries several literary markers 

suggesting the boundaries of the literary unit. Discourse features signal 
a new section in 7:25, and a number of these features tie back to the 
royal quest for wisdom outlined in 1:12–2:26 to mark an analogous 
and new phase of exploration. Whereas in the royal quest for wisdom 
Qohelet sought clues from achievement, knowledge, and pleasure as to 
how best to navigate life in a fallen world, here he turns his gaze upon 
wisdom itself to explore the potential pitfalls thwarting its application. 

The literary features marking a new phase of exploration include 
the following: (1) Unique syntax ties 7:25 to the royal autobiography 
section (1:12–2:26) to suggest a fresh phase of exploration, this time 
navigating potential pitfalls to the application of wisdom.7 (2) Reintro-
duction of the lexemes “heart” and “I” hints that Qohelet has given 
himself to a new pursuit.8 (3) A concentration of search terms in the 
unit points to Qohelet’s renewed quest.9 (4) The “editorial intrusion” 
presenting Qohelet in the third person (“says Qohelet,” תֶלֶֹהק הָרְמָֽא ) in 
v. 27 functions to mark a major transition and signals a midpoint or 
hinge in the book.10 (5) Literary features in 7:23–24 mark the closure 

7The phrase ִינֲא יִתֹוּבַס  (“I turned”) opening 7:25 is the first asyndetic first-person 
qatal verb with the pleonastic pronoun ִינֲא  (“I”) appearing since chapter 3, and the 
verb בבס  (“to turn”) occurs for the first time since the royal autobiography in 2:20, 
where it also appears with reference to the heart. This rare sequence opening 7:25 (Ø 
+ qatal 1cs verb + X, followed by an infinitive construct clause) hints at Qohelet’s 
earlier assays into wisdom and folly, as the syntax occurs elsewhere only in the royal 
quest for wisdom as a unit-marker (2:3). 

8The lexeme יִּבִל  (“my heart”) likewise occurs with ִינֲא  for the first time since 
chap. 3, marking Qohelet’s holistic participation in this new phase (“I and my heart 
set/turned”) while also carrying resonances with his earlier experiments. 

9The high frequency of “search” terms includes ׁשקב  (“seek”; 3 of 7 times in the 
book), רות  (“explore”; 1 of 3 occurrences), and אצמ  (“find”; 7 of 17 times). A new 
lexical participant ןֺוּבְׁשֶח  (“scheme/explanation”) is introduced, heralding Qohelet’s 
intention to explore afresh the saliency of wisdom and folly. The phrase “and to seek 
wisdom” ( הָמְכָח ׁשֵּקַבּו ) in v. 25 corresponds to “they sought many schemes” (  ּוׁשְקִב

םיִּבַר תֹוֹנבֶּׁשִח ) in v. 29 to frame the unit. Oswald Loretz likewise notes that 7:25 reac-
tivates key search and epistemology terms utilized in 1:17 and 2:12 (“Poetry and Prose 
in the Book of Qoheleth (1:1–3:22; 7:23–8:1; 9:6–10; 12:8–14),” in Verse in Ancient 
Near Eastern Prose, ed. J. C. de Moor and W. G. E. Watson, 155–89 [Neukirchen-
Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1993], 183). 

10Outside the opening and closing frames (1:1–11; 12:1–14), the book encom-
passes four large sections: (1) experimental observations on wisdom and folly in human 
behavior (1:12–2:26); (2) reflective observations and instructions about human transi-
ence, finitude, and evil vis-à-vis divine timelessness, transcendence, and righteousness 
(3:1–7:24); (3) reflective observations and instructions concerning the applicability of 
wisdom to the enigmas of life (7:25–10:15); and (4) instructions about successful toil 
and leadership (10:16–11:10). The two largest sections are the second and third. The 
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of the previous unit.11 Qohelet’s earlier conclusion that wisdom is ulti-
mately unfathomable and inaccessible now sets the stage for a new 
phase of inquiry. These factors collectively signal, then, a closure in v. 
24 followed by a reactivation of his quest in 7:25, but this time in tan-
dem with a new theme, viz., the limitations of discerning and applying 
wisdom due to mankind’s inherent sinful inclinations.12 

With these literary clues in mind, catchwords signal the contours 
and boundaries of the unit, as in the following chiastic outline:13 

v. 25a “To seek” ( ׁשֵּקַּב ) 
v. 25a “Insight/Schemes” ( ןֺוּבְׁשֶח ) 
v. 26a “I am finding” ( אֶצֹומ ) 
v. 26b Bitter, ensnaring woman ( הָּׁשיִאָה ) 
v. 27 “Says Qohelet” ( תֶלֶֹהק הָרְמָא )
v. 28 Undiscovered woman ( הָּׁשִא ) 
v. 29a “I have found” ( יִתאָצָמ ) 
v. 29b “Insight/Schemes” ( ןֺובָּׁשִח ) 
v. 29b “They have sought” ( ּוׁשְקִּב ) 

The chiastic framework highlights the editorial intrusion in v. 27 
as the pivot of the passage, placing emphasis likewise on the framing of 
the bitter, ensnaring woman of v. 26b with the undiscovered woman in 
v. 28. The outer frame highlights seeking and finding terminology re-
lated to schemes or insights ( ןֹוּבְׁשֶח ). Qohelet thus underscores by this 
structure the significance that contentious male/female relationships 
carry in the ardent pursuit and application of wisdom: due to the frac-
ture in human relationships resulting from the fall and to the inborn 
foolish tendencies that result, aspiring wisdom-seekers must remain 
vigilant with respect to the application of wisdom. He reinforces his 
warning through intertextual links to the “strange woman” warnings of 
Proverbs and to the narrative of Solomon’s disastrous allegiance to 

third-person reference to Qohelet in 7:27 may be seen thus not as a gloss or redaction-
al vestige but as an intentional link to the larger literary structure marking the book’s 
latter portion. 

11The phrase “all this” ( ֹהז־לָּכ ) appears to be anaphoric, summarizing his preced-
ing discourse rather than introducing a new unit (see Antoon Schoors, Ecclesiastes, 
Historical Commentary on the Old Testament [Leuven: Peeters, 2013], 567). The use 
of הסנ  (“to test”) appears elsewhere only in 2:1, providing a verbal link with the earlier 
testing of wisdom in the royal quest and framing the first two parts of the book (1:11–
2:26; 3:1–7:24). The twofold repetition of “far” ( הָקֹוחְר / קֹוחָר ) (end of v. 23 and begin-
ning of v. 24) creates a resonance with the twofold repetition of “deep” ( ֹקמָע ) (v. 24) 
to signal a frustrated conclusion to his earlier efforts to gain mastery of wisdom. 

12See Timothy J. Walton, Experimenting with Qohelet: A Text-Linguistic Approach 
to Reading Qohelet as Discourse (Maastricht, Netherlands: Shaker, 2006), 44, 85. 

13Cf. Ludger Schwienhorst-Schönberger, Kohelet, Herders Theologischer Kom-
mentar zum Alten Testament (Freiburg: Herder, 2004), 401. 
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foreign wives in 1 Kings 11.14 

Translation of Ecclesiastes 7:25–29 
Building on the foregoing assessment of the unit’s literary features, 

the following translation renders the Hebrew text of Ecclesiastes 7:25–
29: 

25 So I turned with my mind15 to understand, to explore, and to 

14I take the “strange woman” of Proverbs, rendered preferably as the “outside 
woman,” to be, as J. Blenkinsopp notes, “a married woman in search of sexual adven-
ture outside of marriage”—thus likely a wayward Israelite woman—although some 
argue the term might also include literal foreign women or cult prostitutes (“The So-
cial Context of the ‘Outsider Woman’ in Prov 1–9,” Biblica 72 [1991]: 462–65). 
Traditionally this seductive temptress has been characterized, as for example in the 
KJV, as “the strange woman” (so also NASB) and as “the foreign/alien woman” (Tyndale 
translated this phrase “the alien woman”). This understanding revolves around the 
meaning of two Hebrew words: הָָרז , traditionally glossed as “strange, foreign, illicit” 
(HALOT, 279), and יִרְכָנ  meaning “foreign, strange” (HALOT, 700). These tradition-
al translations of “strange” and “alien” are inadequate for several reasons. First, these 
Hebrew words do not convey on the one hand that the woman is peculiar or odd, as 
the English term strange often connotes, nor is she necessarily “alien” in the sense of 
foreignness or even extra-terrestrialness. Quite the opposite—this woman is extremely 
captivating and desirable to the young man. The purview of the words, then, conveys 
not that the woman is undesirable owing to some inherent defect; rather, she is off 
limits. It is impermissible for the young man to pursue her as a sexual partner, and 
therefore she carries a greater danger insofar as she is alluring. Second, these terms, 
especially when taken in the context of Proverbs, likely do not convey that this woman 
is ethnically foreign to the young addressee of the book. Christopher Ansberry has 
provided several persuasive reasons why it seems best to understand this woman as a 
married, upper-class Israelite woman, the sort of female who would probably attract 
the attention of the youthful future socio-political leaders whom Proverbs is training 
(see Ansberry, Be Wise, My Son, and Make My Heart Glad: An Exploration of the 
Courtly Nature of the Book of Proverbs [New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2011], 51–52). 
(a) She is presented on the whole in Proverbs as a married woman (2:17; 5:10, 16–17; 
6:26, 29, 34; 7:19) who violates her marriage covenant (2:17). (b) The relationship to 
which she seeks to allure the young man is adulterous (6:26; 7:10–21). (c) The wom-
an lacks any of the distinctive characteristics of cultic prostitution, such as the Hebrew 
adjective הָׁשֵדְק , “consecrated, holy [woman]” (cf. Gen 38:21). (d) The Hebrew adjec-
tives used to describe her are used elsewhere in the OT to denote Israelites who are 
members of another family (Gen 31:15; Deut 25:5; Ps 69:19; Prov 6:24) or not of the 
priesthood (Lev 22:12). (e) She is a woman of some means who enjoys costly foreign 
luxury goods (7:14–21). In light of this, it seems best to understand this woman as a 
married, upper-class Israelite woman who takes the opportunity afforded by her hus-
band’s neglect or absence to draw the attention of a potential male suitor. Third, with-
in the conceptual metaphors of Proverbs, this woman is connected to Lady Folly 
(9:13–18) as the promiscuous embodiment of reckless foolishness outside the marital 
bounds, while the young man’s wife (5:15–19), likely to be connected to the virtuous 
woman of the epilogue (Prov 31:10–31), is the incarnation of Lady Wisdom (Prov 
8:1–36). 

15Heb. יִּבִל , “my heart.” The MT יִּבִלְו  (“and my heart”) is the lectio difficilior and 
is attested by LXX (καὶ ἡ καρδία µου), Syr. (wlby), and Jerome. Vg. and σʹ suggest read-
ing the preposition ְּב in place of the conjunction with their rendering along the lines 
of “I surveyed/traversed all things in my mind” (see citation of σʹ in Jerome and Vg.). 
Although Tg. is interpretive, it appears to support reading, also attested by a number 
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search out wisdom related to intellectual discovery, and to understand 
the wickedness of folly and the foolishness of madness.16 26 Now I am 
discovering that more bitter than death is the woman who is a snare, 
whose heart is a net, and whose hands are fetters. The man who pleas-
es God escapes her, but the sinner is captured by her. 27 See, I discov-
ered this,17 says Qohelet,18 assessing one by one19 to reach this 

of Masoretic mss. Internal evidence favors the reading יִּבִלְו  as more likely to have given 
rise to יִּבִלְב  than the converse, and Goldman notes the tendency of medieval Masoretic 
mss to alter ו to ב (BHQ, 95*). 

16The four Hebrew words are absolute nouns with one waw and one definite ar-
ticle occurring before the third term, rendering decipherment of their relations chal-
lenging ( תֹולֵלֹוה תּולְכִּסַהְו לֶסֶּכ עֶַׁשי ) (“wickedness, folly and [the] foolishness, madness”). 
BHQ notes there are two main avenues of interpretation: (1) understanding the nouns 
as complements of the infinitive תַעַדָל  (“to know wickedness, folly, foolishness, and 
madness”) or (2) understanding the terms as two pairs of nominal clauses explaining 
the content of תַעַדָל  (“to know that wickedness is folly and that foolishness is mad-
ness”) (95*). The first view often posits a construct-genitive relationship between the 
pairs of terms, equating to “the wickedness of folly and the foolishness of madness” (so 
ESV, NET, NASB, NIV, NRSV). LXX falls generally in the first approach with slight modi-
fication (cf. also KJV, NKJV), taking the first two terms as construct-genitive and the 
last two terms as independent, omitting the article: τοῦ γνῶναι ἀσεβοῦς ἀφροσύνην καὶ 
σκληρίαν καὶ περιφοράν (“to know the folly of the impious and hardness and madness” 
[NETS]). Syr. follows a similar tack: “the wickedness of the fool and folly and transgres-
sion” (cf. Tg. “the punishment of the sin of the foolish” and Vg. “to know the wick-
edness of the fool and the error of the imprudent”). Possibly also on this side would be 
the putative translation of αʹ to read καὶ ἀφροσύνην πλάνας (“and misguided mad-
ness”), on the basis of a few Hexaplaric mss and the corrector hand of Sinaiticus 
(BHQ, 96*). The second approach is favored by commentators and some English 
versions and may be viewed as a more natural rendering of the MT with its two noun 
pairs and one conjunction. Goldman demurs at this approach, however, concluding 
that it gives a “flat and odd content” to the final clause and preempts the results of the 
quest before the object of the quest is even mentioned (96*). He proposes to emend in 
keeping with LXX and Syr. to תּולֵלֹוהְו תּולְכִסְו  (“and folly and madness”), which leads to 
omitting the article, adding the conjunction to the final term, and repointing that 
term from the plural to the singular. I tentatively uphold the MT as the lectio difficili-
or and understand the verse along the lines of the first approach above. 

17The demonstrative ֶהז  is cataphoric. 
18The MT attests the unusual form תֶלֶֹהק הָרְמָֽא  with the qatal 3fs form of רמא  and 

the indefinite participial substantive. LXX attests a different word division, with the 3fs 
sufformative corresponding to the article (i.e., תֶלֶֹהּקַה רַמָא ), in its rendering: εἶπεν ὁ 
Ἐκκλησιαστής. This reading aligns with Eccl 12:8, תֶלֶהֹוּקַה רַמָא . The Syr., Tg., Vg., 
and Jerome offer no aid, as they are indeterminate on the article. Goldman prefers to 
follow the LXX and to emend the MT on the basis of the LXX’s literalist use of the 
article and the parallel passage in 12:8 (64*–65*, 97*; cf. also BHS). Goldman’s case is 
strengthened by the pattern of the article’s use with Qohelet in LXX: of the seven uses 
of Ἐκκλησιαστής in LXX, three are articular (1:2; 7:27; 12:8) (corresponding to the 
possible use of the article in 7:27 and its use in 12:8), while the other four are anar-
throus (1:1, 12; 12:9, 10). Thus, the LXX translator has intentionally included the 
article here in 7:27, whereas he omits it elsewhere. Although the evidence is somewhat 
inconclusive, I follow BHQ and BHS in emending the MT by altering word division 
to read תֶלֶֹהּקַה רַמָא .
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intellectual discovery. 28 What I sought continually and ardently but 
did not find is this: I found one man among a thousand, but I have 
not found one woman among all of these. 29 See, this alone I discov-
ered: God made mankind upright, but they have sought many 
schemes. 
Due to space constraints, this essay will focus on v. 26 to discern 

the identity and nature of Qohelet’s ensnaring woman. 

Qohelet’s Discovery 
Qohelet’s initial discovery from his foray into wisdom and folly 

concerns the dangers posed by a certain female figure. This verse has 
been deemed as among the most misogynistic texts in the Bible20 and 
the ensuing passage as among the most difficult of the book.21 Qohelet 
switches from the qatal 1cs mainline thread (“I turned”) to a participial 
form of אצמ  ( אֶצֹומּו  = “and I am finding”) following the III-ה vocaliza-
tion. Some interpreters view the change as marking the verse as a par-
enthetical example and thus not an indictment of all women.22 But this 
places too much weight on the participial conjugation, which appears 
often in proverbial sayings to express rhetorically present principles.23 
More likely, the participle carries durative force, heightening dramatic 
effect by relaying Qohelet’s experience as a present discovery.24 The 
word אצמ  appears seventeen times in the book, mostly in the latter 
portions, and appears as a keyword in this pericope (7x).25 The term 

19Heb. “one to one” ( תַחַאְל תַחַא ).
20Koosed, (Per)mutations of Qohelet, 77; idem, “Qoheleth in Love and Trouble, 

184–85; Fryer-Kensky, In the Wake of the Goddesses, 205; Klara Butting, “Weibsbilder 
bei Kafka und Kohelet: Eine Auslegung von Prediger 7,23–29,” Texte und Kontexte 14 
(1991): 2–15; Brenner, “Figurations of Woman in Wisdom Literature,” 60; Fontaine, 
“‘Many Devices’ (Qoheleth 7.23–8.1),” 142. 

21Norbert Lohfink, “War Kohelet ein Frauenfeind? Ein Versuch, die Logik und 
den Gegenstand von Koh 7,23–8,1a herauszufinden,” in La sagesse de l‘ancien testa-
ment: Festschrift Maurice Gilbert, 2nd ed., ed. S. Amsler, P. Beauchamp, P.-É. Bon-
naud, et. al., 259–87 (Leuven: University Press, 1990), 260–61; Ludger 
Schwienhorst-Schönberger, “‘Bitterer als der Tod ist die Frau’ (Koh 7,26): Zum Ar-
gumentationsgang von Koh 7,25–29,” in Textarbeit: Studien zu Texten und ihrer 
Rezeption aus dem Alten Testament und der Umwelt Israels: Festschrift für Peter Weimar, 
ed. K. Kiesow and T. Meurer, 443–55 (Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2003), 443. 

22Kurt Galling, Der Prediger (Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1969), 109; Hans W. 
Hertzberg, Der Prediger Kommentar zum Alten Testament (Gütersloh: Gerd Mohn, 
1963), 157. 

23Aarre Lauha, Kohelet, Biblischer Kommentar, Altes Testament (Neukirchener-
Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1978), 141. 

24Bo Isaksson understands the nuance to be continuation or repetition: “Again 
and again I have found” (Studies in the Language of Qoheleth: With Special Emphasis on 
the Verbal System [Uppsala: Almquist & Wiksell, 1987] 65–66). 

25Eccl 3:11; 7:14, 24, 26, 27 (2x); 28 (3x); 29; 8:17 (3x); 9:10, 15; 11:1; 12:10. 
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has a rather elastic semantic range of “to find what is sought,” “to at-
tain/reach,” “to discover/learn,” or “to obtain/achieve.”26 The Diction-
ary of Classical Hebrew glosses these uses in the following sense: to find 
something to be true through examination and experience.27 Cognates 
of אצמ  in Akkadian and Ugaritic shed some light on the term. The Ak-
kadian term maṣû, related in form but distinct semantically, means “to 
be sufficient for,” “to reach,” or “to be able to,” while the semantically 
related term kašādum means “to reach,” “arrive at,” or “attain” a posi-
tion, state, or entity.28 The associated Ugaritic term mṣʾ denotes simi-
larly “to reach,” “attain to,” or “arrive at,”29 with a related cognate mǵy 
meaning “to reach something,” “come to,” or “arrive at.”30 

Discussion has surrounded how these cognate backgrounds might 
inform the meaning of אצמ  and whether the term is actually a Hebrew 
amalgamation of distinct Semitic cognates.31 Moshe Held argues, on 
this score, that the two Ugaritic terms are allographs meaning “to 
reach” rather than “to find” and that the two terms overlap in shaping 
the single Hebrew term אצמ .32 Similarly, Samuel Iwry contends that the 
Ugaritic terms color the nuance of the Hebrew word, with ample evi-
dence that the term often means “to come upon,” “meet,” or “reach” in 
the OT (Lev 25:28; Num 20:14; Judg 5:30; 6:13; 1 Sam 23:17; Pss 
21:8 [9]; 116:3; Isa 10:10).33 Moreover, he suggests that in several pas-
sages “to catch” or “apprehend” is an optimal gloss (Exod 22:1–2; 
Deut 22:22; Prov 6:30–31; Jer 2:26; 48:27; 50:24).34 The term serves 

26BDB, 592–93; HALOT, 619–20; DCH, 5:434–39. DCH lists eleven categories 
of glosses for the term with slightly distinct shades of meaning. Cf. also TDOT, s.v. 
“ אָצָמ ,” by S. Wagner and H.-J. Fabry, 8:465–83. 

27DCH, 5:435. 
28Chicago Assyrian Dictionary, s.v. “maṣû,” 10A:344; CAD, s.v. “kašādu,” 8:271. 

The term אצמ  appears to carry the connotation of “be sufficient for” in at least Josh 
17:16: “The descendants of Joseph said, ‘The hill country is not enough ( אֵצִָּמי־אֹל ) for 
us’” (CSB). Unless otherwise noted, all English scriptural citations are from the Chris-
tian Standard Bible (Nashville: Holman, 2017). 

29Joseph Aistleitner, Wörterbuch der Ugaritischen Sprache (Berlin: Akademie Ver-
lag, 1967), 192; Cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Insti-
tute, 1967), 436, §1524. 

30Aistleitner, Wörterbuch, 190; Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook, 436, §1520. 
31See the discussion in Anthony R. Ceresko, “The Function of Antanaclasis (mṣʾ 

‘to find’ // mṣʾ ‘to reach, overtake, grasp’) in Hebrew Poetry, Especially in the Book of 
Qoheleth,” Catholic Biblical Quarterly 44 (1982): 551–69. 

32Moshe Held, “The YQTL-QTL (QTL-YQTL) Sequence of Identical Verbs in 
Biblical Hebrew and in Ugaritic,” in Studies and Essays in Honor of Abraham A Neu-
man, ed. M Ben-Horin, 281–90 (Leiden: Brill, 1962), 289, n. 1. 

33Samuel Iwry, “ אצמנהו  – A Striking Variant Reading in 1QIsa,” Textus 5 (1966): 
35–37. 

34Ibid., 37–38. 
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as well as a terminus technicus for a “captive” or “prisoner of war” in 
battle contexts (Josh 10:17; Judg 20:48; 2 Kgs 25:19; Isa 13:15; 
22:3).35 This connection lends credence to Ceresko’s suggestion of 
wordplay, which he identifies as antanaclasis, whereby a writer uses a 
term repeatedly but with distinct shades of meaning.36 Ceresko con-
tends that אצמ , appearing eight times in 7:24–29, carries four connota-
tions: “to grasp” (v. 24), “find” (vv. 26, 28 [3x]), “learn” (v. 27a, 29), 
and “reach” (v. 27b).37 Beyond Ceresko’s suggested nuances for אצמ  in 
this pericope, Qohelet in a larger way plays on “catching” terminology. 
He contrasts thus between the bitter woman’s “catching,” as she cap-
tures ( דכל  [“catch”]) and ensnares ( םיִדֹוצְמ םיִמָרֲח , םיִרּוסֲא ,  [“snares, nets,
fetters”]) her prey, and his own intellectual “catching” or “discovery” 
( אצמ  [“overtake, reach, apprehend”]) of conceptual and practicable in-
sights. So אצמ  connotes here that Qohelet has reached, grasped, or 
caught a seminal discovery—likely the discovery that he himself has 
been caught. 

More Bitter than Death 
Qohelet has apprehended a grim reality that he judges “more bitter 

than death.” The term רַמ  is understood traditionally as denoting some-
thing that tastes “bitter.”38 The literal meaning of “bitter” as a sharp, 
pungent taste gives way often to metaphorical depictions of the human 
experience of deep distress or despair. In this way, the contrasting taste 
metaphors of sweet and bitter represent qualities or deeds that are alto-
gether desirable or disagreeable, as in Isaiah’s indictment of moral devi-
ance:39 “Woe to those who call evil good and good evil, who substitute 
darkness for light and light for darkness, who substitute bitter for sweet 
and sweet for bitter” (Isa 5:20). Only two OT texts use רַמ  to character-
ize humans possessing a bitter nature harmful to others: Prov 5:4 and 
Eccl 7:26, both depicting a woman who poses a mortal risk to the wis-
dom-seeker.40 Bitterness as tied to extreme suffering is also the unwel-
come fate of Job, who expresses repeatedly his “bitterness of soul” (Job 
3:20; 7:11; 10:1). 

Despite the customary meaning, numerous interpreters read the 

35Ibid., 38–42. 
36Ceresko, “Function of Antanaclasis,” 551–52. 
37Ibid., 567–68. 
38HALOT, 629; DCH, 5:472. 
39Pierre Van Hecke, “Tasting Metaphor in Ancient Israel,” in Sounding Sensory 

Profiles in the Ancient Near East, ed. A. Schellenberg and T. Krüger, 99–118 (Atlanta: 
SBL Press, 2019), 108–110. 

40Semantic Dictionary of Biblical Hebrew, available online at 
https://semanticdictionary.org/semdic.php?databaseType=SDBH, accessed 21 March 
2022. 
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term רַמ  here, however, as connoting “strength” rather than “bitter-
ness,” thus depicting the woman as stronger than death.41 Dahood 
connects this to the captive power exerted by the woman: “The author 
depicts the tenacity with which a woman will cling to the man she has 
ensnared…. The grip of a woman is stronger than the grasp of 
death.”42 Yet Qohelet is making comparison to the woman herself, not 
her grip, which suggests that “stronger than death” would be a state-
ment about the woman’s immortality. Such a notion contradicts the 
tenor of the book, where death’s inescapability is a chief concern.43 The 
versions support the primary meaning of “bitter” for the term (LXX, 
Vg., and Syr.). Moreover, OT parallels where bitterness appears in the 
context of death hint at a common conceptual field. The Amalekite 
king’s experience of death will prove bitter: “Samuel said, ‘Bring me 
King Agag of Amalek.’ Agag came to him trembling, for he thought, 
‘Certainly the bitterness of death has come’” (1 Sam 15:32). Job laments 
the frequency with which people die in bitterness: “Another person dies 
with a bitter soul” (Job 21:25). The outside woman of Proverbs is like-
wise “bitter” as wormwood (Prov 5:4), and her feet descend to “death” 
and Sheol (5:5). 

Beyond the meaning of the terms, the syntax of the clause is diffi-
cult to assess for several reasons: (1) One would expect the feminine 
form of רַמ  ( הָרָמ ) since a woman is in view. (2) The clause marks the 
word order by inverting the customary pronoun-participle sequence to 
participle-pronoun ( יִנֲא אֶצֹומּו ) (“finding” is focus-fronted). (3) The 
clause additionally marks the word order by fronting the comparative 
phrase “more bitter than death” before the accusative (cf. Neh 9:8). 
(4) The accusative “the woman” is specially marked with the sign of 
the accusative ( הָּׁשִאָה־תֶא ) even though syntactically the whole phrase 
functions as the complement of the verb (i.e., “I find [X (to be) bitter]) 
(this usage emphasizes “the woman” topically).44 Given the difficult 

41Svi Rin and Shifra Rin, “Ugaritic-Old Testament Affinities,” Biblische 
Zeitschrift 10 (1957): 174–92; Mitchell Dahood, “Qoheleth and Recent Discoveries,” 
308–310; Dahood, “The Phoenician Background of Qoheleth,” 276; L. Kutler, “A 
‘Strong’ Case for Hebrew mar,” Ugarit-Forschungen 16 (1984): 111–18; Charles F. 
Whitley, Koheleth: His Language and Thought (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1979), 68. 
While this meaning fits well in Ezek 3:14, it does not accord with the context in this 
passage. 

42Dahood, “Qoheleth and Recent Discoveries,” 308. 
43Loretz deems the view that the woman is stronger than death and hence im-

mortal “absurd” both in this context and in the literature of the ANE (“Poetry and 
Prose in the Book of Qoheleth,” 183). 

44See Paul Joüon and T. Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Rome: Pon-
tifical Biblical Institute, 2006), §125j, 416–17; Choon-Leong Seow, Ecclesiastes, An-
chor Bible (New York: Doubleday, 1997), 261; Robert D. Holmstedt, John A. Cook, 
and Phillip S. Marshall, Qoheleth: A Handbook on the Hebrew Text (Waco, TX: Baylor 
University Press, 2017), 220. On these unusual syntactical features, Ginsburg explains 
that the masculine form of the adjective occurs because of the fronting (Christian D. 
Ginsburg, The Song of Songs and Coheleth [reprint of 1861 ed., New York: KTAV 
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syntax, Schoors interprets the clause as carrying a double accusative, 
with רַמ  as the predicate adjective and הָּׁשִאָה־תֶא  as the object accusative, 
leading him to render the first part as a nominal clause marking a max-
im: “I find (the saying): More bitter than death is the woman.”45 

This reading prompts a larger question: Is Qohelet positing his 
own view or citing another’s? Several interpreters read here a conven-
tional saying that Qohelet quotes and rejects.46 This solution in turn 
ties to the larger question of identifying citations in Scripture. Michael 
Fox has proposed three useful criteria to identify biblical quotations: 
(1) another subject besides the primary speaker is present in the imme-
diate vicinity of the quotation; (2) a virtual verbum dicendi (verb or 
noun implying speech) is used; or (3) a switch in grammatical person 
and number marks a change in perspective to the quoted voice.47 De-
spite the difficult syntax and the general nature of these markers, none 
of the criteria appears here, making apt Fox’s warning about interpret-
ers’ tendency to find quotations as a means of imposing their own pre-
suppositions on the text.48 Further, if Qohelet were citing an 
interlocutor, determining whether he does so with approval or disap-
proval would remain a challenge. Thus, without clear discourse markers 
to identify a quotation, this approach is unpersuasive and redolent of 
special pleading to absolve him of misogyny. 

The Identity of the Female Figure 
The next question turns to the identity of the woman who is more 

bitter than death and how she relates to Qohelet’s conclusions. There 
are five basic options regarding the nature and identity of the woman 
and the meaning of Qohelet’s discovery about her:49 (1) The woman 
represents all women, and Qohelet denigrates women in general as 

Publishing, 1970], 387). HCM comment that the customary pronoun-participle or-
der is favored by a five-to-one margin over the participle-pronoun sequence in the 
Hebrew Bible (220). 

45Antoon Schoors, The Preacher Sought to Find Pleasing Words (Leuven: Peeters, 
1992), 188. Graham Ogden takes a similar tack and remarks that the sign of the accu-
sative is out of place (Qoheleth, Readings [Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1987], 121). 

46Schwienhorst-Schönberger, “Bitterer als der Tod,” 447–48; Schwienhorst-
Schönberger, Kohelet, 403; Diethelm Michel, Untersuchungen zur Eigenart des Buches 
Qohelet (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1989), 226–31; Norbert Lohfink, Qoheleth, Con-
tinental Commentary (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2003), 102; R. N. Whybray, Ecclesias-
tes, New Century Bible Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 125. 

47Michael Fox, “The Identification of Quotations in Biblical Literature,” 
Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 92 (1980): 423. 

48Fox writes: “The hypothesis of quotations, if applied without controls, can lead 
to the imposition of the exegete’s presuppositions on the text, allowing him to elimi-
nate whatever does not seem to fit the context by attributing it to another speaker” 
(ibid., 431). 

49Cf. the four options in L. Schwienhorst-Schönberger, “Bitterer als der Tod,” 
444. 
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dangerous.50 (2) The woman represents all women, but Qohelet is ex-
pressly reflecting on Genesis to comment on the marred marital rela-
tionships that result from the fall.51 (3) The woman is a particular kind 
of woman, such as the outside woman of Proverbs,52 a seductive “gold 
digger,”53 or the daughters of foreign dignitaries enticing young Hel-
lenistic Jewish men.54 Qohelet is warning the wisdom-seeker to avoid 
contact with this type of woman, as she brings destruction to those 
who fall prey to her. (4) The woman is a specific woman, such as his 

50Michael V. Fox, A Time to Tear Down and a Time to Build Up: A Rereading of 
Ecclesiastes (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 266–69; Ginsburg, Coheleth, 387; Franz 
Delitzsch, Commentary on the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes, trans. M. G. Easton (Ed-
inburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1891), 332; Otto Zöckler, Das Hohelied und der Prediger 
(Leipzig: Belhagen Verlag, 1868), 181; Vincenz Zapletal, Das Buch Kohelet (Freiburg: 
Herdersche Verlagshandlung, 1911), 178; Lauha, Kohelet, 141; Tremper Longman 
III, The Book of Ecclesiastes, New International Commentary on the Old Testament 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 204; E. H. Plumptre, Ecclesiastes, Cambridge Bible 
(Cambridge: At the University Press, 1898), 171; E. Podechard, L’Ecclésiaste (Paris: 
Librairie Victor Lecoffre, 1912), 385–86; Robert Gordis, Koheleth, the Man and His 
World: A Study of Ecclesiastes, 3rd ed. (New York: Schocken Books, 1968), 282; 
Koosed, (Per)mutations of Qohelet, 78. Also fitting essentially within this category are 
the interpreters who view the statement as a quoted conventional saying (see e.g., 
Schwienhorst-Schönberger, Michel, Lohfink, Whybray, et al.). 

51Duane A. Garrett, “Ecclesiastes 7:25–29 and the Feminist Hermeneutic,” 
Criswell Theological Review 2 (1988): 316; Matthew Seufert, “The Presence of Genesis 
in Ecclesiastes,” Westminster Theological Journal 78 (2016): 81. 

52Rashbam, 164; Hertzberg, Prediger, 154; Walther Zimmerli, Sprüche, Prediger, 
Das Alte Testament Deutsche (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1962), 213; J. 
A. Loader, Ecclesiastes, trans. John Vriend (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), 92; 
Richard P. Belcher, Jr., Ecclesiastes, Mentor Commentary (Ross-shire, UK: Christian 
Focus, 2017), 281; Moses Stuart, A Commentary on Ecclesiastes (New York: George P. 
Putnam, 1851), 224–25; Roland E. Murphy, Ecclesiastes, Word Biblical Commentary 
(Dallas: Word, 1992), 76; Ian Provan, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, NIV Application 
Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2001), 154; Ludwig Levy, Das Buch Qohel-
eth: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Sadduzäismus (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1912), 110; 
George A. Barton, The Book of Ecclesiastes, International Critical Commentary (Edin-
burgh: T. & T. Clark, 1908), 147; William P. Brown, Ecclesiastes, Interpretation 
(Louisville: John Knox, 2000), 83; James L. Crenshaw, Ecclesiastes, Old Testament 
Library (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1987), 146; Johen Y. S. Pahk, “Women as 
Snares: A Metaphor of Warning in Qoh 7,26 and Sir 9,3,” in Treasures of Wisdom: 
Studies in Ben Sira and in the Book of Wisdom: Festschrift M. Gilbert, ed. N. Calduch-
Benages and J. Vermeylen, 397–404 (Leuven: University Press, 1999), 398–400; 
Richter, “Kohelets Urteil über die Frauen,” 589; Ingrid Riesener, “Frauenfeindschaft 
im Alten Testament? Zum Verständnis von Qoh 7,25–29,” in ‘Jedes Ding hat seine 
Zeit’: Studien zur israelitischen und altorientalischen Weisheit, ed. A. A. Diesel, R. G. 
Lehmann, E. Otto, and A. Wagner, 193–207 (New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1996), 
200; Martin A. Shields, The End of Wisdom: A Reappraisal of the Historical and Ca-
nonical Function of Ecclesiastes (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2006), 186–87. 

53James Bollhagen, Ecclesiastes, Concordia Commentary (St. Louis: Concordia, 
2011), 274–79. This view differs from the previous in that the woman’s primary aim 
is to swindle the man’s property. 

54Knut M. Heim, Ecclesiastes, Tyndale Old Testament Commentary (Downers 
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2019), 143. 
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own wife;55 a spurned lover;56 Agathoklea, the mistress of Ptolemy IV 
Philopator;57 or Laodice, the estranged wife and murderer of Seleucid 
king Antiochus II.58 In this view Qohelet expresses angst over his failed 
relationship with this woman or over the larger societal havoc this spe-
cific woman has wrought. (5) The woman is metaphorical (or quasi-
metaphorical) and represents an abstract concept or archetype such as 
Lady Wisdom,59 Lady Folly,60 divine force,61 the feminine sex,62 pleas-
ure/eroticism,63 death,64 or pagan philosophy.65 Qohelet is providing in 

55This was a common rabbinical view. See the Babylonian Talmud, Berakhot, 8a; 
Yevamot, 63b: “The Gemara cites a related incident: Rav Yehuda was teaching Torah 
to Rav Yitzḥak, his son, and they encountered the verse: ‘And I find more bitter than 
death the woman’ (Ecclesiastes 7:26). His son said to him: ‘For example, whom?’ His 
father replied: ‘For example, your mother.’” 

56Elsa Tamez, When the Horizons Close: Rereading Ecclesiastes (Maryknoll, NY: 
Orbis, 2000), 102; Ellen F. Davis, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs (Louis-
ville: Westminster John Knox, 2009), 205. 

57F. Hitzig, Der Prediger Salomo’s (Leipzig: Hirzel Verlag, 1883), 265. 
58George Athas, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Story of God Bible Commentary 

(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2020), 159. 
59Thomas Krüger, “‘Frau Weisheit’ in Koh 7,26?” Biblica 73 (1992): 394–403; 

Krüger, Qoheleth, trans. O. C. Dean, Jr., Hermeneia (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2004), 
147. 

60Thomas Frydrych, Living under the Sun, 158–59; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 262; An-
nette Schellenberg, Kohelet (Zürich: Theologischer Verlag, 2013), 120; Craig G. Bar-
tholomew Ecclesiastes, Baker Commentary on the Old Testament Wisdom and Psalms 
(Grand Rapids: Baker, 2009), 226; Graham S. Ogden and Lynell Zogbo, A Handbook 
on Ecclesiastes (New York: United Bible Societies, 1997), 268–69; Peter J. Leithart, 
“Solomon’s Sexual Wisdom: Qohelet and the Song of Songs in the Postmodern Con-
dition,” in The Words of the Wise Are like Goads: Engaging Qohelet in the 21st Century, 
ed. M. J. Boda, T. Longman III, and C. G. Rata, 443–60 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisen-
brauns, 2013), 454; William D. Barrick, Ecclesiastes: The Philippians of the Old Testa-
ment, Focus on the Bible Commentary (Ross-shire, UK: Christian Focus, 2011), 135. 

61Dominic Rudman, “Woman as Divine Agent in Ecclesiastes,” Journal of Bibli-
cal Literature 116 (1997): 411–27; Rudman, Determinism in the Book of Ecclesiastes 
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2001), 101–9. Rudman appears to combine the 
literal and metaphorical conceptions of the woman, as she is a real woman who none-
theless acts as “the agent of a deterministic force” (106) and as “an instrument of di-
vine judgment on humanity” (107). 

62Ronit Irshai, “‘And I Find a Wife More Bitter than Death’ (Eccl 7:26): Femi-
nist Hermeneutics, Women’s Midrashim, and the Boundaries of Acceptance in Mod-
ern Orthodox Judaism,” Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion 33 (2017): 76; Sneed, 
“(Dis)closure in Qohelet,” 115–26. This view has affinities with the first view but is 
distinct in that the authors identify the woman more abstractly as an “archetypal fig-
ure of a woman” (Irshai, 76) or as a figure who represents irrationality for Qohelet 
(Sneed, 122). 

63Fontaine, “‘Many Devices’ (Qoheleth 7.23–8.1),” 147; Ibn Ezra, El Comentario 
de Abraham Ibn Ezra al Libro del Ecclesiastés, trans. Mariano Gómez Aranda (Madrid: 
Instituto de Filología del CISC, 1992), 121. 

64Ogden, Qoheleth, 121. Specifically, Ogden sees this as premature death which 
takes a man before his time. 
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this view a sapiential conclusion, positive or negative, about the nature 
of wisdom/folly, divine sovereignty, or human life. 

Which view best fits the context? Given the difficulty of the syntax, 
grammar alone does not resolve the issue. The fourth view (a specific 
woman) fails to convince due to its over-specificity, requiring the inter-
preter to mirror-read a particular socio-cultural occurrence from the life 
of the putative author. The second view (all [married] women in view 
of the fall) has some merit in that Qohelet reflects elsewhere on Gene-
sis, but the context does not support the conclusion that marital con-
flict is specifically the problem in view or that the woman poses a 
danger only inside the marriage relationship. This leaves most likely the 
first view (general misogyny), third view (a particular kind of woman), 
or fifth view (a metaphorical woman). The grammar and larger biblical 
and cultural contexts favor the third view, while telling against the first 
and fifth views for several reasons. 

First, the definite article and accusative marker on הָּׁשִאָה־תֶא  (“the 
woman”) suggest a particular class of women (“that [kind of] woman”) 
rather than women generally.66 This is the generic use of the article, 
common in comparisons, one that “marks out not a particular single 
person or thing but a class of persons, things, or qualities that are 
unique and determined in themselves.”67 Furthermore, this is the only 
use of the definite article on the singular הָּׁשִא  across the corpus of bibli-
cal wisdom (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Job, Canticles), suggesting perhaps 
a backward reference to a particular kind of woman, possibly the out-
side woman of Proverbs.68 

Second, the relative particle רֶׁשֲא  that follows “the woman” is likely 
the restrictive use of the relative clause (“which”), which marks a par-
ticular kind of woman rather than a statement about all women.69 In 
his exhaustive study of relative clauses in the Hebrew Bible, Robert 
Holmstedt defines restrictive relative clauses as those in which the rela-
tive marker (e.g., רֶׁשֲא ) enables the listener or reader to distinguish the 

65H. C. Leupold, Exposition of Ecclesiastes (reprint ed., Grand Rapids: Baker, 
1983), 173; Ernest W. Hengstenberg, A Commentary on Ecclesiastes (n.p.: Sovereign 
Grace Publishers, 1960), 185. Hengstenberg also connects the woman to the strange 
woman of Proverbs but sees that woman as the personification of folly. 

66Brown, Ecclesiastes, 83. 
67Bruce K. Waltke and Michael P. O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew 

Syntax (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 244, §13.5.1f. Cf. Ronald J. Williams, 
Williams’ Hebrew Syntax, 3rd ed., rev. John C. Beckman (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 2007), 39, §92; Joüon-Muraoka, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, 476, 
479, §137i, 137n. 

68Eric S. Christianson, “Qoheleth the ‘Old Boy and Qoheleth the ‘New Man’: 
Misogynism, the Womb and a Paradox in Ecclesiastes,” in Wisdom and the Psalms: A 
Feminist Companion to the Bible, ed. Athalya Brenner and Carole R. Fontaine (Shef-
field: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 111, n. 4. 

69Holmsted, Cook, and Marchall, Qoheleth, 221. 
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head noun from other possible or real items in the field of discourse as 
the referent about which the assertion is believed to be true.70 All three 
of Holmstedt’s criteria for restrictive clauses fit here, as the head noun 
is explicit, definite, and generic rather than unique. The relative clause 
would thus identify a class of persons, with the purview relating to a 
particular kind of woman in contrast to all women. The sense would 
equate to “the woman, namely the one who is a snare….” 

A couple of possible objections to the restrictive meaning may be 
mentioned. One was raised long ago by Delitzsch, who asserted that 
the relative particle רֶׁשֲא  does not modify “the woman” as a dependent 
relative clause because the pronoun איִה  should stand separate from 
רֶׁשֲא , as in the case of relative clauses where the pronoun heads a nomi-

nal clause (e.g., Gen 7:2; 17:12; Num 17:5; Deut 17:15).71 In other 
words, according to Delitzsch, the sequence איִה/אּוה־רֶׁשֲא  never modifies 
the noun it follows as a dependent relative clause (with an embedded 
nominative clause) but stands independent as a construction that mod-
ern linguists would call a resumptive clause or null head relative clause. 
This prompts Delitzsch to translate the verse as an indictment of all 
women: “I found woman more bitter than death; she is like hunting-
nets….” Holmstedt notes that while this is a rare syntactical construc-
tion, there are thirty relative clauses in the Hebrew Bible in which the 
resumption of the nominative occurs in null-copula clauses.72 Of these 
thirty clauses, fourteen place the resumptive pronoun directly after the 
relative particle.73 Thus, despite its rarity, this clause arrangement has 
precedent and gives indication that it should be read here as a restric-
tive relative clause, one of fifteen uses in the OT. A second possible 
objection to our reading is the Masoretic accentuation, which links the 
term םיִדֹוצְמ  (“snares”) to the following term םיִמָרֲחַו  (“and nets”), there-
by resulting in a casus pendens and in the translation “she is snares and 
nets.”74 This rendering would be more in line with Delitzsch’s pro-
posed rendering than a statement about a particular kind of woman. 

70Robert D. Holmstedt, The Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew (Winona Lake, 
IN: Eisenbrauns, 2016), 6. Holmstedt’s criteria for identifying a restrictive relative 
clause include the following: (1) the head noun is not a unique referent (e.g., “Yah-
weh” or “the sun”); (2) the relative clause modifies a head noun rather than a null 
head; and (3) the head noun is either a definite noun or a specific indefinite noun 
(209). 

71Delitzsch, Ecclesiastes, 332. 
72See ibid., 166, n. 44. These are relative clauses that embed a nominative clause. 

The examples are Gen 7:2, 8; 9:3; 17:12; 30:33; Lev 11:29, 39; Num 9:13; 17:5; 
35:31; Deut 17:15; 20:15; 29:14; 1 Kgs 8:41; 9:20; 2 Kgs 25:19; Jer 40:7; Ezek 
12:10; 20:9; 43:19; Hag 1:9; Ps 16:3; Song 1:6; Ruth 4:15; Eccl 4:2; 7:26; Neh 2:13, 
18; 2 Chron 6:32; 8:7. 

73Gen 9:3; Lev 11:39; Num 9:13; 35:31; Ruth 4:15; 2 Kgs 25:19; Neh 2:13, 18; 
Eccl 4:2; Song 1:6; Ezek 12:10; 20:9; 43:19; Hag 1:9. 

74See Whitley, Koheleth, 69. 
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The versions (LXX, Syr., Vg.), however, read it as a conventional 
relative clause along the lines that I have argued, and the MT accents 
fail to resolve the text’s difficulties. 

Third, the larger biblical and extrabiblical contexts bolster the con-
clusion that the warning pertains to the danger posed by a 
strange/outside woman rather than all women generally. Within the 
biblical context, the corollaries between the bitter woman and the out-
side woman of Proverbs are intriguing. 

Figure 1: The Bitter Woman of Ecclesiastes and 
the Outside Woman in Proverbs. 

Links between the “Bitter Woman” of Ecclesiastes and the 
“Strange/Outside Woman” of Proverbs 

The Bitter Woman (Ecclesiastes) The Strange/Outside Woman 
(Proverbs) 

She is more “bitter” ( רַמ ) (7:26) She is “bitter” ( הָרָמ ) as wormwood 
(5:4) 

She is compared to “death” )תֶוָמ(  
(7:26) 

Her house (2:8) and her feet (5:4) 
go down to “death” ( תֶוָמ ) 

She is “hunting snares” ( דֹוצָמ ), 
“nets” ( םֶרֵח ), and “fetters” ( רּוסֵא ),
and the sinner is “ensnared” ( דכל ) 
by her (7:26) 

The man’s sexual appetites “en-
snare” ( דכל ) him (5:22), and he is 
“taken” ( חקל ) by the woman 
(6:25) when she “hunts down” 
( דוצ ) his precious life (6:26) 

“Her heart is nets” ( ּהָּבִל םיִמָרֲח )
(7:26) 

She is “wily of heart” ( בֵל תַרֻצְנ ) 
(7:10) 

Her allurement centers physically 
on her “hands/arms” ( ִםיַָדי ) (7:26) 

Her allurement centers physically 
on her “eyes” ( ִםיַּפַעְפַע ) (6:25) and
“mouth” ( יִּפ ) (22:14) 

The man who falls prey is a “sin-
ner” ( אטח ) (7:26)

The cords of his “sin” ( תאָטַח ) en-
tangle him (5:22) 

The man who is good “before God” 
( םיִהֹלֱאָה יֵנְפִל ) eludes her (7:26)

The man’s actions are “before the 
eyes of YHWH” ( הָוְהי יֵניֵע ) (5:21)

The good man “escapes” ( טלמ ) her 
(7:26) 

Wisdom is given to “deliver” ( לצנ ) 
from her (2:16) 
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The “Assembler” Qohelet ( תֶלֶֹהק ) 
warns about her (7:27) 

The warning is applied in the 
midst of the “assembly” ( לָהָק ) 
(5:14) 

In addition to these connections, a number of conceptual links re-
late to warnings about outside women in Egyptian wisdom literature.75 
The third-millennium B.C. (sixth dynasty) Instruction of Ptahhotep cau-
tions about the dire consequences that ensue from entanglement with 
an outside woman: 

If you desire to keep a friendship 
In the residence where you enter, 
As a master, as a brother, or as a friend, 
(L2) Amongst whatever people you are— 
Keep from approaching the women! 
The place where this is done cannot be good. 
The man who intrudes on them is imprudent: 
A thousand men are turned away from their best interests. 
(L2) One is aroused by the limbs of faience, 
(L2) But then she changes into carnelian. 
A brief moment, like a dream, 
And death is reached by knowing them. 
It is a vile principle, conceived by an enemy, 
One goes from doing it with the heart already spurning it. 
(L2) Don’t do it—it is indeed an abomination— 
(L2) And you will be spared from a daily penalty. 
He who fails by lusting after them, 
No design of his will succeed.76 

Several interesting parallels merit mention. First, Lana Troy has 
drawn attention to the dual nature of the woman as expressed by 
Ptahhotep, a nature that, as here, is both attractive and dangerous: 
“The seductress is described in terms of faience and carnelian. The 
blue-green faience of the woman’s limbs entrances man and, once en-

75Lisa Sabbahy notes that “all ancient Egyptian wisdom literature contains advice 
for men about staying away from the second type of woman [i.e., the dangerous, out-
side woman] and the consequences he will suffer if he does not” (The Encyclopedia of 
Ancient History, s.v. “Women, Pharaonic Egypt,” by Lisa Sabbahy [Oxford: Blackwell, 
2013], 3). 

76The Instruction of Ptahhotep, ll. 277–88, 292–97, author’s translation. See the 
text and translations in Zbynĕk Žába, Les Maximes de Ptaḥḥotep (Prague: Czechoslo-
vakian Academy of Sciences, 1956), 83–84; Miriam Lichtheim, ed., Ancient Egyptian 
Literature (Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 2019), 103; Lana Troy, 
“Good and Bad Women: Maxim 18/284–288 of the Instructions of Ptahhotep,” Göt-
tinger Miszellen 80 (1984): 77–82; Nili Shupak, “Female Imagery in Proverbs 1–9 in 
the Light of Egyptian Sources,” Vetus Testamentum 61 (2011): 314–15; Annette De-
pla, “Women in Ancient Egyptian Wisdom Literature,” in Women in Ancient Societies: 
An Illusion of the Night, ed. L. J. Archer, S. Fischler, and M. Wycke, 24–52 (New 
York: Routledge, 1994), 35–36. 
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trapped, she turns into the fiery-orange of carnelian.”77 Faience pertains 
to the bluish green hue of tin-glazed pottery, contrasted here with the 
red-orange gleam of carnelian, both colors connoting sexual imagery.78 
The man is ensnared by the attractive woman who in the end turns 
fiery red and scorches him, similar to the fate worse than death that 
Qohelet warns of. In Egyptian ideology, this duality of nature was evi-
dent in both the divine and human realms: 

Hathor and the goddesses associated with her were perceived as 
having a dual nature. On the one hand, they were beneficent, bringing 
fertility and new life; on the other hand, they were dangerous, bring-
ing destruction in their wake. ...  The duality manifested in the god-
desses was also reflected in the Egyptian view of human nature, where 
women were seen as incorporating a good and a bad side. They were 
honorable if they met the standards of society, but there was always 
the danger that they would break the rules, in which case they were 
dishonorable and would be condemned.79 

This duality is evident in the conclusion of the later Demotic Papy-
rus Insinger that “it is in women that good fortune and bad fortune are 
upon the earth.”80 This perception is likely also behind the advice given 
in the fifth-dynasty (ca. 2450–2300 B.C.) Egyptian writing The In-
struction of Prince Hardjedef, which advises the wisdom-seeker to estab-
lish his household by taking a wife who is a “mistress of the heart.”81 
The latter phrase many take to denote a “hearty wife” or “strong wom-
an,” but the phrase more likely suggests a woman who is in control of 
herself, as self-control was a quality prized in ancient Egypt.82 Chaos or 
isft connoted the loss of control, as in fits of passion or anger, and was 
the opposite of idealized cosmic justice or maat. The outside woman 
who posed a danger was unruly and reckless, subverting the stability of 
society. Similarly, the outside woman of Proverbs is smooth and desira-
ble, but she links ultimately to fire, death, and the underworld (Prov 
5:5–6; 6:27–28; 7:25–27), metaphors for demise and devastation. 

Second, Ptahhotep mentions that a thousand men are led away by 
her to a self-destructive path. Qohelet likewise references a thousand 
men in the immediate context as producing only one, presumably up-
right, exemplar (v. 28). The reference to a thousand men in these con-

77Troy, “Good and Bad Women,” 78. 
78Depla, “Women in Ancient Egyptian Wisdom Literature,” 32. 
79Gay Robins, Women in Ancient Egypt (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 

Press, 1993), 18. Hathor would thus transform from a raging lioness to a music-loving 
house cat (see Troy, “Good and Bad Women,” 78). For a general overview of duality 
in Egyptian thought, see L. Troy, Patterns of Queenship in Ancient Egyptian Myth and 
History (Uppsala: Uppsala University Press, 1986). 

80Papyrus Insinger, 8,18–19, in Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 805. 
81Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 93. 
82Depla, “Women in Ancient Egyptian Wisdom Literature,” 31. 
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texts is likely a generalization for the near universality of those who 
transgress. The outside woman in Proverbs also slays her multitude: 
“Many are those she has laid low, and numerous are her victims. Her 
house is the way to Sheol, going down to the chambers of death” (Prov 
7:26–27). A warning against this pervasive risk comes likewise in the 
Instruction of Any, written in the eighteenth dynasty (1550–1305 B.C.): 

Beware of a woman who is a stranger, 
One not known in her town; 
Don’t stare at her when she goes by, 
Don’t know her carnally. 
A deep water whose course is unknown, 
Such is a woman away from her husband. 
“I am pretty,” she tells you daily, 
When she has no witnesses; 
She is ready to ensnare you, 
A great deadly crime when it is heard.83 

The Egyptian sage admonishes the man about the outside woman 
who possibly sets a trap: she carries the twofold danger of the unknown 
and of ensnarement in adultery, “a great deadly crime.”84 

Third, the onus for maintaining chaste relationships lies primarily 
with the man, not the woman. While many see in Qohelet’s counsel 
the vestiges of ANE misogyny,85 it is important to note that in early 
Egyptian wisdom literature, as in Ecclesiastes, the man bears the prima-
ry responsibility for avoiding illicit sexual intercourse.86 He must set the 
boundaries and avoid the behaviors that would ensnare him in illicit 
relationships. While the alluring woman is the focal character for 
Qohelet, the implied young male reader is the addressee who is tacitly 
given responsibility for maintaining sexual norms. The Instruction of 
Any adds this advice: “Do not go after a woman, let her not steal your 
heart.”87 This latter admonition warns of the captivating allurement of 
adultery, as the tryst trammels the transgressor. Given these literary 
connections, Qohelet’s advice fits neatly within the context of wisdom 
warnings against illicit relationships with outside women. The most 
likely view, then, is that the woman Qohelet speaks of is a literal, not 
metaphorical, woman, since Qohelet nowhere personifies abstract qual-
ities such as wisdom as Proverbs does. Rather, the woman is likely a 
female figure who resides outside the family boundaries and who poses 
a risk to the male wisdom-seeker. Rather than pursuing her, he is to 

83Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 463. 
84Depla, “Women in Ancient Egyptian Wisdom Literature,” 45–46. On the cap-

ital crime of adultery in ancient Egypt, see C. J. Eyre, “Crime and Adultery in An-
cient Egypt,” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 70 (1984): 92–105. 

85See, e.g., Ginsburg, Coheleth, 387. 
86See Depla, “Women in Ancient Egyptian Wisdom Literature,” 37. 
87Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 470. 
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remain faithful all his days to the wife whom God has given him (Eccl 
9:9). 

The Woman’s Snares 

Following the restrictive relative clause headed by רֶׁשֲא , Qohelet 
offers three clauses to describe the woman: “(She) who is snares, whose 
heart is nets, and whose hands are fetters.” The term םיִדֹוצְמ  is the plu-
ral form of דֹוצָמ , usually glossed as a “snare” or “net.”88 More specifical-
ly, the term relates to a device or instrument used stealthily to trap or 
kill quarry, metaphorically depicting the manipulative aggression peo-
ple use to entice and entrap others.89 The related verbal root דוצ , “to 
hunt,” appears in Prov 6:26 to characterize the adulteress as one who 
“hunts down” the precious life of her victim.90 The term דֹוצָמ  appears 
four times in the OT (Job 19:6; Prov 12:12; Eccl 7:26; 9:14) and is 
identified commonly as possessing two homonyms: (I) a “snare” and 
(II) a “mountain stronghold” or “siegeworks.”91 The lexicons differ, 
however, on which of the homonyms appears where.92 The second 
homonym seems clearly the meaning in Eccl 9:14, where a pitched bat-
tle against a city calls for the meaning of “siegeworks.” Here in 7:26 the 
meaning “snare” is most likely as a parallel to “nets” and “fetters” and 
as attested by the versions (LXX, Vg.). The plural here and in the fol-
lowing phrases likely signifies habitual behavior or a repeated series of 
actions: she continually ensnares her victims.93 

The second clause equates her heart with nets. The term םֶרֵח  is 
taken here usually to be a second homonym meaning “drag-net” or 
“trawling net” (cf. Ezek 26:5, 14; 32:3; 47:10; Mic 7:2; Hab 1:15–17). 
distinct from the more common homonym םֶרֵח , “something devoted to 
destruction” or “an object or person put under the ban.”94 Such nets 
were used in the ancient world for hunting and fishing. While the an-

88BDB, 844–45; HALOT, 622; DCH, 5:444 
89See SDBH. 
90Cf. also P. W. Skehan, “Tower of Death or Deadly Snare? (Sir 26,22),” Catho-

lic Biblical Quarterly 16 (Apr 1954): 154. 
91BDB, 844–45; HALOT, 622; DCH, 5:444 
92BDB places Job 19:6; Prov 12:12; and Eccl 7:26 under the first homonym, 

“snare,” with Eccl 9:14 under the second, “siegeworks.” HALOT suggests “siegeworks” 
for Prov 12:12. DCH is non-committal about Prov 12:12 but prefers “siegeworks” for 
Job 19:6. 

93Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, §7.4.2c, 121. 
94See Gustav Dalman, Arbeit und Sitte in Palästina (reprint ed., Tübingen, Ger-

many: Tobias, 2013), 6:361; HALOT, 354; DCH, 3:319. On the meaning of םֶרֵח  as 
“something devoted to destruction,” see Kyle C. Dunham, “Yahweh War and Ḥerem: 
The Role of Covenant, Land, and Purity in the Conquest of Canaan,” Detroit Baptist 
Seminary Journal 21 (2016): 7–30. 
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cient world often idealized hunting and sometimes restricted the avoca-
tion to royalty, fishing was a common practice carried out by all clas-
ses.95 In the Nile River, due to higher average water temperature and 
pervasive irrigation practices, more than 100 fish  species flourished. 
Fishermen collected fish by stretching a trawling net between papyrus 
boats equipped with oars or by casting and retrieving a net into the 
river.96 In the prophets, hunting and fishing with nets often carries a 
menacing tone symbolic of divine judgment. The prophets declaimed 
that the children of Israel would be caught as an antelope in a net (Isa 
51:20), that Yahweh would capture by hook or net various kings such 
as Zedekiah (Ezek 12:13) and Pharaoh (Ezek 29:4), and that the Baby-
lonians would ensnare their vanquished enemies with a fishing net 
(Hab 1:15).97 Aalders argues, in fact, that whenever hunting or fishing 
is used metaphorically in the OT, the sense is always unfavorable, por-
traying evil intentions and actions brought upon the pursued objects.98 
“Her heart” here connotes more than the romantic affections threaten-
ing to ensnare. The heart includes all aspects of the mind—intellect, 
will, and emotions—as conniving to target and entrap the mark. The 
wayward woman of Proverbs 7 displays such a character: “With much 
seductive speech she persuades him; with her smooth talk she compels 
him. Right away he follows her, and goes like an ox to the slaughter, or 
bounds like a stag toward the trap” (Prov 7:21–22). 

The final phrase depicting the woman observes that “her hands are 
fetters.” The term רּוסֵא  is a rare OT term (although the verb form is 
more common), appearing three times (cf. Judg 15:14; Jer 37:15). The 
word means “fetters,” “bonds,” or “cords,”99 specifically the material 
used to bind animals or people so as to control them.100 Captured ani-
mals were sometimes ritually bound following the hunt.101 The term 
connects more specifically to the OT semantic field of prisons and in-
carceration.102 Prisoners in the ancient world were often shackled and 
placed in confinement, such as in a pit or dungeon. The psalmist’s po-
etic depiction of Joseph’s imprisonment thus notes: “His feet were hurt 

95Dictionary of Daily Life, s.v. “Fish and Fishing,” by Tiberius Rata and Marvin 
R. Wilson, 678. 

96Ibid., 681. 
97See G. C. Aalders, “The Fishers and the Hunters,” Evangelical Quarterly 30 

(Jul–Sept 1958): 134. 
98Ibid., 136–37. 
99BDB, 64; HALOT, 73; DCH, 1:345 
100SDBH. 
101Eberhard Otto, “An Ancient Egyptian Hunting Ritual,” Journal of Near East-

ern Studies 9 (Jul 1950): 164–77. 
102Although this term is rare, there are around 15 related terms in this semantic 

field. See The Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible, s.v. “Prison, Prisoner,” by 
Walter L. Liefeld, 4:869–70. 
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with fetters; his neck was put in a collar of iron” (Ps 105:18). Prisons 
were not viewed as rehabilitative institutions but as places of torture 
and anguish for demoralized criminals awaiting punishment.103 The 
mental and physical suffering of prisoners is a common OT theme (Pss 
79:11; 142:6–7; Isa 14:17; 42:22; Lam 3:34; Zech 9:11). In Judges 
15:14 the term רּוסֵא  is used for the new ropes with which the Judahites 
bind Samson to deliver him to the Philistines, whereupon Samson 
breaks free and slaughters his enemies with a donkey’s jawbone. The 
Samson connection is intriguing, given his ensnaring dalliances with 
Delilah (Judg 16:4–22), his conflict wherein he kills 1,000 men (Judg 
15:15),  and his miserable end in a Philistine prison (Judg 16:21, 25). 
The term ָדי  connotes more than simply the hands, including the fin-
gers, wrists, and forearms, and is indicative of someone’s power and 
vitality.104 The earlier-cited Instruction of Ptahhotep warns similarly of 
the desirable and entrancing limbs of the outside woman, conceptually 
connected to her alluring sexual vitality that overpowers the heedless 
man. 

The aggregation of terms related to hunting and warfare emphasiz-
es that the evasion of the seductress is a matter of life and death. Yet 
Bartholomew surmises that Qohelet’s statement that he is finding this 
woman more bitter than death carries more than a hint that he himself 
is the sinner who has been ensnared by her. His pursuits of wisdom 
and folly have brought him ironically and perhaps unwittingly into her 
embrace.105 After all, Qohelet has himself “discovered” this truth, and 
only one who has tasted truly knows bitter taste. Such a connection 
finds support in a number of lexical and conceptual links to the narra-
tive of Solomon’s marriage to foreign wives in 1 Kings 11. 

Figure 2: The Bitter Woman of Ecclesiastes and 
Solomon’s Foreign Wives. 

Links between the “Bitter, Ensnaring Woman” of Ecclesiastes 
and Solomon’s “Many Foreign Wives” in 1 Kings 11 

Bitter, Ensnaring Woman 
(Eccl 7:25–29) 

Many Foreign Women 
(1 Kgs 11:1–13) 

She is “the woman” ( הָּׁשִאָה ) (7:26) 
Solomon married many “foreign 
women/wives” ( הָּׁשִא  appears in the 
plural 5x) (1 Kgs 11:1, 3 [2x], 4, 8) 

103Dictionary of Daily Life, s.v. “Police & Prisons,” by D. L. Harrison and T. M. 
Sigler, 1397. 

104NIDOTTE, s.v. “ ָדי ,” by M. Dreytza, 2:402–5. 
105Bartholomew, Ecclesiastes, 267. 
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“Her heart is nets” ( ּהָּבִל םיִמָרֲח )
(7:26) 

Solomon’s wives “turned away” 
( הטנ ) “his heart” ( ֹוּבִל ) (11:3–4, 9)

She is compared to “death” )תֶוָמ(  
(7:26) 

Solomon becomes associated with 
the “detestable things” ( ץּוּקִׁש ) of 
foreign nations (11:5, 7), which 
will result in death and destruction 
according to the Deuteronomic 
covenant (Deut 29:16–21) 

She is “snares” ( דֹוצָמ ), “nets” ( םֶרֵח ),
and “fetters” ( רּוסֵא ); the sinner is 
“taken” ( דכל ) by her (7:26) 

Solomon “sticks, clings to” ( קבד ) 
these women in love (11:2) 

Qohelet has not found one (good, 
faithful?) woman/wife in 1,000 
(7:28) 

Solomon has 1,000 wives and con-
cubines (11:3) 

The man who is good “before God” 
( םיִהֹלֱאָה יֵנְפִל ) escapes her (7:26)

The women turned his heart from 
following “after God” ( םיִהֹלֱא יֵרֲחַא )
(11:4) 

The man who falls prey is a “sinner” 
( אטח ) (7:26)

The women cause Solomon to do 
“evil in the eyes of YHWH” (  עַרָה

הָוְהי יֵניֵעְּב ) (11:6)

Collectively these connections suggest that the king who stands be-
hind Qohelet’s explorations was himself ensnared by the bitter, outside 
woman, a cautionary tale for the wisdom seeker. 

Conclusion 
In this essay I have argued that Qohelet’s statement concerning the 

female figure who ensnares fits best within the biblical context as an 
intertextual reference to the outside woman of Proverbs and as a cau-
tionary link to Solomon’s demise by his marriages to foreign wives in 
1 Kings 11. Additional corollaries to Egyptian wisdom literature pro-
vide further warrant for interpreting the statement as a warning about 
the dangers posed by the outside woman. Qohelet charges his young 
addressee to be the responsible agent for maintaining social and sexual 
norms. The faithful, Israelite worshipper of Yahweh is to guard himself 
from destructive, harmful liaisons with outside women, including the 
wives of other men or unbelieving women outside the covenant bound-
aries (cf. Ezra 9:2; Mal 2:11–12). In making these connections, 
Qohelet reminds his readers that the benefits of wisdom may come to 
naught if foolish sins nullify its value. Association with the alluring 
outside woman would prove detrimental and devastating. Through 
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attentive evasion of her charms, the reader would be spared the sicken-
ing experience Qohelet himself seems to have suffered in succumbing 
foolishly to her wiles. 
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BAPTISTS AND FREEMASONRY: 
A CONFLICTED HISTORY 

by 
Jeff Straub1 

My interest in Freemasonry began a few years ago, as I was asked 
to complete a writing project of Baptist historian Terry Wolever, who 
unexpectedly died, leaving a biography of Stephen Gano (1762–1828) 
unfinished. Gano, son of John Gano (1727–1804), founder of the First 
Baptist Church of New York City (1780), had pastored the important 
First Baptist Church of Providence, RI, arguably the first Baptist 
church in America. Terry amassed a significant amount of research on 
Stephen’s life and outlined a plan for a biography but died before the 
book was written. Stephen was an important Baptist in his own right at 
Providence, where he labored from 1792 until his death in 1828. 

I discovered Stephen was a Freemason. He was active in the Mount 
Vernon Lodge of Providence, admitted July 1801. He received the de-
grees of Capitular Masonry in 1808 and was elected Grand Chaplain of 
the Grand Lodge of Rhode Island. He was remembered as “a true and 
faithful supporter of the Masonic institution.”2 Stephen had been mar-
ried four times. His fourth wife, Joanna Latting of Hillsdale, NY, 
whom he wed in 1801, created a stir in FBC, when she accused Ste-
phen of devilry and permanently separated from him. Stephen was pas-
tor at Hillsdale, where they met years earlier. The church under his 
leadership joined the Shaftsbury Association in 1788. After Stephen 
moved to Providence but before he married Joanna, Shaftsbury exam-
ined the “merits and demerits of Speculative Free Masonry.” The re-
sponse, “As a number of our churches are greatly distressed over 
members joining with Free Masons, for the peace of the churches, we 
pray for such to desist,” yet, “as this association claims no jurisdiction 
over the members of churches, each church must judge for itself, ac-
cording to fact and circumstance.”3 

1Dr. Straub taught historical theology at Central Baptist Theological Seminary in 
Minnesota for sixteen years. He is now retired. 

2See Henry W. Rugg, History of Freemasonry in Rhode Island (Providence, RI: 
Freeman, 1895), 365. Several years after Gano’s death, a toast was offered at a public 
dinner on the occasion of the Festival of St. John, held in the Roger Williams Hotel of 
Providence, by Rev. Br. Taft “to the memory of a man who when living was a friend 
of God and man. The memory of Stephen Gano” (“Festival of St. John,” American 
Masonick Record and Albany Literary Journal, 10 Jul 1830, 2). 

3Minutes of the Shaftsbury Baptist Association; Holden [sic] at Elder Hull’s Meeting 
House, June 6th et 7th 1798, 7; also Stephen Wright, History of the Shaftsbury Baptist 
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Joanna likely learned her anti-Masonic position at Hillsdale and 
apparently was not aware that her husband-to-be had become a Mason 
about four months before they were married. Stephen’s Freemasonry 
created controversy in the church. This event may have been “the most 
bizarre issue in the entire history of the Providence church.”4 In the 
summer of 1803, Joanna “complained that ‘she could not fellowship 
that allowance of Free masonry in the bosom of the church’” and 
brought charges against her husband and seven others. The Masons 
were part of the “Mystery of Iniquity” and were in a “Covenant of 
Death and agreement of Hell.”5 The matter went before the body in a 
series of meetings, during one of which Stephen read his wife’s accusa-
tions against him as it was improper for a woman to speak in a church 
meeting. After reading the charges, Stephen demanded that the church 
decide whether it was proper for him to continue as their elder. The 
church voted unanimously to stand with their pastor and the others 
and rejected Joanna’s accusations. With Gano and the rest absolved of 
disciplinary issues, charges were brought to discipline Joanna, not be-
cause of her opinions on Masonry but “on account of her hard and 
unchristian language towards our brethren, who are Masons; toward 
our Elder, her husband” and towards others in the church.6 She was 
subsequently voted out of the church. She remained in Providence and 
never lived with her husband again.7 This victory for the Masons was 
memorable among the New England brotherhood.8 

Another interesting connection between Baptists and Freemasonry 
I discovered was that Gano’s son-in-law, the important Baptist histori-
an David Benedict was also a Mason. He was pastor of the church at 
Pawtucket, RI from its inception for twenty-three years until his Free-
masonry became a problem and he ceased his pastoral care though he 
remained a member of the church.9 Benedict’s devotion to Freemasonry 

Association from 1751 to 1853 (Troy, NY: A. G. Johnson, 1853), 57. 
4J. Stanley Lemons, First: The First Baptist Church in America (Providence, RI: 

Charitable Baptist Society, 2001), 28. 
5Ibid., 226. The specific details of her charges have not survived (ibid., 572, n. 

18). 
6Minutes of FBC, Providence, 25 August 1803, quoted in Lemons, First, 120, n. 

57. 
7Lemon, First, 28. This victory for the Masons was memorable among the New 

England brothers. See “An Anti-Masonic Defeat,” editorial miscellany, The New Eng-
land Free Mason, vol. 2, ed. Sereno D. Nickerson (Boston: Frank Wood, 1875), 360. 

8The definitive biographical source on Gano is Terry Wolever, “Stephen Gano 
(1762–1828),” in A Noble Company: Biographical Essay on Notable Particular Baptists 
in America, ed. Terry Wolever (Springfield, MO: Particular Baptist Press, 2015), 
6:164–202. The story of Gano’s troubles over Freemasonry may be found on pp. 
186–89. 

9The best source for information on Benedict is Matthew Lee Underwood, “Da-
vid Benedict, 1779–1874,” in A Noble Company: Biographical Essays on Notable 
Particular Baptists in America, ed. Terry Wolever (Springfield, MO: Particular Baptist 
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can be seen in Mason literature and in Benedict’s own writings. Speak-
ing of the struggle Baptist churches and associations experienced over 
the acceptance of Masons as members, Benedict wrote, 

Freemasonry, and southern slavery, soon became the subjects of the 
greatest interest among the contending parties, and as a natural conse-
quence, respecting these new matters of excitement in their present 
shape, the most ardent altercations arose among combatants in this 
new warfare on Baptist ground, which involved questions which, our 
churches had never legislated, nor adopted any rules of discipline…. 
Up to this date, the members of Baptist churches were not molested 
in their religious standing on account of their connection with the 
mystic order; and multitudes of the most staunch defenders of the 
Baptist faith found themselves all at once in an embarrassing dilemma 
in consequence of the new church laws, which they had never sub-
scribed, and against which they entered a solemn protest…. In the 
new Baptist reform, many strong men, and not a few who could not 
properly be placed in this class, were engaged, with a zeal which they 
had never before manifested against any evil of the land, real or imagi-
nary. The details of the strifes and commotions which followed this 
modern warfare against a fraternity of very high antiquity, I shall not 
attempt to repeat.10 

In these two early American stories of Baptist Freemasons, consid-
erable ambivalence can be seen. Though opposed by his wife, Gano 
was sustained by the church. Had Gano still been at Hillsdale in 1798, 
he would have been a part of the Shaftsbury discussions on Freemason-
ry and might not have joined in 1801. While David Benedict resigned 
the pastorate, he did not leave the church. The church seems to have 
granted a measure of tolerance toward Freemasonry. This same meas-
ure of tolerance has existed among Baptist churches ever since.11 

Today, Freemasonry, as in the later 18th and early 19th centuries, 
is not consistently viewed among Baptists as good or bad. The South-
ern Baptist Convention labored over whether to tolerate or reject the 
fraternity from 1985, agreeing at one point to make Masonic affiliation 
a matter of personal decision and kept the conversation to the local 

Press, 2017), 8:1–65. His discussion of Benedict and Freemasonry may be found on 
pp. 25–34. On Benedict as a Freemason, see Rugg, History, 366–67. On Benedict see 
also William Cathcart, Baptist Encyclopedia, 1:94–95. 

10David Benedict, Fifty Years Among the Baptists (New York: Sheldon, 1860), 
172–73. Benedict also defends Freemasonry in a sermon he delivered before the 
Grand Lodge of Rhode Island Masons (David Benedict, An Address Delivered before 
the Grand Lodge of Rhode-Island at the Anniversary of St. John the Baptist, Thursday, 
June 24, 1830 [Pawtucket: Meacham & Fowler, 1830]). 

11There is a good discussion of early Baptists and Freemasonry in J. Stanley Lem-
ons, Retracing Baptists in Rhode Island: Identity, Formation and History (Waco, TX: 
Baylor University Press, 2019), 223–31, which ends its treatment with the early con-
flict. No comprehensive investigation of Baptists and Freemasonry exists that I can 
find. 
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church level. Years later, the North American Mission Board issued a 
statement offering eight reasons why Freemasonry should be considered 
anti-Christian. Nevertheless, there is still a Masonic presence among 
Southern Baptists, once estimated at between 500,000 and 1.3 million 
adherents, although statistics are difficult to verify.12 Undoubtedly this 
ambivalence toward Freemasonry may be because of the numerous 
prominent Southern Baptist leaders of the past, including B. H. Car-
roll, L. R. Scarborough, George W. Truett, Herschel Hobbs and H. 
Leon McBeth, who were Masons. Other Baptist groups have been 
clearer in their rejection of Freemasonry. 

The deeper one plunges into the study of Freemasonry among the 
Baptists, the more conflicted the topic becomes. This study begins with 
a brief history of Freemasonry and its introduction into the Americas. 
An examination of its impact among the elites will demonstrate the 
attractiveness of Freemasonry to Baptists. The next section will sketch 
the contours of the Baptist attitude toward Freemasonry, both positive 
and negative from the late 18th and early 19th century through the 
anti-Masonic movement, then trace Baptist discussions in churches and 
associations. The examination will conclude with a summary of the 
Southern Baptist conflict in the 1990s as well as a brief discussion of 
the rejection of Freemasonry by other Baptist groups like Freewill Bap-
tists, the General Association of Regular Baptists, and the Scottish Bap-
tists.13 

Freemasonry Comes to North America 
According to one lodge, “Freemasonry is a system of morality, 

veiled in allegory, illustrated by symbols. Not a religion, but religious 
in character, it is a philosophy of ethical conduct which imparts moral 
and social virtues and fosters brotherly love. Its tenets have endured 
since man turned the first pages of civilization. They embody an under-
standing by which man can transcend ordinary experience and build a 

12“Baptists and Freemasons,” available online at http://www.jmm.org.au/articles/ 
786.htm, accessed 6 Nov 2021. Estimated numbers of SBC Freemasons vary widely. 
500,000 is a common number given, and on the high end, an article in the Tampa Bay 
Times mentioned 1.3 million SBC Freemasons (“Southern Baptist Free to be Ma-
sons,” Tampa Bay Times, 9 Oct 2005, available online at https://www.tampabay.com/ 
archive/1993/03/27/southern-baptists-free-to-be-masons-report-says/, accessed 8 Nov 
2021). However, this is also the number given for the total number of Freemasons in 
the US today. Part of the explanation for this is that Freemasonry has been in decline 
globally, and in more recent years COVID has taken a toll as well. See also John 
Hinck, “Understanding the Decline in Fraternal Organizations: A Mixed Method 
Approach” (Ph.D. diss., University of San Diego, 2018). 

13This article does not attempt to consider the larger question of Freemasonry 
and Christianity. A starting point for exploring this issue may be found in Handbook 
of Freemasonry, ed. Henrik Bogdan and J. A. M. Snoek (Leiden: Brill, 2014). See Part 
2, “Freemasonry and Religion,” (139–87 esp.) which has chapters on Freemasonry 
and Roman Catholicism, Freemasonry and Orthodox Churches, and Freemasonry and 
Protestantism. 
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life in greater harmony with the Great Architect of the universe.”14 
There is dispute as to when Freemasonry began. “The evidence re-

lating to the emergence of modern Freemasonry is complex, confusing, 
and often fragmentary.”15 Since this is the case, it is well beyond the 
scope of this study to consider this interesting topic. Therefore, the 
investigation begins with Freemasonry’s entrance into the United States 
from England sometime before 1733 when the first American grand 
lodge was established. English merchant and active Mason Henry Price 
(1697–1780), upon arriving in Boston, discovered the existence of oth-
er Masons. He returned to England to receive a warrant from the Lon-
don Grand Lodge that had been formed by four London lodges in 
1717 to establish the first Grand Lodge in North America.16 

Masonic lodges soon began to appear in the Colonies. Additional-
ly, other branches of Masonry, e.g., Irish Freemasonry, came to the 
United States. Borrowing imagery from Solomon’s Temple and steeped 
in symbolism from the medieval stonemason guilds, Masonry was 
largely a movement that appealed to the elites of society. “Masonic 
lodges thus brought together a large section of their city’s most im-
portant men…. High fees and the unanimous votes required for initia-
tion membership, and additional degrees (usually requiring separate 
ballots) kept out those of limited means.”17 Philosophically, “the frater-
nity embodied European Enlightenment ideals of liberty, autonomy, 
and God as envisioned by Deist philosophers as a Creator who largely 
left humanity alone.”18 

Some of the chief architects of the United States were Freemasons 
including George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, and Paul Revere, 

14“Freemasons,” Minneapolis Lodge No. 19 website, available online at 
https://mpls19.org, accessed 29 Oct 2021. Furthermore, Freemasonry is not a mono-
lithic ideology. Its diversity makes it difficult to master. On global Freemasonry, see 
John Dickie, The Craft: How Freemasons Made the Modern World (London: Hodder 
and Stoughton, 2020). 

15David Stevenson, The Origins of Freemasonry: Scotland’s Century, 1590–1710 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 1. 

16“Boston Masons Organize First Grand Lodge in America,” available at 
https://www.massmoments.org/moment-details/boston-masons-organize-first-grand-
lodge-in-america.html, accessed 30 Oct 2021. For a history of this beginning, see 
Thomas Sherrard Roy, Stalwart Builders: The Grand Lodge of Masons in Massachusetts, 
1733–1970 (Boston: Masonic Education and Charity Trust of the Grand Lodge of 
Massachusetts, 1971). For a recent history of American Freemasonry, see Mark A. 
Tabbert, American Freemasonry: Three Centuries of Building Communities (New York: 
New York University Press, 2005). On Price, see Melvin M. Johnson, The Beginnings 
of Freemasonry in America (Kingsport, TN: Southern Publishers, 1924), 92–103. 

17Steven C. Bullock, Revolutionary Brotherhood: Freemasonry and the Transfor-
mation of the American Social Order, 1730–1840 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1996), 62. 

18Peter Feuerherd, “The Strange History of Masons in America,” JStor Daily, 3 
Aug 2017, available online at https://daily.jstor.org/the-strange-history-of-masons-in-
america/, accessed 29 Oct 2021. 
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among others. George Washington, America’s first president, wearing 
Masonic garb, laid the cornerstone of the US Capitol in 1793. Freema-
sonry soon attracted free African Americans also. Prince Hall was an 
African American free black abolitionist who formed the first black 
Freemason group in Boston. Hall and some of his free black brothers 
petitioned to join the Boston lodge but were rejected. They sought 
recognition from a lodge in Ireland who were represented by British 
troops quartered in Boston. They received permission to form African 
Lodge #1 (later renamed African Lodge 459) as the first black lodge in 
America.19 

With Boston as the center of early Freemasonry,20 clergy began to 
be attracted to the movement. Reverend Arthur Browne (1699–1773), 
an Anglican in New Hampshire, became the first clergyman in that 
colony to embrace Freemasonry in 1747.21 Other clergyman would 
follow, but this raised troubling questions. Masonry was shrouded in 
secrecy and rumors of a ritual that sounded strangely antithetical to 
Christianity concerned some Christians. Could a man be a Freemason 
and a Christian?22 Baptists, who like other Americans, were open to 
Freemasonry, began to ask questions about involvement in Freemason-
ry in the late 18th century. 

Early Baptist Engagement with Freemasonry 
Baptists sought respectability in the Colonies and one of the earli-

est ways to gain that respectability was by joining the Masons, given its 
elite status. In early America, “freemasonry became a social phenome-
non to join. Men of good character, men seeking to rise in society…the 

19For details on these early American Masons, see Tabbert, American Freemason-
ry, 33–47. On African American Freemasonry, see All Men Are Free and Brethren: 
Essays on the History of African American Freemasonry, ed. Peter P. Kinks and Stephen 
Kantrowitz (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2013); also Cécile Révauger, Black 
Freemasonry: From Prince Hall to the Giants of Jazz, trans. Jon E. Graham (Rochester, 
VT: Inner Traditions, 2014). 

20There is dispute over whether Boston or Philadelphia was the first Grand Lodge 
in the Colonies. The Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania dates its original to 1730. For a 
discussion of the Grand Lodge in Philadelphia, see “Freemasonry,” Encyclopedia of 
Greater Philadelphia, available online at https://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/ 
freemasonry/, accessed 31 Oct 2021. See also Free Masonry in North America: From the 
Colonial Period to the Beginning of the Present Century, comp. Henry Whittemore 
(New York: Artotype Printing, 1889), 1–3, and Alain de Keghel, American Freema-
sonry (Rochester, VT: Inner Traditions, 2015), 3–4. 

21Arthur F. Hebbeler, III, “Colonial American Freemasonry and Its Development 
to 1770” (M.A. thesis, University of North Dakota, 1988), 58. 

22Freemasonry was initially a men’s movement, but there were early examples of 
women seeking standing in Freemasonry. See Janet M. Burke and Margaret C. Jacob, 
“French Freemasonry, Women, and Feminist Scholarship,” Journal of Modern History 
68 (Mar 1996): 513–49; also Margaret Jacob, “Women in the Lodges,” in The Origins 
of Freemasonry: Facts and Fictions (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2006), 92–129. 
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fraternity early on attracted high aristocracy and even members of the 
royal family, so that just attracted more and more men who might 
want to join but on a very personal or individual level.”23 Early Baptists 
seemed neutral toward the lodge. In 1785, Boston’s Samuel Stillman 
preached a sermon before the “Most Ancient and Honorable Society of 
Free and Accepted Masons” wherein he commended “our brethren of 
the Craft [who] always give preference to a brother, especially to the 
most amiable.” Addressing his Masonic auditors, Stillman considered it 
an honor that these men requested his sermon be published. He was 
only too happy to comply because charity was “one end of your institu-
tion.” 

Concerning the secrets of masonry, I will observe, that charity obliges 
us to conclude, that these secrets are only useful to the brotherhood; be-
cause it is incompatible with that benevolence, on which all Lodges are 
founded, to keep that a secret, which, if revealed, would prove of public 
utility. 

With the Constitutions of Masonry I profess myself acquainted; 
and am pleased to find that by them, every mason is obliged to pay 
strict attention to his morals—to the Lord’s Day and public wor-
ship—to be chaste in his conversation while the Lodge is together—to 
avoid excess after it has broke up [sic]—to keep good hours, and care-
fully to attend to the government of his family, if he has one—that no 
immoral person is to be admitted—that all are obliged to encourage 
brotherly love, and to abound in acts of hospitality…. Your laws are 
good. Study to be what they require. 

Concluding, he declared “thus spake our GRAND MASTER. To him 
we owe obedience, and every ascription of glory, dominion and praise.” 
He apparently saw no conflict between Freemasonry and Christianity.24 
Stillman was one of many prominent Baptists who spoke at Freemason 
gatherings. A few years later, Stephen Gano preached Undissembled 
Love to God and Man, the Duty of Christians and Masons before the 
Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons in Providence, RI in 
1800.25 The sermon was printed at their request. 

The matter of Baptists and Freemasonry was not a new issue 
among New England Baptists as has been suggested. In the decade be-
fore the Gano address, prominent Massachusetts Baptist Isaac Backus 
(1724–1806) spoke of “a procession of free masons” whom he saw pa-
rading through the streets of Boston that “lookt to me more like 

23Mark Tabbert, “Freemasonry in Colonial America,” available online at 
https://www.mountvernon.org/george-washington/freemasonry/freemasonry-in-
colonial-america/, accessed 31 Oct 2021. 

24Samuel Stillman, Charity Considered in a Sermon Preached at Charles-Town, 
June 24, 1785 Before the Ancient and Most Honorable Society of Free and Accepted Ma-
sons (Boston: T. and J. Fleet, 1785). Stillman was “not a brother” but clearly appreci-
ated what he knew of Freemasonry (Bullock, Revolutionary Brotherhood, 168). 

25Providence: Samuel Williams, 1800. 
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worshippers of Diana than of lowly Jesus.”26 
Baptist associations began to have questions presented to them ask-

ing about how churches should handle the issues involving Freemason-
ry. The Kehukee Association, meeting, May 20, 1786, decided in the 
affirmative that it was “disorderly to hold communion with a church 
member who frequented a Free Mason Lodge.” The issue was again 
raised in 1822. “We, your committee appointed to draft an answer of 
advice to the churches relative to the above query, would recommend 
to the churches to admonish such persons thus acting to desist from 
attending Masonic Lodges, which we think is calculated to injure the 
feelings of the truly pious; and should they refuse to submit to such 
admonition, that it would be disorder in them, for which they should 
be dealt with accordingly.”27 Again secret societies came before the as-
sociation in 1827 with a similar response. 

In 1798, the Charleston Association was asked by the church at 
Pipe Creek “Is it consistent with the principles and conduct of a Chris-
tian, for a person to join himself to a lodge of free-masons? And if this 
be answered in the affirmative, is it orderly for him to associate with a 
lodge of the fraternity, who are evidently persons of immoral lives, and 
whose assembling together proves a means of increasing immoral con-
duct?” The response given was guarded. As to the first part of the que-
ry, the association responded, “Yet we think the subject so intimately 
connected with the rights of private judgment, that a person should be 
left to his own contentious determination respecting it.” As to the sec-
ond part, the issue “must depend on the judgement which ought to be 
formed of the business of the masonic lodge; Whether it is a matter of 
duty or not.”28 

In 1798, Freemasonry first came before the Shaftsbury Association. 
Those who joined with the Masons were guilty of “sinning against the 
weaker brother” by staying affiliated with the Masons when doing such 
offended their fellow believers—they should desist. In 1803, Shaftsbury 
again raised the issue. Without firmly siding against Freemasonry as 
unchristian, they decided that since association with Freemasonry trou-
bles the churches, it ought to be avoided. They went so far as to request 
that other associations who did not feel similar, not to send delegates to 
Shaftsbury meetings who were Masons.29 The issue of Freemasonry 
caused great distress among Vermont Baptists.30 

26Diary of Isaac Backus, 23 Nov 1768 (The Diary of Isaac Backus, ed. William G. 
McLoughlin [Providence: Brown University Press, 1979], 704). 

27Cushing Biggs Hassell, History of the Church of God, from Creation to A. D. 
1885 including especially the History of the Kehukee Primitive Baptist Association, rev. 
Sylvester Hassell (Middletown, NY: Gilbert Beebe’s Sons, 1886), 706, 733–34. 

28Minutes of the Charleston Association, 1798, 3–4. 
29Minutes of the Shaftsbury Association, 1798, 7; Minutes of the Shaftsbury Associa-

tion, 1803, 8–9. 
30Henry Crocker, History of the Baptists in Vermont (Bellow Falls, VT: P. H. 

Goble, 1913), 45–46 and 119–24. 
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In 1811 at the Broad River Baptist Association of North Carolina, 
meeting at Concord Church in Rutherford County, the question was 
asked “is it right to hold members in fellowship who belong to and fre-
quent Masonic Lodges?” The answer given by the association was no. 
There was no mention in the minutes as to the nature of the discussion 
that occurred. At the time this query was made, William Lancaster was 
the clerk of the association from its inception in 1801. He was an “ac-
tive deacon in the Cedar Springs Church to the day of his death which 
occurred in 1824. That church would have been ashamed to have 
thought of excluding the best deacon it had only because he was a Free 
Mason, and to carry out the advice of the Association.” Nevertheless, 
Lancaster was replaced as clerk by Elder Berryman Hicks in 1812.31 
Lancaster continued to represent the church at association meetings 
until 1823. 

The Mississippi Baptist Association, formed in 1807, considered 
the issue of Freemasonry in 1818, answering a question from the Bay-
ou Pierre Church, “should a brother be held in fellowship, who prefers 
the rights and privileges of the Masonic Lodge to the communion of 
his church?” The answer given was “No.”32 

David Benedict delivered a message before the Grand Lodge of 
Rhode Island in 1830.33 Other sermons by Baptist pastors could be 
mentioned but their Masonic connection is not always clear.34 Some of 
those speaking were not Masons, but many were, and some held office 

31John R. Logan, Sketches, Historical and Biographical, of the Broad River and 
King’s Mountain Baptist Associations from 1800–1882 (Shelby, NC: Babington, Rob-
erts, 1887), 27. Logan surmised that the issue of Freemasonry was “a New England 
prejudice [that] probably had been introduced by ministers and newspapers from that 
section of the country against the time-honored institution of Masonry, which preju-
dice had already been developing its mischievous consequences on a goodly number of 
Pedo-Baptist churches, and a few Baptist churches where disturbed thereby” (ibid., 
28). 

32Benjamin Griffin, A History of the Primitive Baptists of Mississippi (Jackson, MS: 
Barksdale and Jones, 1853), 109. Notice the issue here may have been merely putting 
the Masonic lodge before the church in order of priority. 

33An Address Delivered before the Grand Lodge of Rhode Island at the Anniversary of 
St. John the Baptist, Thursday January 24, 1830 (Pawtucket, RI: Meacham and Fowler, 
1830). 

34E.g. John Stanford, A Discourse on the Urim and Thummin delivered before the 
Hiram Lodge, No. 72…on St. John’s Day, Dec. 27, 1800, 2nd ed. (New York: 
E. Crandall, 1820). Stanford does not appear to have been a Freemason (William 
Batchelder, A Discourse delivered at the South Meeting House in Danvers, September 25, 
1810 at the Consecration of Jordan Lodge [Salem: Thomas Cushing, 1810]). I have 
been unable to determine if Batchelder (1768–1818), pastor of First Baptist Church 
of Haverhill, MA (1803–1818) was a Freemason at the time of this address. On 
Batchelder, see William B. Sprague, Annals of the American Baptist Pulpit (New York: 
Robert Carter, 1860), 319–26; also Isaac Bucken (Bucklin), A Discourse Delivered in 
Middlebury, VT, Before Union Lodge No, 5 of Free and Accepted Masons on the Festival 
of St. John the Baptist, June 4, A. L. 5819. (Middlebury: J. W. Copeland, 1819). NB: 
A.L. is the Masonic dating system—Anno Lucis—in the year of light. It is the Gregori-
an date plus 4,000. Bucklin appears to have been a Mason. He is called a brother. 
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in their lodges. William Rogers (1751–1824), pastor of First Baptist of 
Philadelphia (1772–1775), was active among Philadelphia Freemasons, 
serving as Grand Chaplain, regularly offering prayers at Masonic meet-
ings. He was periodically referred to a “Rev. Dr. Bro. William Rog-
ers.”35 Benjamin Munro Hill (1793–1881), during his pastorate in 
New Haven, CT, was elected “Rev. Sir Grand Prelate” (1827) and 
eventually Generalissimo of the Encampment of the Masonic Knights 
Templar in New Haven (1829).36 

While there were a substantial number of Masons among these ear-
ly 19th century Baptists, some of the brethren came to reconsider their 
Masonic association. Anti-Masonry erupted in American life, in part 
over the disappearance of William Morgan (1776–1826?), of Batavia, 
NY, who planned to publish an exposé on Masonry.37 Many believed 
he was kidnapped by the Masons and murdered to preserve their secrets 
which he threatened to reveal. Some Americans became concerned over 
the political influence of the Masons and formed an anti-Masonic party 
that became the first third party to hold a nominating convention in 
American politics.38 Baptists were compelled to deal with Freemasonry 
more regularly in church life after the rise of the anti-Masonic move-
ment. 

Joshua Bradley, pastor of churches in Rhode Island, Connecticut, 
Vermont, and New York, first affirmed and later renounced Freema-
sonry, creating controversy among his former Masonic brethren.39 As a 

35Julius F. Sachse, Old Masonic Lodges of Pennsylvania, “Moderns and Ancients,” 
1730–1800 (Lancaster, PA: New Era, 1913), 2:8–9. Rogers, a Revolutionary War 
Brigade chaplain, became a Mason about 1779, rising to the office of Grand Chaplain 
in 1803, which he held until his death in 1824; also on Rogers, see Anthony L. 
Chute, “William Rogers (1751–1824),” A Noble Company: Biographical Essays on 
Notable Particular-Regular Baptists in America, ed. Terry Wolever (Springfield, MO: 
Particular Baptist Press, 2014), 5:98–121. 

36“Connecticut,” American Masonic Record, and Albany Saturday Magazine, 22 
Sept 1827, 266. Again in 1828, ibid., 16 Aug 1828, 226. In 1829, he was elevated to 
Generalissimo (The Connecticut Annual Register, and United States’ Calendar [New 
London: Samuel Green, 1829], 117). In the Masonic Knights Templar, the officers 
were Eminent Commander, Generalissimo, and Captain General (see Bylaws of Mary 
Commandery No. 36 [Philadelphia: Chandler, 1876], 19). On Hill see Terry Wolever, 
“Benjamin M. Hill, (1793–1881),” in A Noble Company: Biographical Essays on Nota-
ble Particular-Regular Baptists in America, ed. Terry Wolever (Springfield, MO: Par-
ticular Baptist Press, 2017), 9:226–53. 

37Illustrations of Masonry by One Devoted to the Fraternity (Rochester, NY: Print-
ed for the author, 1827). There is a question whether Morgan’s body was correctly 
identified, and his disappearance is shrouded in mystery. 

38On anti-Masonry, see Andrew Burt, American Hysteria: The Untold Story of 
Mass Political Extremism in the United States (Guilford, CT: LP, 2015), 49–72; also 
William Preston Vaughn, The Antimasonic Party in the United States, 1826–1843 
(Lexington, KY: University of Kentucky Press, 1983). 

39See his address before he renounced Masonry: An Address to Masons on the Im-
portance and Utility of Forming Associations; Spreading Light among Uninformed Breth-
ren; Securing Their Funds from Failure and Establishing Academies (Cooperstown: E. B. 
Crandall, 1824). 
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Mason, he published a defense of Freemasonry in 1816 while pastoring 
in Vermont. At that time, Bradley was a member of Newport Royal 
Arch Chapter and Grand Chaplain of the Washington Encampment of 
Newport, RI.40 However, about a decade later, while preparing to de-
fend Freemasonry against the rising tide of anti-Masonry, he altered his 
views and abruptly did an about face, renouncing Freemasonry in the 
light of the anti-Masonic movement then causing chaos in the country, 
citing the murder of William Morgan as one reason. He became a vocal 
antagonist of Freemasonry. Word of Bradley’s renunciation made news 
in Masonic publications where he was castigated for his defection but 
where some of his reasons for departure were published in an effort to 
refute them.41 Word of his renunciation was carried in anti-Masonic 
publications as well, bolstering support for that movement.42 

John G. Stearns was, as a young man, a Mason, but when he en-
tered the Literary and Theological Institution of Hamilton, NY, in 
1819, he declared his Masonry when asked about it. He was asked to 
“dispense with Masonry while a member of that school. I replied that I 
had made up my mind never to have any more to do with freemason-
ry.” He went on to become an ardent anti-Mason, publishing several 
works attacking Freemasonry.43 

David Bernard (1798–1876), from Utica, NY, was ordained in 

40Some Beauties of Freemasonry; Being Extracts from Publications, Which Have Re-
ceived the Approbation of the Wise and Virtuous of the Fraternity (Rutland, VT: Fay & 
Davidson, 1816). 

41Bradley renounced his Freemasonry on 9 May 1829. The text of his renuncia-
tion may be found in “Rev. J. Bradley’s Renunciation,” The Craftsman, 30 Jun 1829, 
167. This issue is filled with reaction to Bradley’s renunciation. For example, “To the 
Rev. Joshua Bradley” from Junius (ibid., 163); also “Rev. Joshua Bradley,” Boston 
Masonic Mirror, 12 Sept 1829, 86; “To the Rev. Joshua Bradley of Louisville, KY,” 
The Amranoth or Masonic Garland 2, 1829, 145–49. See also a scathing denunciation 
in 1842 regarding his renunciation in Charles W. Moore, “Masonic Chit Chat,” 
Freemason’s Monthly Magazine 1, 288: “We regret to see the Maysville, KY Masonic 
Mirror and the Augusta Masonic Journal, extracting from the Masonic writing of 
Elder Joshua Bradley, and giving the credit as Brother Bradley. We can hardly suppose 
that the editors of those publications are ignorant of the character of the person 
named; for he was formerly a resident of Louisville, KY, where he renounced and de-
nounced the Masonic Institution. He is a seceding and expelled Mason, and we had 
supposed that he was known to be such by every intelligent Brother in the country. 
He was for several years one of the most bitter and reckless among the enemies of the 
Institution. We do not object to our contemporaries drawing their Masonic matter 
from his writings, if they think it proper to do; but we do most seriously object to 
their recognizing him as a Brother of the Fraternity.” 

42Henry Dana Ward, “Renunciation of Elder Joshua Bradley,” Anti-Masonic Re-
view and Magazine (New York: Vanderpool and Cole, 1828), 254; also in John G. 
Stearns, “Renunciation of Joshua Bradley,” Letters on Freemasonry (Utica, NY: T. W. 
Steward, 1860), 170–74. 

43In addition to Letters on Freemasonry cited above, see also An Inquiry into the 
Nature and Tendency of Speculative Freemasonry (Utica, NY: Northway and Porter, 
1829). The quote is from Inquiry, vii; also A New Chapter on Free Masonry Addressed 
to the Baptist Church of Clinton, NY (Utica, NY: Griffith and Warren, 1868). 
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Stillwater, NY in 1824, just ahead of the anti-Mason movement. In 
1827, he became pastor of the Baptist church at Warsaw, NY, just 
south of Batavia, where the Morgan affair was raging. Though having 
completed fifteen levels of Freemasonry, he renounced the fraternity 
and published Light on Masonry44 for which he became a “marked 
man.” John Quincy Adams took notice of him and his stand. “To him, 
perhaps more than to any other man, the world is indebted for the 
most execrable mysteries of masonry, nor could he as a minister of the 
word of God, have performed a service to his country and his fellow 
Christians more suitable to his sacred functions.”45 Bernard’s church 
withdrew in 1827 from the Holland Purchase Conference, and united 
with the Genesee Baptist Association. Genesee County was where 
“Baptists were the most thoroughly involved denomination…in the 
antimasonic excitement.”46 

Nathaniel Colver (1794–1870), a prominent Baptist clergyman, 
had become a Mason while serving as pastor of the Baptist church at 
Fort Covington, NY (1821–1829). An older man in the church, “an 
advanced mason,” encouraged him to join the fraternity “simply be-
cause in doing so he believed it would make him a more useful minister 
of Jesus Christ.”47 “It would open to me a source of knowledge on di-
vine subjects, that I could not have without it.” Consequently, Colver 
pursued Masonry “as far as the seventh of Royal Arch degree; besides 
which I believe I took two of what are called honorary degrees.” How-
ever, when asked to take an oath that could require even murder in its 
fulfillment, Colver recoiled—he had believed that he would not be re-
quired to take this oath—and pursued Freemasonry no further.48 This 
led him to renounce the fraternity as 

a moral evil, a political evil, and an imposition upon the world…a 
moral evil in that its specious ceremonies are a combination of Chris-
tianity, Judaism and Heathenism. Its oaths are licentious and profane; 
and so far as there is weight in them, they rob its votaries of the 

44David Bernard, Light on Masonry: A Collection of All the Most Important Docu-
ments on the Subject of Speculative Free Masonry (Utica: William Williams, 1829); also 
idem, Light on Masonry, rev. ed. (Dayton: OH: J. Shuey, 1871). On Bernard, see 
Alonzo Alvin DeLarme, History of the First Baptist Church of Norristown, PA (Phila-
delphia: Lehman & Bolton, 1897), 61–62. 

45John Quincy Adams, Letters on the Masonic Institution (Boston: T. R. Marvin, 
1847), 229. 

46William H. Brackney, “Experience vs. Conviction: Baptist Response to the An-
timasonic Impulse, 1826–1830,” Foundations (1978): 168. See this essay for yet more 
examples of churches and associations that opposed Freemasonry. 

47J. A. Smith, Memoir of Rev. Nathaniel D. Colver, D. D. (Boston: Durkee and 
Foxcroft, 1873), 66. 

48“Elder Colver’s Renunciation” originally published in the Franklin Telegraph, 
republished in The Religious Monitor and Evangelical Repository, vol. 6 (Albany, NY: 
Webster and Word, 1829–1830), 175. For details of Colver’s refusal to take the oath, 
see Smith, Nathaniel Colver, 73–75. 
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unalienable rights of man. And in its titles and degrees it is highly pro-
fane and blasphemous.49 

Colver concluded his renunciation with an appeal to Scripture. 
Some of you are professed followers of the meek and lowly Redeemer. 
I hope you will read the second chapter of Paul to the Colossians, and 
the fourth of Paul to the Galatians, and be led to separate yourselves 
from Masonic rites and ceremonies which are so incompatible with 
the whole genius of the simple, plain, open, frank and holy gospel of 
Christ. Your brethren have looked within the door; their hearts are 
pained. Will you feed their grief by stubborn adherence to that which 
you in conscience feel is not right? Or will you listen to the call of 
Christ, to come out and be separate, and touch not the unclean 
thing?50 

Colver, in 1831, joined other likeminded Baptists in forming the 
Bottskill Baptist Association. The “distinctive article” in their constitu-
tion was an anti-Masonic resolution. 

Resolved, That the following is our understanding of the second article 
of our Constitution: “No church which refuses to apply the laws of 
Christ, or do not apply them for the entire removal of speculative Free-
masonry from the church, by holding their members who are Masons, 
to leave it as a moral evil, and confess their wrong according to the re-
quirement of the gospel for having participated in that evil, shall have 
a seat in this association.”51 

Three years later, seeking to draw together all the Baptist churches in 
the area in one association, efforts were undertaken to form the Wash-
ington Union Baptist Association whose sixth article called speculative 
Freemasonry “a moral evil,” and insisted that “churches ought to re-
quire an acknowledgement of it from their members, who are or have 
been Masons.”52 

Colver became a dedicated anti-Masonic antagonist53 as well as an 
influential Baptist abolitionist.54 From his prominent pulpit at what 

49“Colver’s Renunciation,” 176. 
50Ibid., 178. 
51Wright, History of Shaftsbury Association, 252. 
52Ibid., 253. 
53For details, see Smith, Nathaniel Colver, 83–84. 
54Colver was active in his antislavery/pro-abolition work (see ibid., 153–79). In 

addition to Colver’s opposition to Masonry, he also challenged the Odd Fellows. In 
January 1844, he announced to the church in Boston that he would apply the biblical 
injunction against Christians in an unequal yoke with unbelievers to the Odd-Fellows 
(ibid., 142–44). From this he published Three Lectures on Odd Fellowship (Boston: 
William S. Damrell, 1844). Colver’s critiques of the Odd-Fellows were similar to 
critiques on the Masons. Christians should not be unequally yoked. Odd Fellowship 
has many similarities with Freemasonry, though it has not been as large. Both were 
considered “secret societies” by many Baptists. See J. S. Backus and H. B. Kenyon, 
Backus and Kenyon on Secret Societies (Albany, NY: Joel Munsell, 1850). For a brief 
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would become Tremont Temple Baptist, of Boston, where he remained 
until 1852, his influence among Northern Baptists grew significantly. 
Later he went to Chicago and taught at the Old University of Chicago 
and his name continued to be used in the anti-Masonic effort even af-
ter his death. At the National Christian Association, held in Boston in 
1880, the convention passed Resolution 8 that “this Convention fully 
concur in the deliberately expressed opinion of the late Rev. Nathaniel 
Colver, D.D. of Boston, that the vicious character of Masonry, and its 
guilt concealing and barbarous oaths, are such as not only to release all 
men from their bonds, but also to lay upon them the solemn obligation 
tearing off its covering and expose its enormity.”55 

Two other pastors of the Bottskill Association ought to be men-
tioned, namely Edward Barber, pastor of the Baptist Church at Union 
Village and George Witherell, pastor of the Baptist Church at Hart-
ford, NY. With respect to Freemasonry, Barber was “one of the fore-
most and firmest opponents of the institution.”56 Witherell (d. 1839) 
was an example that the anti-Masonic movement sometimes had seri-
ous consequences for Baptist elders. George was elder at the Baptist 
Church at Hartford and was a Mason. After the publication of Mor-
gan’s book, he became a seceder, renouncing Masonry as “corrupt and 
anti-christian.” A season of “violent persecution raged against him” 
wherein his church split (1828) with 70–80 forming the pro-Mason 
South Hartford church, but the majority sided with Witherell’s anti-
Mason sentiments. He remained at the church for six more years, dur-
ing which time he nearly lost his life for his renunciation of Masonry 
although the Masons worked to discredit allegations of the alleged at-
tack.57 

Speaking of the seriousness of the agitations over Masonry, Baptist 
historian Henry C. Vedder suggested “many churches were divided by 
the question, and the growth of the denomination was seriously inter-
fered with.”58 More churches and Baptist associations began taking up 

history of Odd Fellowship, see “History,” Independent Order of Odd Fellows, the 
Sovereign Grand Lodge, available online at https://odd-fellows.org/history/, accessed 
19 Nov 2021; also Theo. A. Ross. Odd Fellowship: Its History and Manual (New York: 
M. W. Hazen, 1888). 

55“National Christian Association, Resolutions Passed,” Evangelical Repository, 
May 1880, 373. 

56Ibid., 300. On Barber, see André A. Gazal, “Edward Barber, (1768–1834),” in 
A Noble Company: Biographical Essay on Notable Particular Baptists in America, ed. 
Terry Wolever (Springfield, MO: Particular Baptist Press, 2015), 6:441–78. For a 
detailed discussion on Barber’s anti-Masonic sentiments, see ibid., 462–76. 

57Wright, Shaftsbury Association, 352–53. On the alleged attempted murder, see 
“Judicial Investigation of Elder Witherell’s ‘Humbug,’” Boston Masonic Mirror, 20 
Nov 1830, 161–63; also “Daring Outrage,” Corydon Courage and Anti-Masonic Demo-
crat, 10 Nov 1830; Rob Morris, William Morgan; Political Antimasonry, Its Rise, 
Growth and Decadence (New York: Robert Macoy, Masonic Publisher, 1883), 297. 

58A History of the Baptists in the Middle States (Philadelphia: ABPS, 1898), 197. 
Vedder’s discussion on anti-Masonry begins on p. 194. 
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the question of Freemasonry with sentiments varied across the country. 
In 1825, the Pearl River Baptist Association of Mississippi, meeting in 
September at the Hebron church, one of thirty churches in attendance, 
addressed a query from Ebenezer church. “Do the Baptist Church 
permit their members to join the Masonic Lodge; or if members of that 
Lodge, to continue with when they join the church?” The answer re-
ceived was that “this Association does not presume to decide the merit 
or demerits of Masonry; but recommend strict observance of the Gos-
pel discipline among the churches.”59 In its Circular Letter, the associa-
tion further stated 

Every association—every congregational church—every minister of 
the Gospel, and every individual member of the church, should use 
every means in their power to promote and perpetuate harmony and 
union throughout the whole church of God; and particularly amongst 
those with whom they are more closely connected by social obliga-
tions. They should industriously avoid anything that might have a 
tendency to interrupt it. Discord is one of the greatest evils incident to 
churches or communities: if, therefore, we should “abstain from every 
appearance of evil,” is it not evident that we should subject all our 
measures to more than ordinary scrutiny, when there is the least ap-
pearance of the love and harmony which now blesses the churches of 
this association, is a sufficient proof that we are not devoid of brother-
ly love.60 

The following year, Ebenezer again pressed Freemasonry, asking “will 
Gospel discipline take under dealings any brother for attending the 
Masonic Lodge as a member of that Lodge, to the grief of his brother.” 
The question was answered in the affirmative.61 

The churches in the Cayuga Association in New York experienced 
disturbances over Freemasonry. In the early 1820s, after a season of 
revival, a church was “awakened” by the issue of Freemasonry, which 
they subsequently disfellowshipped. They further pushed the Cayuga 
Association to do similar. “We feel it our duty to inform you that it is a 
grief to us to meet at Councils and Associations members of other 
churches who meet with Free Masons or advocate the Masonic institu-
tion as being in its present regulations, consistent with the religion of 
Christ.” In 1828–1829, the churches in Cayuga, “in addition to a gen-
eral declension of religion,” had “been sorely rent with Freemasonry. 
Long and arduous have been our labors to gain our brethren from the 
wiles of the enemy, but alas! they had no ears to hear us, and we have 
been under the painful necessity of excluding them.”62 

59Ibid., 143. 
60“Circular Letter,” Minutes of the Pearl River Baptist Association, Convened at the 

Meeting House of Hebron Church (Jackson, MS: Peter ?, 1825), 15. 
61Griffin, Primitive Baptists, 144. 
62A. Russell Belden, History of Cayuga Baptist Association (Auburn: Derby & Mil-

ler, 1851), 122–23. 
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Yet disfellowship was not the consistent view among the churches. 
The church at Trumansburg, NY of the Seneca Association, whose 
founding pastor, Oliver C. Comstock started the church in 1819 was a 
Freemason. The church experienced troubles over Freemasonry in 
1827, passing a resolution “we fellowship all Masonic brethren who 
will not meet with lodges of speculative Free Masons, or pay any mon-
ey in consequence of Masonic obligations”63 but before Comstock was 
denounced, he left Trumansburg and took the pastorate of the First 
Baptist Church of Rochester, NY, which had also been bothered by 
anti-Masonism.64 Many disaffected former members of the Rochester 
church apparently returned under Comstock’s ministry.65 In 1828, the 
Seneca association adopted a resolution in opposition to speculative 
Freemasonry, “but as the Association, a few years afterward, elected a 
well-known member of that fraternity as one of its officers, and contin-
ued to require his services for many years, it is not probable that the 
resolution expressed their enduring sentiments.”66 The historian of the 
Association ultimately declared that “many, even of the most bitter 
opponents of the institution, concluded, on second thought, that a so-
ciety which had numbered so many good men among its members, 
could scarcely be the terrible monster which had appeared before them 
as the picture of their excited imaginations.”67 The history of Baptists 
and Freemasonry is thus uneven. Some came to oppose Freemasonry, 
even leaving it, while others failed to see it as a serious issue. This con-
flicted relationship is apparent elsewhere. 

In 1826, the Fall Creek Church of the Sandy Creek Association, 
raised the issue of Freemasonry at the annual meeting at the Brush 
Creek meeting house, Randolph County, NC, but it was laid over until 
1827. At that meeting, the association voted unanimously to declare 
that “we, as Baptists, profess to know nothing correctly about Masonry, 
therefore we are not prepared to give a definitive answer to said query.” 

The Fall Creek Church raised a question again in 1828, “Is it, or is it 
not, consistent with the gospel for any member of the Baptist church to 

63Lewis Halsey, History of the Seneca Baptist Association (Ithaca, NY: Journal As-
sociation Book, 1879), 190. 

64Proceedings of the Grand Lodge of the State of New York of Free and Accepted Ma-
sons…May 1904 (New York: J. J. Little, 1904), 118. 

65Ibid., 25. On Comstock, who baptized A. H. Strong in 1831, see Augustus 
Hopkins Strong, “Historical Sketch,” Centennial Celebration First Baptist Church, 
1818–1918, Rochester, NY (N.p.: n.d.), 9–14; also Halsey, Seneca Association, 207–14. 
John Stearns, Baptist seceder, quotes from an address that Comstock, a Mason, made 
before the Ithaca lodge (Stearns, Speculative Freemasonry, 188–190). See also Grand 
Master of St. John’s Lodge, 1806? Our Country and Its People: A Descriptive and Bio-
graphical Record of Saratoga, New York (Boston: Boston History Co., 1899), 156; St. 
John’s Lodge, no. 22, Greenfield, Proceedings of the Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted 
Masons of the State of New York (New York: J. J. Little, 1901), 157. 

66Halsey, Seneca Baptist Association, 37. 
67Ibid., 25. 
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join themselves to a people who are called Masons, and frequent their 
lodges?” The answer given, “Resolved, That we do not fellowship the 
practice of any member in our connection joining with or frequenting 
Mason lodges.”68 Sandy Creek showed the contradictory way that 
Freemasonry was often dealt with. 

Other associations north and south could be mentioned with re-
spect to weighing in on Freemasonry after the anti-Masonic movement 
began in 1826, whether as a consequence of anti-Masonism or not. In 
1829, the Steuben Baptist Association of New York passed a resolution 
“That this association have no fellowship with brethren who adhere to 
the institution of speculative Free Masonry.”69 The Chowan Baptist 
Association of North Carolina had a query raised in 1822 wondering 
“If a member of a Baptist church who is also a member of a Masonic 
society continues to visit his lodge, and still maintains and supports a 
moral character, shall that be a sufficient cause for his brethren in the 
church to withdraw their fellowship from him?” The answer given was 
“It is our opinion that our brethren, and the ministry in particular, 
would do well to so highly appreciate the importance of maintaining 
Christian Union and brotherly love as to forbear being initiated into 
said societies, and, if already initiated, to quit visiting their lodges.”70 
About 1839, the association further declared, 

Resolved, That it is well calculated to woundings of many of our 
brethren, and is likely to prove the cause of much strife and confu-
sion in the churches, we do affectionately advise ministers and 
brethren belonging to this Association, by no means, to connect 
themselves with the Masonic Fraternity. Resolved further, That 
with unabated regard for those brethren who have heretofore con-
nected themselves with the Masonic Fraternity, we do most ear-
nestly and affectionately advise them to discontinue visiting the 
Lodge.71 
Baptist associations labored over Freemasonry throughout the 19th 

century again and again. Some associations seemed to raise no objections 

68George W. Purefoy, History of the Sandy Creek Baptist Association (New York: 
Sheldon, 1859), 135–38. After describing the 1828 censure of Freemasonry, Purefoy 
adds the following remark, “At present time (A.D. 1859), this query would not doubt 
be answered in such a way as to leave it discretionary with church members to become 
Masons or not. There are very few intelligent church-members now, who would make 
Masonry a test of fellowship. The feelings of those that have prejudices against this 
time-honored benevolent institution should be respected” (138). 

69Thomas William Carter, Centennial History of the Steuben Baptist Association 
(Bath, NY: n.p., 1917), 14. After mentioning the 30th anniversary of the association, 
Carter comments that “for many years the Minutes record the entire disapproval of all 
secret societies on the part of the Association, and their full belief in all forms of mis-
sionary endeavor” (ibid., 18). 

70James A. Delke, History of the North Carolina Chowan Baptist Association, 
1806–1881 (Raleigh, NC: Edwards, Broughton, 1882), 80. 

71Ibid., 76. 
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to Freemasonry while others censured it. Allen Hill (1831–1898), gen-
eral agent of the Indiana Baptist Convention, and of whom it was said 
that “no man in the denomination was more favorably known,” was a 
Mason, who helped organize the lodge at Saulsberry, IL and eventually 
became its Worshipful Master.72 Thomas Pope, of Muscle Shoals, AL, 
was excluded in 1822 for being a Mason. In 1829 he was renewed to 
fellowship by “recantation,” but “whether he quit the mason or not is 
not stated.” Pope became a deacon in his church.73 Elder John R. 
Nesmith joined Bethel Baptist Church and felt a call to ministry and a 
burden to prepare. He joined a lodge at Leighton in 1856, apparently 
uncontested by the association.74 Elder William Leigh, originally from 
Virginia, became active in Muscle Shoals promoting the cause of mis-
sions. In 1834, he was grand master of the grand lodge of Alabama, 
even authoring a booklet on Masonry.75 When he died in his eighty-
second year in Florence, AL, he was buried with “masonic honors,” 
donating the land for a church and a Masonic hall. He was said to be 
an “enthusiastic mason”…“an earnest, enthusiastic and good man. He 
was not a very able preacher, but a sound one.”76 

Baptists of wide diversity weighed in on Masonry. African Ameri-
can Baptists show the same conflicted history toward Freemasonry. 
Thomas Jewel Smith pastored in Kentucky in the early twentieth cen-
tury and was an active Mason and an Oddfellow. But the Stone Street 
Church of Mobile, AL was “stubbornly set against all secret societies so 
that no secret society people [were] allowed in its membership.” Adam 
Clayton Powell Sr. (1865–1953), pastor of the influential Abyssinian 
Baptist Church of New York City was a 32-degree Mason and an Odd 
Fellow.77 

Freewill Baptists, in 1859, at their seventeenth general conference, 
meeting in Lowell, MA, raised the issue of membership in secret socie-
ties before the brethren with a motion from R. Dunn. “Resolved, That, 
notwithstanding we would advise our churches to make membership in 

72J. C. Tibbets, Coffee Creek Baptist Association Southern Indiana (Seymour, IN: 
Seymour Tribune, 1930), 162. 

73Josephus Shackelford, History of the Muscle Shoals Baptist Association (Trinity, 
AL: by the author, 1891), 149. 

74Ibid., 256. 
75The Ladies’ Masonry or, Hieroglyphic Monitor: Containing All the Emblems Ex-

plaind in the Degrees of the Holy Virgin and Heroine of Jericho (Louisville: for the au-
thor, 1851). On Leigh, see “William Leigh, PGM (Past Grand Master),” Grand 
Lodge of Alabama, available online at https://dev6.glofal.com/bio/william-leigh-pgm/, 
accessed 5 Nov 2021. 

76Shackleford, Muscle Shoals Association, 221–22. 
77The Golden Jubilee of the General Association of Colored Baptists of Kentucky, ed. 

C. H. Parrish (Louisville, KY: Mays, 1915), 262; Charles Octavius Boothe, The Cy-
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secret societies a subject of church discipline, yet we affectionately en-
treat all our members, and especially our ministers, to withhold their 
names and support from such societies.”78 The issue was raised again in 
1862, 1865, 1874, and 1877. The question of affiliation was referred 
from the eighteenth conference to the nineteenth conference for further 
consideration.79 Primitive Baptists (Old Baptists) regularly listed “secret 
societies” among the list of intolerable, extra-biblical institutions that 
included protracted meetings, tract societies, seminaries, temperance 
societies, and mission boards. In pronouncing against secret societies, 
they were following the tradition laid down by the Kehukee brethren in 
the 1780s and 1820s. 

We have many good friends in worldly secret orders, but they are of 
the world and let the world have them and keep them, but we cannot 
allow our members to belong to such societies, and still remain in the 
church of God…. You cannot be a loyal Christian and belong to the 
lodge.80 

The Cadron Regular Predestinarian Baptist Association, of Arkansas, 
organized in 1872, originally consisted of six churches, five of which 
left the Point Remove Association because that body permitted its 
members to belong to and visit Masonic Lodges.81 

Southern Baptists and Freemasonry 
It has already been demonstrated that there was no single view 

among Baptists regarding fellowshipping with Freemasons or attending 
their lodges. Clearly from the evidence presented, some associations 
disfellowshipped Freemasons while others were more accommodating. 
As Baptists spread across the country and the nation grew, so too did 

78“Minutes of the Seventeenth General Conference held at Lowell, Mass, Octo-
ber 1859,” in Minutes of the General Conference of the Freewill Baptist Connection, 
comp. I. D. Stewart (Boston: F. B. Printing, 1887), 43. 

79“Minutes of the Eighteenth General Conference” (1862), Minutes of the Gen-
eral Conference of the Freewill Baptist Connection, 1:71; ibid., 1:86; “Minutes of the 
Nineteenth General Conference” (1865), Minutes of the General Conference of the 
Freewill Baptist Connection, 1:123; “Minutes of the Twenty-second General Confer-
ence” (1874), Minutes of the General Conference of the Freewill Baptist Connection, 
1:281; and “Minutes of the Twenty-third General Conference” (1877), in Minutes of 
the General Conference of the Freewill Baptist Connection, 1:336. 

80L. H. “Why Old Baptists Do Fellowship [sic] Secret Societies,” The Gospel Mes-
senger, Jun 1920, 2. The title was printed in error. It should have been “Why Old 
Baptists Do Not Fellowship Secret Societies.” The error was noted in “Corrections for 
the Gospel Messenger, June Issue,” The Gospel Messenger, Jul 1920, 15. See also John R. 
Daily, Secret Societies: The False Religious Principles and Corrupt Practices (Indianapolis: 
By the author, ca. 1916); A. V. Simms, “Let There Be Light” or Why Primitive Baptists 
Do Not Fellowship Secret Orders (Atlanta: n.p., n.d.). On Primitive Baptists, see John 
G. Crowley, Primitive Baptists in the Wiregrass (Gainesville, FL: University of Florida, 
1998). 

81Hassell, History of the Church of God, 889. 
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Baptist associations and their troubles. As the anti-Masonic movement 
was dying out, Baptists were facing another threat to their cohesion—
slavery and abolitionism. The Southern Baptist Convention was 
formed in 1845 and Baptists north and south wrangled over slavery 
until emancipation and then over the residual effects of slavery. North-
erners generally favored abolition while Southerners were proslavery. 
The anti-Masonic movement was a Northern issue largely, which may 
explain why some Southerners were less willing to separate from their 
Masonic brethren, seeing both abolition and anti-Masonry as Northern 
impositions on Baptist liberty. 

Southern brethren were often willing to maintain fellowship with 
brothers who were Masons. The Waco Baptist Association of Texas 
maintained a neutral attitude toward Masonry. Robert Rogers (1799–
1871), the first white settler in Leon County, helped organize the Bap-
tist church of Leon in 1846. He was commended as a “zealous member 
of the Masonic fraternity.”82 Rev. Thomas Paulain Babcock, of the 
Marlin church, who died in 1876, was buried by the Masonic lodge of 
Los Angeles in their cemetery.83 C. L. Dotson, a “Baptist pioneer,” re-
ceived a Masonic burial as well.84 

Texas Baptist Freemason history could fill an entire book, recount-
ing the long list of prominent clergymen and laymen who joined the 
fraternity. Robert Emmett Bledsoe Baylor (1793–1873) was an Ala-
bama lawyer, who was converted in 1839 and moved to La Grange in 
Fayette County Texas, after he was ordained. He helped to organize the 
Texas Baptist Education Society in 1841. He became a judge in Texas 
and helped petition for the founding of what is today Baylor University 
in 1845, giving the first thousand dollars toward its needs. He had be-
come a Mason in 1825 while still in Alabama and served Texas Free-
masons as a Grand Chaplain of the Grand Lodge of Texas, 1843, 
1845, and 1847. He was also instrumental in the forming of the lodge 
at Gay Hill in Washington County, the lodge where his membership 
was at his death.85 Rufus Columbus Burleson (1823–1901), served as 
pastor of First Baptist of Houston, until he became president of Baylor 
from 1851–1861. He became a Mason at Waco lodge No. 92 in 1853, 
the lodge having chartered shortly before in 1852. He served as chap-
lain among the Masons for thirty-six years.86 

82J. L. Walker and C. P. Lumpkin, History of the Waco Baptist Association of Texas 
(Waco, TX: Byrne Hill, 1897), 399. 

83Ibid., 226. 
84Ibid., 298. 
85See Travis L. Summerlin, “Baylor, Robert Emmett Bledsoe (1793–1873), 

Handbook of Texas, available online at https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/entries/ 
baylor-robert-emmett-bledsoe, accessed 7 Nov 2021; also https://grandlodgeoftexas.org/ 
reb-baylor-pro-ecclesia-pro-texana/. 

86The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson, comp. Georgia J. Burleson (n.p., 
1901), 467.. See also “Rufus Burleson,” available online at https://www.wacomasonic.org/ 
rufus-burleson/, accessed 7 Nov 2021. 
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If there was time, one could tell similar stories among the long list 
of Southern Baptist Freemasons. When the Southern Baptist Conven-
tion became embroiled in a debate over Freemasonry in the 1990s, Ma-
son supporters, in their defense of Masonry, used as evidence the strong 
presence of Texas Baptist leadership who had been Masons. Among 
examples cited were B. H. Carroll, George W. Truett, W. A. Criswell, 
the first two Baptist missionaries in Texas, L. R. Scarborough, H. Leon 
McBeth, and others. These numerous examples served as support for 
those who wished to avoid a schism over Freemasonry. The opponents 
of Freemasonry in the SBC also marshalled evidence of leaders of the 
past who had been connected with the fraternity.87 George W. Truett, 
long-time pastor of First Baptist, Dallas, was often cited in support of 
Masonry. He delivered an address in 1940 before the Grand Lodge of 
Texas declaring, 

From my earliest recollection, sitting about my father’s knee, who was 
a Mason, and hearing him and fellow Masons talk, I imbibed the im-
pression in early childhood that the Masonic Fraternity is one of the 
most helpfully mediating and conserving organizations among men, 
and I have never wavered from that childhood impression, but it has 
stood steadfastly with me through the busy and vast hurrying years.88 

That sentiment summarized the pro Mason side in the SBC. 
Freemasonry, despite its long presence among Southern Baptists 

began to be targeted as unchristian in 1985. The first attempt in recent 
times89 to remove the influence of Masonry in Southern Baptist life 

87See for example http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/False%20Religions/ Freemason-
ry/famous_baptists.htm, which includes documentation for the SBC leaders as Ma-
sons, accessed 7 Nov 2021; also http://www.blessedquietness.com/journal/housechu/ 
sbc_cloud.htm, accessed 7 Nov 2021; Michael Glenn Maness, Character Counts: 
Freemasonry is a National Treasure and a Source of Our Founders’ Constitutional Origi-
nal Intent, 2nd ed. (Bloomington, IN: Author House, 2010), 243–56. The chapter is 
titled “The SBC Magnificent Seven—Legends in Their Own Time” and covers Abner 
McCall, Lansing Burrows, Louis D. Newton, W. T. Conner, B. H. Carroll, George 
W. Truett, and Herschel Hobbs. 

88George W. Truett, “Address by George W. Truett, Freemason, Proceedings of 
the Grand Lodge of Texas, 1940,” The Scottish Rite Journal of Freemasonry Southern 
Jurisdiction (February 1993): 33–38; also “George W. Truett on Freemasonry,” avail-
able online at http://www.preciousheart.net/fm/Truett_1940.htm, accessed 6 Nov 
2021. 

89Efforts at raising the issue of Freemasonry had not been absent in Southern 
Baptist life before 1985. John R. Rice (1895–1980), a Texas Baptist, graduate of Bay-
lor and associate with J. Frank Norris and Southern Baptists until the 1920s, pub-
lished Lodges Examined by the Bible (Wheaton, IL: Sword of the Lord, 1943). Rice’s 
father, William Henry Rice, had been a Mason and John R. considered following him 
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to Southern Baptists in its pages. For a Masonic critique of Rice’s pamphlet see, 
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occurred when Pastor Charles Burchett of the First Baptist Church of 
Kirbysville, TX, with the help of James “Larry” Holly, a physician from 
Beaumont, Texas, introduced a resolution before messengers at the 
SBC convention meeting in Dallas declaring “Free-masonry Not Com-
patible with Baptist Faith and Message, Bold Mission Thrust, or the 
Cooperative Program.” The resolution was referred until the next meet-
ing in 1986.90 The resolution was studied by the Home Mission Board 
whose Interfaith Witness Department examined the issue and reported 
in 1986 that “it is the Board’s conclusion that Freemasonry does not 
fall within the scope of the assigned responsibility.”91 This did not end 
the debate over Freemasonry and the issue was put to messengers again 
in 1992. Holly mailed out fifteen thousand copies of The Southern 
Baptist Convention and Freemasonry he had written, intent on putting 
the question before the messengers again.92 The Interfaith Witness De-
partment was again tasked with studying the issue and responding at 
the convention in Houston in 1993. The 1992 convention did pass a 
vague resolution partially directed at Freemasonry, encouraging South-
ern Baptists “to refrain from participation or membership in organiza-
tions with teachings, oaths, or mystical knowledge which are contrary 
to the Bible and to the public expression of our faith in the gospel of 
Jesus Christ, which must be above reproach.”93 In conjunction with 
this investigation, the Historical Commission of the Convention care-
fully examined the annuals of the Southern Baptist Convention and 
other materials in the archives in Nashville and could not find any evi-
dence of Freemasonry becoming an issue going back to the beginning 
of the convention in 1845.94 

Coincidentally, Gary H. Leazer, an ordained Baptist minister, was 
director of the Interfaith Witness Department of the Home Mission 
Board from 1987 to 1993. Leazer led the charge against the anti-
Mason sentiments within the Convention, eventually tying anti-
Freemasonry to fundamentalism, then threatening Southern Baptist 
cohesion.95 His department produced the Study on Freemasonry that 

Public Reemergence (Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 2021). 
901985 Annual of the Southern Baptist Convention (Nashville: Executive Commit-

tee, Southern Baptist Convention, 1985), 69, 86. 
91“One Hundred Forty-First Annual Report, Home Mission Board,” 1986 An-

nual of the Southern Baptist Convention (Nashville: Executive Committee, Southern 
Baptist Convention, 1986), 175. 

92Ed Decker, “Freemasonry and the Southern Baptist Church,” available online 
at https://www.ericbarger.com/articles/fmasonry-sbc.htm, accessed 8 Nov 2021. 

93“Proceedings,” 1992 Annual of the Southern Baptist Convention (Nashville: Ex-
ecutive Committee, Southern Baptist Convention, 1992), 90. 

94The Interfaith Witness Department produced a 75-page report on Freemasonry 
and the SBC, A Study on Freemasonry (Atlanta: Home Mission Board, [1993]). This 
document includes a lengthy list of prominent SBC leaders who have been active Ma-
sons, including some of those mentioned above. 

95Fundamentalism and Freemasonry: The Southern Baptist Investigation of the 
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went to the messengers in 1993, in response to Holly’s actions of 1992. 
The 1993 report was clear on its conclusion. 

The Home Mission Board Interfaith Witness Department staff agree 
with Charleston Southern Baptists, who in 1798, advised that the 
matter of Southern Baptist membership in Freemasonry “be left with 
the judgment of the individual.” They agree with George W. Truett 
who said, “The right to private judgement is the crown jewel of hu-
manity, and for any person or institution to dare to come between the 
soul and God is a blasphemous impertinence and a defamation of the 
crown-rights of the Son of God.”96 

Leazer was asked to resign in October 1993 by Larry Lewis of the 
HMB for giving a speech favorable of Masonry at a Masonic conven-
tion in Atlanta. He subsequently joined the Masons, eventually attain-
ing 33º status. The catalysts for Leazer becoming a Mason included 
both Lewis and Holly.97 After his resignation, Leazer became a champi-
on of the Freemason cause, warning his Masonic brothers of the “fun-
damentalist mindset” of men like John Ankerberg and James L. Holly. 
“If Freemasons do not rise to the occasion, I believe you will end up 
like the moderates in my denomination. The choice is yours.”98 Gary 
went on to become the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Georgia 
and is currently (2022) the Grand Orator of the same lodge.99 The 
SBC had a considerable struggle over Freemasonry in the 1990s. Since 
entering into the internet age, numerous websites have been dedicated 
to the issue of preserving Baptist liberty to remain Freemasons as well 
as websites that challenge Freemasonry as a viable Christian option. 
Publishing houses have produced literature, pro and con, trying to in-
fluence Baptist sentiments.100 

Fraternal Order (New York: M. Evans, 1995). 
96A Study on Freemasonry (1993), 71. 
97Art Toalston, “Former HMB director says he’s entered Freemasonry,” Baptist 

Press, 14 Nov 1996. Leazer’s personal recollections of his involvement was written up 
in Gary Leazer, “The Southern Baptist Convention Study of Freemasonry,” The Voice 
of Freemasonry, Spring 1994, 3–4, 8–10. 

98Gary Leazer, “Fundamentalism, Freemasonry, and the Southern Baptist Con-
vention,” The Scottish Rite Journal, Jul 1994, 32. Leazer would continue to contribute 
to the debate on Freemasonry in the SBC by publishing Fundamentalism and Freema-
sonry: The Southern Baptist Investigation of the Fraternal Order (New York: M. Evans, 
1995). 

99See “Grand Lodge Officers,” The Grand Lodge of GA website, 
https://glofga.org/grand-lodge-officers/, accessed 10 Nov 2021. 

100See for example Southern Baptist John Ankerberg’s website and published ma-
terial: “Is Freemasonry a Cult?” 30 Sept 2001; The John Ankerberg Show website at 
https://jashow.org/articles/is-freemasonry-a-cult/, accessed 8 Nov 2021; also John 
Ankerberg and John Weldon, The Secret Teachings of the Masonic Lodge: A Christian 
Perspective, exp. ed. (Chicago: Moody Press, 1990); idem, Fast Facts on the Masonic 
Lodge (N.p.: ATRI, 2011); and https://freemasonrywatch.org/holly.html, which has 
James Holly’s material (accessed 8 Nov 2021). 
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The follow up from the report is what might be expected. The 
SBC meeting in 1993 resulted in the messengers approving after a 
“brief but sharp debate” that “membership in a Masonic order [should] 
be a matter of personal conscience” while admitting that some Masonic 
teachings were incompatible with Christianity.101 The report upon 
which the decision was made, released by the HMB on March 17, 
1993, while commending the Masons for their charitable endeavors, 
listed eight reasons why Southern Baptists should reconsider their Ma-
sonic involvement, concluding “that many tenets and teachings of 
Freemasonry are not compatible with Christianity or Southern Baptist 
doctrine.”102 Still, this did not end the struggles over Freemasonry. 
Some Southern Baptists took these statements as conflicting, especially 
since the convention did not renounce Freemasonry. 

Conservatives within the convention continued to push for greater 
separation from the Masons. The Home Mission Board directors, at 
their annual 1994 spring meeting, had Freemasonry again on the ta-
ble—should the HMB study whether Masons should be prohibited 
from serving as home missionaries? There was a weariness expressed by 
those participating in the discussion that the HMB had said about all it 
could on Freemasonry. HMB president Larry Lewis, speaking for 
many, declared “The obvious consensus of our board is that they do 
not want further involvement with the Freemasonry issue, and that we 
have dealt with this issue as thoroughly and as adequately as we are 
able.” However, some Southern Baptists had apparently taken away 
from the 1993 statement that the HMB expressed an ambivalence to-
ward universalism in the process of not censuring Freemasonry. There-
fore, the HMB reiterated its rejection of universalism while narrowly 
defeating a motion to bar Masons from serving as home missionaries.103 
The HMB directors further made it clear that it was never their inten-
tion to open the door for universalism to be held by Southern Bap-
tists.104 

This activity in the SBC in the 1990s did not lay to rest the issue 
of Freemasonry. In brief, the issue has risen periodically across the de-
nomination. For instance, in 2007, Terry R. Comer of West Colum-
bia, SC, was “offended” to see a picture of Pagdetts Creek Baptist 
church recognizing Masons the week before in the SC Baptist paper 
The Courier and wrote to the editor, “I understand that the Freemasons 
do a lot of charitable work, but we should not publicly recognize them 
in our churches.”105 This letter produced a series of responses during 

101Timothy C. Morgan, “Clinton Draws Ire of SBC,” Christianity Today, 19 Jul 
1993, 54. 

102“A Report on Freemasonry,” Home Mission Board, SBC, 17 Mar 1993, 4. 
103David Winfrey, “HMB Directors Address Universalism, Freemasonry,” Baptist 

Press, 15 April 1994. 
104“HMB Directors Clarify Statement on Universalism,” Baptist Press, 15 Apr 1994. 
105“Offended,” The Baptist Courier, 11 May 2007. 
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the following weeks, both for and against Freemasonry.106 In 2016, the 
NAMB reposted on its website its summary of Freemasonry and the 
eight incompatibilities of Masonry with Baptist/biblical teaching.107 

Having covered the gamut of Baptist thought on Freemasonry in 
the United States, there remain two other Baptist groups to mention in 
passing—the General Association of Regular Baptists Churches and the 
Baptist Union of Scotland, both of which have made strong statements 
against Freemasonry.108 The GARBC, at its 58th annual meeting in 
Columbus, Ohio, in 1989, passed a resolution expressing their convic-
tion that “Freemasonry is cultish and a dangerous false religion leading 
many away from true salvation through faith in Jesus Christ under the 
guise of compatibility with Christianity” and recommended to the 
churches “of our Fellowship who have taken a clear-cut stand against 
Freemasonry, and that we encourage churches which have not done so 
to do so.”109 It came as no surprise that the GARBC took such as 
stand. Just over twenty-five years earlier, prominent GARBC founder, 
Robert T. Ketcham, had produced a pamphlet on lodge membership 
encouraging Christians to reconsider their membership. 

Just why should one insist that the church of which he is a member be 
separated from modernism and those who deny Christ, and then him-
self turn right around and join a secret society which sets forth the 
most blatant of all modernism and denial? Think it over. Pray it over, 
brother.110 

106See Gerald Carver, “Masons Honorable,” The Baptist Courier, 11 Jun 2007; 
Bill Poore, “Keep Them Separate,” The Baptist Courier, 25 Jun 2007; Dave Engel-
man, “Well Said,” the Baptist Courier, 25 Jun 2007 (pro Mason); Steve Small, “Get to 
Know Them,” ibid. (pro Mason); Mark Jones, “Simple Tenets,” ibid. (pro Mason); 
Johnny Morris, “No Conflict,” ibid. (pro Mason); Greely Palmer Jr., “Hand-in-
Hand,” ibid. (pro Mason). At the end of Palmer’s letter, the editor of the Courier 
wrote “Recent editions of the Courier have carried letters expressing opinions favorable 
to, and critical of, Freemasonry. The Courier believes that both viewpoints have been 
given adequate attention and no further letters on this issue will be published. —Editor.” 
These editorials are available on The Baptist Courier website, online at 
https://baptistcourier.com, Search “Freemasonry,” accessed 8 Nov 2021. 

107“Freemasonry Overview,” North American Mission Board, available online at 
https://www.namb.net/apologetics/resource/freemasonry-overview/, accessed 8 Nov 
2021; also “A Closer Look at Freemasonry,” available online at 
http://www.preciousheart.net/ fm/SBC_Closer_Look.pdf, accessed 9 Nov 2021. 

108One aspect of Baptists and Freemasonry not covered in this paper due to space 
considerations is African American Baptists and Freemasonry. Numerous black pastors 
have been or are Freemasons, e.g., Martin Luther King Sr., Jesse Jackson, and Al 
Sharpton. There is also the issue of racism and Freemasonry that had an impact on 
Southern Baptist Masons. See “Masonic Groups in South Struggle with Racial Separa-
tion,” 24 Oct 2006, available online at https://www.foxnews.com/story/masonic-
groups-in-south-struggle-with-racial-separation, accessed 12 Nov 2021. 

109“Freemasonry,” available online at https://www.garbc.org/wp-content/uploads/ 
2013/03/Freemasonry-1989.pdf, accessed 8 Nov 2021. 

110Robert T. Ketcham, The Christian and the Lodge (Chicago: Regular Baptist 
Press, 1962), 12. 
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The GARBC also recommended and published I Left the Lodge by Dale 
A. Byers.111 

One final non-American Baptist mention is in order. The Baptist 
Union of Scotland, in January 1987, was pressed by questions regard-
ing Freemasonry and did its own investigation. They issued a statement 
that was subsequently endorsed by the Baptist Union of Great Britain 
and Ireland, highlighting important teachings of Freemasonry and con-
cluding “that there is an inherent incompatibility between Freemasonry 
and the Christian faith. Also that commitment within the movement is 
inconsistent with a Christian’s commitment to Jesus Christ as Lord.”112 

Reasons for a Conflicted History 
Having surveyed the landscape of American Baptist history113 and 

seen the mixed response to Freemasonry manifest, some conclusions 
can be drawn as to why Freemasonry has produced such a mixed re-
sponse among American Baptists. These views are preliminary and 
would take additional research to be more certain but given a thorough 
knowledge of Baptist ways, I would like to offer several reasons why I 
think this is the case. 

(1) Baptists, like other Americans, saw virtue promoted among the 
Masons. Church attendance, charity, deportment, and the like 
were important to the Masons and Masonry seemed to seek a 
man’s moral improvement. 

(2) It is the nature of Baptist churches to allow individual congrega-
tions to make their own determinations on orthopraxy except at 
great cause. Many saw virtues in the lives of the Masons among 
them and individual churches refused to sanction members who 
were otherwise faithful despite Masonic affiliation. 

111(Schaumburg, IL: RBP, 1998). 
112“Baptists and Freemasonry,” Baptist Union of Scotland, n.d,, available online at 

http://www.skirret.com/papers/baptists_and_freemasonry.html, accessed 8 Nov 2021. 
113This essay has not attempted to address the larger question of Christianity and 

Freemasonry. For example, in 1738, Pope Clement XII promulgated In eminenti, the 
first papal decree against Catholics being Freemasons, available online at 
https://www.papalencyclicals.net/clem12/c12inemengl.htm, accessed 9 Nov 2021. 
Since that date, no less than seven other popes have pronounced against the Masons. 
See William Whalen, Christianity and American Freemasonry (Milwaukee, WI: Bruce, 
1958), 78–84. Nor have the abundant Protestant rejections of Freemasonry been 
cited. For example, see Eddy D. Field II and Eddy D. Field III, “Freemasonry and the 
Christian,” The Master’s Seminary Journal 5 (Fall 1994): 141–57; also John Mozingo, 
“Freemasonry and Evangelical Christianity: Are They Compatible?” (D.Min. thesis, 
Liberty University, 2020). From a survey of Christian opinions regarding Freemason-
ry, Baptists, especially Southern Baptists, have been the most open toward the Ma-
sons. For a sampling of other positions, see Joe Carter, “The FAQs: Is Freemasonry 
Compatible with Christianity?” The Gospel Coalition, 19 Feb 2020, available online at 
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/the-faqs-is-freemasonry-compatible-with-
christianity/, accessed 9 Nov 2021. 
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(3) Some Baptists saw the Freemason issue arising out of paedo-
baptism and naturally gravitated away from paedo-Baptist senti-
ments (see fn. 31). 

(4) Freemasonry took time to grow and spread across the country. 
With Baptist presence occurring early in New England and with 
Freemasonry commencing on American soil first in New Eng-
land, it was natural that churches in that part of the country 
would be the first to raise questions over Freemasonry. The anti-
Masonic movement started in New York contributing to the di-
versity. 

(5) Freemasonry was seen as a gentlemen’s group and prominent men 
were members. Baptists sought respectability and one avenue to 
gain such was by joining the Masonic brotherhood. 

(6) Due to the secret nature of Freemasonry, Baptist outsiders knew 
little of the inner workings of the society and would have had a 
more difficult time making judgement calls on the society, espe-
cially in the light of friends among them who lived upstanding 
lives as Masons. 

(7) While there was no necessary relationship between Freemasonry 
and slavery, both issues had a Northern component that raised 
the ire of the Southern brethren. The anti-Masonic movement 
was of New York origin as was abolitionism. Did Southern breth-
ren resist the anti-Masonic movement the same way they resisted 
abolition? The two movements overlapped considerably. 

These may be some reasons why Baptists have had a very conflicted 
relationship with Freemasonry. That conflict still abides today. While 
Freemasonry has dwindled in recent years, particularly impacted by 
COVID, there are still many Freemasons among Southern Baptists.114 
Not just pastors but prominent laymen. The legendary Strom Thur-
mond (1902–2003), long time senator from South Carolina was a 
Southern Baptist and a Freemason.115 A search of obituaries online 
yields numerous examples of Baptist laymen who were both members 
of Baptist churches and of Masonic lodges.116 

114In 1959, Freemasonry had about 4.1 million members, estimated at 4.5% of 
American men. They are down by about 75% from that number as of November 
2020 (Christiana Silva, “Freemasons Say They Are Needed Now More Than Ever. So 
Why Are Their Ranks Dwindling?” NPR News, available online at 
https://www.npr.org/2020/11/28/937228086/freemasons-say-theyre-needed-now-
more-than-ever-so-why-are-their-ranks-dwindling), accessed 8 Nov 2021. 

115Ivan M. Tribe, “Sir Knight J. Strom Thurmond: The Ultimate Senior Sena-
tor,” Knight Templar, Dec 1999, 18–22. 

116See for example, the recently deceased Reginald E. Harris, Jr. who passed away 
6 Mar 2022 at 83 years of age. He was a member of several Louisiana Baptist churches 
while at the same time being both a 32nd Scottish Rite Freemason and an El Karubah 
Shriner, available online at https://www.shreveporttimes.com/obituaries/spt079652, 
accessed 21 Jun 2022. 
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“MY GOD, MY GOD, WHY HAVE YOU 
FORSAKEN ME?” 

PSALM 22 AS DIRECT PREDICTIVE 
PROPHECY CONCERNING 

JESUS CHRIST ON THE CROSS 

by 
Mark A. Hassler1 

Psalm 22 depicts an afflicted person and his praises to God. As 
death looms, the sufferer cries out in agony, desperate for deliverance. 
From whose point of view was the psalm originally written? Several sug-
gestions emerge from antiquity onward, including King David, Queen 
Esther, and other individuals or communities.2 According to many in-
terpreters, the original sufferer typified or prefigured Jesus’s suffering: 
Jesus appropriated, actualized, or transformed the original sufferer’s 
words. 

By contrast, I argue in this article that Psalm 22 in its original set-
ting expressed the words of a dying man, Jesus Christ, spoken while 
hanging on the cross. The psalm articulates the outlook and experience 
of Jesus and no one else. Jesus did not merely quote a short snippet of 
Psalm 22 on the tree—he spoke the entire psalm. The psalmist and 
prophet David foretold Jesus’s words centuries in advance. My argu-
ment rests on the validity of the grammatical-historical method of in-
terpretation, the inadequate evidence of an ancient sufferer before the 
first century, and the weight of evidence found in intertextual connec-
tions with Isaiah 53 and the clear assertions of the New Testament 
(analogia fide). 

In my study I assess the historical record and the literary compo-
nents to determine the authorial intent of Psalm 22. My analysis focus-
es on the canonical text as opposed to a pre-canonical stage. 

The research topic matters because it affects biblical hermeneutics, 
exegesis, and Christology. Significantly, Psalm 22 is among the most 
used psalms in the New Testament. In this study I challenge the status 
quo by evaluating the evidence and addressing two objections to the 
notion of direct predictive prophecy. If the psalm constitutes predictive 
prophecy, then it contributes directly to the biographical portrait of 

1Dr. Hassler is the Professor of Old Testament at Virginia Beach Theological 
Seminary in Virginia Beach, VA. 

2Susan Gillingham, A Reception History Commentary on Psalms 1–72, vol. 2 of 
Psalms through the Centuries, Wiley Blackwell Bible Commentaries (Chichester, UK: 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2018), 136–44. 
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Jesus and implies that the New Testament’s “seven sayings of Jesus on 
the cross” represent only a fraction of what Jesus spoke during his cru-
cifixion. In addition, my solution proves a hermeneutical principle: a 
psalm can predict a far fulfillment without depicting a near scenario in 
the lifetime of the psalmist.3 

In order to demonstrate my central proposition, I first call atten-
tion to the important matter of tracing the speaker and addressees 
through the psalm. Then I answer the crucial question: Whose perspec-
tive does the psalm originally express? Finally, I consider whether Jesus 
verbalized the entire psalm on the cross. 

Tracing the Speaker and Addressees of Psalm 22 
Consider a few basic observations about the speaker and the ad-

dressees of Psalm 22. For one, the primary addressee is God. Indeed, 
much of the psalm is cast as a prayer to God. The suppliant beseeched 
God forthrightly. For instance, the prayer begins, “My God, my 
God…O my God, I cry by day” (vv. 1–2). And the petitioner addresses 
God in verse 19: “You, O LORD, be not far off.” Readers can identify 
the suppliant by tracing the grammatical antecedents through the 
psalm and by observing the pronoun chains. 

The psalm contains lament and praise, giving the initial impression 
that it may have originally been two separate psalms (vv. 1–21, 22–31). 
However, all psalm laments transition to praise (except Ps 88), leaving 
little reason to doubt the psalm’s unity. As John Kselman puts it, the 
two-psalm opinion is “deservedly out of favor now, given the form-
critical evaluation of the praise and thanksgiving section as integral to 
the lament form.”4 

Although the suppliant entreats God often, not every verse consti-
tutes a prayer. A secondary addressee is believers. In 22:23, for exam-
ple, the poet directly implores believers: “You who fear the LORD, 
praise him; all you descendants of Jacob, glorify him.” The first-person 
voice markers (I, my, me, and our) portray the speaker as an individu-
al.5 To whom do the voice markers refer? 

Candidates for an Original Sufferer of Psalm 22 
Numerous people believe that Psalm 22 originally described the 

circumstances of an embattled psalmist or community who lived before 

3A principle also validated in Mark A. Hassler, “Judas Iscariot in the Imprecatory 
Psalms: The Prophet David Recorded Jesus Christ’s Prayers about Judas in Psalms 41, 
55, 69, and 109,” Bibliotheca Sacra (forthcoming). 

4John S. Kselman, “‘Why Have You Abandoned Me?’ A Rhetorical Study of 
Psalm 22,” in Art and Meaning: Rhetoric in Biblical Literature, ed. David J. A. Clines, 
David M. Gunn, and Alan J. Hauser, Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 
Supplement Series 19 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1982), 188. 

5Davida H. Charney, Persuading God: Rhetorical Studies of First-Person Psalms, 
Hebrew Bible Monographs 73 (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2015), 71–76. 
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the first coming of Jesus Christ. That is, the psalm’s first-person pro-
nouns express the perspective of an ancient sufferer. For them, any an-
ticipatory references to Jesus in the original setting were secondary, 
indirect, or nonexistent. According to some proponents, the speaker’s 
suffering foreshadowed, typified, or prefigured Jesus’s suffering; or the 
New Testament figures appropriated, transformed, or actualized the 
psalmist’s words. Prospects for the original speaker include King David, 
Queen Esther, and anonymous persons. 

King David 
David stands out as a popular candidate. In this view, commenta-

tors such as Allen Ross do not pinpoint a historical occasion in David’s 
life, whereas Franz Delitzsch and others do, such as when Saul perse-
cuted David in the Moan Desert (1 Sam 23:25–26).6 The problem is, 
Psalm 22 includes statements that do not easily fit the life of David. 
For example, we have no historical evidence that David’s adversaries 
cast lots for his garments and pierced, pinned, or tore his hands and 
feet (vv. 16, 18).7 

Ross acknowledges the difficulty and attempts to alleviates the ten-
sion by suggesting that the psalmist used figurative language, such as 
hyperbole: “We know of no time in the life of David that even comes 
close to the event that is described here [in Ps 22]…the language must 
be poetic and somewhat hyperbolic in places…. [T]he psalm is not 
direct prophecy.”8 But who cast lots for David’s clothing? Ross fails to 
indicate how casting lots pertains to the life of David, what criteria one 
would use to conclude that casting lots should be taken as a literary 
device, and where else in Scripture casting lots functions as a poetic 
device. While everyone agrees that biblical poetry contains literary de-
vices, the question of where the devices occur remains a matter of dis-
pute. The shortcomings of the David interpretation cause several 
readers of the Hebrew Bible to seek a different way forward. 

6Allen P. Ross, A Commentary on the Psalms, Kregel Exegetical Library (Grand 
Rapids: Kregel, 2011), 1:527–28, 539; F. Delitzsch, Psalms, trans. Francis Bolton, vol. 
5 of Commentary on the Old Testament, by C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch (1883; repr., 
Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996), 192. 

7Derek Kidner, Psalms 1–72: An Introduction and Commentary, Tyndale Old 
Testament Commentaries (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1973), 105. On 
the alternate reading “as a lion my hands and feet” (v. 18), see Daniele Garrone, 
“Psalm 22,17b: Textkritische Probleme, Divergierende Deutungen,” Ein pralles Leben: 
Alttestamentliche Studien fur Jutta Hausmann zum 65. Geburtstag und zur Emeritier-
ung, ed. Petra Verebics, Nikolett Moricz, and Miklos Koszehty, Arbeiten zur Bibel 
und ihrer Geschichte 56 (Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 2017), 135. 

8Ross, Commentary on the Psalms, 527; also Sidney Greidanus, Preaching Christ 
from the Psalms: Foundations for Expository Sermons in the Christian Year (Grand Rap-
ids: Eerdmans, 2016), 408, 412. 
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Queen Esther 
As early as the third century A.D., some Jews began to interpret 

Psalm 22 in light of the Esther narrative in order to combat the early 
Christian belief that the psalm pertained to Jesus.9 Apparently the Da-
vid interpretation was unconvincing to early Christians so these anti-
Jesus Jews had to resort to another solution. Adherents suggest that 
verse 1 of the MT ( רחשה תליא־לע , “concerning the hind of the dawn”) 
refers to Esther.10 In the rabbinic tradition, sages tended to associate 
Esther with almost every verse of the psalm.11 Although this outlook 
has the interpretive advantage of pointing to an actual historical per-
son, it requires fanciful exegesis. And the book of Esther tells the Purim 
story without mentioning God, whereas Psalm 22 appeals to God ex-
cessively.12 Moreover, the sufferer of Psalm 22 comes across as a pious 
saint, but Esther appears ungodly and immoral.13 For reasons such as 
these, Bible readers often bypass the Esther option. 

Anonymous Sufferers 
Since the European Enlightenment it has become fashionable for 

scholars to let the writer of the Psalm remain anonymous. For instance, 
L. P. Maré favors an anonymous Old Testament sufferer.14 Joyce Rilett 
Wood argues that Psalm 22 comprises two editions with two distinct 
agendas: David wrote the first edition as an individual lament (vv. 2–
19), and an anonymous author wrote the second edition to express the 
concerns of the exilic and postexilic community (vv. 4, 10, 20–32).15 In 
the feminist stream, Jonathan Parker proposes that the psalmist, an 
anonymous female or “metaphorical plenipotentiary for the nation,” 
portrays God as her midwife and mother.16 

9Abraham Jacob Berkovitz, “Jewish and Christian Exegetical Controversy in Late 
Antiquity: The Case of Psalm 22 and the Esther Narrative,” in Ancient Readers and 
Their Scriptures: Engaging the Hebrew Bible in Early Judaism and Christianity, ed. 
Garrick V. Allen and John Anthony Dunne, Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity 
107 (Leiden: Brill, 2019), 223, 239. 

10Esther M. Menn, “No Ordinary Lament: Relecture and the Identity of the 
Distressed in Psalm 22,” Harvard Theological Review 93 (Oct 2000): 329–30. 

11Catherine Brown Tkacz, “Esther, Jesus, and Psalm 22,” Catholic Biblical Quar-
terly 70 (Oct 2008): 720. 

12Raymond Apple, “Psalm 22: The Esther Connection,” Jewish Bible Quarterly 
47 (Oct 2019): 227. 

13Elaine A. Phillips, “Esther 6: Person,” in Dictionary of the Old Testament: Wis-
dom, Poetry and Writings, ed. Tremper Longman III and Peter Enns (Downers Grove, 
IL: InterVarsity Press, 2008), 190. 

14L. P. Maré, “Psalm 22: To Pray Like Jesus,” Old Testament Essays 17 (2004): 
451. 

15Joyce Rilett Wood, “Writing and Rewriting of Psalm 22,” Studies in Religion 
48 (June 2019): 190, 203. 

16Jonathan D. Parker, “‘My Mother, My God,’ ‘Why Have You Forsaken Me?’: 
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According to the reader-response school, the speaker can be whoev-
er the audience wants him to be. As Peiter van der Zwan explains, 
“The exact background of Ps 22 remains open to numerous possibili-
ties, as there is no clear context supplied by the text or by historical-
criticism. It therefore allows—and perhaps even invites—the reader’s 
projections to become the context.”17 In other words, the audience gets 
to decide the identity of the sufferer. While this interpretive approach 
enjoys great flexibility, unencumbered by the constraints of history and 
context, it cannot arrive at an objective meaning for the psalm. Such 
instability does not satisfy interpreters who wish to ascertain the autho-
rial intent. 

To summarize, scholars often propose that Psalm 22 expresses the 
voice of a sufferer or community who lived before Jesus’s first coming. 
Suggestions include David, Esther, and anonymous sufferers; however, 
these suggestions each have their drawbacks. 

Jesus Christ as the Sufferer of Psalm 22 
In the direct-prophecy approach, Psalm 22 never originally de-

scribed the psalmist’s situation; instead, the psalm represents the Mes-
siah’s words on the cross. The first-person pronouns (I, me, my, and 
our) refer exclusively to Jesus Christ. The psalmist and prophet David 
wrote Jesus’s words centuries in advance. This view presupposes a core 
tenet of Judaism, Christianity, and even Islam—namely, that the Bible 
contains predictions. 

Allusions to Psalm 22 in Isaiah 53 
Scholars recognize the lexical and thematic parallels between Psalm 

22 and the book of Isaiah.18 The literary allusions prompt some exe-
getes to equate the petitioner of Psalm 22 with the servant of Isaiah 
53.19 To mention a few allusions, Isaiah 53:3 (“he was despised [ הזב ] 
and forsaken by the people”) evokes Psalm 22:6 (“a reproach of men 
and despised [ הזב ] by the people”). And Isaiah 53:5 (“he was pierced 
through [ ללח ]”) resembles Psalm 22:16 (“they pierced [ יִרֲאָּכ , Leningrad 
Codex] my hands and my feet”).20 Further, Isaiah 53:10 and verse 12 

An Exegetical Note on Psalm 22 as Christian Scripture,” Expository Times 131 (Feb 
2020): 201, 203. 

17Peiter van der Zwan, “The Body in Poverty: Psalm 22,” Journal for Semitics 26 
(2017): 84. 

18For example, Michael A. Lyons, “Psalm 22 and the ‘Servants’ of Isaiah 54; 56–
66,” Catholic Biblical Quarterly 77 (2015): 640. 

19George Dahl, “The Messianic Expectation in the Psalter,” Journal of Biblical 
Literature 57 (1938): 11; Shon D. Hopkin, “‘My God, My God, Why Hast Thou 
Forsaken Me?’ Psalm 22 and the Mission of Christ,” BYU Studies Quarterly 52 
(2013): 124. 

20Compare Zech 12:10 (“they will look on me whom they have pierced [ רקד ]”); 
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(“the LORD was pleased to crush him, causing him to suffer…he 
poured out himself to death [ תֶוָמ ]”) calls to mind Psalm 22:15 (“you 
lay me in the dust of death [ תֶוָמ ]”). 

Uses of Psalm 22 in the New Testament 
The New Testament unanimously treats Jesus as the only sufferer 

of Psalm 22. Nowhere does the New Testament indicate that the psalm 
expresses the perspective of David, Esther, or any other precursor. 

The Gospels use Psalm 22 to describe Jesus’s suffering on the 
cross.21 Jesus spoke the opening words of the psalm on the tree: “My 
God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” (Ps 22:1; Matt 27:46; 
Mark 15:34). Quoting Psalm 22:18, John explains that the Roman 
soldiers divided Jesus’s garments by casting lots “to fulfill the Scrip-
ture.”22 Sinners blasphemed Jesus (βλασφηµέω), wagged their heads, 
and chided him to trust God and be delivered.23 In Matthew 27:43, 
Jesus’s detractors knew that he claimed to be the Messiah so they 
mockingly quoted Psalm 22:8 at him because in early Jewish tradition 
the psalm described the suffering Messiah.24 The famous line “they 
pierced my hands and my feet” invokes crucifixion (Ps 22:16; cf. Mark 
15:25; John 20:25). The last word of Psalm 22 ( הָׂשָע , “it is finished,” v. 
31) corresponds with one of Jesus’s last words before his death 
(τετέλεσται, “it is finished,” John 19:30). 

The evidence in the Gospels indicates that first-century exegetes in-
terpreted Psalm 22 as direct prophecy of Jesus’s crucifixion. Abraham 
Jacob Berkovitz agrees: “The pervasiveness of psalm quotation and allu-
sion leaves no doubt that the Gospel authors constructed their passion 
narratives with Psalm 22 in mind. Thus, Jewish and, later, Gentile fol-
lowers of the early Jesus movement saw Psalm 22 as a traditional 
prophecy of Jesus’ execution.”25 

In Hebrews 2:12 the writer argues that Jesus is superior; to prove 
his point he quotes Psalm 22:22 and identifies Jesus as the speaker (the 
pronouns I and my).26 And Hebrews 5:7 (“In the days of his flesh, he 
[Jesus] offered up both prayers and supplications with loud crying and 
tears to the one able to save him from death, and he was heard”) 

John 19:37; Rev 1:7. 
21Jörg Frey, “Vom Sinn-Raum der Schrift zur erfüllten Prophetie: Zur Psalmen-

rezeption in den Passionserzählungen der Evangelien,” in Beten, Jahrbuch für Bib-
lische Theologie 32 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2019), 101. 

22John 19:23–24; cf. Matt 27:35; Mark 15:24; Luke 23:34. 
23Ps 22:7–8; Matt 27:39–43; cf. Mark 15:29–32; Luke 23:35, 39. 
24Ross, Commentary on the Psalms, 536. 
25Berkovitz, “Jewish and Christian Exegetical Controversy,” 225. 
26Hans-Joachim Kraus, Theology of the Psalms, trans. Keith Crim (Minneapolis: 

Augsburg Fortress, 1986), 191. 
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alludes to texts such as Psalm 22:24 (“when he [Jesus] cried to him 
[God] for help, he heard”). 

In the Second Temple period, Jews viewed the entire Psalter as 
characteristically predictive and messianic in nature, as the Qumran 
documents attest.27 For instance, the Great Psalms Scroll (11QPsa, 
xxvii) reads, “David, son of Jesse, was wise, and a light like the light of 
the sun, and learned, and discerning, and perfect in all his paths before 
God and men. And YHWH gave him a discerning and enlightened 
spirit. And he wrote psalms…and songs…. All these he spoke through 
(the spirit of) prophecy which had been given to him from before the 
Most High.”28 

Without question, the New Testament interprets Psalm 22 differ-
ently than scores of scholars do today. Notably, Ronald Cox observes 
that “our own culturally conditioned training cautions us to eschew 
most of the principles inherent to this first-century exegesis.”29 Brad 
Pribbenow concurs: “Premodern exegetes held to a Christological per-
spective of the Psalms that was broadly accepted and pursued but that, 
in the modern era, this perspective became problematized and was 
largely displaced in favor of the pursuit of historical, sociological, psy-
chological, and cultic concerns.”30 Such concerns characterize Psalms 
studies in the modern era. In the 1937 presidential address of the Soci-
ety of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, George Dahl observed a “serious 
spiritual flaw in recent Psalm literature.” Specifically, he noticed a 
“trend toward minimizing both the extent and religious importance of 
the Messianic element in the Psalter. This has resulted in the wrong of 
giving a purely secular interpretation to many Psalms.”31 In light of the 
move away from the predictive and messianic interpretation, it seems 
pertinent to address common objections to the concept of direct proph-
ecy. 

Counterarguments to Direct Prophecy 
Consider the following two counterarguments to the claim that 

Psalm 22 contains direct predictive prophecy. 

27Larry W. Hurtado, “Early Christological Interpretation of the Messianic 
Psalms,” in Ancient Jewish Monotheism and Early Christian Jesus-Devotion: The Context 
and Character of Christological Faith, ed. Larry W. Hurtado, Library of Early Christol-
ogy (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2017), 565–66; Cox, “New Testament 
Preaches the Psalms,” 85–86. 

28Florentino García Martínez and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, eds., 4Q274–11Q31, 
vol. 2 of The Dead Sea Scrolls: Study Edition (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 1179. 

29Ronald Cox, “The New Testament Preaches the Psalms: Problems and Possibil-
ities,” in Performing the Psalms: With Essays and Sermons by Walter Brueggemann, J. 
Clinton McCann Jr., Paul Scott Wilson, and Others, ed. Dave Bland and David Fleer 
(St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2005), 104. 

30Brad Pribbenow, Prayerbook of Christ: Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s Christological Inter-
pretation of the Psalms (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2018), 173. 

31Dahl, “Messianic Expectation in the Psalter,” 2. 
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Counterargument 1: A psalm must describe a near scenario (in the 
lifetime of the psalmist) in order to be relevant to the original audience 
(e.g., David’s contemporaries). According to Randall Otto, a prediction 
normally had to transpire in the prophet’s lifetime or generation, “not 
hundreds of years into the distant future, after both he and his audi-
ence are dead, when the matter would hardly be relevant to either.”32 

Yet what could be more relevant to an ancient person than divine 
revelation of the coming Redeemer? A psalm or prediction does not 
need to be about the prophet’s contemporaries to be relevant to them. 
After all, scores of Bible prophecies are not about us today, but all Bible 
prophecies are relevant and profitable for every generation. “All Scrip-
ture is inspired by God and profitable” (2 Tim 3:16). A prediction re-
mains profitable even if describes a different generation than one’s own. 

Counterargument 2: A predictive psalm must include a near fulfill-
ment in order to authenticate the prophet. In Randall Otto’s words, 
“Fulfillment within the prophet’s lifetime constitutes the predominant 
criterion of legitimate authority.”33 

Although immediately fulfilled prophecy could certainly authenti-
cate a prophet (cf. Deut 18:21–22), a true prophet could also establish 
his or her reputation over time.34 As a teenager, David was already 
Spirit-filled and validated as God’s anointed one by Yahweh and the 
prophet Samuel at the anointing ceremony (1 Sam 16:13). Further-
more, David offered many prophecies at various times in his life, and 
not every single prophecy needed to authenticate him by way of imme-
diate fulfillment. In addition, ancient Israelites could test a prophecy 
against already revealed Scripture. And importantly, Peter’s use of 
Psalm 16 in Acts 2 disproves the false requirement of a near scenario. 

In Acts 2:24–31 Peter preached about Jesus’s resurrection using 
Psalm 16. According to Peter, the first-person voice markers of Psalm 
16:8–11 refer to Jesus rather than David—and David himself realized 
it. As Peter declared, “David…knew he was a prophet and knew [that 
he prophesied concerning] one of his descendants” (Acts 2:29–30). In 
other words, David understood that he was speaking not about his own 
situation but about the Messiah. In Psalm 16 the first-person markers 
(I, me, and my) in verses 8–11 extend back to the beginning of the 
psalm (but not back to the psalm heading) without indication of a 
speaker change, thus confirming that the psalm was written from Je-
sus’s point of view. Just because a psalmist such as David wrote the 
psalm, it does not mean that the first-person markers refer to him. In 

32Randall E. Otto, “The Prophets and Their Perspective,” Catholic Biblical Quar-
terly 63 (2001): 228. 

33Ibid., 226. 
34Richard E. Averbeck, “The Tests of a Prophet,” in “An Excellent Fortress for His 

Armies, a Refuge for the People”: Egyptological, Archaeological, and Biblical Studies in 
Honor of James K. Hoffmeier, ed. Richard E. Averbeck and K. Lawson Younger Jr. 
(University Park, PA: Eisenbrauns, 2020), 14. 
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short, Peter’s use of Psalm 16 in Acts 2 confirms that a psalm can be 
written from Jesus’s perspective—not the psalmist’s perspective. 

To summarize, I argue that Psalm 22 consists of direct prophecy. 
The psalm prognosticates the voice of the suffering Savior on the cross. 
The Bible itself confirms the predictive and messianic interpretation of 
the psalm via quotations and allusions in Isaiah 53, the Gospels, and 
Hebrews. 

How Vocal Was Jesus on the Cross? 
Jesus spoke on the cross more than we sometimes assume. The 

New Testament famously records seven sayings of the Savior on the 
cross: “Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are do-
ing”; “Truly I say to you, today you shall be with me in paradise”; 
“Woman, behold your son. Son, behold your mother”; “My God, my 
God, why have you forsaken me?”; “I thirst”; “It is finished”; and “Fa-
ther, into your hands I commit my spirit.”35 

Altogether these seven sayings take only fifteen seconds to recite. 
Knowing that Jesus hung on the tree for six hours, do we really suppose 
that he spoke for only fifteen seconds? More pointedly, three or perhaps 
four of the seven sayings were prayers to the Father. Did Jesus, a man 
of prayer, pray only a few short snippets while on the cross in his most 
desperate time? 

When Jesus’s time on the cross came to an end at about three 
o’clock, witnesses heard him pray to the Father. According to Matthew, 
“About the ninth hour Jesus cried out with a loud voice, saying, ‘my 
God, my God, why have you forsaken me?’” (27:46). Soon thereafter 
he exclaimed, τετέλεσται, “It is finished” (John 19:30), possibly quot-
ing the final word of Psalm 22, הָׂשָע , “It is finished” (Ps 22:31). Jesus 
spoke the entire psalm on the cross—not just the opening and closing 
snippets. The Gospel writers were selective not exhaustive in recording 
his words. What is more, Jesus articulated many complete psalms on 
the tree, but for now I will limit the discussion to Psalm 22. 

Four pieces of evidence support the claim. First, Bible authors of-
ten used allusions to evoke whole contexts. Such was the case with 
Mark’s use of Psalm 22.36 C. H. Dodd articulates a widely accepted 
hermeneutical principle: biblical quotations and allusions routinely 
point to an entire Old Testament context behind the allusion and not 
merely to the allusion itself.37 As Claus Westermann rightly suggests, 
“When the evangelists employ Psalm 22 to interpret Christ’s passion, 
they have in view the entire psalm where suffering and deliverance from 

35Matt 27:46 // Mark 15:34; Luke 23:34, 43, 46; John 19:26–30. 
36Holly J. Carey, Jesus’ Cry from the Cross: Towards a First-Century Understanding 

of the Intertextual Relationship between Psalm 22 and the Narrative of Mark’s Gospel, 
Library of New Testament Studies 398 (New York: T&T Clark, 2009), 172. 

37C. H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures: The Sub-structure of New Testament 
Theology (London: Nisbet, 1952), 126–27. 
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suffering together make up the whole.”38 The evangelists peppered the 
crucifixion narratives with a flurry of allusions to Psalm 22, inviting the 
readers to recall the whole psalm.39 

Second, some scholars argue that Matthew and Mark, when writ-
ing their Gospels, followed a normal rabbinic practice, choosing to 
quote only the beginning of a text when the whole was in view.40 James 
Luther Mays explains: “Citing the first words of a text was, in the tra-
dition of time, a way of identifying the entire passage.”41 Basically, 
quoting the opening sufficed as a shorthand way of quoting the whole. 

Third, Jesus prayed constantly. Because he prayed at important 
times in his ministry, it seems reasonable that he would pray a lot on 
the tree. He “prayed without ceasing” (cf. 1 Thess 5:17). The disciples 
asked Jesus to teach them to pray because he was a champion of prayer 
(Luke 11:1). Sometimes Jesus stayed awake all night to pray. He 
prayed in the early morning, in the Upper Room, and in the garden of 
Gethsemane (Matt 26:36–46; Mark 1:35; John 17:1–26). 

And fourth, Jesus alone befits the psalm. As Eusebius of Caesarea 
writes, “The psalm refers to Him and no one else, for its contents har-
monize with none other but Him…. If anyone would apply them to 
some other person, whether king, prophet, or other godly man among 
the Jews, let him prove it if he can how what is written is in harmony 
with him.”42 

One objection to Jesus speaking the whole psalm comes from 
Richard Mead. Mead speculates that Jesus was not physically strong 
enough to vocalize an entire psalm: “A crucified man near death would 
not likely recite psalms at any length.”43 Certainly, Jesus became weak 
and dehydrated (cf. Ps 22:15), but the executioners did not break his 
legs as they sometimes did to a crucifixion victim, so he could push 

38Claus Westermann, The Living Psalms, trans. J. R. Porter (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1989), 298. 

39Stephen L. Cook, “Relecture, Hermeneutics, and Christ’s Passion in the 
Psalms,” in The Whirlwind: Essays on Job, Hermeneutics and Theology in Memory of 
Jane Morse, ed. Stephen L. Cook, Corrine L. Patton, and James W. Watts, Journal for 
the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 336 (London: Sheffield Academic, 
2001), 195. 

40R. Mark Shipp, “Psalm 22: The Prayer of the Righteous Sufferer,” Christian 
Studies 25 (2011–12): 58; Walter Brueggemann and William H. Bellinger Jr., Psalms, 
New Cambridge Bible Commentary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 
120. 

41James Luther Mays, Psalms, Interpretation (Louisville: John Knox, 1994), 105. 
42W. J. Ferrar, trans., The Proof of the Gospel: Being the Demonstratio Evangelica 

of Eusebius of Caesarea, Translations of Christian Literature, Series 1: Greek Texts 
(London: SPCK, 1920), 2:216. 

43Richard T. Mead, “A Dissenting Opinion about Respect for Context in Old 
Testament Quotations,” in Right Doctrine from the Wrong Texts? Essays on the Use of 
the Old Testament in the New, ed. G. K. Beale (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994), 156, n. 
10. 
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himself up in order to breathe easier. Indeed, “not a bone of him shall 
be broken” (John 19:36; cf. Ps 34:20). Commentator R. T. France 
denies that Jesus recited the entire psalm, but he still acknowledges that 
Jesus was physically capable of sustained speech: “Jesus is not going out 
with a whimper but in full possession of his faculties.”44 That is, Jesus’s 
mind and mouth remained capable. With a similar sentiment, Alfred 
Edersheim explains that “His [Jesus’s] last cry ‘with a loud voice’ was 
not like that of one dying. St. Mark notes, that this made such deep 
impression on the Centurion [Mark 15:39]. In the language of the ear-
ly Christian hymn, it was not Death which approached Christ, but 
Christ Death: He died without death. Christ encountered Death, not 
as conquered, but as the Conqueror.”45 Indeed, Jesus retained authority 
over his own life. In John’s words, “No one has taken [My life] away 
from Me, but I lay it down on my own initiative. I have authority to 
lay it down” (John 10:18). 

France raises another objection: if Jesus had recited the entire 
psalm, the praise in the latter part of the psalm would nullify the force 
of the lament at the beginning. As France himself puts it, “Jesus echoed 
not the latter part of the psalm but its opening, and to read into these 
few tortured words an exegesis of the whole psalm is to turn upside 
down the effect which Mark has created by this powerful and enigmatic 
cry of agony.”46 Basically, for France, praise in this setting does not 
seem fitting juxtaposed to lament. On the other hand, I have no prob-
lem with Jesus offering lament and praise to God on the cross. Lamen-
tation does not rule out thanksgiving; the two go hand in hand. 

Conclusion 
In this article I contend that Psalm 22 records the Messiah’s own 

words—words spoken on the cross at approximately three o’clock, 
moments before he took his final breath and departed for paradise. The 
psalm constituted a loud prayer offered to the Father and other words 
spoken to witnesses. The sufferer of Psalm 22 was Jesus Christ and no 
other. King David the prophet wrote Jesus’s words centuries in ad-
vance, and these words enrich the biography of Jesus. My conclusion 
implies that the New Testament’s seven sayings of the Savior on the 
cross represent only a fraction of what Jesus spoke during his crucifix-
ion. It also confirms a hermeneutical rule: a psalm can predict a far 
fulfillment without depicting a near scenario in the lifetime of the 
psalmist. 

44R. T. France, The Gospel of Mark: A Commentary on the Greek Text, New In-
ternational Greek Testament Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 652. 

45Alfred Edersheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah (New York: Long-
mans, Green, 1896), 609. 

46France, Gospel of Mark, 652–53. 
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AUGUSTINE’S VIEW OF THE CHURCH AS 
REVEALED IN HIS USE OF CYPRIAN’S 

CONTRA DONATISTAS 

by 
Brett Williams1 

In the winter of 398, the newly appointed bishop of Hippo trav-
eled on an ecclesiastical mission to the Numidian capital of Cirta. En 
route near Tibursi and through providential circumstances, the great 
doctor of the church Augustine (354–430) met with the aging Dona-
tist bishop, Fortunius.2 Though pressed for time, Augustine entered 
into a respectful but forceful discussion with the revered bishop despite 
the continual interruption by an unwelcome throng of observers.3 The 
topic: What is the Church? This discussion was predicated on the ec-
clesial schism that centered on whether or not lapsi and traditores (those 
who accused of denying the faith or betraying other believers during 
the Decian and Diocletian persecutions) could have a role in the 
church. Out of that fateful meeting arose a series of vehement oral and 
epistolary debates regarding the purity and nature of the church. The 
controversy eventually led to the Council of Carthage in 411, as well as 
the near eradication of the Roman African exclusivism movement. 

During this controversy, Donatist bishops regularly cited Cyprian 
(c. 210–258), the venerable bishop of Carthage (who preceded Dona-
tus [d. c. 355]), to support their views on lapsi and traditores, baptismal 
and sacramental purity, and the nature of the church. Cyprian’s idea of 
the church and its definition as a monolithic entity was considered by 
most authoritative in the late fourth and early fifth centuries.4 Never 
the acquiescent, Augustine also spent a considerable amount of ink 

1Dr. Williams is Provost and Executive Vice President at Central Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary in Plymouth, MN. 

2Chester D. Hartranft, Introductory Essay on Writings in Connection with the 
Donatist Controversy, in A Select Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the 
Christian Church, ed. Philip Schaff, trans. J. R. King (Buffalo, NY: Christian Litera-
ture Comp., 1886), 377. 

3Augustine recounts this meeting in Epistula (Letter) 44: “It seems to me that if 
we would avoid the attendance of a noisy crowd, rather hindering than helping the 
debate.” 

4For an Orthodox example see Tamara Grdzelidze, “Using the Principle of Oiko-
nomia in Ecumenical Discussions: Reflections on ‘The Limits of the Church’ by 
George Florovsky,” Ecumenical Review 56 (2004): 234–46. 
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refuting Donatists, particularly in regard to their understanding and 
use of Cyprian.5 In his lengthy treatise De Baptismo, Contra Donatistas 
(On Baptism, Against the Donatists), written around 400, Augustine 
expressed his frustration, 

I wrote seven books on baptism in answer to the Donatists, who were 
endeavoring to defend themselves by the authority of the most blessed 
bishop and martyr Cyprian. In them I taught that there is nothing as 
powerful for refuting the Donatists and for closing their mouths com-
pletely, so that they may not defend their schism against the Catholic 
Church, as the letters and life of Cyprian.6 

Many of the seven books in the treatise, along with much of Au-
gustine’s other writings against Donatistic separatism, included a de-
fense and exegesis of Cyprian. Augustine’s apology of Cyprian exposed 
his ecclesiology perhaps more fully than any other aspect of his anti-
Donatism. This article examines Augustine’s view of the nature of the 
church through his use of Cyprian’s writings and allegories against 
Donatistic separatism in three ways: 1) exposing Augustine’s dilemma 
with the Donatists’s use of Cyprian; 2) evaluating Augustine’s use of 
Cyprian; 3) exploring Cyprian and Augustine on poetic ecclesiastical 
allegories in Song of Songs and Psalms 45. These steps will demonstrate 
that Augustine’s use of Cyprian against the Donatists revealed funda-
mental aspects of his ecclesiology, namely that the church contains 
both saved and lost and is an irreducibly unified body. Additionally, 
the church is kept holy, not by purity of those within the body, but by 
the bride, Jesus Christ.7 For Augustine, the church was both a corpus 
permixtum (mixed body) and innocents simplex et perfecta (innocent, 
simple/uniform, and perfect). 

Exposing Augustine’s Donatist Dilemma 
Due in part to his experiences with the Decian persecution and the 

troubled return of the lapsi to the church, the Carthaginian bishop 
Cyprian used his influence to concisely distinguish the church from the 
world.8 Separatism, martyrdom, and ecclesiastical purity became greatly 

5Gregory Grimshaw Willis, Saint Augustine and the Donatist Controversy (Eugene, 
OR: Wipf & Stock, 2005), 36–76. 

6Revisions 2.18.45; The Donatist Controversy I, in The Works of St. Augustine: A 
Translation for the 21st Century, ed. Boniface Ramsey and David Hunter, trans. 
Maureen Tilly (New York: New City Press, 2019), 389. 

7For a further explanation see Emile Mersch, “Augustine and the Donatist 
Schism,” in The Whole Christ, trans. John R. Kelly (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing, 
2018), 384–97. Also, Charles A. Bobertz, “The Historical Context of Cyprian’s ‘De 
Unitate,’” Journal of Theological Studies 41 (1990): 107–11. 

8Matthew A. Gaumer, “The Evolution of Donatist Theology as Response to a 
Changing Late Antique Milieu,” Theology Today 48 (1992): 178; Cyprian, Epistula 
76.3 in Ante-Nicene Christian Library: Translations of the Writings of the Fathers, ed. 
A. Roberts and G. Donaldson, trans. R. E. Wallis (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1848). 
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emphasized in Roman African ecclesiology. Cyprian’s emphasis on the 
purity of the church and her members, particularly regarding rebaptism 
of the lapsi, was readily appropriated to fit Donatistic ecclesiology.9 
Augustine, in denying Donatistic authenticity, faced a difficult dilem-
ma. Anglican scholar, W. J. Sparrow-Simpson explains that “Augus-
tine’s anti-Donatist work was peculiarly complicated by the fact that 
the Separatists were able to support their practice of rebaptism by ap-
peal to no less an authority than St. Cyprian … in the question of re-
baptism the authority of Cyprian was undeniably on the Donatist 
side.”10 

Cyprian taught that the church must be one in both practice and 
belief.11 In De Unitate Ecclesiae (On the Unity of the Church), written in 
251, Cyprian wrote, 

How can two or three be assembled together in Christ’s name, who, it 
is evident, are separated from Christ and from His Gospel? For we 
have not withdrawn from them, but they from us; and since heresies 
and schisms have risen subsequently, from their establishment for 
themselves of diverse places of worship, they have forsaken the Head 
and Source of the truth. But the Lord speaks concerning His Church, 
and to those also who are in the Church He speaks, that if they are in 
agreement, if according to what He commanded and admonished, alt-
hough only two or three gathered together with unanimity should 
pray.12 

In other words, Christ does not distinguish between his true church 
and those contained in it. If the church is doctrinally pure, then it is 
the church indeed. The visual body is the actual body.13 The Dona-
tists’s appropriation of Cyprian’s ecclesiology was especially trouble-
some for Augustine in three ways. First, Cyprian’s view of the church 
as the unique people of God or, populus Dei, allowed for a separatistic 

9Cyprian’s dictums “salus extra ecclesiam non est” (“salvation is not found outside 
of the church”) and “habere iam non potest Deum patrem, qui Ecclesiam no habet 
matrem” (“He cannot now/already have God as Father who does not have the church 
as Mother”) became a rallying cry for the Donatist movement. See Epistula 52 and De 
Unitate I.6. 

10W. J. Sparrow-Simpson, St. Augustine and African Church Divisions (New 
York: Longmans, Green, & Co., 1910), 80. 

11See Geoffrey D. Dunn, “Heresy and Schism According to Cyprian of Car-
thage, “Journal of Theological Studies 55 (2004), 558. 

12De Unitate, 1.6, Ante-Nicene Christian Library: Translations of the Writings of 
the Fathers, ed. A. Roberts and G. Donaldson, trans. R. E. Wallis (Edinburgh: T. & 
T. Clark, 1848). 

13“[Cyprian] did believe that the unity of the church was of supreme importance. 
Since the actions of the confessors threatened that unity, Cyprian felt that he had to 
reject those actions and to insist on the need for a synod to decide what was to be 
done with the lapsed. The church was to be a community of saints, and the idolaters 
and apostates had no place in it” (Justo L. González, The Story of Christianity, 2 vols., 
rev. ed. [New York: HarperOne, 2010], 1:104). 
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milieu in the church. According to the ecclesiastical historian W. H. C. 
Frend, Roman African-style separatism insisted that the true church 
was a “small body of the saved surrounded by the unregenerate. Its 
progress had been described in the Parable of the Tares. The field was 
the world, the tares the false Christians, and the wheat the elect. The 
tares had increased and it was necessary for the true Christians to sepa-
rate themselves from them.”14 Bishops who had allegedly turned sacred 
writings over to be burned during the Diocletian persecution were la-
beled among the traditores.15 Any congregation under these reinstated 
traditores were considered not only impure, but synonymous with the 
godless world. The Roman government, which backed these ordina-
tions and lapsi congregations, was also considered a part of this world 
system, antithetical to the true and pure body of Christ. 

Cyprian’s stress of the collectiveness and unity of the church lead 
to a charge of anathema for not only all those who apostatized, but also 
for those who participated in their ministries.16 The Donatists, keen to 
establish their own legitimacy, utilized Cyprianic ecclesiastical separa-
tion by relating their own relationship with the Roman church, which 
they saw as equivalent to the state.17 The logic follows: Cyprian taught 
that every ordained bishop (vicaria ordinatio) steps into the place of 
Peter, and even Christ, in regards to the remission of sin.18 An unquali-
fied bishop (whether by ethical or ecclesiastical standings) disqualifies 
and perverts the administration of Christ simply because he acts as vic-
ar.19 Thus, anyone who is joined to a group outside of the true church 
by way of fellowship with these disqualified bishops is not in the true 
church.20 The Donatists saw the traditores in the same light for anyone 

14W. H. C. Frend, The Donatist Church: A Movement of Protest in Roman North 
Africa (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), 166–67. 

15David Benedict, History of the Donatists (Providence, RI: Nickerton, Sibley & 
Co., 1875; repr. Gallatin, TN: Church History Research, 1985), 5–7. Benedict de-
scribes the backdrop of the three Punic Wars and the Numidian issue with Caecilian. 

16Epistula 67.3: “Nor let the people flatter themselves that they can be free from 
the contagion of sin, while communicating with a priest who is a sinner, and yielding 
their consent to the unjust and unlawful episcopacy of their overseer, when the divine 
reproof by Hosea the prophet threatens, and says, ‘Their sacrifices shall be as the bread 
of mourning; all that eat thereof shall be polluted.’” 

17Joyce E. Salisbury, “‘The Bond of a Common Mind’: A Study of Collective 
Salvation from Cyprian to Augustine,” Journal of Religious History 13 (1985): 241. 

18Epistula 73.7. 
19For Cyprian’s disagreement with Rome and ordination see Edward White Ben-

son, Cyprian: His Life, His Times, His Work (London: Macmillan, 1897), 118–28. 
20“The spouse of Christ cannot be adulterous; she is uncorrupted and pure. She 

knows one home; she guards with chaste modesty the sanctity of one couch. She keeps 
us for God. She appoints the sons whom she has born for the kingdom. Whoever is 
separated from the Church and is joined to an adulteress, is separated from the prom-
ises of the Church; nor can he who forsakes the Church of Christ attain to the re-
wards of Christ. He is a stranger; he is profane; he is an enemy. He can no longer have 
God for his Father, who has not the Church for his mother. If any one could escape 
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who was aligned with the world (consciously or otherwise) necessarily 
aligned themselves with those outside of the true church. The church 
was in clear opposition to the world.21 As Cyprian said, “That the 
Church is one, the Holy Spirit declares in the Canticle of Canticles, 
saying in the person of Christ: ‘…an enclosed garden is my sister, my 
bride…’ But if the garden enclosed is the spouse of Christ, which is the 
Church, a thing enclosed cannot lie open to outsiders and profane 
men.”22 

A second problem for Augustine was that Cyprian held that the 
true church, being defined in opposition to the world, would suffer and 
be purified through martyrdom. Cyprian’s view of the purity of the 
church was eschatological. For example, he wrote, “Let it not disturb 
you, dearly beloved Brethren, if among certain ones in recent times 
either uncertain faith waivers or feeble fear of God is vacillating or 
peaceful harmony does not last. These things have been predicted as 
about to come at the end of the world.”23 The Donatists latched on to 
this millennialist eschatology, pointing to the fact that Cyprian himself 
followed through with martyrdom in 258, one year after refusing to 
sacrifice to a pagan deity before the Roman proconsul Aspasius Pater-
nus.24 Recent martyrs were greatly revered in the fourth century.25 
Christians feasted at martyrs’s graves, held celebrations in their honor, 
and even participated in the Eucharist on their behalf.26 In fact, 

who was outside the ark of Noah, then he also may escape who shall be outside of the 
Church. The Lord warns, saying, ‘He who is not with me is against me, and he who 
gathereth not with me scattereth.’ He who breaks the peace and the concord of 
Christ, does so in opposition to Christ; he who gathereth elsewhere than in the 
Church, scatters the Church of Christ” (De Unitate 6). 

21Salisbury, “The Bond of a Common Mind,” 243. Epistula 73.4: “For if the 
church is not with heretics, therefore, because it is one, and cannot be divided; and if 
thus the Holy Spirit is not there, because He is one, and cannot be among profane 
persons, and those who are without; certainly also baptism, which consists in the same 
unity, cannot be among heretics, because it can neither be separated from the church 
nor from the Holy Spirit.” 

22Epistula 69 (To Magnus) in Saint Cyprian: Letters, trans. Rose Bernard Donna 
(Washington: Catholic University of America, 1964), 244. 

23Epistula 67.7. 
24Cyprian prepared his followers for martyrdom in his treatise De Exhortatione 

Martyrii (On the Exortation of the Martyrs). See in The Treatise of S. Caecilius Cyprian, 
trans. John H. Parker (London: J. G. & F. Rivington, 1839). 

25Frend, The Donatist Church, 131. 
26Paula Fredriksen, “Augustine on History, the Church, and the Flesh,” in Saint 

Augustine the Bishop, ed. Fannie LeMoine and Christopher Kleinhenz (New York: 
Garland, 1994), 115. The original account appears in Edgar J. Goodspeed, The Mar-
tyrdom of Cyprian and Justa, part II, in Historical and Linguistic Studies in Literature 
Related to the NT, vol. 1: Ethiopic Texts (Chicago: University Press, 1903): 57–63. 
“Augustine…would urge in his sermons that reverence for the dead Christians is real-
ized in the communion for the saints and in celebrating the Lord’s supper in their 
honor. Augustine is frequently at pains to condemn the pagan practices of lavish 
meals,…and even dancing at the tombs of the dead. As such practices were gradually 
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Cyprian was one of the most venerated martyrs in the church. Ironical-
ly, the more the Catholic communities persecuted the Donatists, the 
more the Donatists were identified with the tradition of the martyrs. 
Augustine shared this dilemma for the more he argued against the 
Donatists, the greater the persecution, the greater the persecution, the 
greater the Donatists’s identification with Cyprian.27 This, in turn, 
reinforced the authenticity of the Donatist movement.28 

Third, Augustine faced further Cyprianic support in the idea of re-
baptism. In a letter refuting the Mauritanian bishop Jubaianius, Cypri-
an said, 

If any one could be baptized among heretics, certainly he could also 
obtain remission of sins. If he attained remission of sins, he was also 
sanctified. If he was sanctified, he also was made the temple of God. I 
ask, of what God? If of the Creator; he could not be, because he has 
not believed in Him. If of Christ; he could not become His temple, 
since he denies that Christ is God.29 

If Cyprian’s dictum “salus extra ecclesiam non est” is taken in accordance 
with salvation being conferred upon baptism, then there is also no bap-
tism outside of the church.30 “Baptism is an act of the church whereby 
one is brought into the presence of the acting Triune God.”31 If bap-
tism is valid, it produces orthodox confessional truth. Thus, anyone 
outside of orthodoxy cannot have a valid baptism for “what one re-
ceives [in baptism] is what one confesses, and to confess a false creed is 

extirpated from the Christian community, the Eucharistic celebration in honor of the 
martyred saints became the norm. It differed from the pagan refrigeria by being public 
rather than a familial affair, and by the fact that the martyrs were invoked for aid, 
while lists of names of the faithful dead were also read out in prayerful commemora-
tion” (Augustine Through the Ages, ed. Allen D. Fitzgerald [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1999], 747). 

27See examples in Alan Dearn, “The Abitinian Martyr and the Outbreak of the 
Donatist Schism,” Journal of Ecclesiastical History 55 (2004): 1–18. This was especially 
the case at Carthage in 411. See James S. Alexander, “A Note on the Interpretation of 
the Parable of the Threshing Floor at The Conference of Carthage of CE 411,” Jour-
nal of Theological Studies 24 (1973): 513; Maureen A. Tilley, “Dilatory Donatists or 
Procrastinating Catholics: The Trial at the Conference of Carthage,” Church History 
60 (1991): 15; Matthew A. Gaumer, Augustine’s Cyprian: Authority in Roman Africa 
(Leiden: Brill, 2016), 123–28. 

28“As the Catholic persecution of Donatists, in which he [Augustine] was so in-
strumental, gathered force, so did the Donatist identification with the tradition of the 
martyrs: the persecuted Church was the true Church” (Fredriksen, “Augustine on 
History,” 115). 

29Epistula 73.12. 
30William C. Weinrich, “Cyprian, Donatism, Augustine, and Augustana VIII: 

Remarks on the Church and the Validity of Sacraments,” Concordia Theological Quar-
terly 55 (1991): 277. 

31Weinrich, “Cyprian, Donatism, Augustine, and Augustana,” 277. 
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indicative of not having received a right baptism.”32 The Donatists 
were quick to contextualize Cyprian’s allowance of rebaptism. They 
insisted that anyone converting from the Catholic church was to be 
rebaptized to authenticate the new and pure collective identity.33 Petil-
ian, a Donatist, argued with Augustine, “He who is washed by the 
dead, what profiteth him in his washing? …That man is dead who has 
not been worthy to be born again in true baptism; he is likewise dead 
who, although born in genuine baptism, had joined himself to a tradi-
tor.”34 For Cyprian, there could be no unity outside of the visible 
church, and thus, no authentic baptism outside the visible unity. For 
the Donatists, those converting from Catholicism or repenting from 
following the traditio were outside of the visible church having no sal-
vation, and therefore needed rebaptism, or rather, authentic baptism. 

Essentially, Donatist views were those of Cyprian, albeit nuanced 
to fit fourth and fifth century issues.35 This placed Augustine in a pecu-
liar position. He dared not desecrate the honor of Cyprian and dared 
not side with the separatists. Salisbury summed up his dilemma, 

The Donatists had a strong weapon in the writings of the respected 
bishop/martyr of Carthage, and they did not hesitate to appeal to his 
authority. Regarding the relationship between the church and the 
world, Cyprian had explicitly stated, ‘salvation is not without the 
Church.’ Both Cyprian and the Donatists had interpreted this to 
mean the Church was a body of the elect.36 

Augustine was forced to walk an ecclesiastical tightrope. In order to 
avoid this dilemma, Augustine had to redefine the very nature and 
meaning of the church.37 

Evaluating Augustine’s Use of Cyprian 
For Augustine, the Donatist error was more than just an ecumeni-

cal disagreement. Such error actually merited everlasting damnation.38 
Chester Hartranft describes Augustine’s opinion on the matter of re-
baptism and ecclesiastical separatism. 

32Ibid. 
33Salisbury, “The Bond of a Common Mind,” 243. 
34Petilian to Augustine as found in Book I, In Answer to the Letters of Petilian, 

16–17, in Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers: Saint Augustine, The Writings Against the 
Manicheans, and Against the Donatists, ed. Phillip Schaff (New York: Cosmio, 2007), 
525. 

35Weinrich, “Cyprian, Donatism, Augustine, and Augustana VIII,” 278. Wein-
rich clearly shows that the three sine qua non of Cyprian’s ecclesiology—(1) unity of 
baptism; (2) insistence on the rightful bishop; (3) inextricable relationship between 
true baptism and right faith—were shared by both Cyprian and the Donatists. 

36Salisbury, “The Bond of a Common Mind,” 244–45. 
37Ibid. 
38Hartranft, Introductory Essay on Writings, 374. 
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Rebaptism in any case is a sin, but as applied to apostatizing Catholics, 
is an immanissimum scelus [monstrously wicked deed]. There is only 
one baptism, that of Christ.… The Church is the owner of the na-
tions which are Christ’s inheritance, and of the ends of the earth, 
which are his possession; hence it is universal; the seamless robe should 
not be rent.39 

Augustine was not about to allow the Donatists to have an exegetical 
monopoly on Cyprian. What follows, specifically in De Baptismo, is a 
systematic reinterpretation of Cyprian that also redefines ecclesiology. 
First, Augustine clearly showed that instead of Cyprian being the Don-
atist’s foundation, he is actually their foil.40 Augustine began in Book II 
to demonstrate that while the Donatists use Cyprian’s ecclesiology, 
they reject his example. “When Cyprian himself said, as seemed right 
to him, that he wanted to be in the peace of unity even with those who 
held a different opinion on this matter, that is what his first discourse 
at the opening of the same council indicates, which is cited by [the 
Donatists].”41 Augustine wanted to show that just as Paul confronted 
Peter in Galatians 2, he too could critique Cyprian for rebaptism. 

If Peter, I say, contrary to the rule of truth that the Church later ob-
served, could oblige the gentiles to live like Jews, why could Cyprian, 
contrary to the rule of truth that the whole Church later observed, 
not oblige heretics and schismatics to be baptized anew? I think that, 
without any affront to him, the bishop Cyprian is comparable to the 
apostle Peter.42 

As Paul and Peter practiced tolerance, so too did Cyprian, unlike his 
Donatist so-called followers. This led Augustine into his second inter-
pretation of Cyprian. 

Augustine countered the Donatists by interpreting Cyprian as em-
phasizing ecclesiastical unity above ethical or even doctrinal purity. He 
said, “And Cyprian,…by the most persistent tolerance,…came by the 
confession of martyrdom to the light of the angels, and if not before, at 
least then, acknowledged the revelation of the truth on that point on 
which, while yet in error, he did not prefer the maintenance of a wrong 

39Ibid. 
40De Baptismo 1.1.1. The Donatist Controversy I, in The Works of St. Augustine: A 

Translation for the 21st Century, ed. Boniface Ramsey and David Hunter, trans. 
Maureen Tilly (New York: New City Press, 2019), 391: “Donatists keep proposing 
against us in regard to this issue but also in regard to the authority of the most blessed 
martyr Cyprian, whereby they try to prop up their perversity in order to prevent it 
from collapsing under the onslaught of the truth…. [We are doing this] so that all 
who are not blinded by partisan seal may assess how [the Donatists] are not only not 
helped by the authority of Cyprian but are completely proved wrong and overthrown 
by it.” 

41De Baptismo, 2.1.2. 
42Ibid. One can clearly see how Augustine is both gently critiquing Cyprian, 

while being cautiously respectful. 
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opinion to the bond of unity.”43 If, according to the Donatists, associa-
tion with sinners or traditores impugns the purity of the Body, then 
Cyprian’s ecclesiastical unity and patience would have completely cor-
rupted the church. Augustine then asked the obvious question: “If, 
therefore, by such communion with the wicked the just cannot but 
perish, the Church had already perished in the time of Cyprian. 
Whence then sprang the origin of Donatus? Where was he taught, 
where was he baptized, where was he ordained, since the Church had 
been already destroyed by the contagion of communion with the wick-
ed?”44 

Using his classic rhetoric techniques, Augustine forced the Dona-
tists into admitting extremes—either sin corrupts entirely or it does not 
corrupt. If it did corrupt the church during Cyprian’s time, then how 
could Donatus (who followed Cyprian in the episcopate of Carthage) 
claim a pure church and pure ordination line? This revealed another 
important aspect of Augustinian ecclesiology. He asked, “Or is it per-
haps that schismatics, when received with baptism, bring no infection, 
but that it is brought by those who deliver up the sacred books?”45 
Heretics or apostates in the church, while incorrect and dangerous, do 
not “infect” the entirety of the body. While the church is universal, it is 
not completely interdependent. Additionally, the power of the church 
to forgive sins was qualitatively greater than any infection in its midst. 
The Augustinian scholar, J. Burns states, “Augustine argued that the 
removal of sinful clerics from office was for their own good, to promote 
their humility and repentance, rather than a signal that the church 
doubted its power to forgive their sins and thus make the minister fit 
for office once again.46 

The issue for Augustine was not necessarily the sin of the offense, 
but rather the power and nature of the church.47 Schismatics and tradi-
tores could be redeemed by the church and thus reinstated in their 

43Ibid., 2.6.7. 
44Ibid., 2.6.8. 
45Ibid. 
46J. Patout Burns, “Appropriating Augustine Appropriating Cyprian,” Augustini-

an Studies 36 (2005): 124–25. 
47Eugene F. Durkin, The Theological Distinctions of Sins in the Writings of St. Au-

gustine: Pontifica Facultas Theologica Seminarii Sanctae Mariae Ad Lacum (Mundelein, 
IL: Saint Mary of the Lake Seminary, 1952), 32: “Of the living members of Christ’s 
Body he says: ‘…Ne viveremus nisi per spiritualem connexionem membra hujus ([Chris-
ti]) essumus.’ [‘We would not live if we were not members through a spiritual union 
with this [Christ]’ [Epistula 187]. What then is to be said of the connection of a mor-
tal sinner who is de facto a member of the Church? How is he to be considered a 
member of Christ’s Mystical Body? The answer one finds constantly in Augustine’s 
writings is simply ‘…in carnali obduratione miscetur’ [‘associates with carnal obstina-
cy’] [De Baptismo 1.17.26]….’ The moral sinner belonging to the Church has an 
external connection with the Church, but he ‘does not allow himself to be reached 
internally.’” 
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offices. Augustine insisted that Cyprian, emphasizing unity over purity, 
consciously allowed schismatics in the fold when it was for the good of 
the church.48 Because there was no “contamination” from the lapsi to 
the better elements of the church, the church remained unified and 
strengthened.49 He wrote, “If people coming from sacrileges of this 
sort, who were without baptism, as you claim, did not contaminate 
Cyprian, how were those who were not convicted of being traditores 
but were made out to be such able to contaminate you?”50 His logic 
was simple; if Cyprian, whom the Donatists viewed as the prime exam-
ple of purity, was not sullied by traditores, how then is the purity of the 
church sullied as well? In fact, for Augustine, creating schism for the 
purpose of purity was more of a sin than if the traditores “had burned 
them [sacred books] with their own hands.”51 

In Book III, Augustine continued, “Cyprian demonstrated quite 
well what the Church’s custom was when he says that in the past those 
who came to the Church from heresy were admitted without rebap-
tism.”52 To rebaptize was particularly damnable because it assumed that 
the authority of the regenerating baptism of the catholic church is in-
sufficient. If baptism is instrumental in the remission of sins, then even 
heretics and schismatics, once they have repented and returned to the 

48“Behold, I see in unity Cyprian and others, his colleagues, who, on holding a 
council, decided that those who have been baptized without the communion of the 
Church have no true baptism, and that therefore it must be given them when they 
join the Church. But again, behold I see in the same unity that certain men think 
differently in this matter, and that, recognizing in those who come from heretics and 
schismatics the baptism of Christ, they do not venture to baptize afresh. All of these 
catholic unity embraces in her motherly breast, bearing each other’s burdens by turns, 
and endeavoring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace, till God should 
reveal to one or other of them any error in their views. If the one party held the truth, 
were they infected by the others, or no? If the others held the truth, were they infect-
ed by the first, or no? Choose which ye will. If there was contamination, the Church 
even then ceased to exist; answer me, therefore, whence came ye forth hither? But if 
the Church remained, the good are no wise contaminated by the bad in such com-
munion; answer me, therefore, why did ye break the bond?” (De Baptismo 2.6.8). 

49“This is quite curious considering Cyprian clearly said, ‘Wherefore, although 
there have been found some among our colleagues, dearest brethren, who think that 
the godly discipline may be neglected, and who rashly hold communion with Basilides 
and Martialis, such a thing as this ought not to trouble our faith, since the Holy Spirit 
threatens such in the Psalms, saying, ‘But thou hatest instruction, and castest my 
words behind thee: when thou sawest a thief, thou consented unto him, and hast been 
partaker with adulterers.’ He shows that they become sharers and partakers of other 
men’s sins who are associated with the delinquents” (Epistle 67.9). See also Burns, 
“Appropriating Augustine,” 124. Burns demonstrates that “Contrary to Augustine’s 
claim, Cyprian was never intentionally in communion with a bishop whom he knew 
had been guilty of apostasy, schism, covetous idolatry or any other disqualifying sin. 
This, then, was not an effective response to the Donatist objection to the acceptance 
of unworthy clerics into office in the Catholic communion.” 

50De Baptismo 2.6.9. 
51Ibid. 
52Ibid., 3.5.7. 
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unity of the church, have that forgiveness, though it may be retroac-
tive.53 “The bond of unity” is the element of the church that is both 
inherent and active. Baptism is the referent of that unity; if it is re-
administered, it nullifies the original referent and therefore the catholic-
ity and authority of the church. While Cyprian defined the church as 
monolithic (salvation being found in whether one was in or out of fel-
lowship), Augustine defined the church by adding nuances to Cypri-
an’s ecclesiology, emphasizing the unity of the church in addition to its 
inherent authority and purity. Augustine, did however, hold firmly to 
Cyprian’s idea of salvation through and by the church.54 The question 
was not about the authority of the church concerning salvation, but 
rather the scope of salvation with the church and the church’s inherent 
unity as trumping uncleanness. The church was innocents and simplex 
et perfecta, both inherently blameless and simple while being thor-
ough.55 

Exploring Cyprian and Augustine on 
Poetic Ecclesiastical Allegories 

Another area in which Augustine interpreted Cyprian is biblical ec-
clesiastical allegories. One of Augustine’s hermeneutical maxims was 
that “all Scripture is literal or figurative or both at once.”56 Even the 
simplest of Scriptures was likely to have some sort of deeper meaning 
and the employment of allegory was the best way to contextualize the 
Scriptures for contemporary times.57 Two texts in which one finds ex-
amples of Augustine’s ecclesiology by way of interpretation with Cyprian 

53“If remission of sins is there conferred by the sacredness of baptism, the sins re-
turn again through obstinate perseverance in heresy or schism,…and [once they re-
turn] deserve that those sins which had returned on them should be cleansed away by 
love working in the bond of unity. But if, although among heretics and schismatics it be 
still the same baptism of Christ, it yet cannot work remission of sins owing to this 
same foulness of discord and wickedness of dissent, then the same baptism begins to 
be of avail for the remission of sins when they come to the peace of the Church” 
(ibid., 3.13.18, emphasis added). 

54Burns states, “Yet on one very significant point Augustine held quite firmly to 
Cyprian’s behaviorally defined perspective: no one could be saved outside the unity of 
the church” (“Appropriating Augustine,” 129). 

55See De Baptismo 5.18.24; 17.22; Michael Cameron, “Augustine’s Use of the 
Song of Songs against the Donatists,” in Augustine: Biblical Exegete, ed. Frederick Van 
Fleteren and Joseph C. Schnaubelt (New York: Peter Lang, 2001), 102–3. 

56Mervin Monroe Deems, “Augustine’s Use of Scripture,” Church History 14 
(1945): 197. 

57Ibid., 200: “The use of allegory by Augustine was not only a means of making 
Scripture say something, it was also a technique for bringing Scripture down to date, 
by forcing ancient words to minister, through prophecy, to the weaving of present 
patterns of behavior or through the summoning to higher ideals. But it was also dan-
gerous for it came close to making Scripture say what he wanted it to say (through 
multiplicity of allegories of identical Scripture), and it prepared the way for Catholic 
or Protestant, later, to find in Scripture what he would.” 
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are Psalm 45 and Song of Songs. Late church fathers frequently used 
the bridal imagery in these two passages as a polygamous relationship 
between Christ as the bridegroom and individual groups within the 
church.58 Though allegorizing significant marital themes was quite 
common, many viewed every aspect of the narratives as having their 
referents in salvation history or ecclesiology.59 Augustine and Cyprian 
were no exception. First, in the Song of Songs, Cyprian felt that 6:8 
and 4:12, 15 described the church, but that the church is one, the Ho-
ly Spirit declares in the Song of Songs, saying, in the person of Christ, 

“My dove, my undefiled, is one; she is the only one of her mother, she 
is the choice one of her that bare her.” [Song 6:8] Concerning which 
also He says again, “A garden enclosed is my sister, my spouse; a 
spring sealed up, a well of living water.” [Song 4:12, 15] But if the 
spouse of Christ, which is the church, is a garden enclosed; a thing 
that is closed up [res clausa] cannot lie open to strangers and profane 
persons. And if it is a fountain sealed, he who, being placed without, 
[foris posito] has no access to the spring, can neither drink thence nor 
be sealed. And the well also of living water, if it is one and the same 
within, he who is placed without cannot be quickened and sanctified 
from that water of which it is only granted to those who are within to 
make any use, or to drink.60 

The church, as understood as both the bride and the garden, some-
thing that Cyprian judges allegorically as res clausa—things that are 
guarded and closed cannot be open to the profane. The spring, as the 
church, is not available to those to whom it has been closed. Those not 
invited to the wedding and those who cannot partake of the spring. 
Salvation cannot be found outside the church and the church must, as 
any garden or bride, be undeniably pure. “The bridal image had envi-
sioned a church with a purity which cannot be corrupted even when 
lapsed believers are reintroduced into communion.”61 The Donatists 
easily identified with these imagery, understanding themselves with 
“Old Testament ferocity as the chaste single dove, not merely against 
the pagan world, but against the pseudo-Christian world of the apos-
tate church.”62 The true church was hortus conclusus—a seamless 

58Elizabeth A. Clark, “The Celibate Bridegroom and His Virginal Brides: 
Metaphor and the Marriage of Jesus in Early Christian Ascetic Exegesis,” Church His-
tory 77 (2008): 11: “Early Christian interpreters of the Song of Songs and of Psalm 45 
routinely, and ingeniously, turned the hero of these texts into the Bridegroom, Christ, 
and represented him as married—quite polygamously—to virgins, to widows, to men, 
to the Church, and indeed, to all Christian believers. Although the erotic association 
of ‘Bridegroom’ could not be erased—the original habitat of nuptials ‘hovered over’ 
the metaphor—skillful interpretation might adjust it to its new home in Christian 
ascetic culture, betokening (rather tamely) God’s steadfast love.” 

59Ibid. 
60Epistula 75.2. 
61Cameron, “Augustine’s Use of the Song of Songs,” 102. 
62Ibid. 
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garment and a sealed spring, emphasizing Cyprian’s bifurcation of 
those inside the church against those outside, also known as his in-
tus/foris distinction.63 

Interestingly, Augustine refuted Cyprian by using Cyprian.64 The 
institution of the church cannot be described as a “closed garden” be-
cause Cyprian himself, according to Augustine, admitted that the “gar-
den” contains both the just and unjust.65 Augustine answered, 

Now, suppose someone says to me, “How ere those who Cyprian testi-
fied had renounced the world in words and not in deeds, and who 
crept into the enclosed garden and the sealed fountain, still with [the 
Church]? For if they are there and they are the bride of Christ, is she 
truly such as to be without stain or wrinkle…. Are they the thorns in 
whose midst she is like the lily that is mentioned in the same canti-
cle?”66 

Only God can truly separate those who are inwardly a “lily” or a 
“thorn” because of his “unspeakable foreknowledge” [ineffabilis praesci-
entia].67 Nathalie Henry describes Augustine’s opposition to the “Cyp-
rianic stark dichotomy of intus/foris”: “Although the ‘garden closed’ 
includes both the ‘lily’ and the ‘thorns’ (the just and the sinners) only 
the former compose the garden. The just constitute the garden itself, 
whereas the sinners do not participate in the structure of the garden, 
but merely happen to be in it.”68 Augustine was able to back the Dona-
tists, and Cyprian by extension, into an ecclesiastical corner. Cyprian’s 

63Gillian R. Evans, “Augustine and the Church,” in Saint Augustine the Bishop, 
ed. Fannie LeMione and Christoper Kleinhenz (New York: Garland, 1994), 168: 
“These images have in common the notion of a Church where one must either be 
‘inside’ or ‘outside,’ and outside it is impossible to ‘drink’ from the ‘fountain’ of the 
sacraments.” 

64Nathalie Henry, “The Lily and the Thorns: Augustine’s Refutation of the 
Donatist Exegesis of the Song of Songs,” Revue des Études Augustiniennes 42 (1996): 
258. See Celica Milovanic-Barham, “Three Levels of Style in Augustine of Hippo and 
Gregory of Nazianzus,” Rhetorica: A Journal of the History of Rhetoric 11 (1993): 8–9. 

65See Herbert A. Deane, The Political and Social Ideas of St. Augustine (New 
York: Columbia Press, 1963), 183–95. Cyprian describes the corruption of some 
Christians during the time of Callistus: “Each one was desirous of increasing his estate; 
and forgetful of what believers had either done before in the times of the apostles, or 
always ought to do, they, with the insatiable ardor of covetousness, devoted themselves 
to the increase of their property. Among the priests there was no devotedness of reli-
gion; among the ministers there was no sound faith: in their works there was no mer-
cy; in their manners there was no discipline. In men, their beards were defaced; in 
women, their complexion was dyed: the eyes were falsified from what God's hand had 
made them; their hair was stained with a falsehood. Crafty frauds were used to deceive 
the hearts of the simple, subtle meanings for circumventing the brethren. They united 
in the bond of marriage with unbelievers; they prostituted the members of Christ to 
the Gentiles” (The Lapsed 6). 

66De Baptismo 5.27.38. 
67Ibid. 
68Henry, “The Lily and the Thorns,” 259. 
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idea of the church is that it is an organization of the pure, but because 
he was obsessed with maintaining that purity and fighting schisms, he 
was forced to admit that there were unclean amongst the pure.69 The 
best example of Augustine’s understanding is found in Book VII, 

This [house] is certainly in the good and faithful and in the holy serv-
ants of God, who are scattered everywhere and joined by spiritual uni-
ty in the same communion of sacraments, whether they know or do 
not know each other personally. But others are said to be in the house 
in such a way as to belong to the structure of the house or to the soci-
ety of the fruitful…but as chaff is said to be in grain. For we cannot 
deny that they are in the house as well.70 

Augustine utilized Cyprian’s inconsistencies to show that in his ecclesi-
ology, the church was a corpus permixtum. Thorns are in the garden 
and will only be exposed when the judgment occurs. The church is 
pure because of its connection with the Triune God and its bride-
groom. In this age, the thorns appear with the lilies in equal visibility.71 

Another imagery frequently used by the Donatists and reinterpret-
ed by Augustine is the bridal imagery found in Psalm 45. Cyprian un-
derstood the king who desires the beauty of his queen as the Lord, 
“setting forth that His spouse is one, and declaring the sacrament of 
His unity, says, ‘He that is not with me is against me, and he that 
gathers not with me scattereth’ [Luke 11:23].”72 Using logical transitiv-
ity, Cyprian continued, “For if Christ is with us, but the heretics are 
not with us, certainly the heretics are in opposition to Christ; and if we 
gather with Christ, but the heretics do not gather with us, doubtless 
they scatter.”73 

Conversely, Augustine used this text to a much greater extent to 
show the plurality and catholicity of the corpus permixtum.74 In a ser-
mon in AD 403, at the height of the controversy, Augustine specifically 
used the imagery of the king’s queen and her multi-colored garment.75 

69Ibid., 260. 
70De Baptismo 7.51.99. See Henry’s explanation (“Lily and the Thorns,” 259). 
71Cameron, “Augustine’s Use of the Song of Songs,” 108. 
72Epistula 69.3. 
73Ibid., 74.14. 
74Augustine’s exegetical use of the Psalms is well known. The poetic/ anthropo-

morphic language of the Psalms offers Augustine an ecclesiastical key. The church, like 
the Psalms, are a mixture of beauty and vice, salvation and sin. Michael C. McCarthy 
offers his understanding, “To be a member of such a mixed body [corpus permixtum] is 
to groan mightily at the obvious iniquities and imperfections that incorporation en-
tails. To find oneself in such a body is to share in the laments so powerfully voiced by 
the Psalmist, ‘My heart bellows its groans….’ Like the expression of other deep emo-
tions, however, the groaning of the Church resists certain definition: it possesses a 
quality that Augustine calls ineffabilis” (“An Ecclesiology of Groaning: Augustine, the 
Psalms, and the Making of Church,” Theological Studies 66 [2005]: 26). 

75Jerome’s Vulgate, used by Augustine, has Psalm 45 as Psalm 44. The Majority 
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He stated, “What are the many colors of her gown? The great number 
of languages. Variety in color, unity in weave. Many colors, I mean to 
say, all included in the one woven cloth, embroider it, they don’t tear 
it. Variety of speech, but unity in charity.”76 The church is made up of 
a plethora of individuals, cultures, and points of view. Augustine then 
cited Psalm 45:14 from the LXX, “πᾶσα ἡ δόξα αὐτῆς θυγατρὸς 
βασιλέως ἔσωθεν ἐν κροςωτοῖς χρυσοῖς περιβεβληµένη πεποικιλµένη,” 
which he loosely translated, “All the loveliness of the king’s daughter is 
within.”77 “She is adorned outwardly with fine clothes to be visible, 
while being inwardly formed by faith to be saved.”78 For Augustine any 
schismatics, and Donatists specifically, who “cut themselves off from 
any link with this global reality, neither wish to hear what they read 
nor to see what they know.”79 The unified, universal church is one with 
inner (spiritual) beauty.80 Thus, in another sermon, Augustine posited, 
“That she is one, that she is found among all nations, that she is chaste, 
that she ought not to be corrupted by perverse conversations with evil 
companions.”81 While the church is outwardly beautiful in her external 
gifts, her element can be possessed by both heretical and pure 

Text inverts this order (Biblia Sacra Vulgata [Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 
1994], 825; Johannes van Oort, “Augustine, His Sermons, and their Significance,” 
Original Research 65 [2009]: 4). 

76Sermon 360A in Sermons, trans. Edmund Hill, in The Works of Saint Augustine: 
A Translation for the 21st Century, ed. John E. Rotelle (New York: City Press, 2003): 
355: “Latin speakers talk in one way, Greeks in another, Punic speakers in another, in 
another Hebrews,…Syrians,…Indians,…Cappadocians,…Egyptians.” 

77Sermon 360A, 355. The LXX follows the Vulgate ordering. 
78Ibid. 
79Ibid., 356. 
80See Augustine’s, Enarrationes in Psalmos XLIV, trans. Maria Boulding, in The 

Works of Saint Augustine: A Translation for the 21st Century, ed. John E. Rotelle (New 
York: City Press, 2000), 302. 

81Sermon 138.8. See David G. Hunter, “The Virgin, the Bride, and the Church: 
Reading Psalm 45 in Ambrose, Jerome, and Augustine,” Church History 69 (2000): 
298. This is fleshed out in Augustine’s famous De Civitate Dei. In his treatise on 
Psalms 45 (in which he translated the entire Psalm), Augustine quotes v. 16 in saying, 
“‘Instead of the fathers, sons are born to thee; thou shalt make them princes over all 
the earth;’ so out of her sons truly are set up even her father [princes] through all the 
earth, when the people, coming together to her, confess to her with the confession of 
eternal praise for ever and ever. Beyond doubt, whatever interpretation is put on what 
is here expressed somewhat darkly in figurative language, ought to be in agreement 
with these most manifest things.” Slighting the schismatics, Augustine compares their 
ecclesiology to the enemy: “Her enemy is the city of the devil, Babylon, which is in-
terpreted ‘confusion.’ Yet out of this Babylon this queen is in all nations set free by 
regeneration, and passes from the worst to the best King,—that is, from the devil to 
Christ.” Clearly, Augustine wants to show that contrary to Cyprian’s stark intus/foris 
dichotomy, the saved are coming from and in the world (city of the devil), and only 
through personal regeneration can they be seen as the true church. The true church is 
not salvation, but the container of those regenerated (Book XVII, 16, emphasis add-
ed). 
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communities.82 However, the internal beauty is the beauty of salvation 
which can only be inwardly bestowed on the faithful.83 His attention 
then turned to the virgin’s identity. 

The virgins mentioned in 45:15, 16 were used to further support 
Augustine’s ecclesiology against Cyprian. The inclusion of the king’s 
temple refers to an entity that “stands firm in unity; it is not a tumble-
down place, or torn apart, or divided against itself.”84 This temple of 
the king is the Church. However, the virgins, which enter into the 
king’s temple, are also the church.85 David Hunter states, 

Unlike Ambrose and Jerome, who assimilated the Christian virgin 
church as bride of Christ as she entered the temple of the king, Augus-
tine assimilates the church as bride of Christ to the temple of the king 
itself. Such an exegetical maneuver underscored Augustine’s point that 
it was only as a member of the church that one entered the temple of 
the king.86 

In his epistolary treatise De Bono Viduitatis (On the Good of Widow-
hood), penned in 414 Augustine explained that “The church itself, of 
which they are members, is the bride of Christ and the church itself is 
ever a virgin…. Indeed, it is also a universal church, of which all these 
are members, that the apostle says: ‘I promised you in marriage to one 
husband, to present you as a chaste virgin to Christ’ [2 Cor. 11:2].”87 
This dual allegorical identification allowed Augustine to combat and 
dispel any schismatic notion that the church is only visible or local. 
Salvation, or entrance into the king’s temple, could be accomplished 
only inwardly as the true virgins enter. Yet, somewhat paradoxically, 
the church was also on the outside as a virgin, awaiting entrance. It 
must therefore be universal and a corpus permixtum.88 While the church 

82Ibid. 
83Ibid. 
84Enarrationes in Psalmos XLIV, 31. 
85Ibid. 
86Hunter, “The Virgin, the Bride, and the Church,” 300. 
8710.13. For Augustine’s views on the connection between, Christ, virginity and 

ecclesiology, see Gerald O’Collins, “The Beauty of Christ,” The Way 44 (2005): 7–20; 
Willemien Otten, “Augustine on Marriage, Monasticism, and the Community of the 
Church,” Theological Studies 59 (1998): 385–405. 

88Edward J. Hughes, The Participation of the Faithful in the Regal and Prophetic 
Mission of Christ According to Saint Augustine: Pontifica Facultas Theologica Seminarii 
Sanctae Mariae Ad Lacum (Mundelein, IL: Saint Mary of the Lake Seminary, 1956), 
20: “The union between Christ and His members is a living union. His presence in us 
as our head is something more than the presence of Christ in a temple. For a temple 
does not live with the life of the one who dwells in it;…we can say that Christians are 
members of a living Body united to a living Head…. They do not lose their status as 
individuals; but rather, they who are many individuals are joined together in a trans-
cendent, supernatural unit.” 

In another well-known ecclesiastical metaphor, Augustine referred to the wheat 
and chaff in Matt 13:24–30 being in the same body, though spiritually discerned. He 
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was virginal, the images for hierarchy and administration were wholly 
masculine. Originally supportive of the authority of the episcopate,89 
Cyprian reluctantly supported the legitimacy of Cornelius as bishop of 
Rome in 251 because his ordination involved both the clergy and laity, 
though he never mentioned pontifical authority reminiscent of Peter.90 
The debacle of the Spanish ecclesiastical authorities, however, along 
with the issues of Basilides, Martialis, and Pope Stephen, likely 
prompted Cyprian to reject an absolute hierarchical authority.91 The 
“sons” and “fathers” mentioned in Psalms 45:17 were taken to be the 
episcopate, though not seen as uniformly over the laity, nor inextricably 
tied to the secular government. 

For Augustine, the allegory of sons taking the place of the fathers 
in 45:17 could not be overly stressed. Here, as with many other 

stated, “The harvest will soon be here. The angels will come who can make the separa-
tion, and who cannot make mistakes. We in this time present are like those servants of 
whom it was said, Will You that we go and gather them up? For we were wishing, if it 
might be so, that no evil ones should remain among the good. But it has been told us, 
Let both grow together until the harvest. Why? For you are such as may be deceived. 
Hear finally; Lest while you gather up the tares, you root up also the wheat with 
them. What good are you doing? Will ye by your eagerness make a waste of My har-
vest? The reapers will come, and who the reapers are He has explained, And the reap-
ers are the angels. We are but men, the reapers are the angels. We too indeed, if we 
finish our course, shall be equal to the angels of God; but now when we chafe against 
the wicked, we are as yet but men. And we ought now to give ear to the words, where-
fore let him that thinks he stands, take heed lest he fall. For do ye think, my Brethren, 
that these tares we read of do not get up into this seat? Think ye that they are all be-
low, and none above up here? God grant we may not be so. But with me it is a very 
small thing that I should be judged of you. I tell you of a truth, my Beloved, even in 
these high seats there is both wheat, and tares, and among the laity there is wheat, and 
tares. Let the good tolerate the bad; let the bad change themselves, and imitate the good. 
Let us all, if it may be so, attain to God; let us all through His mercy escape the evil of 
this world. Let us seek after good days, for we are now in evil days; but in the evil days 
let us not blaspheme, that so we may be able to arrive at the good days” (Sermon 
23.4). See also Daniel J. Nodes, “The Organization of Augustine’s Psalmus contra 
Partem Donati,” Vigliae Christianae 63 (2009): 401. For the discussion of the thresh-
ing floor parable during the conference of Carthage in 411 between Augustine and the 
Donatist Emeritus, see Alexander, “A Note on the Interpretation of the Parable of the 
Threshing Floor,” 513–19. 

89De Unitate Ecclesiae 4: “He arranged by His authority the origin of that unity, 
as beginning from one. Assuredly the rest of the apostles were also the same as was 
Peter, endowed with a like partnership both of honor and power; but the beginning 
proceeds from unity.” 

90After the persecution slackened in March, sixteen bishops assembled in Rome 
and elected Cornelius “by the judgment of God and of Christ, by the testimony of 
almost all the clergy, by the vote of the people then present, by the consent of aged 
priests and of good men, at a time when no one had been made before him, when the 
place of Fabian, that is the place of Peter, and the step of the sacerdotal chair were 
vacant” (Epistula 55). See also Patrick Granfield, “Episcopal Elections in Cyprian: 
Clerical and Lay Participation,” Theological Studies 37 (1976): 41–42. 

91George Ayliffe Poole, The Testimony of St. Cyprian against Rome (London: 
James Duncan, 1838), 89–93; Dunn, “Heresy and Schism According to Cyprian of 
Carthage,” 560. 
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allegories, Augustine followed Cyprian’s lead, yet expanded the inter-
pretation to fit a fifth century context. In his Enarrationes in Psalmos 
(Exposition of the Psalms). Augustine offered a clear interpretation of the 
“sons who have been born…and have been set up as princes all over 
the world.” He concluded, “This is the Catholic Church: her sons have 
been set up as princes worldwide, her sons have been appointed in her 
father’s stead. Let those who are cut off from us recognize this truth, let 
them come back into unity, let them be led into the temple of the 
King.”92 Extrapolating from the allegory further, Augustine stated, 
“God has built his Church in every place [ubique], laying the firm 
foundations of the prophets and apostles. The Church has given birth 
to sons, and appointed them in place of our fathers as princes over the 
whole earth.”93 

Two elements are emphasized. First, the hierarchy of the father, 
sons, and princes within the church universal. This means there is a 
direct, one-for-one allegorical hermeneutical correspondence. The epis-
copate of the church, led directly by the Roman pontiff, are the princes 
of the church, appointed as the apostles were, and given similar monar-
chial status. Second, the universal nature of the episcopate grounds the 
universal nature of the church.94 If the church is constructed “ubique,” 
then the appointed princes must rule in every place and “over the 
whole earth.” Augustine used Cyprian’s ecclesiastical allegory of Psalm 
45 to show that the church was universal and hierarchical. The empha-
sis on the rights and importance of the laity in church function and 
authority, upon which Cyprian so heavily relied, was rhetorically 
changed to fit Augustine’s praxis. Thus, Hunter states, “Profoundly 
influenced by his struggle against Donatism, Augustine’s reading of 
Psalm 45 emphasized the authority of the (male) bishop in establishing 
the universal character of the (female) church.”95 

Conclusion 
As demonstrated, Augustine’s appropriation and use of Cyprian 

clearly reveals that Augustine viewed the church as visibly universal, 
corpus permixtum, and innocents simplex et perfecta. While Cyprian 
stressed the visibility of the church and emphasized purity over unity, 
Augustine took a different ecclesiastical route. Augustine expertly bal-
anced both the necessary respect for, and cautious correction of, Cypri-
an’s ecclesiastical heritage. Using Cyprian’s inconsistencies, Augustine 
showed, especially through the allegorizing of Songs of Songs and 
Psalm 45, the catholicity of the church. Building on Cyprian’s visible 

92Enarrationes in Psalmos XLIV. This is an obvious ecclesiastical jab directed 
against the Donatists. 

93Ibid. 
94Hunter, “The Virgin, The Bride, and the Church,” 301. 
95Ibid., 302. 
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church, Augustine insisted that the church was also world-wide.96 Ad-
ditionally, Augustine recognized the pluriformity of the church, but 
insisted that unity, especially in hierarchy, superseded diversity.97 Purity 
should never come at the cost of unity. 

Contrarily, the growing Donatist movement believed that Cyprian 
saw the church as pure, emphasizing the intus/foris dichotomy. Augus-
tine used Cyprian’s logic to show that in his view, the church must be 
a mixed body. “The Church is the society which above all others de-
votes its efforts to the establishment of the City of God,…though 
strictly it may contain many unworthy of the City.”98 The church was a 
mix of both the saved and unsaved, with judgment being withheld un-
til the Parousia. In this way, Augustine moved salvation from the 
membership of the church to the individual.99 Even though the church 
contained the unsaved, it did not risk infection or institutional contam-
ination because its purity is based on the merit of Christ. The church is 
simplex et perfecta in the sense that the purity of Christ affects every 
aspect of the church in hierarchy and catholicity. This does not mean 
that everything in the church is perfect, but that Christ’s perfection 
covers the corpus permixtum. Because of Augustine’s particular use of 
Cyprian’s examples, the church began to quickly be seen as less of an 
organism and more of an institution. Similarly, Augustine played on 
Cyprian’s defense of baptism as the means of regeneration so that bap-
tism became the referent of the Church’s unity and one’s unity with 
the church. In this way, rebaptism would undermine not only the au-
thority, but also unity of the church. 

Augustine’s appropriation of Cyprian became the ecclesiological 
standard in Christendom for nearly a millennium. For Augustine, the 
church is to be universal and visible, institutional and ordered, pure yet 
mixed. Unity was never to be sacrificed for purity. It seems Augustine 
succeeded, at least until the Protestant Reformation, in “closing the 
mouths” of the Donatists by using Cyprian to redefine the church. 

96Simpson, St. Augustine and Church Divisions, 71. 
97George W. Harper, “Breaking with Cyprian’s Paradigm: Evangelicals, Ecclesio-

logical Apathy, and Changing Conceptions of Church Unity,” Evangelical Review of 
Theology 32 (2008): 313. 

98R. H. Barrow, Introduction to St. Augustine, the City of God (London: Faber & 
Faber, 1950), 157. 

99Salisbury, “The Bond of a Common Mind,” 243. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Genesis, by Andrew E. Steinmann. Tyndale Old Testament Commen-
taries. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2019. xxi + 474 pp. 
$28.00. 

As the first and foundational book of Scripture, Genesis casts a 
broad shadow on the biblical canon. In turn, the interpreter’s handling 
of Genesis sets a significant hermeneutical and theological trajectory for 
the rest of the Bible. Steinmann has provided an insightful and concise 
commentary that will aid pastors, teachers, and Christian readers in in-
terpreting this seminal book. Steinmann serves as the Distinguished 
Professor of Theology and Hebrew at Concordia University in Chicago. 
He is a prolific scholar and author. In addition to his highly-acclaimed 
chronology of the Bible (From Abraham to Paul: A Biblical Chronology 
[Concordia, 2011]) and a raft of journal articles, Steinmann has com-
pleted his sixth commentary, having previously written in the Concor-
dia Commentary series on 1–2 Samuel, Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah, and 
Proverbs. This TOTC update replaces and improves upon Derek Kid-
ner’s slim 1967 volume: Kidner’s work comprises 224 pages while 
Steinmann’s spans 474. Beyond the page count, Steinmann has drawn 
upon a wealth of up-to-date archaeological, literary, and exegetical stud-
ies to explain perceptively the meaning and message of Genesis. 

Steinmann holds to young-earth creationism but contends that 
there are gaps in the genealogies of Genesis 5 and 11 which prohibit 
them from being used as strict chronologies in determining the age of 
the earth (contra, e.g., Answers in Genesis). This reviewer is sympathetic 
to Steinmann’s arguments here, and I found his treatment of the crea-
tion account in Genesis 1–2 to be one of the best succinct overviews 
supporting YEC among recent commentaries. In addition, Steinmann’s 
interaction with the Documentary Hypothesis is a strength. Steinmann 
highlights the flaws of the JEDP theory with tact and precision, offering 
an excellent resource for readers who wish to interact with recent argu-
ments for and against the Graf-Wellhausen theory. In addition, Stein-
mann’s firm grasp of biblical chronology is a boon for the reader, as he 
repeatedly correlates significant events in the book within their historical 
timeline. 

An overview of other noteworthy interpretive positions includes the 
following. Steinmann takes the reference to “seed” in Genesis 3:15 as a 
Messianic prophecy (70). The sons of God in Genesis 6 are the godly 
line of Seth rather than angels (83–84). The Noahic covenant is the first 
covenant mentioned in Scripture, sealed with a sign, and is constitutive 
of a distinctively new order, realities that hint against the notion of a 
covenant with creation (106–7). Noah is cast as a second Adamic figure 
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(114–15). The Table of Nations follows a geographical arrangement by 
distance from Abram’s original home (121), Ur, which is located north 
of modern Syria, not in Mesopotamia (142). The meaning of the Ni-
phal verb in the Abrahamic Covenant’s blessing on the nations is that 
“all peoples will consider themselves blessed” (12:3) (146). The Egyptian 
pharaoh physically consummates his marriage with Sarai (151–52). 

Genesis carries inspired post-Mosaic textual updates and additions 
in the changing of place names, such as Dan (Gen 14) (162) and Rame-
ses (Gen 47) (432), and in people’s names, as with the Edomite kings 
(Gen 36) (343) and Potiphar (Gen 39) (369). Gen 15:6 is the most 
important verse in the book from the NT perspective (168). The refer-
ence to the “fourth generation” returning to Canaan (Gen 15:16) begins 
from the onset of Egyptian oppression, which he places in the genera-
tion of Moses’s parents (vis-à-vis an Israelite subservience all 400 years) 
(171). Genesis 18 and 19 are parallel accounts to be read in tandem so 
as to distinguish Abraham and Lot (190–91). Contextual clues demon-
strate that Abraham’s deception of King Abimelech in Genesis 20 is not 
simply a doublet of his earlier deception of the Egyptian pharaoh (205). 
Abimelech is a Gerarite throne name, accounting for why Isaac later in-
teracts with another king of the same name (Gen 26) (206). Ishmael is a 
believer in Yahweh in view of his being “gathered to his people,” which 
Steinmann takes as indicative of a blessed afterlife for believers (248). 
Jacob’s success at breeding speckled livestock relates to epigenetics, with 
a change in the prenatal nutrition leading to a certain kind of offspring 
(289). Rachel steals the household gods not due to inheritance rights 
but because of their monetary value (297). Jacob’s conversion occurs 
during his wrestling match with the Angel of Yahweh at the Jabbok 
River (312–13). The rape of Dinah by Hamor (Steinmann argues con-
vincingly against consensual relations) and the destruction of Shechem 
by Simeon and Levi highlight rifts between Leah’s children and the rest 
of the family (321–26). 

Joseph’s special tunic was not a multi-colored one but a long gown 
with long sleeves (350). The brothers’ deception of Jacob with Joseph’s 
garment and goat’s blood mirrors Jacob’s deception of Isaac with Esau’s 
garment and goat’s hair (354), while Joseph’s non-duplicitous request 
for inheritance blessing on his sons from the blind Jacob contrasts with 
Jacob’s own duplicity in stealing inheritance blessing from the blind 
Isaac (445). In fact, Joseph brings to an end the deception and trickery 
of all the earlier major characters in Abraham’s line (473). Judah’s liai-
son with Tamar in Genesis 38 is not a literary intrusion but carries nu-
merous affinities with Genesis 37 and 39 (359) and marks a 
transformation in Judah that will be evident in the ensuing chapters 
(365–66). The nature of Joseph’s incarceration hints that Potiphar may 
not have believed his wife’s story (372). The concentration of Egyptian 
loanwords in Genesis 41 signals Joseph’s assimilation into Egyptian so-
ciety as vizier (379). Paired dreams occur thrice in Joseph’s narrative 
and are conceptually connected in affirming God’s sovereignty (385–
86). Joseph’s life shares numerous affinities with Daniel’s, hinting that 
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the latter modeled his narrative on that of the former (392–93). Joseph 
detains Simeon (not Reuben) because the brothers’ conversation reveals 
that Reuben, the firstborn, was not responsible for Joseph’s enslavement 
(Gen 42:24) (399). Joseph’s reference to his cup of divination maintains 
the ruse of his Egyptian identity rather than avouches he practiced oc-
cultic arts (408). Judah’s speech in 44:18–34 is the longest in the book 
and underscores family solidarity in contrast to the earlier dissension 
(410). Joseph’s parting words to his brothers mean “Do not be afraid,” 
rather than “Do not quarrel” (417). The seventy persons entering Egypt 
mirror the seventy nations of Genesis 10, signaling that Israel will bring 
blessing to the nations (424). A striking feature of Jacob’s blessing of his 
sons is its pervasive animal imagery (each used metaphorically and posi-
tively) (450), and Jacob functions here as a prophet in foretelling the 
future (451). 

Steinmann is to be commended for an excellent addition to studies 
on the book of Genesis, to the rich benefit of preachers, teachers, and 
other interpreters. While the brevity of the work ensures it will not re-
place the fuller studies of Wenham, Mathews, Hamilton, and others, 
the commentary provides an accessible, discerning, and rewarding study 
for those who seek a deeper understanding of this significant biblical 
book. 

Kyle C. Dunham 
Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary, Allen Park, MI 

Daniel, by J. Paul Tanner. Evangelical Exegetical Commentary. Bel-
lingham, WA: Lexham, 2020. xxii + 803 pp. $49.99. 

J. Paul Tanner has provided a noteworthy addition to the corpus of 
Daniel studies with his recent commentary in the Evangelical Exegetical 
Commentary (EEC) series. Tanner serves as the Middle East director for 
BEE World and has taught in seminaries throughout the Middle East. 
He interprets Daniel with traditional dispensational hermeneutics and 
with a conservative view of biblical dating and prophecy. This places 
him squarely against the grain of recent trends in evangelical commen-
taries, which have evidenced a growing shift toward late dating for bibli-
cal books (e.g., the Maccabean period for Daniel [Goldingay; Longman 
admits the possibility]; Ptolemaic period for Ecclesiastes [Athas, Heim]) 
and critical views of prophecy (e.g., Goldingay views much of Daniel’s 
prophecy as ex eventu, while Longman is unsure). 

Tanner’s volume is the first major evangelical commentary on Dan-
iel in nearly fifteen years (since Steinmann, 2008) and the first new 
commentary on the book from a dispensational perspective in over thir-
ty-five years, since the various 1985 volumes by Archer (Expositor’s Bible 
Commentary), Whitcomb (Daniel), and Pentecost (Bible Knowledge 
Commentary). The commentary follows in each section the typical EEC 
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format, which includes introduction, textual notes, translation, com-
mentary, biblical theology comments, and applicational and devotional 
implications. The commentary is technical in its scholarship when ad-
dressing interpretive issues but at once pastoral in its application and 
theology. 

Some of Tanner’s notable interpretations include the following. He 
dates the book to the sixth century B.C., not much later than 536 B.C., 
the final recorded date (37). He correlates the structure of the book with 
its linguistic profile of Hebrew and Aramaic sections (22–30). In this 
view chapter 7 serves as a hinge or pivot between the major parts of the 
book, as its vision of the four beasts harks back to the dream account of 
chapter 2 with its attendant narratives (chaps. 3–6) while also setting up 
the vision sequence of world empires in chapters 8–12. Tanner argues 
that Nebuchadnezzar becomes a genuine believer following his divine 
judgment of exile among the beasts of the field in chapter 4 (a disease he 
identifies as boanthropy) (310–11). He understands Darius the Mede 
(Dan 5:31; 6:1–28; 9:1; 11:1) to be Cyaxares II, the son of Astyages 
and uncle of Cyrus the Great (54–60). This view privileges Xenophon’s 
Cyropedia over Herodotus’s history and carries significant evidence in its 
favor. He interprets Daniel 8 as finding its literal fulfillment in Antio-
chus IV Epiphanes, who typifies the future antichrist (477). 

Tanner sees Daniel’s intercessory prayer of chapter 9 as linked 
through intertextuality to the blessing/curse provisions of the Mosaic 
Law (Lev 26; Deut 28) and thus not a model for confessing corporate 
solidarity in generational sins outside a covenant context such as this 
(534). He dates the commencement of the 69 weeks of Daniel 9:25 
from the decree of Artaxerxes to Nehemiah in 444 B.C.; using “pro-
phetic years” of 360 days this period ends in A.D. 33 at Christ’s cruci-
fixion (584–86). The covenant enforced by the antichrist in Daniel 9:27 
relates to the implementation of the Mosaic covenant in Israel for the 
first half of the Tribulation period (592–93). Tanner champions Daniel 
11:36–45 as predicting not the actions of Antiochus IV Epiphanes but 
those of the future antichrist, whom he understands to be ethnically 
Jewish (685–703). The awakening in Daniel 12:2 refers to a physical 
resurrection rather than the restoration of Israel (736–37). The period 
of 1,290 days in Daniel 12:11 refers to the second half of the Tribula-
tion (the 70th week) plus an additional 30 days, with the figure of 
1,335 days (12:12) adding 45 more days. This period, suggests Tanner, 
allows for the judgment seat of Christ—which he places after the Sec-
ond Coming—as well as preparation for the wedding celebration of the 
Lamb at the advent of the millennial kingdom (Rev 19:9) (765–66). 

Two strengths of the commentary merit mention. First, in the in-
troduction Tanner ably addresses objections—historical, linguistic, 
theological, and literary—to the traditional date and authorship of Dan-
iel, a section comprising thirty pages. Tanner defends Daniel from a 
dozen alleged historical inaccuracies, including the following: (1) Daniel 
1:1 mentions the third year of Jehoiakim vis-à-vis Jeremiah’s fourth year 
(Jer 25:1; 46:2); (2) supposed confusion of Darius the Mede (5:31) 
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with Darius I; (3) Belshazzar rather than Nabonidus as the last king of 
Babylon; (4) Nebuchadnezzar as the father of Belshazzar rather than 
grandfather (5:2); (5) the identity of Darius the Mede as a historical 
person; (6) the lack of extrabiblical confirmation of Nebuchadnezzar’s 
disease; (7) the term Chaldean used in a non-ethnic sense; (8) the brevi-
ty of reference to Persian rulers in Daniel 11:2; (9) the placement of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream in his second year (Dan 2:1) even though 
Daniel trains three years to enter his service (1:5); (10) the identity of 
the father of Darius the Mede as Ahasuerus (9:1), evidently distinct 
from the Ahasuerus (=Xerxes I) of Esther; (11) the title “King of Kings” 
in Daniel 2:37 as anachronistic; and (12) the alleged issue of Jehoia-
kim’s removal to Babylon in Daniel 1:2. For each objection Tanner 
mounts convincing counterarguments. Further, he addresses linguist 
objections (Persian and Greek loanwords), theological arguments (al-
leged advanced theology and absence of the name YHWH), and literary 
difficulties (use of apocalyptic literature and no mention by Ben Sira). 
Tanner then defends the traditional date and authorship, marshalling 
evidence from the New Testament, Qumran, second Temple Jewish 
literature, and ancient Near Eastern literature to make a compelling case 
for sixth-century Danielic authorship. 

Second, Tanner thoroughly treats the manifold interpretive issues 
surrounding Daniel 9:24–27, in a section spanning seventy-two pages. 
He investigates the meaning of “week,” the views of early and modern 
interpreters, the Messianic interpretation of “anointed one,” the chro-
nology as relating to Christ’s first advent, the variety of views on what 
the seventy weeks encompass, the case for a literal time period for the 
seventy weeks, issues with the Masoretic punctuation, and the meaning 
of “destroy” in 9:26. Cumulatively, this treatment provides the inter-
preter with a robust grasp of the interpretive issues arising from one of 
the most exegetically significant passages of the Old Testament. 

There are few weaknesses in the commentary, relating mostly to 
format rather than content: an unfortunate typesetting problem ob-
scures a chart on p. 764. The textual criticism notes are keyed to terms 
in the original text, but the original text has been left out, making it 
difficult to follow the argument. The lack of indentation in the foot-
notes makes them hard to distinguish. Some readers will quibble over 
Tanner’s non-Reformed soteriology that shows through at times. Addi-
tionally, some might wish for an expansion of his biblical theology cor-
relations. On the whole, however, this reviewer highly commends the 
volume to readers. Tanner’s commentary notches first place in the re-
cently updated (2022) DBTS recommended booklist for commentaries 
on Daniel and warrants a place on the bookshelf of every pastor, semi-
nary student, or other believer who desires to enhance his grasp of this 
highly significant prophetical book. 

Kyle C. Dunham 
Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary, Allen Park, MI 
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The Angel of the Lord: A Biblical, Historical, and Theological Study, by 
Matt Foreman and Doug Van Dorn. Denver: Waters of Creation, 
2020. xvi + 412 pp. $33.97. 

Matt Foreman has been the pastor of Faith Reformed Baptist 
Church in Media, PA, since 2003 and is a lecturer in Practical Theology 
at Reformed Baptist Seminary. Doug Van Dorn has been the pastor of 
Reformed Baptist Church of Northern Colorado since 2001. These pas-
tors have collaborated to argue that “the Angel of the Lord” in the OT 
is the Son of God, the Second Person of the Trinity. That claim may 
not be too controversial, but they argue further that the “Angel of the 
Lord” is “the most important and central figure in the [OT], the most 
frequent way God is revealed, and appears way more often than most 
people realize” (2). With the statement “way more often than most peo-
ple realize,” Foreman and Van Dorn are referring to their contention 
that the Son or “Angel of the Lord” also appears in the OT as the 
“word” of YHWH (e.g., Gen 15:1), the “Name” of YHWH (e.g., Isa 
30:27), God’s “presence” (e.g., Deut 4:37) or “face” (e.g., Gen 32:20), 
the “form” or “likeness” of YHWH (e.g., Num 12:8), the “man of war” 
(Exod 15:3) or “commander of the army” of YHWH (Josh 5:13), etc. 
In other words, this book is about more than just those places where the 
specific phrase “the Angel of the Lord” appears. Why should you read 
this book? The authors make a convincing argument that Christians can 
preach and teach, and indeed grow in their love of, Christ from the He-
brew Scriptures without resorting to a form of “christotelic” hermeneu-
tics which “actually excuses its own high-level form of eisegesis, 
justifying reading Jesus back into texts in which he wasn’t originally 
present and skirting any need for the [OT] to be accountably revealing 
of Christ on its own terms” (352). 

The main body of this work is divided into four parts: (1) “The 
Angel and Biblical Theology,” (2) “The Angel and Church History,” 
(3) “The Angel in Application,” and (4) several lengthy appendices. The 
first section surveys the OT texts, which ostensibly describe the Son in-
teracting with his creation. Rather than moving through the text in ca-
nonical or chronological order, this biblical theology section is divided 
into chapters that address a particular term (or cluster of related terms) 
used to describe the Son. So, besides some of the descriptions listed 
above, the authors include a discussion of passages that describe the 
“glory” of God, the “shepherd,” and the “hand” of God. Rather than 
immediately assuming that terms like “face” or “arm” when used of God 
are anthropomorphic, Foreman and Van Dorn argue that many, per-
haps most, of these are actually references to the Son’s body appearing 
and acting on behalf of his people. However, they are also clear that this 
is the pre-incarnate Son. To support this distinction between a non-
human bodily existence and a human bodily existence, they appeal, in 
part, to a distinction between ’ish ( ׁשיִא ) and ’adam ( םָדָא ), with only the 
former being used for the Son’s pre-incarnate, non-human bodily ap-
pearances. The Son in this bodily form existed in the heavenly realm 
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from which he could periodically enter our earthly dimension and then 
subsequently return. 

There is much that could be said here, but one of the more intri-
guing portions of this opening section is chapter 11, where Foreman 
and Van Dorn argue that the OT describes the Son presiding over a 
divine council made up of beings, variously called watchers, elohim, an-
gels, sons of God, etc., which, unlike the Son, are created (e.g., Deut 
32:7–9; 1 Kgs 22:19–23; Pss 82; 89:5–7). Prior to the completion of 
the written word of God, genuine prophets were granted access to this 
council in which they received revelation from the Son (e.g., Isa 6). 
Some of these beings rebelled when God created mankind and designat-
ed man as the ruler of this earth. As a result of Adam’s sin and man-
kind’s subsequent treachery at Babel, the world’s nations, excluding 
Israel, have been given to rebellious members of this council to rule. 
Christ’s work reclaims the rightful rule of this world for mankind. Some 
of this builds on the earlier work of writers like Michael Heiser (who 
writes the foreword to this book). A reader might quibble over how a 
particular verse is interpreted here and there, but overall, Foreman and 
Van Dorn make a compelling argument for the importance of this di-
vine council in the biblical storyline, suggesting plausible explanations 
for difficult NT passages such as John 10:34–36. 

In the book’s second section, Foreman and Van Dorn provide some 
historical evidence for identifying the “Angel of the Lord” as Christ. In 
chapter 16, they review evidence demonstrating that some Jews prior to 
the coming of Christ already held “some form of a God-
head…simultaneously holding to beliefs such as there being (at least) 
two Persons in the OT called Yahweh or two Persons such as the An-
cient of Days and ‘one like a son of man’ who were both separate and, 
yet, not separate” (237–38). This concept of Two Powers was 
“squashed” by rabbis following the spread of the Christianity so that 
“very few realize the actual history on how many Jews were interpreting 
their Scriptures with a Godhead” (248). The remaining two chapters in 
this section trace demonstrate that it was common in the church fathers 
(chap. 17) and the Reformation period (chap. 18) to identify the “Angel 
of the Lord” with the Son. 

Foreman and Van Dorn open the book’s final section with a chap-
ter on the “Angel” and systematic theology (chap. 19). Here they over-
state their case that the systematic theologies of Grudem, Berkhof, and 
Hodge lack interaction with the OT “Angel” passages (290–91). For 
example, Hodge spends six pages in his work on the “Angel” (Foreman 
and Van Dorn also seem to overlook the second place in Grudem’s work 
where he discusses the “Angel”). However, Foreman and Van Dorn do 
seek to advance the discussion in systematic theology by demonstrating 
how the biblical revelation regarding the “Angel” might address con-
temporary questions such as God’s impassibility, God’s relationship to 
time, and a functional or economic subordination of the Son to the Fa-
ther. In this last area especially, passages such as Genesis 24:7 and Exo-
dus 23:20, which describe the Father sending the Son in the OT, seem 
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to provide reasonable evidence supporting the economic subordination 
of the Son even prior to his incarnation. 

At times, it seemed that Foreman and Van Dorn inserted enough 
unlikely interpretations, or at least minority positions, that it threatened 
to weaken their overall thesis, which I find very compelling. That thesis 
might be summarized in the following way: On the road to Emmaus, 
Jesus did not need to resort to typology or eisegesis but could point to 
many OT passages where he spoke and acted, where he was seen and 
heard. Foreman and Van Dorn have done an admirable job of shining 
new light on many of these OT texts. 

Ryan Meyer 
Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary, Allen Park, MI 

A Short History of Christian Zionism: From the Reformation to the Twen-
ty-First Century, by Donald M. Lewis. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity 
Press, 2021. x + 373 pp. $36.00. 

Writing a few years after the end of World War I, the British War 
and Air secretary Winston Churchill avouched his support for Zionism, 
a movement that afforded in his view a welcome counterpoise to the 
rising menace of communism in Russia and Europe: “Some people like 
the Jews and some do not; but no thoughtful man can doubt the fact 
that they are beyond all question the most formidable and the most re-
markable race which has ever appeared in the world.” Churchill then 
championed Britain’s role in the formation of a Jewish state: “It has 
fallen to the British Government, as the result of the conquest of Pales-
tine, to have the opportunity and the responsibility of securing for the 
Jewish race all over the world a home and a centre of national life…. 
[I]f, as may well happen, there should be created in our lifetime by the 
banks of the Jordan a Jewish State under the protection of the British 
Crown, which might comprise three or four millions of Jews, an event 
would have occurred in the history of the world which would, from eve-
ry point of view, be beneficial, and would especially be in harmony with 
the truest interests of the British Empire” (“Zionism versus Bolshevism: 
A Struggle for the Soul of the Jewish People,” Illustrated Sunday Herald, 
8 February 1920, 5). Churchill’s aspirations for the creation of a Jewish 
state would not come to fruition for nearly another thirty years, but his 
consistent backing of the Jewish people and of Zionism would earn him 
over his long career a reputation as one of the most philo-Semitic British 
statesmen (see W. D. Rubinstein, “Winston Churchill and the Jews,” 
Jewish Historical Studies 39 [2004]: 167–76). Still, the roots of British 
state support for the creation of a Jewish homeland antedate Churchill 
by centuries, going back to the Victorian-era Prime Minister Benjamin 
Disraeli (1804–1881) and further still to Oliver Cromwell (1599–1658) 
and a number of the Westminster divines (see B. Horner, Future Israel, 
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28–29; W. C. Watson, Dispensationalism before Darby, 22–45). 
Churchill’s avowal of a Jewish state offers a window for assessing a 

recent publication that assays to outline in brief the history of Christian 
Zionism. In recognizing that few topics are likely to raise such ire as this 
one, the sympathetic reader approaches such a book with a degree of 
deference. Yet in this case and for the present reviewer, the sympathy 
soon soured. By the time the author had derisively dismissed Churchill’s 
endorsement of a Jewish state as mere “Sunday School Zionism” (219), 
the lines had well coalesced into an unfortunate shortcoming that the 
book never escapes. In short, Lewis oversimplifies the causes of Chris-
tian Zionism, over-generalizes its supporters, overlooks alternative 
streams of support, and ultimately misreads the theological grounds for 
why so many Christians have championed a Jewish homeland. 

Until his recent death Donald Lewis was professor of church history 
at Regent College in Vancouver, British Columbia. One of his special-
ties concerned the origins of Christian Zionism (hereafter CZ) in Victo-
rian England, distilled in his The Origins of Christian Zionism: Lord 
Shaftesbury and Evangelical Support for a Jewish Homeland (Cambridge 
University Press, 2009). Given this backdrop, the author is, one the one 
hand, well-qualified to write a history of CZ and yet, on the other, pre-
disposed toward a certain understanding of the origins of CZ in mid-to-
late nineteenth century England. While the present volume by title 
claims to cover nearly 500 years of church history, the book actually 
begins with the first century to provide context for the church’s views on 
a Jewish state from its inception. The volume comprises fifteen chapters, 
with nearly half covering the period up to the twentieth century and a 
little more than half treating the history of CZ following the Balfour 
Declaration in 1917. The final chapter surveys CZ in the present and 
toward the future, interacting with the recently published The New Chris-
tian Zionism, edited by Gerald McDermott (InterVarsity Press, 2016). 

Lewis begins by surveying Christian views concerning the nation of 
Israel from the early church to the Protestant Reformation. He interacts 
with a few biblical texts used to support Zionism, such as Genesis 12:1–
8 and Romans 11:25–32. Early on, however—inside the first page of 
chapter 1 in fact—he betrays his hand as sympathetic to supersession-
ism, with a subtle dismissal of interpreters who see a distinction between 
Israel and the church and with nary a footnote to cite an opposing view: 
“Gentiles…have historically understood themselves as ‘the Israel of 
God,’ a phrase Saint Paul uses to describe Christians in Galatians 3:29 and 
Galatians 6:16” (17, emphasis mine). From there Lewis merely gains 
steam for his conclusions. He suggests that the land promise of the 
Abrahamic covenant was fulfilled historically in the conquest of Canaan 
(19) and that Paul uses “Israel” in different senses in Romans 11, both 
to mean the Jewish people and to mean “the new Israel of God made up 
of both Jews and Gentiles” (22). 

Lewis is, by all accounts, a historian and a sociologist, not a theolo-
gian or biblical scholar. Yet his glib survey of the Scriptural passages sets 
an infelicitously cavalier tone that never subsides. It comes as no surprise, 
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then, when he argues that “modern exponents of…premillennialism 
have tried to find historical precedents for their views in patristic premil-
lennialism, but this is not supported by the evidence” (27). Here he 
cites a lengthy quote from Stanley Grenz in his volume The Millennial 
Maze (InterVarsity Press, 1992). The quotation is early evidence of an-
other troubling trend: Lewis almost never cites primary sources. In near-
ly every case in which he affirms one conclusion or another he cites a 
secondary source, nearly always antagonistic rather than sympathetic to 
the church leaders or biblical interpreters he is surveying. Such a tack is 
deeply disconcerting to the dispensational reader who could well list a 
litany of books and articles that demonstrate exactly the opposite, viz., 
that primary evidence does support patristic premillennialism together with 
widespread support within the church to the present day for the future 
salvation of the Jewish people (see, e.g., L. Pettegrew, ed., Forsaking 
Israel: How It Happened and Why It Matters, 2nd ed. [Kress, 2021]; J. 
C. Morris, Ancient Dispensational Truth [Dispensational Publishing, 
2018]; J. I. Fazio and C. Marsh, eds., Discovering Dispensationalism: 
Tracing the Development of Dispensational Thought from the First to the 
Twenty-First Century [SCS Press, forthcoming]). 

In similar fashion, Lewis parades out a number of tired tropes and 
outright untruths that are often given rein in the mainly antidispensa-
tionalist writings he cites: that evangelicals cling to CZ because their 
own experience “on the margins” has created an affinity for the Jews 
(130), that all dispensationalists since Darby hold that Jews and Chris-
tians are forever separate peoples in God’s redemptive program (138), 
that Darby invented the doctrine of the rapture while recovering from 
an injury (140), that Darby and dispensationalists hold that all human 
institutions including the church are in full apostasy and ruin (148), 
that many fundamentalist supporters of CZ were also secretly anti-
Semitic (201, 208), that Zionism was the chief culprit for the Arab re-
volt of the 1930s and the Arabs’ alliance with the Nazis (231), that CZ 
has so secularized evangelical theology that it lost the centrality of Christ 
and the universal claims of the gospel (266), that the collapse of the So-
viet Union in the 1990s led to widespread dismay among dispensation-
alists because biblical prophecy had putatively failed (279), and on and 
on. The foregoing provides a smattering of the questionable conclusions 
and unlikely lines of evidence that Lewis advances. Not only does Lewis 
lack sympathy for his subjects, but perhaps more to the point he univer-
sally applies a sociological lens for understanding CZ and its proponents 
rather than a theological one. And this is perhaps his greatest shortcom-
ing: he fails to understand the Christians who support a Jewish home-
land because he fails to understand them doctrinally. Most, I would 
aver, champion a Jewish state not because their own sense of marginali-
zation compels them to do so nor for a raft of other social causes but for 
a much simpler reason: they read their Bibles. 

Kyle C. Dunham 
Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary, Allen Park, MI 
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The Septuagint: What It Is and Why It Matters, by Gregory R. Lanier 
and William A. Ross. Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2021. 216 pp. $21.99. 

Biblical scholars Gregory Lanier and William Ross provide an acces-
sible, substantive introduction to the Greek Old Testament. Lanier 
serves as associate professor of New Testament at Reformed Theological 
Seminary (RTS) in Orlando, Florida, while Ross serves as assistant pro-
fessor of Old Testament at RTS in Charlotte, North Carolina. They are 
especially burdened to show how (1) clear definitions and historical 
awareness improve one’s understanding of the Septuagint, and (2) its 
influence in biblical studies and church history merit continued study in 
the academy and the church. 

The book contains two sections. The first defines and describes the 
Septuagint. Chapter 1 highlights the misleading use of “Septuagint,” 
which has been used to designate “the Jewish Greek Scriptures in gen-
eral,” the collection of books preceding the New Testament in ancient 
codices, or “the earliest translation of the Greek Pentateuch” (35). The 
authors prefer the term “Greek Old Testament” to “avoid the undesira-
ble impression of textual uniformity or stability” and to differentiate 
apocryphal books and later revisions (36–37). 

Chapter 2 distinguishes the origins of the Greek Pentateuch from 
the other books. The authors believe the former “was produced by the 
late second century B.C. in Egypt” (49), possibly motivated by liturgical 
concerns of Greek-speaking Jews and sponsorship from the Ptolemaic 
administration (55), and “was regarded by (at least some) Hellenistic 
Jews as equal in authority to the Hebrew Bible” (49). The provenance 
and dating of the remainder of translations remains more mysterious, 
given the paucity of literary and historical witnesses to their origin (56). 

Chapter 3 examines translation technique, often correcting mis-
characterizations of older scholarship. The Pentateuch translators often 
easily matched word order, resumptive pronouns, and parataxis of the 
Hebrew text (64–66). In other cases, the translation manifested con-
temporary Greek style through phonological, lexical, idiomatic, and so-
ciocultural choices (66–70). Conversely, Greek style sometimes suffered 
from mimicking Hebrew word order and stereotyping lexemes such as 
yam (sea or westward) with thalassa (sea but not direction) (72). Outside 
the Pentateuch, some books “added, omitted, or relocated” material 
(75–76), although it is difficult to determine whether the motivation 
was translational or textual (76). There is thus no monolithic Septuagint 
translation technique, and the “translation traditions” cannot be re-
duced to “‘dynamic’ or ‘literal,’” labels which “fail to encapsulate all the 
complexities involved” (135). 

Chapter 4 considers transmission and revision. Some copyists creat-
ed unintentional variants. Others deliberately expanded, abridged, or 
rearranged the text (86). The Jewish recensions of Aquila, Symmachus, 
and Theodotion also influenced the reception of the Greek Old Testa-
ment (89–93), as did Origen’s Hexapla (which incorporated Aquila, 
Symmachus, and Theodotion in a painstaking effort to revise the Greek 
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text) and the Antiochene recension (89–97). 
The second section advocates the continuing relevance of Septua-

gint studies. Chapter 5 discusses the biblical canon, textual criticism, 
and historical interpretation of the Bible. The inclusion of additional 
Jewish Greek works alongside Old Testament translations sheds light on 
their acceptance as Scripture by Roman Catholic and Orthodox tradi-
tions (103). Awareness of alternate readings, expansions, and abridge-
ments in the Greek Old Testament should affect one’s view of its role in 
textual criticism and helps one understand textual footnotes in English 
Bibles (109–18). The Greek Old Testament also furnishes important 
evidence for historical interpretation of the Bible, “helping us under-
stand Jewish theology at a particularly important time” (118). 

Chapter 6 surveys the relationship of the Greek Old Testament 
to the New Testament. Although it is anachronistic to call the Septua-
gint “the ‘official Bible’ of the New Testament church,” given textual 
plurality and the lack of evidence of early, complete collections of the 
Greek Old Testament, New Testament authors had access to the Greek 
Old Testament (133). It shaped their “style and vocabulary” (141), e.g., 
the use of “answered and said” and “frequent use of parataxis” (142). 
Some passages quote “specific wording…that differs meaningfully from 
the known Hebrew wording” (147). 

Chapter 7 evaluates the authority and use of the Septuagint for to-
day. The authors take the Hebrew Bible as having “normative authori-
ty” (168), while arguing that the Greek Old Testament “can possess 
derivative authority” like a modern Old Testament translation (188). It 
should be consulted for its “key interpretive role” for “studying the the-
ology of the New Testament as it engages with the Old Testament” 
(191). The book concludes with answers to ten important questions and 
a brief bibliography for further study. 

Lanier and Ross aim “to distill the enormous complexity surround-
ing the origins, transmission, and role of the Septuagint into a brief in-
troduction that is accessible to laypeople but still informative for 
scholars” (20) and have successfully hit their target. This book is well-
organized, concise, and clear. Readers without training in the biblical 
languages should be able to follow their arguments and understand their 
examples. It is informed by and engages with historical and contempo-
rary scholarship. The only comparable work available is Gallagher’s 
Translation of the Seventy (2021), which overlaps somewhat on issues of 
origins, canonical debates, and textual issues, but provides more detail 
on others, such as the patristic views concerning the Greek Old Testa-
ment. Treatments by others, including Dines (2004), Fernández Marcos 
(2009), and Jobes and Silva (2015) all expect more of their readers. La-
nier and Ross provide access to foundational knowledge and tools for 
engaging with such intermediate works on the Septuagint, as well as a 
guide that would be helpful alongside their own Septuaginta: A Reader’s 
Edition (2018). 

This book deserves a wide readership. Educated church members, 
college and graduate students, Bible translators, and preachers will bene-
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fit from a quality crash course in Septuagint studies, and this is the best 
available volume for that purpose. The book should also be considered 
for biblical introduction or Old Testament courses and for church and 
academic libraries. The book will also promote more rigorous thinking 
about the dynamics of Bible translation in general while providing the 
tools for a more accurate understanding of the transmission of the bibli-
cal text and the historic influence of the Greek Old Testament and its 
proper use today. 

Douglas Smith 
Graham Bible College, Bristol, TN 

The Herods: Murder, Politics, and the Art of Succession, by Bruce Chil-
ton. Minneapolis: Fortress, 2021. xvii + 346 pp. $16.10. 

Bruce Chilton has served as Professor of Religion at Bard College, a 
liberal arts school with Episcopalian roots, since 1987. He has had a 
prolific writing career with over 80 titles to his name including works on 
targumic literature, ancient Judaism, the historical Jesus, and early 
Christian theology. When I saw his name as the author of a book on the 
Herods, I figured his expertise on these historically significant individu-
als would provide valuable background to the events recorded in the 
Gospels and Acts. Chilton did not disappoint. 

Before evaluating the book, I must inform the reader of Chilton’s 
presuppositions which I inferred not only from the book itself but also 
from a survey of Chilton’s other works. First, Chilton is not an iner-
rantist, and he has no problem asserting that the biblical record does not 
always match the historical record (as he reads history). For example, he 
believes that Herod the Great died at least 5 years before Jesus was born 
and that John the Baptist was beheaded by Antipas at least a decade 
before Jesus began his public ministry (255–56). Second, Chilton holds 
to basic historical-critical assumptions in biblical interpretation such as a 
seventh century B.C. date for the writing of Deuteronomy (37), incon-
sistencies “often appear in biblical accounts” (138), John the Baptist was 
Jesus’s mentor (163–64), the temple cleansing was carried out by “sev-
eral hundred sympathetic” followers of Jesus including Barabbas (168), 
and the gospels of Matthew, Luke, and John were composed in A.D. 
80, 90, and 100 respectively (258). Third, Chilton believes that theolog-
ically motivated writings such as the New Testament and 1 and 2 Mac-
cabees are not as historically reliable as writers like Suetonius or 
Josephus (though he does acknowledge Josephus’s propagandist tenden-
cies [248–49]). For example, the dating of John the Baptist’s death in 
the Synoptic chronology is not accurate because its “usage as a catechet-
ical instrument makes it an unreliable historical tool” (313). 

Lest the reader be completely dissuaded from reading an author 
with such proclivities, Chilton holds to two positive presuppositions: 
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(1) a man named Jesus did actually minister in Galilee and Judaea in 
the third and fourth decades of the first century, and (2) Jesus and his 
followers have had a far greater influence in the world than the Herodi-
ans ever exerted or could ever have hoped to exert (235). 

The Herods includes eight chapters covering the principal individu-
als of the dynasty in chronological order—Antipater, the founder of the 
dynasty (chap. 1); Herod the Great, his rise to power and early years as 
king (chaps. 2 and 3); Mariamne, Herod’s Maccabean wife (chap. 4); 
Archelaus, the ethnarch (chap. 5); Antipas, Herodias, Philip, two of 
Herod’s sons and the wife they shared (chap. 6); Agrippa I, grandson of 
Herod and last king of the dynasty (chap. 7); and Bereniké and Agrippa 
II, siblings and co-monarchs of a dwindling territory (chap. 8). The au-
thor also provides an introduction and epilogue as well as appendices 
covering chronology and significant individuals. Furthermore, Chilton 
provides endnotes (80 pages worth), a short bibliography, and two in-
dexes of historical figures and scholars. 

The author clearly states his purposes for writing in the introduc-
tion: (1) “to relate a complicated history in a coherent way” (xiii) and 
(2) to trace “the relationship between the Herodian project and political 
theologies within Judaism and Christianity” (xiv). Did he succeed? In-
deed. 

The first purpose is primary, and Chilton accomplishes it with alac-
rity. First, each chapter begins with a succinct paragraph describing the 
events therein along with one line of a descriptor for the main character 
covered in that chapter. For example, Archelaus is “the ethnarch: vain, 
beleaguered, capricious, brutal” (117); Herod the king is “resourceful, 
resilient, remorseless, and heroic” (57); and Bereniké is “poised, devot-
ed, and relentless” (206). 

Second, Chilton provides well-documented, current, and authorita-
tive support for the events he describes. He clearly has a comprehensive 
knowledge of ancient historians such as Josephus (whom he cites hun-
dreds of times), Suetonius, Philo, Tacitus, Dio Cassius, Livy, Macrobi-
us, Plutarch, and Strabo. Chilton also aids the reader with numerous 
references to numismatic material (e.g., 163, 317), which describes the 
coins minted by each of the Herods; we gain great insight into how the 
Herods viewed themselves and their political standing with Rome simp-
ly by seeing what they inscribed on their money. When I suggest that 
Chilton’s resources are current, this is not meant to discredit older mate-
rial. In personal correspondence with the author (3/15/22 email to this 
reviewer) he explained, “the work is intended to be informed rather than 
exhaustive. In several cases, scholars whose arguments have been super-
seded in the course of discussion have not been mentioned. That is not 
at all to deny their influence; the interest rather is in orienting readers in 
such a way that by investigating works cited, they will be brought im-
mediately to issues of substance, and eventually to earlier and ancillary 
contributions.” 

A third way Chilton achieves his main purpose is by including an 
abundance of historical, cultural, and social background information 
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from the Second Temple period, particularly its final 200 years. By art-
fully weaving short descriptions of such people and groups like the Mac-
cabees (5–12), Essenes (12–16), Pharisees (40–42), λεστης (brigands 
like Barabbas and the two thieves crucified with Jesus [45–49]), Saddu-
cees (132, 305–6), and sicarii (219) into the Herods’ story, Chilton 
helps the reader get acclimated to the world of Jesus and the apostles. I 
found quite illuminating his descriptions of the Herods’ foreign policy 
(27), the derivation of the term Palestine (34), the origins and makeup 
of the Sanhedrin (36–40), Herod the Great’s building projects (92–108, 
301) [note: the palace at Masada, Herodium, and harbor at Caesarea 
Maritima were amazing examples but the rebuilding of the temple—
begun in 20 B.C. and completed in A.D. 66—was his most impressive; 
the rebuild required 10,000 stone masons and included the mining and 
placing of stones, the largest of which weighed 570 tons], and the differ-
ences between theocratic and secular governments (239). 

Chilton achieved his second purpose simply by telling the Herods’ 
story. They were masters at befriending the right politician at the right 
time while also catering to the religious sensibilities of the diverse Jewish 
population they ruled. The Herodians used religion more than politics 
as a means to carry out effective governance in one of the most religious-
ly and politically volatile places in the world of the first century A.D. 
The epilogue (235–51) summarizes this reality very well. 

My understanding was enlightened by a number of explanations 
provided by Chilton, but here are three in particular: (1) the village of 
Emmaus was burned to the ground during a Jewish revolt while Arche-
laus ruled in Judea (it was remembered by Jews as a symbol of broken 
hope); thirty years later Jesus arrived there in one of his first post-
resurrection appearances (Luke 24:13–35) and brought true hope for 
redemption and freedom found only in him (130–31). (2) As Jesus 
walked from Jericho to Jerusalem, he was near the city of Archelaïs, 
which Archelaus built and named after himself; this was the time Jesus 
told the parable of the nobleman who left, received a kingdom, and re-
turned to deal harshly with his opponents (Luke 19:11–27)—the ironic 
similarity to Archelaus should not be missed (136–37). (3) Antipas 
minted coins with a reed and Jesus contrasted John the Baptist’s minis-
try with a shaking reed in Luke 7:24–28; we should notice the compari-
son between John and Antipas (163–64). 

Alongside these helpful observations I also found several points of 
disagreement: (1) Archelaus carried out the slaughter of the innocents in 
Bethlehem rather than Herod the Great (138); (2) Jesus was hinting at 
Galilean revolution when instructing Peter about the temple tax in Mat-
thew 17:24–27 (167); (3) James, brother of Jesus and leader of the Jeru-
salem church, was a Nazirite (188); (4) the Olivet Discourse was written 
to make sense of the temple destruction in A.D. 70 (227–28); and 
(5) Jesus’s final trip to Jerusalem was motivated by a desire to avoid exe-
cution by Antipas (243). 

Finally, I have two suggestions and two quotations. First, the sug-
gestions: (1) footnotes are much preferred to endnotes; and (2) a chart 
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of the Herodian family tree would have been a welcome addition to the 
appendices. Second, I must share these memorable statements: (1) “Alt-
hough Caligula has become known as the most pretentious of all Ro-
man emperors [37–41 C.E.], even by comparison, his friend Agrippa 
never appeared to suffer from modesty, false or not” (179); and 
(2) “Emperors encouraged client kingship as a utilitarian convenience, 
but only as long as it was in fact utilitarian” (237). 

I enjoy books most which are well-written and which make me 
think. The Herods scores highly on both these counts. I found myself 
smiling, frowning, questioning, and nodding—all while reading the 
same page! This book is not for everyone. But for the discerning reader 
who wants to learn about the Herodian dynasty which ruled the land 
while Jesus and the apostles lived, one will not find anything better. 

Jon Pratt 
Central Baptist Theological Seminary, Plymouth, MN 

Signs of the Messiah: An Introduction to John’s Gospel, by Andreas J. 
Köstenberger. Bellingham, WA: Lexham, 2021. xiii + 188 pp. $27.99. 

Research professor at Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 
Andreas J. Köstenberger has long been established as one of the fore-
most scholars of Johannine literature and theology. Having written an 
exegetical commentary on John’s gospel (BECNT [Baker, 2004]), a 
theology of the gospel and letters of John (A Theology of John’s Gospel 
and Letters [Zondervan, 2009]), as well as numerous other works on the 
fourth evangelist, Köstenberger has made yet another contribution to 
the studies of John’s gospel. His latest work, Signs of the Messiah: An 
Introduction to John’s Gospel, has a clear aim to “keep a close eye on the 
big picture—the main plot line and the flow of argument” of the gospel 
of John (2). Based on a series of lectures given at Midwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary, Köstenberger provides a compelling journey 
through John’s gospel that he states, “can serve as a companion 
that...will further illumine John’s core message” (3). 

True to his stated purpose, Köstenberger—in less than 200 pages—
provides an overview of John’s gospel consisting of three parts (i.e., Part 
1: The Cana Cycle, Part 2: The Festival Cycle, and Part 3: Conclusion 
to the Book of Signs and the Book of Exaltation). Each of these parts 
also consists of three chapters which examine anywhere from one to sev-
eral chapters of the gospel, keeping focus on the high-level narrative plot 
that John develops throughout. 

After examining both internal and external evidence for Johannine 
authorship, as well as the prologue of 1:1–18, Part 1 explores what 
Köstenberger calls “The Cana Cycle” (chaps. 2–4 in John’s gospel). The 
Cana Cycle derives its name from the fact that this literary unit of 
John’s gospel starts and ends with signs Jesus performed in Cana of 
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Galilee (cf. 2:1–12; 4:46–54). In between these chapters are two parallel 
characters, namely, Nicodemus (chap. 3) and the Samaritan woman 
(chap. 4). Köstenberger argues that “this shows that the earthly church’s 
mission, as narrated in the book of Acts, is grounded in the mission of 
none other than the earthly Jesus himself” (47). Beyond this, Kösten-
berger argues, this Cana frame also serves to “to elicit faith in [Christ] 
among [John’s] readers” (67), for the miracles performed in Cana pro-
vide indisputable credibility for the claims of Jesus to Nicodemus and 
the Samaritan woman. 

Part 2 surveys what is Köstenberger describes as “The Festival Cy-
cle” (chaps. 5–10 in John’s gospel). This is a fitting name for this unit 
as these festivals serve as a continual structural marker in these chapters. 
John, the “master storyteller” (69), structured these chapters not only 
because each chapter is centered around a different Jewish festival but 
also because “John presents Jesus as the fulfillment of the symbolism 
inherent in each of these various festivals” (76). 

Finally, part 3 unfolds what Köstenberger calls the “Conclusion to 
the Book of Signs” (John 11–12), as well as “The Book of Exaltation” 
(John 13–21). Köstenberger points out that after “escalating confronta-
tion” with the Jewish leaders in the Festival Cycle, John 11–12 close 
“with the Fourth Evangelist’s indictment of the Jewish people, repre-
sented by their leaders” (120). This is followed by Köstenberger’s treat-
ment of “The Farewell Discourse” (John 13–17), which he describes as 
Jesus’s preparation of his new messianic community. Interestingly, 
Köstenberger presents evidence that the farewell speech of Christ is 
loosely patterned after Moses’s own farewell speech in Deuteronomy to 
the people of Israel just before the conquest. After a brief discussion of 
the structure and themes of chapters 13–17, the book concludes with a 
final chapter on the “passion narrative” (John 18–21). 

Without question, Signs is a welcome addition to Johannine studies. 
Although primarily intended for an audience with a rudimentary 
knowledge of Scripture, Signs has great value, both for the beginner as 
well as the seasoned pastor or scholar. Perhaps the greatest strength of 
the book is Köstenberger’s continual emphasis on the overarching struc-
ture and framework of John’s gospel, as well as its main themes (e.g., 
the seven signs, the seven “I am” statements, various inclusios, Jewish 
festivals, etc.). Attention to themes and structure enables the reader to 
see John’s masterful arrangement and the “big picture” of the gospel. 
This provides, therefore, a natural platform for more study and medita-
tion of the text at a deeper level. To put it another way, Signs sets the 
table so that the reader can enjoy the meal. 

Another helpful feature is the book’s ability to not just focus on a 
single element of John’s gospel (e.g., structure, theology, historical 
background, literary features, etc.) but instead to show how all of these 
elements are woven together into a captivating portrayal of Christ. Con-
text, history, dates, theology, structure—and even insights into Greek 
grammar and verb tense (e.g., 42)—are also masterfully utilized to pro-
vide a cohesive presentation of John’s argument. 
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Finally, Signs is a useful tool because of its multifaceted approach. It 
is theological, pastoral, expositional, apologetic, and even evangelistic. 
In other words, Köstenberger not only teaches theology but also exposits 
the text. He not only argues for the truthfulness of Christ and the verac-
ity of John’s gospel, but also exhorts unsaved readers to trust in Christ. 

Although there are very few critiques with Signs from the present 
reviewer, it is worth noting that the discussion of the Passion Narrative 
(chap. 9) was surprisingly brief—even in a short introductory book like 
this one. In fact, chapter 21 received almost no interaction. John chap-
ter 12 also received no attention. One would have liked to see (even 
briefly) how these chapters fit within the arrangement of John’s argu-
ment. Likewise, the book felt a little “top heavy,” with much attention 
devoted to authorship and introductory issues at the beginning, only to 
be very brief in the discussion of chapters 18–21. 

In the end, however, Signs is accessible, insightful, engaging, practi-
cal, and edifying. In fact, it almost feels like a conversation with a 
friend—a friend who just happens to be one of the great experts of 
John’s beloved gospel. Whether one is a seasoned scholar, experienced 
pastor, or relative newcomer to the Bible, Signs is a welcome companion 
to have close by. 

Jerod A. Gilcher 
Christ Community Bible Church, Arlington, TX 

Paul and the Hope of Glory: An Exegetical and Theological Study, by Con-
stantine R. Campbell. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2020. xxiv + 503 pp. 
$34.99. 

Constantine Campbell is senior vice president of global content and 
Bible teaching at Our Daily Bread Ministries. His Paul and the Hope of 
Glory, following his well-received monograph Paul and Union with 
Christ, is the second in a planned series that will focus on “a major 
theme in Paul’s writings” (xxi). In this recent installment, Campbell 
examines texts related to the theme of Paul’s eschatology and then syn-
thesizes the message of these texts into theological conclusions that co-
here with all of Paul’s writings. In his earlier book, Campbell argued 
that “union with Christ” can be likened to the webbing that connects all 
of Paul’s theology. In this book, Campbell, along with Schweitzer, views 
eschatology as the frame holding that spider web in place (453). All thir-
teen Pauline epistles are included in the study. Campbell’s work defines 
eschatology as “not only a temporal concept” but, due to the overlap of 
the ages (i.e., inaugurated eschatology), also “inevitably spatial as well” 
(5). In other words, Campbell argues that Paul’s eschatology “must 
therefore include certain elements of contemporary existence” (ibid.). 
Therefore, the readers may be pleasantly surprised to find among the 
theological conclusions gleaned by Campbell from Paul a discussion of 
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such topics as the believer’s view of work (“We do not work with the 
expectation that our labor will be useless in the age to come, but rather 
we work in anticipation of it,” 439), the environment (“It should not be 
underplayed by consigning this earth to the trash can, nor should it be 
overplayed by imagining that the renewed earth is at risk unless we in-
tervene,” 443) and even cremation (“How we treat the body is a declara-
tion of our expectation of what it will be,” 436). 

After introducing his methodology and surveying the research in 
Pauline eschatology (pt. 1), the main body of the study is divided into 
two additional parts (pts. 2 and 3). The first is an exegetical study (pt. 
2). Here the examined passages are reproduced in Greek and English, 
many of them helpfully consisting of entire paragraphs rather than mere 
verses. The passages have been grouped into chapters by related themes 
which fit under the broader theme of eschatology—two ages and two 
realms, the Parousia, the last day, judgment, resurrection, eternal life, 
inheritance, new creation, Israel, glory, and hope. The second main sec-
tion, the theological study (pt. 3), seeks to synthesize the findings of the 
eleven chapters in Part 2 under four broad categories with a chapter 
each—Christocentric eschatology, apocalyptic eschatology, the age to 
come, and this present age. 

Campbell rightly emphasizes the importance of two competing 
realms in Paul’s theology, and he correlates this with Paul’s references to 
“ages.” Campbell helpfully defines age as a “period of time,” while a 
realm is “a sphere of rule or influence” (65). The former is temporal, 
while the latter is spatial. Campbell argues that Christ’s death, resurrec-
tion, and ascension established a new realm that “properly belongs to 
the future” but presently exists alongside the former realm (ibid.; cf. 
335). Campbell assumes that the future age also exists alongside the 
present age. Therefore, both the future “age” and the new “realm” seem 
to function virtually synonymously (e.g., “The breaking into the present 
of the age to come has created a realm of righteousness,” 102). Howev-
er, this blurring of a distinction between the present NT age and the 
realm of Christ does raise some questions. For example, while discussing 
Romans 5:19 (“the many were made sinners,” ἁµαρτωλοὶ κατεστά-
θησαν οἱ πολλοί), Campbell argues that the more likely reading is not 
that Adam’s sin is imputed to members of the human race, but that 
“Adam’s disobedience establishes the route through which the many 
were made sinners…. Once Adam opened the door, as it were, to the 
realm of sin and death, all people became subject to its rule” (67). Be-
lievers are rescued from this realm through membership in the realm of 
Christ (68). Much could be debated there (and historically has been), 
but this discussion of Adam raises an unaddressed question regarding 
believers such as Abraham (Rom 4:9–12) or David (Rom 4:6–8). If 
they ostensibly belonged through faith to the realm where sins are for-
given and which leads to life, might this not indicate that Paul viewed 
the realm of Christ as something which believers entered prior to an age 
introduced with Christ’s ascension? Maybe it would be better to view 
the realm over which Christ rules and into which believers enter as 
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existing as long as the competing realm into which Adam first plunged 
the human race. 

How are some eschatological passages handled? Addressing Israel, 
Campbell focuses on Romans 9–11 and Galatians 6:15–16. In the lat-
ter, Campbell argues that “the Israel of God” (τὸν Ἰσραὴλ τοῦ θεοῦ) 
refers to unbelieving “ethnic, religious Israel” on which Paul wishes 
God’s mercy. However, does Paul expect a mass conversion of Israel at 
Christ’s return? Campbell would answer, “No.” Taking a minority view, 
Campbell argues that Romans 11:26 (“in this way all Israel will be 
saved,” οὕτως πᾶς Ἰσραὴλ σωθήσεται) refers to the believing remnant of 
Israelites saved alongside Gentiles prior to Christ’s Parousia (a physical 
return of Christ which Campbell repeatedly defends throughout the 
book). He suggests that the “until” (ἄχρι) in 11:25 “can simply look 
toward the second point without implying any subsequent eventuation” 
(250) and that Paul’s language about the wild branches being grafted 
back into the olive tree analogy is hypothetical. “Nowhere in this text 
does Paul indicate that Israelites repentance is certain to happen” (248). 

The following example illustrates the challenge in reading a NT 
author without considering whether they based their teaching on under-
lying presuppositions drawn from the OT, presuppositions that they 
assumed their reader shares and presuppositions that may differ from 
ours. To cite another example, Campbell does not explore whether 
Paul’s reference to the “man of lawlessness” may have been drawn from 
OT passages such as Daniel 11:36ff or Jesus’s teaching. Instead, he is 
content to say that Paul’s readers “may have understood this description 
to point to certain pagan kings known from the Old Testament, to the 
Seleucid king Antiochus IV Epiphanes, or to the Roman emperor Ca-
ligula” (116). This still leaves the answer to what Paul meant by the 
“man of lawlessness” somewhat vague. To be fair, Campbell attempts to 
base his conclusions on Paul’s writings. For example, he suggests that 
Paul’s view regarding millennial positions is “irrelevant—at least for the 
purposes of this book” because Paul never directly addresses it. Howev-
er, this does not stop Campbell from concluding that there is no reason 
that believers do not pray for the dead since the practice “may be re-
garded as an outworking of Paul’s theology of union with Christ” (448), 
but this seems to be an argument based on Paul’s silence on the subject. 
If we read Paul’s occasional letters in isolation, perhaps we could come to 
conclusions like his “writings could be fit to an annihilationist position” 
or he “was probably not a universalist” (452). However, to borrow a 
metaphor that Campbell applies to Paul’s eschatology, if the rest of 
Scripture provides the frame to which Paul’s theology is attached (think 
here phrases like “according to the Scriptures”) or the playing field that 
dictates the rules of the game than perhaps we could come to some 
firmer conclusions about what Paul believed and taught. 

Ryan Meyer 
Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary, Allen Park, MI 
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Hebrews: Verse by Verse, by Grant R. Osborne with George H. Guthrie. 
Bellingham, WA: Lexham, 2021. vii + 360 pp. $26.99. 

Grant R. Osborne, who passed away in November 2018, remains a 
monumental force within evangelical New Testament scholarship. His 
Baker Exegetical Commentary on Revelation ranks at the top of essen-
tial commentaries on that book, and The Hermeneutical Spiral is re-
quired reading at many seminaries. George Guthrie, who wrote the 
introduction and placed the final touches on the commentary, teaches 
New Testament at Regent College and has made his own contribution 
to Hebrews (most notably a very influential monograph for Brill and the 
NIV Application Commentary). This reviewer once had the privilege of 
taking a PhD class on Hebrews with Dr. Guthrie, one of the best classes 
I have ever taken. 

Hebrews: Verse by Verse, like the other titles in this series (Osborne 
New Testament Commentaries), is meant for the lay audience more 
than scholars. Yet the strengths of the book, especially the brilliant ex-
amination of Hebrews’ citation of the Old Testament, definitely bene-
fits those engaged with in-depth study of Hebrews, including scholars 
and graduate students. Conversely, what is in my opinion the main 
weakness, a somewhat one-sided Arminian perspective of apostasy in the 
warning passages (esp. Heb 6), renders the book less useful than it 
might have been to the sort of independent Baptist pastors and laymen 
who read DBSJ (for the record, this Arminian perspective belongs more 
to Osborne than to Guthrie). 

Hebrews: Verse-by-Verse does justice to its title with a fairly thor-
ough engagement with the text of Hebrews (mostly Osborne’s work), 
preceded by a 21-page introduction (Guthrie’s work). Greek words are 
transliterated and usually clearly explained. Key theological terms are 
bolded, indicating that they are defined in a glossary beginning on page 
321. Indices for subjects, authors, and texts of Scripture and other an-
cient writings help make the book accessible to the reader. Osborne and 
Guthrie write with an engaging style and go to great lengths to make 
the commentary theologically relevant and practical to the Christian life. 

The general layout flows nicely, and the discussion of individual 
verses and clusters of verses is generally quite good. Each section begins 
and ends with a theologically-rich summary. The introduction is just 
right for this sort of book, avoiding the technicalities of other commen-
taries while still discussing pertinent issues such as authorship (Guthrie 
tentatively favors Apollos). The introduction’s well-thought-out struc-
turing of the book lends itself quite effectively to sermon outlining. 

As for the commentary itself, I feel there are two major strengths 
and two weaknesses. First and foremost, Osborne’s interaction with the 
Old Testament background is nothing short of brilliant. I feel that I 
often gained more insight from this “casual” commentary than I have 
from many academic commentaries. For example, Osborne’s discussion 
on pages 53–55 of the OT citations of Hebrews 2:12–13 is rich in theo-
logical relevance. In addition, Osborne interacts with both the subtler 
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echoes of Scripture in Hebrews (not just the direct citations) and the 
primacy of the Septuagint version for the author. An occasional oddity 
exists: since Osborne is not Roman Catholic, I was puzzled as to why he 
cites Wisdom of Solomon alongside Scripture to make a theological (as 
opposed to background) point (91); for a commentary meant for a 
broader audience, this has the potential to confuse. 

Second, Osborne’s style is a solid blend of readability and depth. 
On the one hand, he offers his reader informed discussions of key Greek 
terms (e.g., 270 on the meaning of anti in Heb 12:2; Greek words are 
transliterated) or even sophisticated structural elements of the book 
(e.g., 39–40 on the chiasm of Heb 1:1–4). On the other hand, he deftly 
brings these issues down to the level of the audience: not only does he 
define “chiasm” in the glossary, he then explains just how such a “chi-
asm” makes a difference theologically and practically (Osborne generally 
steers away from text-critical comments, however; p. 180, on genomenōn 
vs. mellontōn, is a rare exception.). Osborne’s style is quite enjoyable, 
whether he is referring to the Word of God in Hebrews 4:12–13 as the 
“ninja sword” or illustrating the term gymanzō in Hebrews 5:14 through 
the lens of the Tour de France. 

In addition, the commentary evidences broader canonical-
theological awareness—Osborne’s discussion on page 83 of the “four 
stages” of the theme of “rest” in Scripture, for example, demonstrates 
that he is not interpreting Hebrews in isolation from the rest of Scrip-
ture. Similarly, his discussion of Melchizedek on pages 135–41 is one of 
the best I have ever read. 

In its well-founded zeal to make Hebrews accessible to a lay audi-
ence, however, the book stumbles in two points. First, its minimal en-
gagement with secondary sources can occasionally lead one to ask 
whether or not a difficult situation has been adequately explained or an 
alternative position fairly portrayed. Guthrie will use such expressions as 
“some have called this” or “as several have pointed” (24 and 46 respec-
tively) without citation to describe a particular position. This in of itself 
is not problematic, since in this sort of a commentary a general position 
held by a wide swath of scholarship does not need to be footnoted. Yet 
this lack of precision becomes somewhat problematic in more controver-
sial passages such as Hebrews 6. To his credit, Osborne acknowledges 
the difficulties of 6:4–8 and commits himself to avoiding “acrimony” 
(117), yet I feel it is precisely at this point Osborne has not adequately 
given the reader a fair view of interpretive options. For example, while 
briefly mentioning the possibility of an allusion to Exodus 13:21 here in 
the word “enlighten,” the commentary does not engage with secondary 
sources such as Dave Mathewson’s excellent Westminster Theological 
Journal article on “Reading Heb 6:4–6 in Light of the Old Testament” 
(1999), which grapples with the possible significance of such an allusion. 

This leads to the second point of critique: the book’s somewhat 
one-sided “classic” Arminian theology in regard to the possibility of a 
person who has been truly saved losing their salvation (e.g., 43–44, 68, 
90, 291, not to mention his discussion of Heb 6:4–8). This does not 
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mean that the treatments of the warning passages do not contain value; 
far from it (though in my opinion his discussion of Heb 10 is a bit more 
even-handed than that of ch. 6). Yet occasionally his discussion lacks the 
exegetical rigor that he has elsewhere. Case in point: on page 119, dis-
cussing Hebrews 6:4, Osborne declares, “‘Once been enlightened’ (v. 
4). Both terms [hapax, photizō] are used of salvation and conversion in 
the New Testament.” Yet at this point Osborne does not mention a sin-
gle other occurrence of phōtizō (“to enlighten”) in the NT (though 
some, e.g., Eph 1:18, might support his position), thus leaving the 
reader unaware of how, in John 1:9, Jesus “illuminates” (phōtizei) eve-
rybody (panta anthrōpon), hardly a reference to true conversion (one 
cannot, after all, get more universal than “every man that comes into the 
world”). 

Osborne’s theology of apostasy in Hebrews also goes hand-in-hand 
with what is, in my opinion, an overly negative view of the audience 
(e.g., 39, 73, 78, 90), which in turn stems from his view that the audi-
ence is “a second-generation church” (111; it is not clear why Osborne 
feels that Heb 10:32–34 indicates this). I felt his view of the audience 
was not defended or even discussed with the rigor that it deserved. In all 
fairness, this is something of a no-win situation. On the one hand, the 
very nature of this commentary naturally necessitates cutting out tech-
nical scholarly discourse in order to be accessible to a wider audience. 
On the other hand, the lack of such discourse occasionally results in a 
very one-sided perspective of a controversial issue, especially apostasy, 
rendering it less suitable for an independent Baptist pastor who simply 
wishes to recommend a thoughtful yet accessible commentary to the 
“average Joe” or “average Josephine” in his congregation, especially 
when such a person is a new believer. 

In conclusion: Osborne’s commentary attempts to fill a niche by 
making scholarly exegesis accessible to a more casual audience. In this 
he generally succeeds, fusing excellent exegetical insights with enjoyable 
prose. From the perspective of a more casual audience, the book is bene-
ficial, so long as one is aware of the strong dose of Arminian theology 
vis-à-vis apostasy. From the perspective of scholars and graduate stu-
dents, they will be well-served by the book’s theological insights and 
depth of intertextual awareness. Those looking for a more rigorous and 
fair representation of opposing views, however, will sometimes be disap-
pointed, and occasionally the mere handful of secondary sources Os-
borne utilizes are unequal to the task of exegesis. Notwithstanding those 
critiques, the book functions marvelously as a fitting postscript to Grant 
Osborne’s illustrious career in service of evangelical scholarship and the 
church. 

Paul A. Himes 
Baptist College of Ministry, Menomonee Falls, WI 
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Providence, by John Piper. Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2020. 752 pp. 
$39.99. 

John Piper, founder and lead teacher of desiringGod.org and chan-
cellor of Bethlehem College and Seminary, served for thirty-three years 
as the pastor of Bethlehem Baptist Church in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
He has written more than fifty books. Other books treating providence 
recently published include Oliver D. Crisp and Fred Sanders, eds., Di-
vine Action and Providence (Zondervan, 2019), and Mark W. Elliott. 
Providence: A Biblical, Historical, and Theological Account (Baker, 2020). 
Both books treat the complexities of providence, and in some respects, 
complement the work under review which focuses on providence in sal-
vation history and theological synthesis. 

Although the word providence is not found in most translations of 
the Bible, it is an all-inclusive concept that Piper seeks to explore. Simp-
ly put, providence is purposeful sovereignty. The author summarizes the 
impact of providence: “From Genesis to Revelation, the providence of 
God directs the entire course of human history” (inside cover). Piper 
divides the book into three main sections. In section one he presents his 
working definition of providence and discusses the difficulty of the top-
ic; the second section focuses on the goal of providence in the history of 
Israel; finally, Piper treats the nature and extent of providence. 

The book’s aim is not to speculate about what we cannot know 
about providence. Rather “immersing ourselves in the ocean of his 
[God’s] providence is meant to help us know him, fear him, trust him, 
and love him as we ought” (15). We also respond to God’s providence 
in our obedience, less so our speculation. Critically, “we are obliged to 
follow his revealed precepts, not his secret purposes” (25). But God’s 
providence focuses on our care. Reflecting on Jesus’s oft-cited statement 
about God’s tender treatment of small birds, Piper observes, “He [Jesus] 
really believes that God’s hand is at work in the smallest details of natu-
ral processes” (18). He concludes: “That kind of pervasive providence, 
combined with that kind of fatherly care, means he can and will take 
care of you” (19). Here we may recognize an allusion to God’s care for 
Joseph through good intentions as compared to his brothers’ intentions 
to harm him. Joseph’s oft-quoted statement about God’s and sinful 
human intentions leads into his words of consolation, “God will surely 
take care of you” (Gen 50:24–25). 

One cannot imagine John Piper writing a book about providence 
that did not have in view God’s glory and our praise. It is within the 
framework of providence that Piper offers a persuasive explanation of 
how God’s self-exaltation is not like our arrogant versions of the same. 
God’s aim is less self-promotion and more “the pursuit of sharing the 
greatest pleasure possible” (42). But why address this in a study of prov-
idence? Piper answers the question: “Because, when we turn to the ques-
tion of God’s final goal in providence, we find in scripture that his own 
glory—the beauty of the full panorama of his perfections—is God’s 
most recurring and all-embracing aim” (43). 
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Some argue God not only has a right to such claims, he deserves the 
glory that he receives. This is true. But it misses the author’s point: The 
expression “‘for his glory’ does not mean to get glory which he doesn’t 
already have, but rather to display and vindicate and communicate his 
glory for the everlasting enjoyment of his people—that is, for all of those 
who, instead of resenting God’s self-exaltation, receive him as their su-
preme treasure” (43). 

The apostle Paul’s words, “to the praise of the glory of his grace” 
(Eph 1:6, see 12 and 14 which leave out “of his grace”) captures the 
essence of this discussion: “God’s goal is not simply that the glory of his 
perfection shine, but that we find God’s glory praiseworthy” (53). To be 
specific, we feel it and enjoy it resulting in praise. The author says, “My 
hope is that every reader will see that God’s God-centeredness—God’s 
commitment to magnify his name, his holiness, and his glory as the ul-
timate aim of his providence—is not a threat to our joy but the basis of 
it” (150). This is how “providence penetrates the heart and performs 
what it commands” (157). 

But providence also entails God’s plan to permit. I quote John Piper 
at length: “I choose those words carefully: ‘planned to permit.’ Some-
times we say God permitted something. This is perfectly fitting, since 
God’s providence does not govern all events in precisely the same way, 
and ‘permission’ is one way to describe some of his acts of provi-
dence…. But what we sometimes overlook is that, since God foresees 
what he may or may not permit, he chooses whether to permit or not…. 
He chooses in view of all the consequences (painful and pleasant) that 
will flow from whatever he permits. Therefore, we may speak properly of 
what he planned to permit. And thus we may, and should speak of 
God’s purpose in permitting” (175–76). From this, we may gather that 
God, in his providence, plans to permit certain consequences. This is a 
mystery that God leaves us to accept. But we see it in action with God’s 
agency and sending. 

Providence, purposeful sovereignty, plays a crucial role in passages 
of Scripture which describe God’s sending or missions. Is God any less 
providential working through agents? The question is significant be-
cause sending and mission is evident in Piper’s thinking from the book’s 
dedication about sending missionaries to the “advance of God’s mission 
in the world” (33), and finally, to the book’s subject index listing “send-
ing providence” (723). 

Here, I believe the author breaks new ground in the fertile soil of 
agency. Piper cogently states, “Joseph’s remark about God’s intention is 
one of the most important statements on the providence of God in the 
Bible” (426). Addressing God’s sending Joseph to Egypt as his agent to 
preserve Israel in Egypt (Gen 45:4–8), the author explains, “God 
planned and willed that their evil act come to pass. Yet in all of this, 
God did not sin or in any way defile his perfect holiness or diminish his 
perfect goodness” (429). Is there something about sending and agency 
that offers insight into God’s providence? 

God accomplishes his “purposeful sovereignty” through sending. 
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Sending entails the words of God in messages of various sorts as well as 
the works of God, all through agents on mission. God is the King of all 
creation; therefore, he administers both directly and through agency. 
But God working through agency may sound weaker than his direct 
action. Maybe it does not sound like the same kind or degree of causali-
ty. But are these two forms of providential acts so different? Is God any 
less providential working through agency? Certainly, both are purpose-
ful. If God’s providence includes natural possesses as Piper argues, then 
human, angelic, or other forms of agency may be equally providential. 

Crucially, Joseph is God’s agent on mission in the narrative. Nei-
ther God nor Joseph ever explain the wonder of God’s “sending provi-
dence,” to use Piper’s terms. Joseph says to his brothers, “I am your 
brother Joseph, whom you sold into Egypt. Now do not be grieved or 
angry with yourselves, because you sold me here, for God sent me before 
you to preserve life” (Gen 45:4–5). Does this earlier verse clarify what 
Joseph means when he says, “you meant it for evil but God meant it for 
good” (Gen 50:20)? For this reason, the author can say in summary: “In 
spite of real human agency at almost every turn, God is treated as the 
one who brings Israel’s history to pass. Therefore we can speak of a pur-
pose of God’s providence in Israel’s history” (77), whether through hu-
man or other agency and mission. 

The book’s 725 pages including appendices, might seem daunting, 
but the author’s pastoral, often sermonic style makes the book very 
readable. Providence is a challenging topic. But the author makes the 
topic accessible for those willing to read and think carefully. This reader 
highly recommends the book to those who want to wrestle with the cer-
tainties as well as the mysteries of God’s providence. 

Dave Deuel 
Joni and Friends International Disability Center, Broadalbin, NY 

The Trinity and the Bible: On Theological Interpretation, by Scott R. 
Swain. Bellingham, WA: Lexham, 2021. 131 pp. $19.99. 

Over the past decade and a half, Scott Swain has contributed fruit-
fully on both an academic and a popular level to the ongoing renais-
sance of Trinitarian studies. Prior to this recovery, Swain likens the 
hermeneutical condition of Trinitarian studies to a brain injury in 
which the patient is able to recognize features but not faces. Features of 
Trinitarian orthodoxy continued to be affirmed but without the catego-
ries and interpretive practices in which they made sense. This collection 
of essays seeks to do its part toward a cure for this disease. 

The five essays which make up the heart of this book are not new; 
all were published elsewhere over the course of the past several years. 
Hence, each essay stands on its own. A list of their titles will give the 
reader a sense of the territory they cover. Chapter 2 is “The Bible and 
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the Trinity in Recent Thought,” and chapter 3 is “B. B. Warfield and 
the Biblical Doctrine of the Trinity,” a fascinating interaction with the 
weaknesses and strengths of Warfield’s 1915 ISBE article on the Trinity. 
The following three chapters focus more on exegesis and theology: chap-
ter 4 is “God’s Lordly Son: Mark 12:35-37 and Trinitarian Christolo-
gy;” chapter 5 is “Heirs through God: Galatians 4:4-7 and the Doctrine 
of the Trinity;” and chapter 6 is “To Him Who Sits on the Throne and 
to the Lamb: Hymning God’s Triune Name in Revelation 4–5.” 

Despite the independence of these essays, Swain describes in his in-
troduction what they have in common: “Interest in ontological (as op-
posed to merely ethical or soteriological) dimensions of biblical 
monotheism, the conviction that ‘relation’ provides the most meaning-
ful category for identifying the persons of the Trinity, impatience with 
the modern divide (sometimes exacerbated by proponents of theological 
interpretation of Scripture) between historical biblical criticism and the 
history of biblical interpretation, and dissatisfaction with modern ways 
of distinguishing immanent and economic Trinity” (3). From this, one 
can see why the subtitle of the book is “on theological interpretation.” 

Swain’s concern is that interpreters of Scripture take seriously not 
only that the Bible reveals the Trinity but also that the Bible is the 
product of the Trinity. He expresses this conviction in the first essay: 
“We cannot fully appreciate how ‘the Trinity is in the Bible’ without 
observing how ‘the Bible is in the Trinity.’ While the Bible is the cogni-
tive principle of the Trinity, the supreme source from which our 
knowledge of the Trinity is drawn, the Trinity is the ontological princi-
ple of the Bible. The Trinity is not simply one of the things about 
which the Bible speaks. The Trinity is the speaker from whom the Bible 
and all things proceed” (9). He helpfully explains that the Bible does 
not merely provide raw data from which we create our own synthesis of 
information called “the doctrine of the Trinity.” Instead, historic Trini-
tarian dogma represents the church learning the biblical grammar of the 
Trinity. “What we have in the Bible is well-formed Trinitarian dis-
course: primary, normative, fluent. More specifically, we have the Tri-
une God’s self-naming in the form of the Spirit-inspired prophetic and 
apostolic testimony to that self-naming.” Therefore, the liturgy, creeds, 
and proclamation of the church “follow the divine Word” (15–16). 

The book concludes with a previously unpublished chapter on “sev-
en axioms on the Trinity, the Bible, and theological interpretation.” 
The concern of this chapter is to weld together evidence built up in the 
previous essays into a coherent, overarching view of theological interpre-
tation. While modern theological criticism considered Trinitarian doc-
trine to be a late development of NT themes rather than anything 
taught directly in the NT, “Theological interpretation of Scripture rep-
resents a conversion from this perspective. Theological interpretation of 
Scripture rests on the conviction that the Trinity precedes, not just bib-
lical interpretation, but the Bible itself” (121). The seven axioms Swain 
provides would make for a wonderful theological debate, since their 
ramifications are manifold. In order to read them, the reader will simply 
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have to get the book. But the purpose for setting forth these axioms, not 
to mention all theological reasoning, is not merely debate, but the 
knowledge of God. Swain concludes on just this note. Theological in-
terpretation of Scripture both “prepares us for the vision of the Triune 
God” and “enables us to participate in this happy vision in advance” 
(131). 

In sum, this is not a book which teaches the rudiments of Trinitari-
an doctrine. For that kind of a book, one could consult Swain’s The 
Trinity: An Introduction. Rather, this is a book which calls for and at-
tempts to exemplify faith seeking understanding, exegesis and theology 
done in the mode of doxology. While it might not be the first book one 
would consult on theological interpretation of Scripture or on the doc-
trine of the Trinity, this book does make a worthy contribution to the 
contemporary Trinitarian renaissance. More than anything, it is an en-
couraging book about such a deep topic, for it models for us the joyful 
sanctification of reason that occurs when we recognize that the Bible is 
the word of the Triune God. 

Jason Parker 
High Country Baptist Church, Colorado Springs, CO 

What about Evil? A Defense of God’s Sovereign Glory, by Scott 
Christensen. Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R, 2020. xix + 544 pp. $39.99. 

In 2016, Scott Christensen published What about Free Will?, a 
defense of compatibilism. The present volume builds on that work. 
Advocates of compatibilism must explain how God can simultaneously 
be fully sovereign, even over evil acts, without himself being guilty of 
sin. Christensen, having defended compatibilism broadly, now turns to 
the problem of evil more specifically. His ambition is a full-orbed 
theodicy: an explanation of God’s reasons for ordaining a world in 
which sin—and redemption—exist. 

Christensen has offered compatibilist Christians a very valuable 
book. The first three chapters define and establish the problem of evil. 
Chapter 4 summarizes the task of giving an answer to the problem, 
distinguishing a defense from theodicy. Chapters 5 and 6 analyze and 
demonstrate the inadequacies (both biblical and logical) of the free will 
and greater-good defenses. 

Chapter 7 is a concise summary of the biblical case for 
compatibilism. Chapters 8 and 9 probe more deeply into the objections 
to compatibilism, arguing that evil cannot be understood as existing 
outside God’s sovereignty and that God’s sovereignty does not erase 
human moral responsibility. Chapters 10 and 11 begin Christensen’s 
response to evil. The Christian answer to evil is not an abstract truth, a 
mere proposition that completes a satisfying syllogism. Rather, the 
Christian response is unavoidably a narrative—the one true narrative. 
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Chapter 12 is the core chapter of the book. Here, Christensen argues 
that the narrative of history, in order to accomplish the goal of bringing 
the greatest glory to God, demands evil so that God can display his 
redemptive goodness. He builds his argument with four premises (282–
87): (1) God’s ultimate purpose in creation is to supremely magnify his 
glory; (2) God’s glory is supremely magnified in the atoning work of 
Christ ([which] is the sole means of redemption); (3) redemption is 
unnecessary without the Fall; and, (4) therefore, the Fall is necessary to 
God’s ultimate purpose in creation. 

Christensen’s name for this approach is the “greater-glory 
theodicy.” The core of his argument is robustly biblical and theocentric. 
Fundamentally, God has ordained a world with what Christensen terms 
a “J-shaped” trajectory of redemptive history. From the Edenic creation, 
Adam’s sin plunges all of Creation into a fallen state. Christ’s 
incarnation, suffering, and resurrection bring redemption, not merely 
restoring creation to its original condition, but raising it to a higher level 
compared to where it started. 

This final state is higher than the beginning not only with regard to 
the goodness of redeemed creation (for instance, that glorified man is no 
longer able to fall) but because it better displays God’s glory than would 
an unfallen world. Christensen believes that defenses of evil rooted in 
the good of the creation fail to capture the central point: that God has 
ordained this world because its unfolding history draws the greatest 
attention to his own perfections, particularly his mercy and grace. 

Christensen continues his argument by tracing the redemptive 
storyline in Scripture (chap. 13) and then spending three rich chapters 
meditating on the fullness of redemption in the work of Jesus Christ 
(chaps. 14–16). His concluding chapter is practical, arguing that those 
who grasp these truths are best equipped to live faithfully in spite of the 
hardships of this age. 

This is a book that will help equip compatibilists to be ready with 
an answer to the most significant antitheistic argument. Christensen’s 
commitment to biblical authority, and especially his unapologetic 
commitment to the centrality of God’s glory, is a welcome corrective to 
a discussion that too often makes man and his comfort the central 
concern. 

With these commendations, there are some points of emphasis in 
Christensen’s book with which I am not fully comfortable. Although 
Christensen rightly acknowledges the mystery and paradox that is an 
inevitable element of any theodicy, I am concerned that his confidence 
in the truth of the greater-glory theology (which I share) leads him to 
use language that washes some of the evil from evil. He embraces the 
notion of the felix culpa (the fortunate fall) with some fervor: “It is 
impossible to imagine a grander hero. And so we are compelled to cry 
out: “O felix culpa! that demanded such a magnificent Redeemer!” 
(299). Although the expression has a long history and it is certainly 
intelligible within a greater-glory theodicy, I do not see biblical warrant 
for rejoicing that the Fall occurred. 
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In addition, Christensen makes God’s glory in judgment something 
less than his glory in redemption. It is good and right to speak of God’s 
glory in redemption and grace. It is true that God has permitted/ 
ordained the Fall so that he might display his mercy and grace against 
the backdrop of sin. Because sin merits damnation, God’s redemption, 
saving a people from that damnation, does indeed give us a perception 
of the grace of God we would not have otherwise. 

While Christensen does recognize some value in a divine-judgment 
defense, his predominant emphasis is that God’s judgment is a necessary 
backdrop against which the beauty of his redemptive grace is seen more 
clearly. These quotes are typical: “Thus, the maximization of divine 
glory—and this is what the greater-glory theodicy argues—is connected 
to two important realities. First, maximal love to God’s creatures is 
uniquely displayed in his mercy, which requires that evil be experienced 
by others. Second, this mercy is further maximized when contrasted 
with those who get what they deserve—divine wrath. And this contrast 
between wrath and mercy highlights and maximizes God’s glory in ways 
that could not happen otherwise” (338). “The severer the judgment, the 
sweeter the mercy. The sweeter the mercy, the greater the glory—glory 
certainly for the believer, but preeminently the glory magnifying the 
supremacy of our mighty God” (423). 

I contend that Christensen’s greater-glory theodicy is strengthened 
when we recognize that God is glorified both in redemption and in 
judgment. As the apostle John wrote, “After this I heard what seemed to 
be the loud voice of a great multitude in heaven, crying out, ‘Hallelujah! 
Salvation and glory and power belong to our God, for his judgments are 
true and just; for he has judged the great prostitute who corrupted the 
earth with her immorality, and has avenged on her the blood of his 
servants.’ Once more they cried out, ‘Hallelujah! The smoke from her 
goes up forever and ever’” (Rev 19:1–4). God’s righteousness is not less 
central to his glory than is his mercy. The creation of a world with a fall 
into sin allows the manifold glory of God to be displayed. 

These critiques should not be taken to diminish the overall value of 
Christensen’s contribution. The greater-glory theodicy best articulates 
the biblical and Christian answer to the problem of evil. 

Michael P. Riley 
Calvary Baptist Church, Wakefield, MI 

Baptism: A Guide to Life from Death, by Peter J. Leithart. Bellingham, 
WA: Lexham, 2021. 140 pp. $15.99. 

Peter Leithart currently serves as president of the Theopolis Insti-
tute, a study center and training institute for leaders in Birmingham, 
Alabama. Leithart received a ThM degree from Westminster Theologi-
cal Seminary (1987) and a PhD from University of Cambridge (1998). 
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He also has consistently served in pastoral ministry, currently serving as 
teacher at Trinity Presbyterian Church in Birmingham. Pastoral minis-
try in particular has given Leithart a passion to speak about the subject 
of baptism, a topic which is as controversial as it is important. 

Leithart offers this short primer on baptism (only 128 pp.) in an ef-
fort “to reunite a church divided by baptism” (2). The key to unity on 
the issue of baptism, according to Leithart, is “to recover the baptismal 
imagination of earlier generations” (2). In order to do this, this small 
book is divided up into ten brief chapters, each an explanation tied to 
Luther’s Great Flood Prayer, which Leithart says he uses when he bap-
tizes individuals. 

Although Leithart’s goal is “to unite a church divided by baptism,” 
given the historical divide between Baptists and Paedobaptists, he is up 
against a difficult task. Although the book has over 131 footnotes (im-
pressive for its small size), some of the most crucial and controversial 
statements remain undefended and uncited. For example, “Baptism is a 
warning to Nephilim of every age” (36), a statement foundational to 
Leithart’s belief that baptism is a sign of coming judgment on the 
world, is unexplained and uncited. In an additional example about the 
first century Roman world, Leithart notes, “baptism warned persecuting 
Romans that their world, too, would one day be swamped by barbari-
ans” (36). The reader is left wanting a further explanation as to why 
exactly the Romans would think that about baptism. 

Similarly, in Leithart’s discussion on the connection between cir-
cumcision and baptism, he notes: “Circumcision is a symbolic castra-
tion, a repudiation of natural potency and a declaration of faith in 
God’s power” (43). It is, again, difficult to accept this kind of statement 
without biblical analysis or citation; especially in light of the ancient 
Near Eastern practice of circumcision found among other nations. It 
seems unlikely that all those who practiced circumcision in the ancient 
world believed they were symbolically castrating themselves. Some cul-
tures viewed circumcision as a symbol of fertility. 

There are other additional minority interpretations that are offered 
by Leithart without much comment or defense at all. For example, he 
makes the shocking statement, “Even for adults, repentance doesn’t pre-
cede baptism; baptism is repentance, the ‘turn’ from Satan to Christ” 
(55). In defense of this, he argues that in Acts 2:38 Peter’s statement 
should be interpreted as “Repent by being baptized” (55), a difficult-to-
defend interpretation—and one that receives no further comment. 

One can certainly understand that, given the length of the book, 
there may not be robust discussions on some of these controversial 
statements. Given the attempt to keep the book quite short, there is a 
depth that is sacrificed which will not please many outside the paedo-
baptist camp. Additionally, many readers will take issue with Leithart’s 
excessive use of an allegorical hermeneutic. 

An example of this allegorical hermeneutic is found when Leithart 
quotes Justin Martyr with approval, noting that the eight individuals on 
Noah’s ark are symbolic of the eighth day, being linked with the power 
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of Christ’s resurrection (37). Similarly, Leithart argues that those who 
have been baptized in Christ, the new Joshua, participate in a spiritual-
ized conquest (75–76). Leithart also draws some interesting parallels 
later on: “We’re all Naaman, lepers reborn. We’re all iron sinking to-
ward Sheol until the wood and water save us” (98). Leithart also pro-
vides a closing admonition to “be God’s water, for nothing is more 
powerful” (104). By heavily using allegorical connections to the concept 
of baptism, perhaps this is what Leithart means by saying he wishes “to 
recover the baptismal imagination of earlier generations” (2). But for 
interpreters who hold to authorial intent as the primary factor in biblical 
interpretation, these kinds of assertions will be troublesome. 

Leithart writes from the perspective of a Reformed paedobaptist, so 
it is understandable that he would approach the subject of baptism from 
that viewpoint. However, his expressed desire to unify the church on 
baptism will be unsuccessful with the approach taken in this book. 
Against the Baptist viewpoint, he dismisses repentance and faith as be-
ing necessary prerequisites for baptism (55). Additionally, against many 
within his own camp, he states that unsaved children should be allowed 
to partake in the communion experience: “If children are in the family, 
they eat the family meal” (64). Many of our Reformed Presbyterian 
brothers and sisters would disagree with the practice of paedocommun-
ion, arguing that that the Lord’s Table is a table of self-examination 
(1 Cor 11:28). Thus, Leithart’s assertion that paedocommunion is a 
necessity for the church is one which would intrinsically lack unity, even 
within the paedobaptist camp. 

Leithart writes in an exciting and engaging style. The attractiveness 
of the book is largely in its conciseness and accessibility. It is not written 
in esoteric fashion but written to be understood. However, due to the 
brevity of the book and lack of detailed discussion, Leithart will likely 
not accomplish his goal of uniting Christians in their love for baptism. 

Peter Goeman 
Shepherd’s Theological Seminary, Cary, NC 

The Moral Governmental Theory of Atonement: Re-envisioning Penal Sub-
stitution, by Obbie Tyler Todd. Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2021. 
213 pp. $27.00. 

Obbie Todd’s recent book offers a systematic theology of the moral 
governmental theory of atonement as it was articulated by the New Di-
vinity. The first part places the theory in its intellectual context. Todd 
begins with Jonathan Edwards, explaining how some of the familiar 
themes in the Edwards corpus likely influenced the New Divinity think-
ers—particularly Edwards’s distinction between “natural” and “moral” 
human ability. Todd does a particularly admirable job of explaining 
both (1) why the governmental theory found its birth in America and 
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(2) why it was such a short-lived phenomenon. The New Divinity min-
istered in a transitional age as the thirteen American colonies were be-
coming the United States. Conversations about justice, sovereignty, the 
principles of good government, etc., were front and center. The moral 
governmental theory of atonement harnessed these concepts and applied 
them to the cross of Christ. This contributed to the theory’s particular 
appeal to late-eighteenth century Americans, but it also explains why the 
theory did not last. As the conversation in America took a new direction 
in the late-nineteenth century, this way of describing the atonement was 
no longer compelling. 

The second part of the book covers the five “core principles” of the 
moral governmental theory: glory, goodness, sovereign grace, public 
justice, and faith. As he develops these themes, Todd argues that the 
New Divinity’s theory does qualify as a form of “penal substitution,” 
though it does re-envision the concept as well. As Todd explains, the 
theory states that “Christ suffered the equivalent of damnation in order 
to maintain the honor of the law, to vindicate the Moral Governor, and 
to achieve the most good for his moral universe. Christ did not endure 
the actual penalty of the law, but suffered extralegally, non-savingly, and 
non-transferrably as a substitute for punishments in order to satisfy pub-
lic (general) and rectoral justice and to open the door for sinners to be 
pardoned of their sins upon faith by a good and just Ruler” (7). 

The third part brings the New Divinity doctrine into conversation 
with other Reformed thinkers to better demonstrate how it compares 
and contrasts with the traditional Reformed doctrine of atonement. I 
found his summary of Warfield’s, Hodge’s Crisp’s, Sweeney and Guel-
zo’s assessments of the moral governmental theory and its relationship to 
the Reformed tradition very enlightening. At the same time, I found 
Todd’s decision to describe the New Divinity as “Christian Hedonists” 
(65) to be a bit anachronistic. 

These critiques aside, readers will find Todd a reliable guide as they 
seek to understand how the New Divinity’s doctrine of atonement de-
veloped, how it was distinct from the traditional Reformed orthodox 
view, and why it did not endure. Readers may also appreciate his pasto-
ral tone throughout the work. Todd is a pastor, and he communicates 
like a pastor, sprinkling his work with analogies, alliterations, and appli-
cations for the present. In doing so, he has produced a work that can 
edify scholars and students alike. 

Brandon Crawford 
Grace Baptist Church, Marshall, MI 

God Reforms Hearts: Rethinking Free Will and the Problem of Evil, by 
Thaddeus Williams. Bellingham, WA: Lexham, 2021. 216 pp. $27.99 

Did you make the choice to love God from your own free will? Or 
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were you influenced—by God or something else—to choose to respond 
in love to God’s love? God Reforms Hearts: Rethinking Free Will and the 
Problem of Evil, explores this question. The author, Thaddeus Williams, 
is associate professor of theology at Biola University. 

The first part of the book explains that the most common answer to 
the problem of evil is the Free Will Defense. The Free Will Defense, 
advocated by Alvin Plantinga, J. P. Moreland, Norman Geisler, Clark 
Pinnock, Gregory Boyd, Rob Bell, and many others, asserts that God 
gave humanity Libertarian Free Will, the ability to make autonomous 
moral choices. God did that so people could choose, dispassionately, to 
love him or not. Instead of choosing to love God, humanity used free 
will to disobey God and fall into sin. But, according to advocates of Lib-
ertarian Free Will, free will survived humanity’s fall into sin. The Free 
Will Defense asserts, therefore, that the problem of evil cannot be 
blamed on God because he merely gave us the power of moral choice. 
Humanity’s choices, then, are responsible for the problem of evil, so 
opponents of the Christian faith cannot use the problem of evil to dis-
credit Christianity. Despite how plausible this sounds, Williams demon-
strates that there is not one singular “problem of evil” but multiple 
problems of evil. He argues that any answer to the problems of evil must 
be philosophically credible, biblically compatible, and existentially con-
sistent. 

Nested in the arguments of the Free Will Defense is the assertion 
that a person must have free will in order to love authentically. This is 
the subject of the second chapter in part one. The Free Will Defense 
position argues for three types of freedom: freedom from physical force, 
freedom from coercion, and freedom from one’s own heart. In other 
words, love is not authentic if someone elicits a statement of love from 
you using physical means (like a microchip inserted into your brain) or 
coercion (such as putting a gun to your head), or if your own heart has 
any inclination to love. The first two freedoms are obvious, but the 
third freedom required by the Free Will Defense is problematic. If love 
must be chosen dispassionately, apart from your own desires, your own 
reasons, or your own tastes and inclinations, then that is indifference, 
not love. Williams calls this Freedom from the Heart and contrasts it 
with Freedom of the Heart which is freedom to choose love apart from 
coercion or physical modification. In the final chapter of part one, Wil-
liams shows that Freedom from the Heart cannot overcome two philo-
sophical problems. Those problems are that love cannot be indifferent to 
what is best for the person loved and that dispassionate love cannot ex-
plain why a person chooses to love one person and not another. He con-
cludes, then, that the Free Will Defense is not philosophically credible. 

In part two, three chapters are given to evaluate the biblical argu-
ments made for the Free Will Defense. The first chapter begins with 
Norman Geisler’s attempts to prove from the Bible that every command 
of God requires the human ability to carry out those commands. In re-
sponse, Williams shows that many texts such as John 6:44; Matthew 
7:18; and Jeremiah 17:9 cannot be explained by Geisler’s interpretation. 
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Part two, chapter two explains the position of Clark Pinnock that hu-
manity must have the ability to choose not to sin because sin grieves 
God. There would be no sense in God’s grief, the argument goes, unless 
people could choose to do the will of God. God is saddened by our sin 
because we could have chosen differently with the free will he gave us. 
But, Williams shows, that argument does not withstand texts such as 
Acts 4:24–30. Finally, chapter three in this second section looks at the 
nature of love. According to Pinnock, I. Howard Marshall, John El-
dredge, and others, love must be freely chosen in order to be authentic, 
so God must have given us the power of free choice. But this assertion is 
inconsistent with texts such as Mark 10:27. Thus, the Free Will De-
fense fails the test of biblical compatibility. 

Part three begins by explaining, in the first chapter, five possible 
theological explanations for unforced love. These five explanations exist 
on a spectrum between free will on one end and divine force on the oth-
er end. Williams shows that the Free Will Defense is compatible with 
the first three of these five but not the fourth—Heart Reformation—
which led to the title of the book, God Reforms Hearts. Part three, chap-
ter two surveys Deuteronomy 30:6; Ezekiel 11:19–20; Jeremiah 31:33; 
John 6:37, 44, 45; John 17; and many texts from Paul’s letters to show 
that the Bible teaches Heart Reformation and that the Free Will De-
fense cannot explain these texts. In part three, chapter three, Williams 
revisits the problems of evil to show that the Free Will Defense cannot 
even solve the problems of evil that it claims to solve. 

God Reforms Hearts is a strong challenge to the Free Will Defense 
that dominates most approaches to apologetics. The Free Will position 
is set forth fairly and documented clearly across church history and con-
temporary evangelical theological writings. The Free Will position is 
also critiqued thoughtfully and challenged both philosophically and bib-
lically. I found Williams’ challenges to it convincing. I also agreed with 
his brief argumentation advocating Heart Reformation as the correct 
biblical way to understand a believer’s love for God. 

Despite the helpfulness of God Reforms Hearts, some might find 
it—especially the first section—difficult to read. It is well-written and 
well-argued, and Williams uses helpful analogies when he can, but he 
argues philosophically in part one and those without a background in 
philosophy may struggle to follow the argument. Parts two and three 
argue from biblical texts, so the argumentation there may be more fa-
miliar to those accustomed to biblical studies. 

Free Will theology is not merely about apologetics. It is assumed 
and treated as axiomatic by many Christians, authors, and preachers. 
For that reason, faithful teachers of God’s Word need to be familiar 
with and able to refute the arguments of Free Will proponents. If you 
can persevere through the first section, God Reforms Hearts may be a 
helpful tool to understand biblical love and the related problems of evil. 

Brian Jones 
Calvary Bible Church, Ypsilanti, MI 
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Contemplating God with the Great Tradition: Recovering Trinitarian 
Classical Theism, by Craig A. Carter. Grand Rapids: Baker, 2021. xviii + 
308 pp. $32.99. 

In 2018, in his Interpreting Scripture with the Great Tradition 
(Baker), Craig Carter argued that the academy, which has read the Bible 
according the historical-critical method, is a dead end and needs to be 
reformed according to the tradition’s exegesis, dogma, and metaphysics. 
This was a helpful contribution to a long-standing discussion surround-
ing the relationship of modern exegetical practices to pre-modern prac-
tices. Carter, who is professor of theology at Tyndale University 
(Toronto) and theologian in residence at Westney Heights Baptist 
Church (Ajax, Ontario) has continued his project of retrieval by ad-
dressing more aspects of his required reformation in his recent book, 
Contemplating God with the Great Tradition. In sum, Carter’s argument 
is that much of what passes in modern theology is a revisionist theology 
that derides metaphysics in general, and that of the classical tradition in 
particular, yet ironically inserts its own metaphysics. The God of Trini-
tarian Classical Theism (TCT) is the historic doctrine of God while that 
of Relational Theism argues that God changes the world and the world 
changes God. The point of Carter’s book is to explain how this shift 
happened and to show it is a dead end. 

The first part of the book works to define TCT. To do this, Carter 
explains the shift that has happened in recent theology. Carter argues 
that classical theism has historically been tied to Trinitarian theology as 
best summarized in the Nicene tradition. Much of modern theology has 
chastised this view as allowing too much philosophy to affect theology 
(Adolf von Harnack’s famous Hellenization thesis being the most fa-
mous instance of this critique). For Carter, this is not only incorrect, 
but also ironic. It is incorrect because the removal of Trinitarian theolo-
gy from the classical formula results in the god of the philosophers. The 
church fathers who built this formula insisted that they were not im-
porting pagan metaphysics into theology, rather they were correcting 
pagan metaphysics with Trinitarian theology. The Hellenization charge 
is also ironic because Trinitarian theology without classical theism re-
sults in a god who is part of the cosmos with us (29). In other words, it 
is ironic because “it is actually liberal theology that has imported unre-
vised pagan metaphysics into theology” (4). To counter this, Carter 
wants to show that TCT is the best explainer of Scripture. As a sum-
mary, Carter helpfully produces twenty-five theses of what constitutes 
TCT. The purpose of theology is not to dissolve mysteries into neat 
definitions, but to define what is believed so that one can be led to con-
templation and worship while avoiding heresy (25). 

This is where Carter ties together exegesis, metaphysics, and dogma. 
Following the lead of church fathers such as Athanasius, Carter presents 
a first and second exegesis. This builds out of the idea that there is a 
canonical unity to scripture which makes it necessary to take a step back 
in the exegesis process and contemplate that reality. “Exegesis must 
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precede contemplation, but without contemplation, exegesis remains 
incomplete as knowledge of God. Theology is exegesis plus the contem-
plation of exegetical results and the expression of the results of that con-
templation in the form of doctrines” (36). So, one does the initial 
exegesis, begins to put doctrine together, then contemplates what they 
understand. However, due to the nature of inspired scripture, it is neces-
sary to do a second round of exegesis. “A significant component of that 
second round of exegesis will involve prayerful contemplation of the text 
in light of the exegesis already done, and the relation of that text to oth-
er texts and to the doctrinal summary statements we have created” (37). 
This is how Athanasius could critique Arian exegesis: because it did not 
adequately reflect the contemplations of God across the entire “skopos of 
Scripture as a whole” (38). Such an exegetical process is regular in the 
early church and all the way through the post-Reformation period, be-
ing encoded in most Protestant confessions but is completely foreign to 
modern exegesis. 

The second major part of the book takes four chapters and lays out 
the biblical roots of TCT with an extended look at Isaiah 40–48. He 
begins by arguing that the metaphysical world of the ancient Near East 
was largely mythological in its metaphysics, where the gods were part of 
eternal matter. Greek metaphysics changed this by positing a First Mov-
er. This was a step in the right direction, but a Christian correction was 
still needed. Isaiah 40–48 is an answer to the ancient Near Eastern 
myths. These saw gods as molding and shaping eternal matter. Isaiah 40 
builds on Genesis 1 and argues that the God of Israel is the transcend-
ent God who created ex nihilo, which then makes him reliable and 
trustworthy. The ability to give predictive prophecy about the future 
king Cyrus showed that the God of the Bible not only had control of 
leaders but also of time itself. In the ancient Near East, and in Scripture, 
there were many who could be described as Elohim, but Yahweh was 
seen as unique. Biblical monotheism—“transcendent monotheism” as 
Carter calls it (181)—is the view that coalesced the many descriptions of 
God culminating in the idea that he is the transcendent creator of all 
things. This God has control and can redeem. The people of God could 
believe Yahweh because of who he is. 

The final major part of the book takes three chapters to consider 
“the biblical character of Pro-Nicene theology.” Carter argues that 
there is a tradition from Moses to Isaiah to the New Testament apostles 
to the fourth century fathers that is built around the ideas of transcend-
ence, sovereignty, and monotheism. The early Fathers did not improp-
erly use the culture around them. They responded to the culture in a 
way similar to the biblical authors. Rather than Greek thought improp-
erly influencing them, it is better to say that there was a “Christianiza-
tion of Hellenism.” How this worked out is presented in painstaking 
detail by Carter, borrowing heavily from the works of Lewis Ayres and 
Khaled Anatolios. One of the key ideas in the early church, as it was for 
the biblical authors, was the doctrine of creation ex nihilo. In modern 
theology this is under attack by those who argue that empirical science 
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simply does not lend itself to such a theology. However, this is simply 
an undeniable tenet of both the Christian tradition and Scripture. Crea-
tion ex nihilo rules out two dominant concepts of God: pantheism and 
theistic personalism because both are dependent on philosophical natu-
ralism. 

The final chapter is meant to furnish a way to evaluate contempo-
rary theological trends related to the doctrine of God from the perspec-
tive of TCT. The major thesis is that it is not the fathers (and the 
tradition after them) that were taken captive, but rather modern Protes-
tantism (273). This can be traced from Schleiermacher, through Barth, 
Pannenberg, Moltmann, and even into conservative evangelicals. The 
major turn away from a recognized metaphysical framework was slow, 
and at times inexplicit, yet undeniable. Carter utilizes Lloyd Gerson, “a 
historian of ancient philosophy” (290), and his argument that there is a 
recognizable core to the broad stream of “Platonism.” This “Ur-
Platonism” consists of antimaterialism, antinominalism, antimechanism, 
antiskepticism, and antirelativism. This metaphysical framework of the 
ancient world was conducive to TCT, though it still needed to be Chris-
tianized (i.e., it needed Trinitarian theology). The root problem of 
modern theology is that it is built on a modern metaphysic exactly the 
opposite of all five tenets of this “Ur-Platonic” framework. It is no won-
der that the resultant theology differs from TCT. Again, the removal of 
Trinitarian theology from the classical formula results in the god of the 
philosophers, and Trinitarian theology without classical theism results 
in a god who is part of the cosmos with us (29). Carter’s challenge is 
that one must refute the presuppositions of modernity in order to chal-
lenge both modern liberal theology and the many conservative evangeli-
cals who have unwittingly tried to reconstruct a theology of God while 
holding several modern metaphysical assumptions. 

Carter’s 2021 book is a very helpful addition to his 2018 work. No 
doubt the reader would be helped by first reading his 2018 work, but 
this more recent book may still be read on its own. The overall project is 
a call to the importance of evaluating metaphysical assumptions as they 
work their way out in exegesis and theology. These three things simply 
cannot be divorced from one another. In this account, I believe that 
Carter has proved his point. Another great help of the book is his twen-
ty-five theses of TCT, which he lists also in an appendix. These are a 
great primer for classical theism. 

I would certainly recommend this book to those who are trying to 
understand why many conservative evangelicals (such as Steven Duby, 
James Dolezal, Matthew Barrett, and others) are pushing hard for a re-
turn to classical conceptions of God. Carter lays bare the unknown as-
sumptions that so many make about metaphysical assumptions. At a 
minimum this is a call to attend to such matters. For my part, I find 
Carter’s various presentations, particularly the first and second exegesis, 
convincing. Beyond that, the overriding purpose of Carter is the same as 
that of the Fathers of the Great Tradition and the prophets and apostles: 
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this is the God we worship. We worship him for he alone is transcendent 
over creation and effective in our salvation. 

Matthew C. Shrader 
Central Baptist Theological Seminary, Plymouth, MN 

Always Reforming: Reflections on Martin Luther & Biblical Studies, edited 
by Channing L. Crisler and Robert L. Plummer. Bellingham, WA: Lex-
ham, 2021. 181 pp. $29.99. 

This book of essays on Martin Luther is a Festschrift in honor of 
Mark A. Seifrid, longtime professor of New Testament Interpretation at 
the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary and now professor at Con-
cordia Seminary in St. Louis. Some of the essays were first presented at a 
session in honor of Dr. Seifrid at the 2019 annual meeting of the Evan-
gelical Theological Society. I was at that session, and it began with for-
mer students giving testimony to the impact of Dr. Seifrid’s teaching of 
the gospel on their lives. Anyone who has sat under or read Mark Seifrid 
knows his love for Martin Luther, so this volume is a fitting tribute. It is 
edited by two of his beloved students: Channing Crisler, a professor at 
Anderson University in South Carolina and Rob Plummer, a professor 
at Southern Seminary. It begins with a forward by D. A. Carson, Sei-
frid’s former teacher at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. 

The book begins with an introduction by Channing Crisler remind-
ing us of Luther’s aim to comfort the afflicted with the word of God. 
This is a fitting introduction in that most of the essays are about the 
centrality of the word in Luther’s life and teaching. The first chapter by 
Gregg Allison is about the perspicuity of Scripture in Luther’s writings 
before his famous statement of the doctrine in The Bondage of the Will. 
Luther rejected the idea that Scripture must be clarified by the Fathers 
since Scripture itself was clearer than the Fathers. Luther also rejected 
the fourfold meaning of Scripture in favor of the literal meaning or, in 
Luther’s words, the “grammatical, historical meaning” (9). The second 
chapter continues this theme as Rob Plummer shows how Luther reject-
ed Origen’s allegorizing of the biblical text. Luther was both a critic but 
also a practitioner of allegory. How are these to be reconciled? Plummer 
argues that Luther viewed allegory as secondary to the historical or literal 
sense of the text. These first two essays helpfully remind us that a focus 
on the literal meaning of the Bible goes all the way back to the Refor-
mation and is not simply a product of the Enlightenment. 

In chapter three, Channing Crisler suggests that suffering can ex-
plain both the contingency and coherence of Paul’s theology or the 
“center” of Paul’s theology. Crisler derives this idea from Luther’s de-
scription of theology as a combination of prayer, meditation on Scrip-
ture, and the experience of affliction. In chapter four, renowned Luther 
scholar Robert Kolb reflects on Luther’s lectures on Titus. Luther saw 
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Titus as a model pastor, whose chief duty was not the performance of 
ritual but the teaching of the word of God. A notable quotation: “This 
is our, the Christian, religion, to believe in Christ and to be moved to 
compassion for the poor and the weak…and if the cross approaches, 
that is the complete Christian religion” (57). Kolb observes that “the 
cross has become for [Luther] a mark of the church” (57). 

Chapter five, at forty-five pages, stands out in that it is over twice as 
long as the other essays in the book. It is a translation of a Finnish arti-
cle by Timo Laato. The article engages polemically with a view of bap-
tism and regeneration taught by Matti Väisänen, bishop emeritus of the 
Luther Foundation in Finland. In Väisänen’s teaching, baptism alone 
regenerates rather than the word regenerating. Väisänen argues that this 
was the original position of Luther and that it was corrupted by Ortho-
dox Lutheranism. In response, Laato shows that Väisänen’s position 
disagrees with Luther, the Lutheran confessions, and Scripture. Laato 
pulls no punches in what he sees to be an erroneous and pastorally 
harmful teaching. Baptist readers will be looking in on this debate from 
the outside as spectators, but perhaps it will lead us to reconsider the 
importance of baptism and its relationship with the gospel and conver-
sion (and not simply “the first step of obedience” after conversion). 

In chapter six, new perspective critic A. Andrew Das considers Lu-
ther on the Scriptures in Galatians and makes two seemingly unrelated 
points: First, the “new perspective” view of “works of the law” is not 
that new, for Luther was responding to Erasmus’s idea that “works of 
the law” refer to the ceremonial law. Second, Luther was a competent 
reader of Scripture and recognized the important quotations of the Old 
Testament in Galatians. He did not, however see many of the subtle 
“echoes” so emphasized by modern scholars. This should give us pause 
about whether Paul intended readers to see them. Chapter seven is an 
essay by Tom Schreiner observing text after text in Paul’s letters that 
support Luther’s teaching that the Christian is simultaneously justified 
and a sinner. In chapter eight, Ben Merkle considers the importance of 
the book of Romans in Luther’s conversion and theology. And in chap-
ter nine, Brian Vickers reflects on Luther’s important sermon “Two 
Kinds of Righteousness”—the alien righteousness of Christ and the 
proper righteousness in our life that flows from our relationship with 
Christ. One thing that stands out to me in these two chapters is the 
importance of love and good works in Luther’s teaching. Finally, chap-
ter ten is a short sermon by Oswald Bayer, one of Mark Seifrid’s favorite 
theologians, on the need for Christians to wrestle like Jacob through the 
darkness of the night in order to take hold of the blessing promised in 
God’s word. 

Should you buy this book and read it? Yes, I think so, and especially 
if you are interested in Luther. Some may might find the book a little 
uneven, especially with the long chapter by Laato in the middle regard-
ing a topic that most readers of this journal will have never heard of. It 
would have been helpful to tie the essays together more in the introduc-
tion or with a conclusion to the volume. With that said, I think the 
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volume makes an important contribution to our current moment. So 
much interest in theology today is in the medieval and patristic theolo-
gians (commonly called “retrieval theology”). We have much to learn 
from these theologians, but sometimes it seems that we have forgotten 
that a Reformation needed to happen and that reformation according to 
the word of God continually needs to happen. We must not only re-
trieve the Fathers and Aquinas but Luther with his emphasis on the 
word of God and its power to save and comfort the afflicted. This short 
book is an inspiring and encouraging step in that direction. 

Kevin W. McFadden 
Cairn University, Langhorne, PA 

Holy Living: Jonathan Edwards’s Seventy Resolutions for Living the Chris-
tian Life, by Matthew Everhard. Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2021. 
163 pp. $16.95. 

The year 2022 marks three hundred years since Jonathan Edwards 
began writing his seventy “Resolutions.” To commemorate this anniver-
sary, Matthew Everhard has written a book which takes readers on a 
theological and devotional walk through this famous document. The 
first chapter offers a brief biography of Edwards. Here, Everhard indulg-
es in a bit of hagiography. On the first page alone he lauds his subject as 
“America’s first incomparable intellect,” “a polymath,” “the American 
Colonies’ most gifted individual,” and more. He also repeats the com-
mon misconception that Edwards spent his time in Stockbridge “re-
preach[ing] some of his simpler sermons and focus[ing] instead on writ-
ing some of the major treatises.” Otherwise, it is a good biography. 

The main body of the book consists of three chapters, which corre-
spond to the three main groupings of Resolutions that Everhard has 
identified. He labels them “Existential Resolutions,” “Ethical Resolu-
tions,” and “Eschatological Resolutions.” Readers may find the categori-
zation of each resolution somewhat arbitrary. For example, under the 
category “Eschatological Resolutions,” Everhard includes such resolu-
tions as #5: “Resolved, never to lose a moment of time; but improve it 
the most profitable way I possibly can”; and #67: “Resolved, after afflic-
tions, to inquire, what I am the better for them, what good I have got 
by them, and what I might have got by them.” 

As he works through each resolution, Everhard very skillfully corre-
lates them with entries in Edwards’s Diary and other extant writings to 
provide a good picture of the historical context behind each entry. The 
result is an Edwards that appears not so different from the rest of us. As 
Everhard says in his first chapter summary, “[Edwards] argued with his 
parents, doubted his own conversion, struggled with indwelling sin, and 
through it all sought refuge in Christ” (61). As Everhard weaves in his 
own illustrations and applications throughout the book, he also seeks to 
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make Edwards’s “Resolutions” profitable for contemporary readers’ 
sanctification. 

The concluding chapter seeks to answer the questions, “Why did 
Edwards stop using the Resolutions?” and, “Why did he apparently 
cease examining himself so excruciatingly in his Diary by those Resolu-
tions he had already written?” (148). In answer to the first question, 
Everhard speculates that Edwards simply viewed his “Resolutions” as 
complete. 

Everhard offers a series of answers to the second question. One an-
swer is that Edwards became too busy with outward duties to continue 
spending much time on introspection. During the second half of the 
1720s he became a pastor under his grandfather, he got married, and he 
became a father. At the same time, Everhard believes there were also 
deeper reasons. In his Diary, Edwards indicates that all his introspection 
was proving more discouraging than he had anticipated. This may have 
caused him to give up on the project. Also, it appears that he came to 
believe that his “Resolutions” involved “too great a dependence on my 
own strength; which…proved a great damage to me” (157). In other 
words, this method of spiritual growth increasingly seemed at odds with 
a life in dependence on the Spirit. 

In sum, I believe this book is a worthwhile contribution to the field 
of Edwards Studies. Readers will find the scholarship good, the tone 
pastoral, and the content readable. 

Brandon Crawford 
Grace Baptist Church, Marshall, MI 

Immanuel Kant, by Shao Kai Tseng. Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R, 2020. xviii 
+ 209 pp. $12.00. 

In this balanced, nuanced, and sympathetic account of Kant’s 
thought, Shao Kai Tseng intends to correct what he considers the 
flawed Neo-Calvinist interpretations of Kant, which he attributes chiefly 
to Abraham Kuyper (1837–1920), Cornelius Van Til (1895–1987), and 
Herman Dooyeweerd (1894–1977). They, relying on the scholarship of 
their generation, mischaracterized Kant as a theological agnostic and 
empirical skeptic. Such interpretations, Tseng contends, are outdated. 
In response, Tseng offers an alternative interpretation based on a close, 
analytical reading of Kant’s works within their historical context. Build-
ing upon the work of John Hare, Tseng argues that although Kant’s 
enterprise attempted to translate Christian theology into a philosophy 
and religion of pure religion, it failed in two respects: his separation of 
faith and knowledge and his effort to account for hope by explaining the 
atonement. Tseng, moreover, interprets and evaluates Kant’s thought by 
way of a charitable, Neo-Calvinist understanding of revelation and phi-
losophy as developed by Herman Bavinck (1854–1921). 
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Chapter 2 is a survey of Kant’s thought. In keeping with this stated 
methodology above, Tseng situates Kant’s thought within its historical 
context. In so doing, Tseng shows that Kant formulated his philosophy 
in reaction to the rationalism of Rene Descartes (1596–1650) and the 
radical empiricism of David Hume (1711–1776). At the core of Des-
cartes’s philosophy was that the naked reason of the self can give one a 
God’s eye view of both the world and God himself. This in essence was 
the Cartesian paradigm that Kant sought to overthrow. Kant’s philoso-
phy countered Descartes’s by arguing the following. First, naked human 
reason does not have the power to apprehend who God is. Second, hu-
man reason can be assured that God ought to be, and divine revelation 
strengthens this assurance. Third, the self is not the starting point for 
human knowledge of the world but instead the reciprocal interaction 
between experience and the intellect. Hume postulated that between 
notions of sensations and ideas are impressions, which are closely related 
to sensations. Ideas of experience originate from these impressions 
which serve as the ultimate source of knowledge. However, there are 
some ideas that do not originate from sense experience. At this point, 
Hume distinguished between “matters of fact” and “relations of ideas.” 
The sciences of geometry, algebra, and arithmetic constitute the former 
and every other kind of affirmation is the latter. What we consider hu-
man knowledge consists mostly of matters of fact. These matters are 
known through experience and are only contingently true. Reasoning 
concerning matters of fact is founded on the relationship between cause 
and effect. Knowledge of this relationship emerges from experience 
when one observes particular objects joined to each other. Thus, reason-
ing in terms of cause and effect is merely an activity of the mind subjec-
tively developed through experience. Hume further contends that 
notions of material and spiritual things are merely inventions of psycho-
logical habits. The idea that there are substances behind our ideas of 
external phenomena result from a secret mechanism in mental processes 
that lead to baseless beliefs. Kant countered that if there is no objectivity 
to what we think about causality and the laws of nature, then science 
would have no foundation. Moreover, one would have no idea as to 
whether he/she was interacting with real beings outside himself/herself. 
Also, one would not be sure as to whether he or she really is. However, 
what concerned Kant the most regarding Hume’s empiricism and skep-
ticism was the existence of God. 

Kant contended that if one cannot make sense of either the moral or 
natural world, one cannot have any certainty of God’s existence. Like 
Hume, Kant rejected traditional metaphysics and the rationalism devel-
oped by Descartes. However, Kant endeavored to refute Hume in order 
to provide a rightful place for science, morality, and religion. He does 
this by confining “scientific knowledge” exclusively to the phenomenal 
world (that which is perceived through the senses) while relegating reli-
gion to the noumenal realm, or the realm that cannot be apprehended 
by the senses. This allowed him to formulate his transcendental theology 
based on pure reason alone in which our thoughts about God are real 
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objects, and the clarifications we give to them are necessary for practical 
reason (ethics). These thoughts about God, however, are not true 
thoughts about God as such thoughts would be impossible. Further-
more, this transcendental theology cannot establish the existence of 
God; it can only confirm the importance of an idea about a necessary 
and real being. This serves as the basis for God as the supreme moral 
legislator. The moral religion stemming from this raises the question of 
hope for deliverance from “sin” by means of some divine assistance. To 
address this, Kant first identifies the problem of sin as “self-love.” 
Christ’s death, although necessarily true historically, provides the hope 
of atonement in that it shows the possibility of living a moral life pursu-
ant of happiness by giving up the kind of happiness that stems from 
self-love. Tseng proceeds to develop Kant’s philosophy in extensively by 
way of sustained analysis of his major works. 

Chapter 3 is Tseng’s extensive and trenchant assessment of Kant’s 
thought. Tseng devotes most of this discussion to Kant’s severance of 
faith from knowledge. In so doing, Kant is concerned with restoring 
theology’s rightful place as a “science.” In other words, he inquires into 
how it is possible for one to attain to a theoretical knowledge of God. 
The author commences his examination by establishing Kant’s role in 
preparing the conditions for the development and reception of modern 
theology. From there he goes on to note that Kant’s transcendental ide-
alism required human knowledge to be limited by the context of the 
knower. Because the human mind can only process sensory data 
through space and time, its knowledge is limited solely to that which is 
phenomenal and historical. Following from this, the author rightfully 
notes the difficulty that this raises for the Christian understanding of 
God. If indeed, as Christians profess, God transcends spatial and chron-
ological limitations, having created space and time, then how can this 
infinite God become the subject of human knowledge? In dealing with 
the question, Tseng surveys the various attempts to answer it during the 
nineteenth century, observing that the most prominent solution to this 
difficulty raised by Kant was to historicize religion, or discern religion as 
an active phenomenon moving through the course of history, as was the 
case with both Friedreich Schleiermacher (1768–1834) and G.W. F. 
Hegel (1770–1831). The answer Tseng ultimately proposes to the ap-
parent severance of faith and knowledge by Kant entails an appropria-
tion of Bavinck’s doctrine of revelation as well as Anselm’s notion of 
“faith seeking understanding.” Tseng appropriates Kant’s view of the 
ultimate unknowability of God. However, Tseng maintains, this trans-
cendent, unknowable God reveals himself through the Incarnation and 
the Holy Scriptures. This fact of God’s own revelation becomes the 
starting point for the Christian knowledge of God takes seriously the 
limited capacity for the human intellect to “understand God,” while at 
the same time establishing a basis for certainty about the knowledge of 
God through faith and illumination affected by the Holy Spirit. 

Tseng’s work succeeds not only in demonstrating its thesis, but also 
in its effort to correct the previous misinterpretations of Kant that for at 
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least the last century and a half have presented us with a type of bogey-
man and caricature. Interpreting Kant’s corpus within its historical con-
text enables us to appreciate a significant thinker who sincerely sought 
to find a solid ground for the Christian amid the formidable attacks by 
Hume. At the same time, Tseng clearly demonstrates how, although 
well-intentioned Kant’s project was, it not only fell short of its objective, 
it also exacerbated the problem resulting from the separation of faith 
from knowledge. Immanuel Kant makes accessible as it can the other-
wise very abstract, convoluted, and, frankly, dense thought of this im-
portant thinker. This work is suitable as a textbook in upper level 
undergraduate and graduate courses in Kant specifically and modern 
philosophy in general. Immanuel Kant presents a refreshingly corrected 
view of the philosopher while making an invaluable contribution to this 
field. 

Andre A. Gazal 
Montana Bible College, Bozeman, MT 

Justifying Revolution: The American Clergy’s Argument for Political Re-
sistance, 1750-1776, by Gary L. Steward. New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2021. 221 pp. $74.00. 

The alleged Christian origins of the American Revolution have and 
will continue to be a subject of significant controversy among scholars. 
One important aspect of this discussion is the role of the colonial clergy 
in promoting political resistance to encroachments by the British gov-
ernment, thus fueling the American War of Independence. According to 
historians such as Nathan Hatch, Mark Noll, and George Marsden, 
such advocacy by these ministers represented a significant departure 
from biblical teaching and the traditional Protestant doctrine of obedi-
ence to civil authorities. These preachers simply appropriated the con-
temporary political ideas of the Enlightenment. Until relatively recently 
this has been the prevalent thesis among American historians, including 
those who identify as evangelicals like the ones mentioned above. How-
ever, there is an increasing body of scholarship that has challenged this 
longstanding narrative, contending that these ministers operated within 
a specific theological framework in propounding their political ideas. A 
valuable contribution to this scholarship is Justifying Revolution: The 
American Clergy’s Argument for Political Resistance, 1750-1776 by Gary 
L. Steward. In this important work, Steward, concentrating on the cru-
cial twenty-five-year period, leading to the Declaration of Independence, 
argues that the colonial clergy, preaching stridently against the Crown 
and Parliament’s unwarranted intrusions on the rights of the colonies, 
did so by drawing considerably from a substantive political theology that 
contained a vigorous resistance theory which has its source in the 
Reformation. Steward supports his thesis by means of close examination 
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of a wide range of representative sermons within their immediate politi-
cal, cultural, and intellectual context. Steward furthermore traces the 
content of these sermons to their confessional theological sources. 

Chapter 1 analyzes the political resistance theory of the Boston 
Congregationalist minister Jonathan Mayhew. Mayhew argued for his 
resistance theory in his 1750 sermon, Discourse Concerning Unlimited 
Submission and Non-Resistance to the Higher Powers. This sermon signif-
icantly influenced John Adams and other participants in the Revolution. 
Throughout this chapter, the author analyzes Mayhew’s arguments both 
in the light of eighteenth-century discussions in Britain and the ante-
cedent theological tradition that Mayhew appropriated. In so doing, 
Steward argues that Mayhew did not depart from this longstanding 
Protestant theological tradition. In essence, the sermon is a reassertion 
of ideas that derive from the Reformed Protestantism of the sixteenth 
century. Even though Mayhew held generally to an unorthodox theolo-
gy, yet his political theology accorded almost identically with that of 
contemporary orthodox ministers. 

Chapter 2 examines the clergy’s doctrine of resistance as directed 
against the Stamp Act in 1765. The clergy’s advocacy of resistance to-
wards this Act of Parliament developed against the background of cleri-
cal arguments advanced after the removal of Governor Edmund Andros 
in 1689. Andros’s tyrannical reign over New England was still quite 
vivid in the collective memory of the colonists, and allusions to him by 
ministers in their sermons served to fuel even more fury against the 
Stamp Act. The pre-Revolutionary resistance to Andros, Steward ob-
serves, provides the necessary context for understanding how the clergy 
themselves perceived not only the ethical legitimacy, but moral duty to 
resist political authorities when they transgress the rights of those whom 
they govern. These considerations thus provided the basis for colonial 
resistance to British agents endeavoring to enforce the Stamp Act. 

Chapter 3, probably one of the most fascinating chapters of this 
work, explores the fears felt by many American clergy regarding religious 
liberty on the eve of the Revolution. Colonial clergy were especially 
troubled by rising political absolutism in England that posed, in their 
estimation, a formidable threat both to civil and religious freedom. In 
this regard, Steward argues very persuasively based on careful study of 
primary sources that religious issues factored prominently in the final 
severance of the colonies from Great Britain. Of particular interest is 
Steward’s engaging discussion of the consternation generated over fears 
of British plans to impose Episcopal bishops upon the colonies. Espe-
cially enlightening is Steward’s examination of the arguments given by 
the Anglican clergyman, Thomas Bradbury Chandler, in support of a 
strictly pastoral bishop for parishes in the colonies who would exercise 
no political jurisdiction as was the case with prelates in Britain. This 
aspect of the chapter coincides very well with S. Scott Rohrer’s recent 
study of Chandler published by Penn State University Press. Coupled 
with an emerging Roman Catholic presence in North America, calls for 
resistance to the British government by clergy only intensified. 
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Chapter 4 examines the arguments by American clergy for political 
resistance throughout the 1770s, especially in response to Parliament’s 
passage of the Intolerable Acts. As major sectors of colonial society suf-
fered immensely because of these Acts, particularly in Massachusetts, the 
clergy’s justification of political resistance turned to sustained theologi-
cal validations for self-defense. 

Chapter 5 calls attention to the increasing number of British clergy 
who affirmed the doctrine of political resistance in defense of the Ameri-
can cause throughout the 1760s and 1770s, drawing on the same politi-
cal theology which had been firmly established within English 
Protestantism—even within the Anglican establishment. 

Chapter 6 explores the political discourse of clergy at the time of the 
Declaration of Independence, focusing primarily on the thought of one 
of its signers, the theologian John Witherspoon. Throughout this chap-
ter, Steward maintains that despite changes in political loyalties by 
1776, the political philosophy of the clergy remained consistent. High-
lighting Witherspoon in this regard, Steward contends that he steadily 
advocated political resistance in opposition to absolutism throughout his 
career, drawing heavily from his Reformed theological tradition, differ-
ing substantially from radicals like Thomas Paine. Hence, rather than 
representing a shift in his ethical and philosophical views, With-
erspoon’s support of independence denoted an assertion of his theologi-
cal heritage. 

Chapter 7 concludes the work by highlighting the broader implica-
tions of the clergy’s thought regarding political resistance during this 
period. The clergy’s advocacy of political resistance cannot serve to sup-
port the idea of a shift in American Protestant thought but an assertion 
of a received theological tradition. Moreover, the clergy’s theories of 
political resistance show that the American Revolution cannot be under-
stood in purely secular terms, confirming the religious nature of most 
people’s thought processes during this period. 

Written in a lively and engaging style, Justifying Revolution is thor-
oughly researched, firmly establishing its argument on copious primary 
sources. Very importantly, this work takes seriously not only the politi-
cal context of the American Revolution but also the substantial religious 
and theological factors that contributed to this event. In short, this work 
confirms the conveniently overlooked fact that America’s War of Inde-
pendence was a theological as well as a political conflict. Justifying Revo-
lution is suitable for upper undergraduate and graduate level courses in 
early American Christianity. It is a welcomed addition to the vast body 
of scholarly literature that is increasingly confirming the complicated, 
but nevertheless unambiguous, role Protestant Christian thought played 
in the formation of the United States. 

Andre A. Gazal 
Montana Bible College, Bozeman, MT 
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Before We Forget: Reflections from New and Seasoned Pastors on Enduring 
Ministry, edited by Nathan Millican and Jonathon Woodyard. Nash-
ville: B&H Books, 2020. x + 213 pp. $16.99. 

Editors and authors Nathan Millican and Jonathon Woodyard have 
brought together fourteen other pastors addressing eight concerns that 
contribute to a ministry that perseveres. A young pastor addresses each 
ministry concern offering sections such as Thinking Biblically and Before 
I (We) Forget. A seasoned pastor follows each chapter topic with a 2.0 
version. Their desire is that these reflections will serve all pastors as they 
try to minister faithfully for the good of Christ’s body and the glory of 
God (2). They state that “it has been our aim, hope, and prayer that our 
openness and acknowledgement of our sin and struggle compel you to 
do the same: be people who uncover their sins, acknowledge their strug-
gle, and enlist the help of brothers and sisters around you to help you in 
your pursuit of Jesus as the better and more infinite way (Heb. 11:16) 
and fight unmercifully against sin” (209). 

The following comprise the topics addressed along with their 2.0 
versions: The Insecure Pastor, The Perils of Pride, Don’t Take the Pastor-
ate for Granted, Character Matters, The Pastor and Sexual Purity, Patience 
in the Pastorate, The Hard Work in Reconciliation, and The Pastor and 
the Suffering Family. Often introductions and conclusions are an after-
thought, but here they are both informative and necessary. The intro-
duction is titled A Theology of Remembrance. Since we are prone to 
forget what God has taught us, the whole book functions as an exercise 
in remembrance (2, 212). They believe that seeing God’s work in others 
will help us in our fight for faithfulness (5). The conclusion is titled A 
Theology of Confession, summarizing this book as an exercise in the dis-
cipline of confession—an all-too-absent feature in the life of the minis-
ter (208). 

Three sections were stellar. First, Don’t Take the Pastorate for Grant-
ed, where ministers are encouraged not to do so in the areas of: (1) ad-
ministering the ordinances; (2) preaching the word; (3) leading on 
mission; and (4) the funerals of saints—funerals are a reminder to enjoy 
life as a gift from God and our pastoral joy and trophy are the saints we 
help get safely to glory (67–70). Next, Patience in the Pastorate was ex-
tremely informative and beneficial, for ministers should do everything 
“with great patience and teaching” (2 Tim 4:2). We are to be patient: 
(1) in loving; (2) in preaching—“Pastors, if your first sermons are on 
unconditional election or limited atonement, you’re not a theological 
warrior and purist; you are probably just an idiot. And if your first move 
is to abolish committees or deacons and install elders, then more than 
likely you shouldn’t be one yourself” (144); and (3) in suffering—we 
love and teach them in suffering and at times, suffer with them (141–
46). Last, The Hard Work of Reconciliation is a much-needed word, for 
our pursuit of reconciliation is based on our reconciliation to God and 
our calling by him as ministers of reconciliation (173). In so doing we 
will: (1) forgive people whether they want it or not (Forgiveness is a 
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choice. It is a commitment. It is not a feeling); (2) think the best of 
people; and (3) constantly elevate the health and beauty of the bride 
(175–177). 

Several positives merit mention. First, though drawing from experi-
ence, each author looks to find an answer that is biblically informed. 
Next, the genuineness and transparency of the authors is commendable. 
Finally, there are many nuggets worth remembering: 
• “A believer who desires to fight sin but neglects to immerse himself in 

the Bible is like a soldier who wants to storm an enemy stronghold 
without guidance from his leaders or weapons from the armory” (41). 

• “When it is time to confess anything, it is amazing how fear and pride 
can lead you to think irrationally” (83). 

• “Be warned. Your character does not automatically keep pace with other 
skills. Don’t confuse growth in one area as growth in the other” (85). 
One of the very things that is a strength, is at the same time a point 

of concern—the genuineness and transparency of the authors “might 
make you uncomfortable at times” (vii). While these virtues are com-
mendable one might wish that the Theology of Confession had a more 
practical outworking. For instance, there is a very candid discussion 
about personal sexual sin (104, 116, 117, 123–24). While it is true that 
ministers may not share/confess “because [they] do not want to give the 
impression that [they] fail to meet the biblical qualifications for minis-
try” (204), still transparent confession should align with biblical wis-
dom. While the gospel, the cross of Christ and genuine forgiveness are 
proper motivations (112), as well as our purity (121), it seems a fully 
expressed theology of confession would set more clearly defined biblical 
parameters: (1) all sin is ultimately against God and should be confessed 
to him (Ps 51:4); (2) confess your sins to one another for the sake of 
reconciliation (Matt 5:23–24; 18:15–17); (3) confess your sins for the 
sake of mutual edification/forgiveness (Jas 5:16); and (4) godly wisdom 
and discretion should prevail when confessing sin privately or publicly 
to/with people (Jas 1:5). 

However, that one concern does not diminish the book’s value. 
This work is pastoral and personal, enlightening both the minister’s per-
sonal walk and the ministry he stewards. I would commend this book to 
the faithful layman or the minister looking to hone certain ministry dis-
ciplines. As for the academy, there are other works preferred, such as the 
more insightful The Care of Souls: Cultivating a Pastor’s Heart (Lexham, 
2019) by Harold L. Senkbeil or the theologically rich Pastoral Theology: 
Theological Foundations for Who a Pastor is and What He Does (B&H, 
2017) by Daniel L. Akin and R. Scott Pace. It is true in ministry that 
the difference between failure and faithfulness is our walk with God, as 
co-laborers and “fellow strugglers whose citizenship is in heaven, [we 
long] for the day where there will be no struggle” (203). 

Tony A. Rogers 
Southside Baptist Church, Bowie, TX 
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New Life in Christ: What Really Happens When You’re Born Again and 
Why It Matters, by Steven J. Lawson. Grand Rapids: Baker, 2020. 216 
pp. $15.99. 

With the heart of a pastor, the mind of a theologian, and the pas-
sion of an evangelist, Steve Lawson gives the reader a bird’s eye view of 
the new birth, the greatest demonstration of the power of God (135). 
Lawson is founder and president of OnePassion Ministries and Execu-
tive Editor for Expositor Magazine. He is Dean of Doctor of Ministry 
studies and Professor of Preaching at The Master’s Seminary, and host 
of the Institute for Expository Preaching. He is the author of over twen-
ty-eight books and served as a pastor for thirty-four years. 

The work consists of sixteen chapters, the first examining John 
1:12–13 and the latter fifteen John 3:1–21. Lawson states his reasoning 
for this book, “Because of muddled teaching, few doctrines are less un-
derstood by believers—and even much less understood by unbelievers. 
Yet no truth is more important in order to understand what God does 
when someone enters His kingdom” (15). Lawson believes that to truly 
value God’s redeeming power, it is essential for believers to grasp the 
new birth (24). 

Lawson’s approach is strictly Reformed. His ordo salutis is clear, 
with regeneration preceding conversion. He asserts “When the living 
word is planted like seed in the human soul, the Holy Spirit acts by the 
sovereign will of the Father and creates new life in the spiritually dead” 
(110). John 1:12 reveals man’s responsibility to believe, while the next 
verse confirms that God is the initiator of the new birth (17). The di-
vine appointment to the new birth is never random, never haphazard, 
never by mere chance or blind fate (53). God scripted it long ago and 
brought it to pass by the hand of providence (54). 

While one may not agree with all points of Calvinism, one cannot 
argue with Lawson’s cordiality and honor of the Scriptures. He upholds: 
(1) Total depravity—all are born estranged from God and are predisposed 
to rebel against him (70). The new birth is essential because of the exten-
sive effects of original sin (sin darkens the intellect, sin defiles the heart, 
and sin deadens the will) (113). (2) Unconditional election—sovereign 
election and effectual calling are part of those lofty, complex, and myste-
rious “heavenly things” (John 3:12; 6:44) (173). (3) Limited atone-
ment—for Lawson, Christ was “to die in the place of all who would put 
their trust in Him” (194). Some may be more comfortable with the 
thought that Christ’s death was sufficient to save the entire world, but 
only efficient enough to those who come to him. (4) Irresistible grace—
in regeneration, God intervenes and conquers the heart of unbelief (73). 
Lawson uses Jesus’s teaching about the wind (John 3:8) to prove this. 
The wind: (a) cannot be directed by anyone, (b) is irresistible, (c) can-
not be seen by the human eye, and (d) is incomprehensible (137–40). 
To use Jesus’s illustration of the wind to prove irresistible grace seems to 
be stretching the text. (5) Perseverance of the saints—regeneration is per-
manent and perseveres. Believers are never born again, again (186–87). 
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Two notable chapters are the following. The first chapter is Soul 
Cleansing (chap. 8). The cleansing water of John 3:5 reminds us that 
God must cleanse the sinner’s depraved soul before placing a new heart 
within—God will not allow a clean heart to live in a filthy soul (98). 
Lawson shows what God alone does in salvation, washing (1) away idol-
atry, (2) away all uncleanness, (3) away our sins, and (4) us in the Spirit 
(100–101). The other noteworthy chapter is Divine Mandate (chap. 
10). The divine must (you must be born again) stresses that the new 
birth is absolutely necessary and non-negotiable because (1) a person 
living outside the kingdom of God is morally defiled, being inwardly 
polluted by sin; (2) the spiritually blind cannot see the kingdom of God; 
(3) persons outside the kingdom of God are stubborn and will not sub-
mit to the authority of God; and (4) any person outside the kingdom of 
God is a spiritual corpse and cannot believe in Christ (126–31). 

There are several positives worth noting. First, this work is theologi-
cally deep. For instance, Lawson asserts regeneration is not good people 
becoming better or the sick becoming well; more precisely, it is dead 
people coming to life (94). Second, this work is exegetically insightful. 
He answers “Why did Nicodemus meet Jesus at night? For several rea-
sons: (1) to conceal this private meeting from others who knew him; 
(2) openly meeting with Jesus would have tarnished the reputation of 
the entire body of the Pharisees; and (3) darkness characterizes humani-
ty’s spiritual ignorance of God as represented in the writings of John 
(56). Third, this book is evangelistically challenging to the lost. There are 
fifty-plus gospel statements and/or questions, prompting thoughts about 
where one is with the Lord: “There are two paths before you: one path 
is the way of self-righteousness, and it leads to eternal destruction. The 
other path is the new birth, and it leads to eternal life. You must decide 
which way you will travel” (175). Finally, this book is evangelistically 
instructive to the saved. We can find encouragement when we share the 
gospel because God is sovereign, and the Spirit can quickly soften even 
the most hardened and resistant heart (145–46). 

It seems this book may have derived from a preaching or teaching 
series (each chapter has a sermonic feel), but it goes well beyond a sim-
ple homiletical work. Lawson understands that the workings of God 
intersect far above our heads and are beyond our understanding (54). 
For a deeper look at regeneration, read Andreas J. Köstenberger, A The-
ology of John’s Gospel and Letters: The Word, the Christ, the Son of God 
(Zondervan, 2009) or Matthew Barrett, What Is Regeneration? (P&R, 
2013). I would recommend this book to the devoted layman or the be-
ginning preacher. As for an academic, I would only recommend this on 
an undergraduate level. Lawson presents the marvels of being born again 
and reminds us that rather than justly destroying this sinful world in 
righteous anger, God chose instead to pour out his wrath on Christ, so 
that we might be born again (189). 

Tony A. Rogers 
Southside Baptist Church, Bowie, TX 
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Good Works: Hospitality and Faithful Discipleship, by Keith Wasserman 
and Christine D. Pohl. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2021 viii + 180 pp. 
$16.99. 

Keith Wasserman is the founder and executive director of Good 
Works Inc. His co-author, Christine D. Pohl, is professor emeritus of 
church and society at Asbury Theological Seminary. 

Wasserman chronicles the founding, development, and current op-
eration of Good Works Inc., a ministry serving the group commonly 
referred to as “the homeless.” But Wasserman believes that this term 
stigmatizes the people so labeled. By contrast, the book describes them 
as the “vulnerable,” or “people without a home” to encourage those to 
whom it ministers to participate in its services. Although the ministry 
sees its goal as to help find homes for those who do not have one, it of-
fers far more than placement. 

Wasserman does not change the definition of home but rather re-
fines it. Because a home offers safe space in a community, hospitality 
[read: making a home-like environment] centers this ministry in the 
local church. “Woundedness” and “transformation” are terms the book 
uses to describe the state of homelessness as well as the process leading 
out of it, a strong discipleship focus. The home-finding ministry of 
Good Works Inc. is an entire system entailing its own culture centering 
on local church participation. 

The book is a documentary of a unique ministry as it grew through 
the personal spiritual growth of its founder. When observers refer to the 
ministry as an agency, Wasserman responds, “We do not view ourselves 
as a social service agency, but instead, as a ministry whose primary mis-
sion is to love God and love people” (15). On balance, the author says, 
“our task as worshippers is not to ‘fix’ people but to love them” (17). 
But this takes time. He explains: “Much of ministry is accompaniment, 
walking with a person through difficult circumstances. And that is rarely 
efficient. It is slow and can be painful” (53). But staff do not see this 
labor-intensive ministry as a one-way street that drains them. Instead, 
they say, “I go also to learn—learn to grow in love for my neighbor and 
create structures and opportunities for others to do the same” (63). 

Good Works Inc. targets people with disabilities, among others, 
who have no home. A recent Housing and Urban Development survey 
revealed that 49% of those living in homeless shelters had mental health 
or intellectual disability diagnoses. For this and other reasons, Good 
Works Inc. serves as a model for disability ministry where home is the 
focal point of care. 

The book offers insight into the road to homelessness. How do 
some people end up homeless? One path follows a slow but predictable 
decline. “Privacy is a resource available for purchase by those who have 
money. The less money you have, the less privacy you can obtain. We 
need privacy, however, to maintain our mental health…. When this 
low-level stress combines with physical sickness or some form of disabil-
ity, it can make a person behave strangely. No wonder people living on 
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the street sometimes appear to be mentally ill” (70–71). 
This scenario helps us see that a path to homelessness is not a sud-

den turn to the streets. It is a slow and painful descent into confusion 
and darkness. Substance abuse is often not the direct cause of homeless-
ness but instead an attempt by people with homes to self-medicate for 
their mental health. Patterns of incarceration and recidivism often fol-
low. Rarely does a person desire to live on the street. It is a consequence. 
Committed Christians who once faithfully attended church can find 
themselves homeless. How does Good Works Inc. help such people? 

In brief, the ministry offers individuals experiencing homelessness a 
house, a home, and a family. A house offers personal privacy and pro-
tection from danger. A home is a familiar place to find rest and stability 
that supports spiritual grow in a local church as well as to seek personal 
success, often an unfamiliar sensation, through vocation in a communi-
ty. Family is the seedbed of all personal relationships, a place to find 
people who will walk with you through the blessings and the challenges 
of life. Famously, “Family is a haven in a heartless world” (Christopher 
Lasch). What does this ministry aim to accomplish for those without a 
home? “The end goal is when they become participating members of a 
local community of believers where they can receive nurture, care, and 
accountability, and where they can identify and use the gifts that God 
has given them” (110). This statement captures the heart of Good 
Works Inc. 

This reviewer highly recommends the book for anyone, any church, 
or any Christian organization that wants to address needs pertaining to 
homelessness. As already noted, many of the people Wasserman aims to 
help have disability or a mental health diagnosis. This book offers an 
effective framework for disability work in the local church and its com-
munity. 

Dave Deuel 
Joni and Friends International Disability Center, Broadalbin, NY 

Technically Connected: Navigating Distance on Virtual Teams, by Warren 
J. Janzen. Victoria, Canada: Friesen Press, 2020. xv + 167 pp. $17.99. 

The author, having served as International Director of the mission 
agency SEND International, has extensive experience working cross-
culturally, and developing and leading teams through face-to-face and 
technology engagement. In more recent years, he has done the complex 
and often challenging task of transforming his organization into a virtu-
al culture. 

As a research method for this study, Janzen conducted in-depth sur-
veys with over twenty non-profit and for-profit organizational leaders, 
some of whom have also wrestled with the transition to virtual teams. 
The book presents a synthesis of these findings. Janzen targets those 
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working with virtual teams of all sorts. He offers basic explanations of 
terms and concepts relative to teaming. Much of this sage advice applies 
to global organization or network development but would be helpful for 
almost any team context. 

Although the book sections follow a logical progression, individuals 
may read book sections that can stand alone out of sequence. Section 
content includes the following: first, the author emphasizes the need for 
intentionality in the virtual environment (sec. 1); then he develops a 
strategy for designing a clear flight plan so that all team members work 
together from the same set of assumptions (sec. 2); third, the author 
addresses the need for reliable systems that are less inclined to break 
down due to separation and distance confusion (sec. 3); the author’s 
section on life support offers strategies for preventing and correcting 
disruptions and general confusion (sec. 4); finally, Janzen treats the need 
for gravitational pull ostensibly the forces that hold all parts together 
(sec. 5). 

In general, building teams has become increasingly difficult. The 
mayhem caused by rapid job-turnover coupled with the ever-changing 
technology forced by a global pandemic. These exacerbate the difficulty 
of building strong and mutually supportive teams. Add to this the allure 
of working remotely. Teamwork is under siege. Yet, the attack comes at 
a time when we desire and need effective teams even more to carry out 
missions. A related challenge is building trust through intentional use of 
technology, the aim of which is to craft a virtual organizational culture. 
Developing cultural cohesion in teams plays a critical role without 
which teams tend to drift apart in virtual environments. The reasons are 
many and varied in nature and scope. Many are resolved by building a 
“culture of collaboration” (151). 

At the outset of the book and in the final pages, the author strongly 
embraces the research principle, how you work as a team is even more 
important than who is on the team. It is based on research from a 
Google study (see Charles Duhigg, “What Google Learned from Its 
Quest to Build the Perfect Team,” The New York Times Magazine [24 
February 2016]). But subsequent research strongly disagrees with the 
Google study. In fact, other credible sources “claim the exact opposite—
that personality, not just skills, is indeed a significant factor in what 
makes a team successful” (Gary Burnison: “7 years ago, Google set out 
to find what makes the ‘perfect’ team—and what they found shocked 
other researchers,” Science of Success [13 September 2019]). In short, it 
is the opinion of this reviewer that the counterargument to the Google 
study is convincing and well supported. Who is, in fact, as or more im-
portant than how. 

Despite the problems with the how versus who assumption, the sec-
tion on technology and communication is very helpful. Discussions in-
clude the following: build and maintain relationships through face-to-
face meetings, build an understanding of the individual’s workspace, 
create a work collaboration platform, schedule regular meetings with 
clear agendas and agreed upon guidelines, normalize communication 
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between meetings, match your medium to your message, and beware of 
communication overload (65–77). 

The author shares sage advice in many small talking points 
throughout the book: keep it simple, reliable, and accessible (70); create 
emails wisely (73); work at encouraging the heart (80); frame every task 
as a growth opportunity (114); invite team members to request help 
(114); and be mindful of whether your microphone is on mute! 

The book is rife with good practices and helpful tips for dealing 
with virtual team challenges. The author’s skillful use of stories, expla-
nations of technological terms and concepts, and practical exercises to 
solidify the reader’s understanding of key processes and procedures are 
well done. Layout, print readability, and chapter sizes make the book 
accessible to busy readers. For convenience, a concise summary of the 
book’s salient points appears under, “the Special Sauce” (152–54). 
Leaders and their teams will find this helpful for quick and easy refer-
ence. 

Although the how versus who argument addressed above raises ques-
tions in this study, this reader recommends the book to those leading or 
participating in virtual teams. A suggested companion small book that 
team leaders can use to support spiritual development in virtual cultures 
is Joanne J. Jung, Character Formation in Online Education: A Guide for 
Instructors, Administrators, and Accrediting Agencies (Zondervan, 2015). 

Dave Deuel 
Joni and Friends International Disability Center, Broadalbin, NY 


